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Chapter 1.

Introduction

Minority rights - including language rights, the right to education in one’s mother

tongue, separate schools, and cultural autonomy – are still a relatively debated subset of

universal human rights, even if  “international law has been subjected to a considerable

ethnicity-sensitisation, particularly in the course of the last decade”(Thornberry 2001,

47). Even if this category of rights can be justified on a purely normative basis, starting

from the idea of human beings as moral persons (Kymlicka 1995), and this justification is

indeed more and more widely accepted, transposing these rights into policies will always

be preceded by a procedure of balancing costs and results. Not all national and ethnic

minorities can be granted these minority rights, even if we can agree that justice would

require that they do. The size of the minority group will certainly have a major say in

deciding about the provision of these rights, the institutional setting will also be

important, and the political power or efficacy of the respective minority group can be

considered an influencing factor, too. The provision of minority rights will ultimately

depend on the recognition by the states, on the willingness of majorities to recognize the

ethnic and national minorities in their respective states and to transpose this recognition

into legal instruments that allow for a more or less successful enforcement of minority

rights.

There is however a right which is at the borderline between axiomatic universal

human rights (Thornberry 2001, 49) and minority rights in the wide sense. This is the

right not to be discriminated against on the basis of national, ethnic or racial origin. This
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right, part of the standard catalog of universal human rights, is one of the most efficient

means for the protection of persons belonging to national and ethnic minorities.

Thorough respect for the right not to be discriminated against is only the first but

necessary step in the protection of racial, ethnic or national minorities. Many of the

claims made by members of such groups can be addressed on the basis of the anti-

discrimination principle. The important fact about the non-discrimination principle as

part of legal means for the protection of minorities is that its universality and importance

is unquestioned. The right not to be discriminated against is evolving from one of the

basic values of constitutional democracy, namely equality.

Despite the wide recognition of the non-discrimination principle as one of the

grounding principles of constitutional democracy there is considerable disagreement both

among practitioners and among theorists on what exactly this principle implies. Two

important questions have to be answered: first, what exactly the right to be free from

discrimination means, what types of acts and procedures can be considered

discriminatory? The most simple and trivial forms of discrimination imply acts which

treat people differently on grounds of racial, national or ethnic origin and the racist

motivation is made explicit. There are cases when the racist motivation is not made

explicit, though the difference in the treatment can easily be detected. Yet in other cases a

pretext is used for the differential treatment, and the racist motivation remains hidden. In

such cases only the examination of the social meaning of the pretext brings the examiner

to understand the hidden racism behind the differential treatment. Furthermore, there are

acts, decisions, which do not treat members of the different groups differently, yet, for

different, mostly socially determined reasons, they fall with heavier impact on the
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members of the minority group, unnecessarily disadvantage members of that group,

perpetuate the existent disadvantage, willingly or sometimes even unwillingly. Is the

right not to be discriminated against on racial grounds to be understood to protect only

from acts, which are motivated by racism and explicitly differentiate between members

of different groups, or is the protection to extend also to the more subtle forms of

disadvantaging members of minority groups?

Having answered this question the second question that arises is: how should the

anti-discrimination principle be formulated in order to address the issue of discrimination

properly? What are the levels that the problem of discrimination has to be addressed at,

and by what means? Whether the sanctioning of each discriminatory act, and making

whole the few complaining victims covers everything that the state shall do when

providing its citizens the right not to be discriminated against on racial, ethnic or national

grounds, or, beyond the mere sanctioning of individual discriminatory acts, a more

extensive public policy is to be developed?  Is it sufficient that courts enforce the right

not to be discriminated against on grounds of national, ethnic or racial origin based on the

complaints of individual victims, or is a more systemic approach needed which, on the

one hand digs to the roots of the problem, to the issue of racism and intolerance, and on

the other hand considers the problem in its width.

This research is going to argue for a wide scope for the concept of racial

discrimination. I will argue that a properly understood concept of racial discrimination

not only includes the explicit forms of race or ethnicity based differential treatment, but

also some of the acts, which, though they do not differentiate between members of

majority and minority groups and perhaps are not even racially motivated, yet fall with a
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unnecessarily disproportionate burden on the members of the racial or ethnic minority

groups. In addition to this I will argue for the need for an extensive anti-discrimination

policy, which addresses the problem of discrimination on racial, ethnic or national

grounds at all its levels from the level of racist meanings to the level of racially

determined social structures, and the importance of specialized enforcement bodies in

defining and implementing such a public policy.

I will analyze these questions in the Hungarian context. I will examine the

institution of the Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner for the Rights of National and

Ethnic Minorities (Minority Commissioner in the following) and the role this institution

played in the first five years of its activity in the implementation of the right to be free

from discrimination.

The Facts

The Minority Commissioner institution was established in Hungary relatively

recently, in 1995. The purpose of the legislator with this institution was on the one hand,

as stated in the justification of the Act on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Citizen’s

Rights, the control and supervision of the state bureaucracy and protection of

constitutional rights against the abuse of the increasing state administration, on the other

hand, as stated in the justification of the Minority Act, the clarification and development

of the law concerning minority rights. The first Minority Commissioner and his office

started their activity in July 1995. The scope of this research is limited in that it deals

with only one aspect of the work of the institution of the Minority Commissioner. The

only aspect of the work of the Commissioner that this research examines is the one
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concerning discrimination. Even though this makes up a large part of the work done by

the Commissioner since mid 1995, it does not include all of its activity.

The legal context within which the institution began to address the issue of racial

discrimination can be characterized as rather unfavorable. The Constitution, though

prohibiting discrimination on all grounds, fails to operationalize the concept of

discrimination at least as far as racial discrimination is concerned. At the statutory level,

in several acts the constitutional general prohibition of racial discrimination is repeated,

however no definition of the concept of discrimination is available in any of the relevant

acts, and procedures of proof and evidence and appropriate sanctions are also lacking.

Meanwhile Hungarian courts can traditionally be characterized by being bound to textual

interpretation and acting in the name of judicial restraint, with a general reticence to

apply in their cases the provisions of the Constitution or provisions of international

documents ratified by Hungary (Sándor 1998, 60).  Class action is not available in the

Hungarian legal system. Public interest law firms acting for the promotion of rights of

national, ethnic or racial minorities are few and still at the beginning of a learning

process.

In the meantime Hungary has 13 recognized national and ethnic minorities, of

which the largest, the Roma minority makes up 4-6 percent of the population. The Roma

minority can be considered a loser in the transition to democracy in Hungary. The group

generally fares badly along all social and economic indicators: on average its members

have a lower level of education, higher rates of unemployment, higher rates of poverty,

poorer housing than the majority population. The relative residential and educational

segregation of Roma was not a past episode of Hungarian social life but is a current
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tendency1.  Prejudice against Roma and racism is relatively strong among the majority

population2. The disadvantages of the Roma are equally caused and maintained by

structural problems and racial discrimination.

Given the above legal context and the social situation it was little surprise that one

of the major issues that the Minority Commissioner had to address was the problem of

discrimination on the grounds of national, ethnic or racial origin, and particularly

discrimination against Roma. This research investigates this part of the activity of the

Minority Commissioner in the period between July 1995 and December 2000.

The Research

Throughout the empirical research conducted for this purpose I examined the files

of all investigations (both individual complaint based and formal ex officio) conducted by

the Commissioner and his Office between July 1995 and July 1999. Given the time and

resource constraints of the research for the period between August 1999 and December

2000 I only analyzed the files of cases selected based on their relevance for the purposes

of my work. The Commissioner’s and his Office’s work went through a considerable

development in the five years that I investigated. Meanwhile the legal context in which

they work was constantly changing, as well. The development on both levels continues at

this moment, which makes a closing down of this work very difficult.  However an end

had to be found for this work: with December 2000 I stopped considering any new

                                                       
1 For data on the situation of the Roma minority in Hungary see for example Horváth, Landau, Szalai 2000.
For tendencies towards segregation in housing  and education in the 1990s see Havas (2000)
2 See public opinion polls. For example the January 2001 Medián Omnibus results show that on a scale of
100 attitudes towards Roma are 25, with the Germans having 70 and the Jews 65 (the scale shows 100 if
everybody has good opinion about the group and 1 if everybody has bad opinion).
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material. Thus any changes in the legislation, or any case investigated after that date are

not considered in this research.

The work proceeds in three steps. In the first step I develop a normative

framework for the empirical research to be conducted. The normative framework aims to

investigate, analyze and answer the above two questions concerning the meaning of the

right to be free from discrimination, the feasible anti-discrimination principle and the

means for its implementation. I argue in the normative framework for an inclusive

understanding of the right to be free from discrimination and an accordingly

comprehensive anti-discrimination principle which can best be termed a project of social

reconstruction. I argue that the activity of courts is not sufficient for the implementation

of such a widely understood anti-discrimination policy, and that specialized enforcement

bodies are needed for complementing the activity of the courts. Specialized enforcement

bodies, or minority ombudsman type institutions, as I shall call them, have special

powers, special means and instruments that make them appropriate for complementing

the activity of the judiciary in the implementation and promotion of the anti-

discrimination principle.

In the second step of the research I examine a particular institution in a particular

context. I first analyze the legal framework within which the Hungarian Minority

Commissioner has to work both with respect to the regulation of racial discrimination and

with respect to the regulation of the institution, its means and prerogatives. Then I go on

to see how the institution works towards the implementation of the right not to be

discriminated against on racial grounds. I examine the cases investigated by the

Commissioner, the files and reports of formal investigations conducted by the Office, the
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annual reports presented to the Parliament and the way those documents interpret the

concept of racial discrimination, and use procedures of proof and evidence for showing

discrimination.

In the third and final step I will go on to measure the actual activity of the

Hungarian Minority Commissioner against the normative framework I developed in the

first step. My aim is not to investigate the efficiency of the institution according to its

different tasks but to examine the interpretation and understanding of the Commissioner

of the concepts defined in the normative framework of my work: that of racial

discrimination and of the anti-discrimination principle, and that of the role of minority

ombudsman type institutions in the enforcement of a broadly understood anti-

discrimination policy.

The thesis will proceed in five chapters. The first two chapters are the normative

chapters: the first one deals with the theory of discrimination and attempts to define an

anti-discrimination principle for the purposes of the research. The second chapter

constructs a model of minority ombudsman type institutions. The third chapter describes

and examines the legal context within which the Hungarian Minority Commissioner

works: with respect to anti-discrimination law and to the regulation of the Minority

Commissioner institution. The fourth chapter examines the investigations conducted by

the Commissioner in discrimination cases, describes the Commissioner’s concept of

racial discrimination as used in the different fields where discrimination might occur. The

final chapter measures the practice against the normative framework, it examines the

Commissioner’s interpretation and use of the concept of discrimination and of the

minority ombudsman institution as a tool for dealing with discrimination against the
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theoretical framework developed in the first two chapters. Finally, the last chapter also

provides some recommendations and guidelines for the future development of the

institution.
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Chapter 2.

A Theory of Discrimination

1. Introduction

The Hungarian legal framework within which the Minority Commissioner

operates has an under-inclusive approach to the concept of racial discrimination3. This is

why this work attempts to examine the discrimination concept used by the Commissioner

not against the existing legal interpretation but against a normatively developed concept

of discrimination. The aim of this chapter is to provide a framework of analysis to the

approach to racial discrimination of the Minority Commissioner as articulated in the

reports, investigations and declarations of the Commissioner’s Office. It is also meant to

be a normative theory, which could be seen as providing guidelines for the future trend of

development in the approach of the Commissioner’s Office to racial discrimination.

The theoretical analysis of this chapter will mainly be based on US constitutional

and statutory practice concerning racial discrimination, and secondary and theoretical

analysis of that practice. The reason for working out the theoretical grounds on the basis

of the approach used by courts in United States is the fact that this approach to racial

discrimination is probably, for historical reasons, by far the most developed and best

articulated one in countries of the world, especially taking into account the extensive

litigation available in the US in the field of discrimination. An almost similarly well

articulated model is provided by the Race Relations Act 1976 of the UK however that

model has taken over many of its elements from the US (Lester 1998).  My aim is not to
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give a description of the US constitutional and statutory approach to racial

discrimination, but rather to attempt to synthesize the theoretical principles lying behind

the practices, or suggested by commentators, in a way that they provide a discrimination

theory feasible for application by the Minority Commissioner. It is not the case law or the

constitutional jurisdiction of the US that this chapter wants to suggest for application by

the Commissioner. What this chapter aims for is to provide principles along which a

more inclusive and complex interpretation of the concept of racial discrimination

becomes available to the Minority Commissioner.  In the mean time this chapter is also

meant to provide a better understanding of the cases of discrimination that the

Commissioner’s Office encountered in the first five years of its existence.

The aim of this section is, on the one hand, to set the normative framework for a

Hungarian anti-discrimination policy and, on the other hand, to provide the theoretical

frame for looking at what the Minority Parliamentary Commissioner does and ought to

do as one of the actors of this policy.

The chapter will proceed from the most simple forms of racial discrimination

towards the more complex forms supported by theories, which are widely debated. I will

argue throughout the chapter for a broad understanding of discrimination meant to

include beyond individual disparate treatment also some forms of disparate impact where

the offense is not necessarily derivable from the discriminatory intent of the state or any

other discriminating party.   

                                                                                                                                                                    
3 Chapter 4. will analyze in detail the Hungarian  legal interpretation of racial discrimination and the
Hungarian jurisprudence related to it.
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2. Suspect Classifications

Discrimination in general means unequal treatment on the basis of some criteria

or classification. Of course it would be absurd to say that by prohibiting discrimination

we prohibit all differential treatment, all classifications regardless of the criteria on which

it is based and regardless of justifications given for it. It is only arbitrary distinctions that

have to be screened out, that is distinctions that cannot be morally justified. One could

say that all classifications based on immutable, or morally arbitrary, in Rawlsian

terminology (Rawls 1971), characteristics are unacceptable. But some immutable

characteristics can be used as grounds for classification in some cases. For example

admission to universities would be very difficult to imagine without taking intelligence

into consideration. It seems that something more is needed than immutability.

The concern of this chapter is discrimination on grounds of race, national or

ethnic origin that is racial classification4. Classifications based on race (as in many

respects gender, too) are not only based on an immutable characteristic but have an

additional feature. The history and social context of inter-ethnic relations, racism and

stigma attached to them makes racial classifications always suspect. Dworkin argues:

"Race seems different because exclusions based on race have historically been motivated
not by some instrumental calculation, as in the case of intelligence or age or regional
distribution or athletic ability, but because of contempt for the excluded race or religion
as such. Exclusion by race was in itself an insult, because it was generated by and
signaled contempt."(Dworkin 1985, 301)

Due to this social context there is always a good reason to suspect that if a legal

regulation or a decision classifies by race, that is provides for unequal treatment on the

                                                       
4 In the following I will use racial classifications and racial discrimination as an umbrella term for
classifications, respectively discrimination on grounds of national, ethnic or racial origin.
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basis of race, then this is based on the assumption that members of some racial groups are

less worthy than others and thus runs against the idea of equal respect and concern.

Owen Fiss in his analysis of fair employment laws identifies (1971, 241-242) two

attributes of the race criteria justifying why use of race in employment decisions is

inherently unfair. He first argues that race is in conflict with the merit principle, rarely

can race be considered an accurate predictor of productivity. The second attribute is its

immutability, the absence of individual control over it. Individuals, he argues, have no

control over their race, they cannot be held responsible for it, and thus it is unfair to judge

them on that basis. Fiss argues that the two attributes together account for the special

unfairness of the race criteria.  His argument can easily be extended beyond the

employment context. It is easy to see that race only very rarely has relevance for any

administrative decision, housing decision, or decisions brought in the field of education,

its unrelatedness to most administrative purposes is obvious. The absence of the control

attribute will remain the same for all contexts. Thus it can be said the race criteria is in

most cases equally unfair in contexts, other than employment.

The United States Supreme Court (USSC in the following) stated the

requirements for suspect classifications in a somewhat similar way in Frontiero v.

Richardson(1973): suspect classifications are usually based on immutable characteristics;

racial minorities, the most common beneficiaries of suspect classification doctrine,

historically have been victims of statutorily based disadvantage; race usually is not

relevant to any legitimate public purpose. Thus the three features of race which make it in

most cases inappropriate for use as a criteria for classification are: its being beyond the

control of the individual, its unconnectednes to most official purposes, be that
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productivity or any administrative purpose, and last but not least its capacity for bearing

stigma due to a history of previous discrimination against racial minorities (Blacks in the

US, but this is also a valid reason in the case of, for example, Roma in Central Europe).

It is clear thus that the racial criteria occurring as a basis for classification should

always be treated with extreme caution. Justice Black argues in one of the Japanese

relocation cases:

“All legal restrictions which curtail the civil rights of a single racial group are
immediately suspect. That is not to say that all such restrictions are unconstitutional. It is
to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid scrutiny. Pressing public necessity
may sometimes justify the existence of such restrictions; racial antagonism never can.”
Korematsu v. United States (1944).

It does not mean that there can be no classification based on race which could

pass scrutiny, for example race conscious remedies for past racial discrimination or

preferential treatment for members of racial minorities, it only means that the scrutiny

should be strict. Ironically Korematsu was one of the few cases in the USSC

jurisprudence in which an invidious racial classification passed the most rigid scrutiny

(Gunther & Sullivan 1997, 664). In this case relocation of American citizens of Japanese

ancestry living on the West Coast was found justified because of military dangers to the

country, the disloyalty of some of the Japanese ancestry citizens, and the administrative

hardship in sorting out and relocating only the disloyal members of the group.

Another reason for subjecting race to more stringent scrutiny than other

classifications is given by Justice Stone in footnote four of US v. Carolene Products Co.

(1938). Connected to the definition of the deferential rationality review he enumerates the
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instances (the exceptions) in which a more stringent scrutiny is justified. One of these

cases5 is that of “discrete and insular minorities” in the case of which, he argues:

“Prejudice against discrete and insular minorities may be a special condition which tends
seriously to curtail the operation of those political processes ordinarily to be relied upon
to protect minorities and which may call for a correspondingly more searching judicial
inquiry.” (Gunther & Sullivan 1997, 484)

The argument here is that the democratic political process always results in minorities,

but most people and most groups are sometimes in the minority, and other times, as a

result of different coalitions, are in the majority.  However discrete (i.e. distinguishable,

visible) and insular (isolated) minorities always end up in the minority in the democratic

political process and as such are always outvoted. For the reason of prejudice they have

difficulties in making coalitions and thus their minority status is permanent. The

constitution is anti-majoritarian in this sense, the constitutional protection is meant to

correct this defect in the political process, by providing a stricter scrutiny whenever a

statute or a regulation is directed against such groups6.

In order to avoid introducing a flat ban against race based classifications the

USSC found it appropriate to subject race based classifications to the strict scrutiny test

which weights the classification in the light of its purpose and the way it is tailored. This

test has two requirements: on the one hand the racial classification, not qualifying as

prohibited discrimination under this test, must be shown to be working for the attainment

of a compelling state interest (not legitimate governmental end as in the case of minimal

scrutiny). On the other hand the acceptable racial classification must be narrowly tailored

                                                       
5 The other two “exceptions” are: “legislation which restricts those political processes which can ordinarily
be expected to bring about repeal of undesirable legislation” and “when legislation appears on its face to be
within a specific prohibition of the Constitution such as those of the first ten Amendments”.
6 This argument was later used by John Hart Ely in his book Democracy and Distrust: A Theory of Judicial
Review (1980) to justify his process based approach to the anti-discrimination principle.
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in accordance with the above mentioned compelling state interest. Being narrowly

tailored implies four conditions: first race neutral alternatives must be shown to be

inferior, second, the targets must be tied to attain the compelling interest, third,

provisions shall be made for individualized treatment and finally the classification shall

not be over-inclusive (Schwartz 1998). Thus, in principle, a race based classification can

pass the strict scrutiny test if it is narrowly tailored to attain a compelling state interest.

Whether only invidious race based classifications have to fall under strict

scrutiny, or also classifications which aim to provide preferential treatment to minority

groups, has been widely debated. The Brennan group wrote in Bakke7 that race based

classifications with a benign purpose shall be subjected to an intermediate scrutiny test

which only requires that the ends be important and the means substantially related to

those ends.  Their reasoning was that there was no discrete and insular minority involved

in case of benign racial classifications, the disadvantaged group is a subgroup of the

white majority. Moreover the injury suffered by Bakke, a member of the white majority,

had no stigmatizing effect. Indeed, in light of all the reasons which are provided for

designating race a suspect category, racial classifications used for benign purposes seem

not to fall under the most stringent scrutiny.

Dworkin argues that in case of benign racial preference racial classifications loose

their special feature of implying public insult, in this case race is just another immutable

feature, which in some cases might be taken into consideration (Dworkin 1985, 301). It

ceases being a suspect classification in the strong sense invidious racial classifications

                                                       
7 Regents of University of California v. Bakke (1978). This case concerned a preferential treatment program
in a medical school with set-aside places for minority applicants. There was no majority opinion, the
opinion taken to be that of the court is Justice Powell’s arguing that the quota solution was not necessary to
the achievement of the state’s compelling interest in promoting diversity of the student body, there could
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are. Suspect racial classifications are supposed to disadvantage racial minorities and also

to burden fundamental rights, goes the argument. Thus a strict scrutiny test is only

applicable to malign racial classifications, whereas only an intermediary scrutiny test is

applicable to benign classifications.

The intermediary scrutiny test is well defined by Kent Greenawalt (1977, 219).

He says: particular discrimination in favor of a racial group should be accepted only if it

promotes substantial interest and if that could not be promoted just as well by a non-

racial approach or a more narrowly tailored racial classification. Paul Brest (1976) adds

that this test has to check whether the probable benefits outweigh the harms, whether the

benefits cannot be gained by other than race dependent means, and, finally, whether the

racial preference program is indeed designed to minimize its possible adverse

consequences.

The USSCs position on this issue, as expressed in Richmond v. J.A. Croson

(1989) and Adarand Constructors v. Pena (1995) is that a single standard shall be used

under the Constitution: strict scrutiny for all racial classifications. This does not mean

that racial preferences are impermissible in all cases. The Court argues that deviations

from equal treatment can only be temporary and need to have a remedial scope. The

remedy however cannot be for generalized assertions of past discrimination but it has to

be in response to a particularized finding that discrimination has been committed. One

exception is accepted by the court from this relatively strict rule: the case of preferential

treatment policies in the field of education8. The compelling interest universities are

working upon when having racially preferential admissions is diversity in the university

                                                                                                                                                                    
have been other ways of promoting that interest, such as taking race into consideration only as one of many
factors.
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environment. This, argues the Court in Bakke, is acceptable under the Constitution, if

race is one of the many factors for achieving diversity. Yet it is unacceptable if race is the

only factor on the basis of which the student body is to be diversified (this was actually

the case in Bakke).

This rather restrictive approach concerning race conscious measures, however,

refers only to constitutional law.  The statutory level is more permissible towards certain

types of race consciousness. A good example is employment discrimination law. In order

for a voluntary affirmative action plan instituted by an employer to pass the scrutiny

required by Title VII. of the Civil Rights Act 1964 the plan has to fulfill a number of

criteria established by the Weber9 decision. This decision upheld an affirmative action

plan under attack because the plan was designed to break down old patterns of racial

segregation and hierarchy, was structured to open up employment opportunities for

Blacks which have been traditionally closed to them; because the plan did not trammel

the interests of white employees (did not require their discharge, did not plan to create an

absolute bar for their advancement); and finally because the plan was only a temporary

measure, “it is not intended to maintain racial balance but to eliminate manifest racial

imbalance”.  The employer’s plan, the court argued, need not point to its own prior

discriminatory practices “nor even to evidence of an arguable violation on its part”.

Rather it has to point to “conspicuous imbalance in traditionally segregated job

categories”.  This “racial imbalance” category seems close to what the USSC deemed

inappropriate in the constitutional context under the name of “societal discrimination”10.

                                                                                                                                                                    
8 Even this seems to be questioned under the fifth circuit case Hopwood v. Texas (1996)
9 First defined in United Steelworkers of America v. Weber (1979), limits refined in Johnson v.
Transportation Agency of Santa Clara County (1987). The latter refers to public employees
10 Regents of University of California v. Bakke, Justice Powell’s opinion
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Further race conscious practices acceptable under statutory law are mentioned by

Fiss (1971, 265-313). The argument of his paper is that fair employment laws concerning

racial discrimination are not supposed to endorse a color-blind position. He considers a

few acceptable deviations from the principle of color-blindness. He looks at law

enforcement techniques: the use of race to insure effective enforcement - such as racial

record keeping for enforcement purposes; the use of racial statistics for enforcement

purposes (triggering the enforcement action, to shift the burden of proof on to the

respondent, to formulate goals of performance under decree to stop the party from

discriminating). He also looks at employer’s obligations under the law, i.e. the doctrine

rendering it sometimes necessary and permissible for the employer to consider race such

as: conduct not involving choice among competing individuals (informational programs

addressed to minorities); the evaluation of facially neutral criteria (discriminatory

administration, disparate impact); the affirmative action duty in the remedial area.

According to Fiss all of these practices are deviations from the norm of color-blindness

and yet in conformity with the anti-discrimination principle.

The literature on race conscious preferential measures, especially on affirmative

action, is enormous, and since the issue is not directly of concern for this paper I shall not

devout more space to its discussion here. The conclusion from the above is that race

based classifications should be subjected to the most heightened scrutiny in all cases

where stigmatization of a racial minority is involved, and they should only pass that in

the most exceptional cases.

Racial classifications stand at the basis of most discriminatory acts. However their

presence is sometimes hidden, in some discrimination cases the classification will not
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result in any differential treatment yet we can call it discriminatory. In the next step I

shall have a look at possible forms of discriminatory actions.

a. The most obvious form of discrimination is the act, which intentionally treats

people differently based on facially discriminatory racial criteria. Strauder v. West

Virginia (1880) provides a good example for this type of practice. This case involved a

state law that excluded blacks from jury service based on their race. The USSC

invalidated the law on the basis of the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. There

was an explicit racial classification involved in the case, based on which blacks were

treated differently, were disadvantaged, because of their race. This form of discrimination

is recognized as such by everybody, Brest called it the paradigm race-dependent decision

(Brest 1976, 12).  This practice stands at the basis of the individual disparate treatment

theory of discrimination, which will be discussed in the following. In these instances it is

relatively easy to make a finding of discrimination, the suspectness of the classification

can always be a trigger for the most heightened scrutiny. However most discriminatory

acts are not so obvious, classifications are not explicit, sometimes there are no

classifications. Addressing only this most obvious form of discrimination would leave a

lot of discriminatory action to flourish.

b. A second type of discriminatory act is the intentional discriminatory

administration of a facially neutral statute or regulation. In such cases the facially

neutral statute or regulation usually leaves an unregulated area where the administrator

will be able to decide based on personal preferences, or perhaps the prescribed practice is

such that it allows for arbitrary decision making. A good example for such type of cases

is the Yick Wo  v. Hopkins (1886). In Yick Wo the Court found that a facially neutral law
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imposed purposeful discrimination on Chinese because of the manner in which it was

administered. The law at issue was forbidding the operation of laundries in wooden

structures unless the San Francisco Board of Supervisors authorized it. All but one

requesting non-Chinese were permitted to continue to operate their laundries, and none

out of the two hundred Chinese requesting authorization, were given authorization. The

Court argued:

“The facts shown establish an administration directed so exclusively against a particular
class of persons as to require the conclusion that whatever may have been the intent of
the ordinances as adopted they are applied by the public authorities charged with their
administration with a mind so unequal and oppressive as to amount to a practical denial
by the state of equal protection. Though the law itself be fair on its face and impartial in
appearance yet if it is applied and administered by a public authority with an evil eye and
an unequal hand so as practically to make unjust and illegal discriminations between
persons in similar circumstances the denial of equal justice is still within the prohibition
of the Constitution…Nor reason for it is shown and the conclusion cannot be resisted that
no reason for it exists except hostility to the race and nationality to which the petitioners
belong and which in the eye of the law is not justified.”11

In this case we have a classification, but that is race neutral. Businesses are

classified into those who operate in wooden structures and those who do not operate in

wooden structures. In the second step all those who operate in wooden structures have to

go before the Board. However, the law gives no indications for the Board on the basis of

which it can make its decisions. This gap allows for the administrators of the law to

introduce an element of arbitrariness, to act according to their own racial preferences.

The results caused by the administration of the act are so unbalanced in racial terms that

it allows for the court to infer discriminatory intent to the Board’s actions. Word-of-

mouth recruitment practices of employment or subjective evaluations of applicants where

not justified by business necessity can lead to the same results. In these type of cases the

designation of the practice might be well intended, and it could work without resulting in
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any discrimination except for the racial prejudices and racial bias of the administrators.

Brest uses the term “racially motivated administrative decisions” for this category, and he

specifies that this could occur either in the form of action or inaction (Brest 1976, 12-13).

This type of action forms the core of what systemic disparate treatment theory of

discrimination intends to address.

c. A third form of discrimination is what Brest calls “racially motivated

regulations” (Brest 1976, 13). In these instances there is a facially neutral practice,

regulation or statute, in most cases containing a neutral classification which is

intentionally used as a proxy for race, with the purpose of excluding people based on

their race. A good example is provided by the use of literacy tests for disenfranchising

blacks at the beginning of the twentieth century in the US. High school or college degree

requirements for employment can be used with the same purpose, in cases where these

are not a necessity for the satisfactory performance on the job. Here the administrators of

the decisions will use a neutral criterion as a proxy for the race-based classification. In

these cases the exclusionary nature of the criteria as a proxy is obvious: it is part of

common knowledge that there are no or only very few members of the minority group

who would be able to satisfy the requirement.  This category of cases is however still

intentional. The effect of disproportionate exclusion is intended. In some instances

however there is no classification involved, just a neutral regulation intended to exclude

or disadvantage the minority racial group. A good example for such a regulation is

available in Palmer v. Thomson (1971). In Palmer the city of Jackson, Mississippi, when

ordered to desegregate its public swimming pools, has rather chosen to close them down

instead of going ahead with the desegregation. Here there was no classification involved,

                                                                                                                                                                    
11 Yick Wo, see also Gunther & Sullivan (1997, 750)
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but obviously the reason to close down the swimming pools was, as the Court phrased it,

“ideological opposition to racial integration”, i.e. the belief in the correctness of

separation of races, in the superiority of the white race. This message of the regulation

inflicted stigmatic harm upon the blacks of Jackson, a harm very different from that

suffered by the whites who also lost the opportunity of using public swimming pools.

Despite the fact that both blacks and whites were to be treated equally under the statute -

the swimming pool was closed down for everybody – there was a much larger harm

suffered by the black population, one of stigmatic nature. The Court ruled that

discriminatory motive in itself was not sufficient for the invalidation of a statute which

did not treat blacks differently. The Court thus has recognized that racial bias was among

the motivating factors, however it failed to see how the regulation amounts to different

treatment for blacks and whites, disadvantaging blacks and thus causing invidious

discrimination.

d. Both racially motivated administrative decisions and racially motivated

regulations have an unconscious version. In both cases the discrimination can occur

without intent. As Lawrence (1987) writes traditional notions of intent do not

acknowledge that many racially tainted decisions are neither intentional (outcomes

consciously sought) nor unintentional (in the sense of being random and uninfluenced by

the decision-maker’s desires). Some of these decisions occur as a result of unconscious

racism which will be, Lawrence argues rightly, equally damaging to the victims as a

consciously racist act. The same category of cases is called in Brest’s terminology cases

of racially selective indifference. He argues: “race dependent decisions need not be race-

conscious, but may reflect unconscious racially selective indifference. Such indifference
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violates the anti-discrimination principle when its effect is to deny benefits to minority

persons, or impose burdens on them, which would not be denied or imposed if they were

white.”(Brest 1976, 14) He defines earlier what he means by racially selective

indifference. “By the phenomenon of racially selective sympathy and indifference I mean

the unconscious failure to extend to a minority the same recognition and humanity, and

hence the same sympathy and care, given as a matter of course to one’s own

group.”(Brest 1976, 8)

e. The fifth and final category is facially neutral decisions, statutes and

regulations which fall with a disproportionate impact (burden) on the minority group, i.e.

exclude a larger proportion of the members of the minority group than they exclude from

the majority group, where this exclusion is not intended, and there is no racial bias either

conscious or unconscious behind the decision. This last category of cases is the most

debated one. The disparate impact theory of discrimination covers some of these cases,

however even those who recognize disparate impact theory as a valid theory of

discrimination will include only different clusters of them, depending on the justification

given for recognizing disparate impact as one form of discrimination. We shall return to

this issue in more detail in the part analyzing disparate impact theories.

These five types of action cover what we call discrimination in the broadest sense:

from the most simple form of differential treatment based on race to the most complex

and most debated forms such as perpetuation of present effects of past discrimination

without any race dependent action involved. Mainly for practical reasons, such as

difficulties in showing the distinctions between some of the five types and difficulties

regarding the showing of discriminatory intent or of unconscious racism, there are only
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three theories of discrimination, which cover all of our types of discriminatory actions.

The three theories are individual disparate treatment, systemic disparate treatment and

systemic disparate impact. I argue throughout the chapter that a comprehensive approach

to racial discrimination is meant to address all five types of discriminatory actions, and as

such has to include all these three theories of discrimination. My description of the three

approaches will follow the principles grounding the US constitutional practice regarding

race discrimination complemented by the principles standing at the basis of the statutory

level approach to racial discrimination provided especially by Title VII. of the Civil

Rights Act 1964. I found the US Constitutional approach in itself in many respects too

restricted for being a good working definition for the Hungarian Minority

Commissioner12.  This is why I propose the combination of the constitutional principles

with the principles grounding the statutory approach to discrimination.

3. Individual Disparate Treatment

The most straightforward type of discrimination occurs when two individuals are

treated dissimilarly on some arbitrary and irrelevant unlawful ground despite their similar

situation on other relevant grounds.

 “Disparate treatment is the most easily understood type of discrimination. The

employer simply treats some people less favorably than others because of their race,

color, religion [or other protected characteristics].  Proof of a discriminatory motive is

critical, although it can in some situations be inferred from the mere fact of difference in

treatment…” argued the Court in Teamsters v. US (1977). Disparate treatment can occur

                                                       
12 It is too restricted especially in its approach to the intent requirement, its refusal to recognize societal
discrimination and imbalances caused by it as justifications for remedy and for voluntary affirmative
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in the form of a formal facially discriminatory policy, in the form of a pattern or practice

of discrimination or on an ad hoc, informal individualized basis. Whereas systemic

disparate treatment is concerned with the first two clusters, individual disparate

treatment is to address the latter type of cases.  In individual disparate treatment cases

the reason behind the action has to be individualized, and its application shown

discriminatory in the sense that the same treatment has not been used for others in similar

condition. Thus in an individual disparate treatment case one person is treated less

favorably than others and the reason for it is the race of that person. The intent can

sometimes be explicit, but rarely is. The Court argued that since the Civil Rights Act was

anyway meant to extend also to consequences of acts13 “in cases under Title VII the

intent required by the statute may be inferred from the defendant’s conduct. The statute

only requires that the defendant has meant to do what was done; that is the act or practice

must not be accidental.” (United States v. Central Motor Lines Inc., 1971) If the

discriminatory intent is not explicit, indirect, circumstantial evidence can be used for

proving it.

 In order to bring to court an individual disparate treatment case when the intent

of the wrongdoer is not explicitly stated the plaintiff must make out a prima facie case

under Title VII. According to McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green (1973) the

complainant in a Title VII trial must carry the initial burden of proof of establishing a

prima facie case of racial discrimination. This can be done by showing that: she belongs

to a racial minority; she applied and was qualified for a job for which applicants were

sought; despite her qualifications she was rejected; after rejection the position remained

                                                                                                                                                                    
action.
13  Griggs in Zimmer et. al. Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination. (1997, 98)
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open and the employer was seeking applicants of his qualifications. If the prima facie

case is made out, there is an inference of the discriminatory intent of the employer.

Justice O’Connor formulated the principle behind the prima facie case in her concurring

opinion in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins (1989):“The purpose of the prima facie case as

articulated in this case is to compensate for the fact that direct evidence of intentional

discrimination is hard to come by.” Following this the burden of proof shifts to the

employer to show some legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for why the applicant was

refused, that is to rebut the inference of discriminatory action. If the rebuttal is successful

there is a third step in which the plaintiff must be given the opportunity to show that the

motivation presented in the rebuttal of the employer was a pretext for the real

discriminatory intent14. In most cases this challenge has to be done indirectly. This step

might require investigation into the state of mind of the decision-maker, scrutiny of work

practices of the employer, work histories of co-workers.

 For direct evidence of discriminatory intent however it is sufficient to show that

an agent of the employer intended the act, regardless of what the motivation of the

management was (Slack v. Havens, 1975). In Slack v. Havens, for example, it was

sufficient to show that the direct supervisor made racially biased comments (“blacks have

to clean because they clean better”), since the supervisor was an agent of the employer

this proved intent of the employer even if the top management did not intend to

discriminate.  Also it is sufficient to show that discriminatory intent is one of the

motivating factors, not the sole one. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 modified Price

Waterhouse: the protected classification has to be one of the motivating factors, not the

                                                       
14 The three step procedure is defined by the Court in Texas Department of Community Affairs  v. Burdine
(1981)
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only one. Once the plaintiff proves that the protected trait was a motivating factor,

liability is established. After that the respondent may prove that he would have made the

same decision even if the protected trait were not there, but this only has effect on

remedies (limiting full remedies), not on the liability of the perpetuator. (Zimmer et.

al.1997, 227)

The pattern of approach to individual disparate treatment cases under Title VII

can set the framework for dealing with such cases in contexts other than employment.

Individual disparate treatment theory is most clearly applicable in cases when statutes or

regulations are administered in a discriminatory manner. Its applicability is obvious for

housing decisions, social welfare decisions, and even police abuse against members of

racial minority groups.  Even if this is the most basic and least debated form of

discrimination, several difficulties might arise when trying to apply it. Difficulties will

arise first of all from the requirement of showing intent. Some of the five clusters of

discriminatory actions described above are not intentional, they are either unconsciously

biased, or are not motivated solely by racial concerns. Moreover even if an act is

motivated by discriminatory intent, a showing of intent requires inquiry into the state of

mind of the decision-makers. Sometimes intent can be inferred, but most often cannot in

individual cases. Another set of difficulties will derive from the requirement of showing

differential treatment, that is finding a person, a control case, who though in similar

situation except for race, yet has been treated dissimilarly. Another difficulty might come

from persuading individuals to sue privately. Most victims do not complain. Many do not

know that they have suffered discrimination. Others are reluctant to complain because

they do not want to re-live the humiliation that they have suffered, or because they have
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no confidence in the effectiveness of the complaint procedure and the redress, which it is

likely to provide for them.

Some of these difficulties are addressed by the second theory I discuss: systemic

disparate treatment.

4. Systemic Disparate Treatment

The systemic disparate treatment approach to discrimination is meant to address

structural issues that were not addressed by individual disparate treatment theory. This

theory is available for challenging decisions, rules, policies that have a wider effect,

sweeping more broadly than only to one individual. The systemic disparate treatment

approach can be applied in two cases: when the employer, institution, local government

or any other public body has an announced formal policy of discrimination, or when it

has no formal policy, but it can be shown that the pattern of decisions it uses reveals a

policy of disparate treatment (Zimmer et. al.1997, 229).

This approach is available in the US both under the Constitution and under

statutory anti-discrimination law (Title VII, ADEA, 1981). Showing of systemic

disparate treatment requires a showing or inference of discriminatory motive.

Only very rarely will public bodies adopt policies and procedures which will be

formally discriminatory. What the prohibition of discrimination means is that such

policies are not allowed to treat individuals based on stereotypical assumptions about the

groups they belong to, as members of groups only, individualized treatment is due to

every individual. Sometimes there can be real differences between groups which ground

the stereotype, but using the protected quality, race in our case, as proxy for a
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characteristic that might be generally more present in the protected groups than in other

groups is prohibited by the anti-discrimination principle.  A good example is provided by

a sex discrimination case, Manhart15.  In this case a company found that as a class

women live longer than men, and for this reason required its female employees to make

larger contributions to its pension fund than its male employees. Thus a male employee

ended up taking home more money than a female employee earning the same salary. The

Court argued that under the Civil Rights Act it is clear that employment decisions cannot

be grounded on stereotyped impressions about characteristics of protected groups. The

difference in this case was not fictional, it was supported by statistics. But the problem is

that many individuals from both classes (protected and unprotected) do not share the

characteristics in question: meaning that there are some woman who do not live longer

and there are some men who live longer. Thus treating gender as a proxy for mortality

rates was both over and under-inclusive. The statute clearly prohibits treating individuals

as members of classes only. Thus the Court ruled that the practice was in direct conflict

with the language and policy of Title VII.  It is based on similar arguments that the anti-

discrimination principle will ban using race as proxy for poverty, for lower level of

education even if correlation can sometimes be found between race and these factors.

 More often, however, cases of systemic disparate treatment will be cases where

there is no formal policy that discriminates. In these cases one will have to look for

patterns or practices of discrimination. In Teamsters (1977) the court argued that patterns

and practices of discrimination occur when the company regularly and purposefully

(systemwide) treated minority members less favorably than whites. It also argued that “it

                                                       
15 Los Angeles Department of Water and  Power v. Manhart  (1978)
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is the Government’s16 burden to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that racial

discrimination was the employer’s standard operating procedure – the regular rather than

the unusual practice”. “The Government had to prove more than the mere occurrence of

isolated or ‘accidental’ or sporadic discriminatory acts.”(Zimmer et. al. 1997, 247)

Systemic disparate treatment cases have to show intention to discriminate. In a pattern

and practice case the disparate impact of patterns and practices of discrimination on

protected minority groups is used to show the racially discriminatory intent.

The Washington v. Davis (1976) case challenged a disparate treatment case with

no formal policy and stated discriminatory intent under the equal protection clause of the

Constitution17. The court argued that intent was necessary for showing disparate

treatment, though the effect or impact of the employers actions was not irrelevant for that

purpose.  “This is not to say that necessary discriminatory racial purpose must be express

or appear on the face of the statute or that a law’s disproportionate impact is

irrelevant…Necessarily an invidious discriminatory purpose may often be inferred from

the totality of the relevant facts including the fact if it is true that the law bears more

heavily on one race than another…Disproportionate impact is not irrelevant but it is not

the sole touchstone of an invidious racial discrimination forbidden by the Constitution.”

In Teamsters the evidence used by the government in order to prove discriminatory

patterns and practices of the company, were primarily of statistical nature but also

supplemented with testimonies of individual victims of discrimination. What statistics

have to show in such cases is that the proportion of employees (it can be students,

tenants, beneficiaries of social welfare or any other group depending on the nature of the

                                                       
16 The attorney general was, in the name of the government, suing the discriminating company in this case.
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case) belonging to the minority group is not substantially smaller than the proportion of

minority group members in the relevant applicant pool.  For example in the employment

context if the job requires no special qualification, or requires qualifications that can

easily be attained, the relevant pool of comparison is the entire population within reach, if

however there is some special qualification required, like teaching degree or legal

education, the pool of comparison shall be restricted to those who possess that

qualification. Concerning statistics the court argued in another pattern and practice case18

that “absent explanation it is ordinarily to be expected that nondiscriminatory hiring

practices will in time result in a workforce more or less representative of the racial and

ethnic composition of the population in the community from which employees are hired.

Evidence of long lasting and gross disparity between the composition of a workforce and

that of the general population thus may be significant even though 703j makes clear that

Title VII imposes no requirement that a workforce mirror the general population”.

(Zimmer et. al. 1997, 260) Establishing discriminatory practices and patterns seems not

to require anything beyond systemic statistical evidence. This is enough to argue for

injunctive remedies. However, when it comes to a remedy for individual cases and

making whole individuals discriminated against individualized evidence will have to be

considered.

In Teamsters disparate impact was evidence for intent to discriminate. In many

systemic disparate treatment cases the impact of patterns and practices will have to be

used to infer the intent of the decision-maker. The same method of inferring intent was

                                                                                                                                                                    
17 This was before Title VII came to apply to public employers, as well. Title VII was extended to public
employees by Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972
18 Hazelwood School District v. US (1977)
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also used in equal protection cases such as Yick Wo or Gomillion19. In Gomillion a law

has redefined the boundaries of Tuskegee voting district from the shape of a square to “an

uncouth twenty-eight-sided figure” so as to exclude all but four of its few hundred black

voters and none of its white voters. The Court struck it down saying “ the decision would

be irresistible tantamount for all practical purposes to a mathematical demonstration that

the legislation is solely concerned with segregating white and colored voters by fencing

Negro citizens out of town so as to deprive them of their preexisting municipal

vote”(Gunther & Sullivan 1997, 752). What is common, however, in all these cases is the

outrageously large disproportionate impact that the decisions, patterns and practices had

on the minority groups. But the impact is unfortunately not always so large and so

obviously pointing to the discriminatory intent of the decision-maker. This lead the

USSC argue the way it did in Washington v. Davis, where it refused to recognize the

disparate impact as an indicator of intent, and thus it ruled that the case did not amount to

a violation of the equal protection clause20.

In another case21 where the disproportionate impact of a zoning decision was not

recognized as sufficient for a violation of the equal protection clause, Justice Powell set

the criteria for determining whether invidious discriminatory purpose was a motivating

factor in a discriminatory case or not. He argued that the following should be the subjects

of inquiry in determining whether there is discriminatory intent behind a decision:

- Whether the impact of the action bears more heavily on one group than the

other;

                                                       
19 Gomillion v. Lightfoot (1960)
20 See quotation on page 36
21 Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp. (1977)
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- The historical background of the decision, particularly if it reveals a series of

discriminatory acts;

- Departures from the normal procedural sequence;

- Departures from the factors usually considered important by the decision-

maker when the normal factors would have strongly favored a contrary decision;

- The legislative and administrative history, especially where there are

contemporary statements by decision-makers. (Gunther & Sullivan 1997, 760)

In 1979 in Personal Administrator v. Feeney22 the USSC further refined its intent

requirement for the proof of a violation of the equal protection clause. The Court argued

referring to U.J.O. v. Carey (1977) “’Discriminatory purpose’ implies more than intent as

volition or intent as awareness of consequences…It implies that the decision-maker, in

this case a state legislature, selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action at least in

part ‘because of’ not merely ‘in spite of’ its adverse effects upon an identifiable group”.

And later said, “This is not to say however that the inevitability or foreseeability of

consequences of a neutral rule has no bearing upon the existence of discriminatory intent.

Certainly when the adverse consequences of a law on an identifiable group are as

inevitable as the gender-based consequences of the veterans’ preference, a strong

inference that the adverse effect were desired can reasonably be drawn. But in this

inquiry an inference is a working tool, not a synonym for proof. When, as here, the

impact is essentially an unavoidable consequence of a legislative policy that has in itself

always been deemed to be legitimate, and when, as here, the statutory history and all of

                                                       
22 This case was a constitutional challenge to the absolute preference for military veterans in all state jobs
on the grounds that  98% of veterans are man, and as such the law discriminates against woman.
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the available evidence affirmatively demonstrate the opposite, the inference simply fails

to ripen into proof.”

The general idea behind the systemic disparate treatment approach is that

individual remedies have several weaknesses and, as Lustgarten argues in the European

context, “individual enforcement can at best produce an erratic series of changes in the

behavior of individual employers” (Lustgarten 1980, 241). The systemic approach

provided by the systemic disparate treatment theory is meant to do more than just make

whole individuals who were discriminated against, it is meant to challenge policies,

patterns and practices that impact more widely than upon a single individual. The results

brought about by it are meant to protect all past and potential future victims of the

policies in question regardless of whether they were willing to take the burden of suing or

not.

The intent requirement is the major shortcoming of the systemic disparate

treatment approach. What is thus left uncovered after considerations on the basis of the

individual disparate treatment and systemic disparate treatment approach is actions,

decisions, regulations and practices which fall with disparate impact on the minority

groups, but are either not intended, or the discriminatory intent of the decision maker

cannot be proved. The Constitutional law defined by the equal protection clause and the

USSC jurisprudence does not cover anything beyond intentional racial discrimination. It

sometimes, in cases when the disparate impact is really large, infers discriminatory intent

from disproportionate impact but as a rule it does not accept the disproportionate impact

approach as valid under the Constitution (Washington v. Davis, 1976).
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However, given the difficulties in proving intent, the existence of unconscious

racism, and also phenomena such as perpetuation into the present of patterns of past

racial discrimination, the systemic disparate treatment approach leaves uncovered some

of our clusters of discriminatory actions. The systemic disparate impact approach to

discrimination will have to deal with those cases.

5. Systemic Disparate Impact

The third and most comprehensive theory of discrimination is systemic disparate

impact. In systemic disparate impact cases the same, unbiased treatment is accorded to

all, both members of majority groups and members of minority groups, but because of

differences inherent in the groups, the same treatment falls with a different weight on the

different groups, disadvantaging the minority group. Zimmer defines systemic disparate

impact for the employment context as opposed to disparate treatment: “While disparate

treatment discrimination is the purposeful exclusion of minorities or woman from jobs,

disparate impact discrimination arises when employment policies regardless of intent

weigh more heavily on one group than another.”(Zimmer et. al. 1997, 405) The Court

argued in Teamsters “…Claims that stress disparate impact by contrast [to disparate

treatment] involve employment practices that are facially neutral in their treatment of

different groups but that in fact fall more harshly on one group than another and cannot

be justified by business necessity. Proof of discriminatory motive is not required under a

disparate-impact theory.” (Teamsters v. US, 1977)

The case defining the disparate impact approach in US jurisprudence is Griggs v.

Duke Power Co (1971). This case concerned an employer with long history of
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discriminatory employment practices who required its employees to have high school

education or to pass a standardized intelligence test as a condition of employment or

transfer in jobs. Neither the high school requirement nor the passing of the intelligence

test was shown to be significantly related to successful job performance. In the mean time

both requirements operated to disqualify blacks at a rate that was significantly higher

than in case of whites. Also the jobs in question had previously been filled with white

employees only, and this was part of longstanding history of discriminatory practices of

the company in favor of whites. The Supreme Court argued that the objective of

Congress in the Civil Rights Act 1964 was to achieve equality of employment

opportunity. “Under the act practices, procedures or tests neutral on their face and even

neutral in terms of intent cannot be maintained if they operate to ‘freeze’ the status quo of

prior discriminatory employment practices.”(Zimmer et. al. 1997, 408) It also argued that

evidence has shown that whites do better on both criteria set by the employer, and the

reason for this is that they have long received better education than blacks did in

segregated schools. However, continued the Court, “Congress did not intend by Title VII

however to guarantee a job to every person regardless of qualifications. In short the act

does not command that any person be hired simply because he was formerly the subject

of discrimination, or because he is a member of a minority group. Discriminatory

preference for any group, minority or majority is precisely and only what Congress has

proscribed. What is required by Congress is the removal of artificial arbitrary and

unnecessary barriers to employment when the barriers operate invidiously to discriminate

on the basis of a racial or other impermissible classification…The Act proscribes not only

overt discrimination but also practices that are fair in form but discriminatory in
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operation. The touchstone is business necessity.”(Zimmer et. al. 1997, 409) In this case

neither requirement can be shown to be related to the job performance and as such to

business necessity. “Good intent or absence of discriminatory intent does not redeem

employment procedures or testing mechanisms that operate as ‘built-in-headwinds’ for

minority groups and are unrelated to measuring job capability.”(Zimmer et. al. 1997, 410)

Thus the Court ruled the requirements were discriminatory.

The basic structure of disparate impact cases is clear from the definitions and the

arguments in Griggs. In disparate impact cases one has to look at the results of actions,

not the suspect classifications and the intent behind them. What defines discrimination is

the impact the action has upon a disadvantaged, minority group. The identifier is no

longer a race based classification. The disparate impact in these cases will result from a

neutral classification which for some reason impacts differently on members of a racial

minority than it does on the majority. The idea behind this type of discrimination seems

to be that equal treatment sometimes is not sufficient, there are significant differences

between groups that have to be taken into consideration. One possible solution could be

different treatment of groups, a more modest and thus more acceptable approach is

offered by the disparate impact theory. It says that decision-makers have to be careful not

to use regulations, rules or practices which will unnecessarily build on the characteristics

which constitute a difference between these groups, and result in disadvantage for the

minority group.

Disparate impact theory in practice, as defined in the field of employment

discrimination, requires that the plaintiff makes out the prima facie case: she has to show

that the practice in question selects applicants for hire or promotion in a racial pattern
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significantly different from that of the pool of applicants. In the second step the employer

has to meet the burden of showing that the practice is job-related, it is a business

necessity. In the third step if the defendant has met his burden it still remains open to the

complainant to show that other practices without similar undesirable racial effects would

also serve the employer’s legitimate interest. This would be evidence for pretext, would

show that a less restrictive alternative, with less disparate impact exists and thus choosing

the more impacting one is discriminatory. (Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 1975)

 A pure disparate impact approach without any business necessity limitations

would lead to a requirement of proportionality between groups in every field of the

society: if all acts having a disparate impact on minority groups would imply that the

action behind is discriminatory, the disparate impact theory of discrimination would lead

to the requirement of racial equilibrium everywhere and the disregard of such important

principles as merit or business efficiency. In light of this idea the USSC refused the

disparate impact approach in Washington v. Davis (1976). The justification for its refusal

was the following: such a view would invalidate a “whole range of tax, welfare, public

service regulatory and licensing statutes that may be more burdensome to the poor and to

the average black man than to the more affluent whites.”

Analyzing the Court’s approach Eisenberg (1977) argues that the Court in fact

struck down and argued in Washington against a pure disparate impact view, i.e. against a

view according to which all actions having disparate impact on minority groups are

discriminatory. However, goes on Eisenberg, the Court did more than struck down the

pure impact approach, which would have been understandable. By arguing that for a

finding of discrimination it is not enough to show disparate impact falling on the minority
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group, but a showing of discriminatory intent is also necessary, it also imposed the

requirement of discriminatory intent.  This made its test too far-reaching and as such

unsatisfactory (impact-plus-intention test). Rejection of the pure impact test did not have

to lead necessarily to the requirement of intent, argues Eisenberg. The approach of the

Court lead to limiting judicial ability to find suspect classifications, and as such,

discrimination. However, the pure disparate impact model still remains unacceptable both

for the practical reasons given by the Court in Washington, but also because it seems to

place substantive equality beyond values such as fairness, the importance of merit, and it

also gives priority to groups over individuals as bearers of rights.

The pure disparate impact model seems unworkable, but limited versions of it can

easily be justified. There are several possible justifications for seeing discrimination as

more than just intentionally discriminating acts. I will analyze briefly the possible

justifications provided for accepting the disparate impact theory of discrimination as a

valid one.

A less ambitious justification for accepting some forms of disparate impact as

discrimination is provided by the view that says: it is very difficult to prove

discriminatory intent, sometimes there is no conscious discriminatory intent behind

actions, yet they are discriminatory. At the same time many classifications and other

practices, which are facially neutral, hide invidious intent or at least some kind of racial

stigmatizing. For these purposes, proponents of this view argue, disparate impact of

decisions, practices, regulations has to be seen as an indicator of discrimination.

Paul Brest (1976) accepts this as one of the three possible justifications, which are

compatible with the anti-discrimination principle, as he defines it.  Brest argues that the
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disproportionate impact doctrine “can continue to play a useful role for courts as well as

legislatures in enforcing the anti-discrimination principle.”(Brest 1976, 26) He describes

five possible rationales for justifying the disparate impact doctrine, and finds the first

three, which are connected to remedies for present, past and future discrimination

compatible with his anti-discrimination principle. The first such rationale he calls

suspected race-dependency. This rationale uses the disparate impact doctrine to avoid the

difficulties of dealing with discriminatory intent. It is a safeguard against improper race

dependent decisions. However to avoid the “parade of horribles” from Washington v.

Davis23 he suggests that disparate impact should be used selectively “to create rebuttable

rather than conclusive presumptions of discriminatory intent.”(Brest 1976, 29)

Lawrence (1987) also challenges the intent requirement of the Supreme Court. He

argues for a new approach according to which racism is both a crime and a disease that

infects almost all members of the society. According to him traditional notions of intent

do not acknowledge that many racially tainted decisions are neither intentional nor

unintentional. Thus “requiring proof of conscious or intentional motivation as a

constitutional recognition that a decision is race-dependent ignores much of what we

understand about how the human mind works. It also disregards both the irrationality of

racism and the profound effect that the history of the American race relations has had on

the individual and collective unconscious.”(Lawrence 1987, 323) Since he sees equal

protection as requiring the elimination of all actions that take race into account without

good reason, he argues that actions caused by unconscious racism have to be addressed

and scrutinized, as well. His solution for this scrutinizing is what he calls the cultural

                                                       
23 The argument that the disparate impact doctrine would invalidate a “whole range of tax, welfare, public
service regulatory and licensing statutes that may be more burdensome to the poor and to the average black
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meaning test. The test looks at cultural meanings attached to the actions as evidence for

unconscious racism behind them. “The test would thus evaluate governmental conduct to

determine whether it conveys a symbolic message to which the culture attaches racial

significance. Finding that the culture thinks of an allegedly discriminatory governmental

action in racial terms would also constitute a finding regarding the beliefs and

motivations of the governmental actors: The actors are themselves part of the culture and

presumably could not have acted without being influenced by racial considerations, even

if they are unaware of their racist beliefs.”(Lawrence 1987, 324) Thus he does not drop

the motivation requirement altogether but gives a larger understanding of human

motivation. This inevitably leads him to recognizing the necessity to look for

disproportionate impact in order to show discrimination.

A more far-reaching and quite often used justification for the validity of the

disproportionate impact doctrine and the difficulties in sustaining the intent requirement

in order to prove discrimination is arguing that the present effects of past discrimination

are often perpetuated by race neutral practices.  Such practices maintain the unlawful

status quo and as such are unacceptable and discriminatory. The disparate impact might

well be a sign for the perpetuation of such past discrimination.

Brest accepts this justification as well, as one of the justifications compatible with

his anti-discrimination principle. He argues that “the injuries inflicted by discrimination

can place its victims at a disadvantage in a variety of future endeavors and discrimination

can also perpetuate itself by altering the social environment to harm new generations of

victims. Discrimination often works its injuries through practices not themselves race-

dependent, implemented by institutions that have not themselves discriminated. Past and

                                                                                                                                                                    
man than to the more affluent whites” is referred to in the literature as the “parade of horribles”.
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remote discrimination often manifest themselves in racially disproportionate impact, and

the anti-discrimination principle may therefore support its amelioration or elimination.”

(Brest 1976, 31) He identifies two ways in which past discrimination can be perpetuated:

either through a causal connection between past discrimination and present effects or

through the continuing stigmatic harm of past segregation. An example of causal

connection he finds in Green v. County School Board (1968) where after decades of

segregation of schools the school board introduced a freedom of choice plan of

desegregation, according to which every child could chose the school he or she wants to

attend. After three years the results were still unsatisfactory: only 15% of black children

went to the formerly white school and no white children attended the black school. Brest

finds obvious causal connection between past segregation and the effects of the neutral

freedom of choice plan. However Brest fears that compensatory programs might move

beyond their scope to become indistinguishable from a redistributive programs, which he

would find unacceptable. This is why he requires relatively close causal connection

between past discrimination and the present effects of such discrimination. He argues “I

believe that an individual’s moral claim to compensation loses force as the nature, extent

and consequences of the wrongs inflicted become harder to identify and as the wrongs

recede into the past.”(Brest 1976, 42) In Green the causal connection between past

segregation and the discriminatory effect of the neutral freedom of choice plan is close

enough according to the author. The discriminatory nature of the freedom of choice plan

can clearly be determined on the basis of the disparate impact doctrine.

The continuing stigmatic harm of past discrimination is again illustrated by Brest

through the example of school segregation: the race neutral freedom of choice plan
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perpetuates the stigmatic injury of past school segregation and as such has discriminatory

effect.

Perry argues similarly to Brest for causal connection between past discrimination

and present effects of it. According to his argument (Perry 1977) the disparate racial

impact theory of discrimination is designed to prevent the present perpetuation of past

discrimination. Based on arguments underlying the positive duties of governments under

the 1st amendment of the US constitution, the author argues that besides the negative duty

to refrain from using race as a criterion if there is no compelling justification for it, there

should be an affirmative duty on the government “to pursue its legitimate interests by

means of laws selected and fine-tuned for the purpose of avoiding unnecessary intrusion

on the interests of racial minorities.”(Perry 1977, 557) Regularly, argues Perry, laws that

use no racial classification fall under rationality review, every law disadvantages some

minority that cannot be avoided. Initially cases falling under disparate racial impact

theory would have to be scrutinized by rationality review. But he sees a caveat here:

instances when the disadvantage is not caused only by the law but also by “prior

governmental action that was constitutionally (and ethically) offensive.” In these cases

the scrutiny has to be stricter than rationality. The reason these laws disadvantage blacks

is the “social position of blacks in the society”. Society and the government bears heavy

moral responsibility for this and here the “state is the agent of the society, and the state’s

failure to outlaw private discrimination is simply society’s conspiracy with itself to

nurture invidious discrimination.” He goes on to say “failure to require government to

take account of that especially disadvantaged social position by selecting and fine-tuning

laws to avoid the unnecessary and thoughtless aggravation of the situation would
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effectively ignore American society’s responsibility for that social position.”(Perry 1977,

558) The test he designs to identify disparate racial impact cases is more rigorous than

the rationality test but less rigorous than strict scrutiny. Three factors must be present for

a law to fail the disparate racial impact test: the plaintiff must be a member of a group

that suffered from a history of discrimination and is still suffering; there must be

governmental action that disproportionately affects the group and finally there must be

causal connection between the history of discrimination and the disproportionate

character of the impact. In Perry’s view disproportionate racial impact only aims to

achieve that the government does not exacerbate the effects of past discrimination more

that it is “reasonably necessary to achieve the governmental objective”, but it is not

supposed to undo the effects of prior discrimination, this being the major difference

between affirmative action and disproportionate racial impact theory. Finally to address

the criticism coming from Justice White’s “parade of horribles” in Washington v. Davis

he also restricts the applicability of disparate racial impact theory to public employment,

land use planning and administration of public schools, thus explicitly excluding fields

such as jury selection and legislative districting.

Eisenberg’s (1977) causation principle can also be mentioned in this category of

justifications even though one of the starting points in his argument is that the

perpetuation of past discrimination argument is to broad, almost as broad as the pure

disparate impact model. He argues that “since nearly all current uneven impact may

ultimately be traceable to prior official discrimination” (Eisenberg 1977, 54) this

approach is not substantially different from the pure impact approach rejected rightly by

the court. The alternative principle provided by him, the causation principle, aims to
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avoid the pitfalls of the pure racial impact view by requiring more than just the disparate

impact: a showing that the disparate impact is reasonably attributable to race. A causal

connection has to be shown between the uneven impact and the suspect characteristic. It

works in two steps. First it has to be shown that race is a cause in fact  (principle of tort

law) of the disproportionate impact, i.e. “the uneven impact would not have occurred or

would have been less drastic but for some decision that was race-dependent – some

decision that used race as a criterion of choice.” (Eisenberg 1977, 59) Race does not have

to be the predominant or sole criterion of the decision, just a criterion. In the second step

the plaintiff has to show that race was a proximate cause of the disparate impact, meaning

that the harm is sufficiently direct or there are no significant intervening causes between

cause in fact and the harm. This second step aims at keeping the process still fair, since

“as the acts of prior discrimination that give rise to uneven impact become more remote

the fairness of inflicting these costs decreases.”(Eisenberg 1977, 60)  The equality

principle behind disparate impact is formulated by Eisenberg in the following way: “no

person should suffer relative disadvantage at the hands of the government regardless of

official purpose or intention if such disadvantage is reasonably attributable to

race.”(Eisenberg 1977, 62) Finally he also argues for a less strict standard than the fatal

strict scrutiny approach (“strict in theory and fatal in fact”24). Since a much larger range

of classifications will fall under the strict scrutiny test if the causation principle is

applied, the automatic invalidation practice, the author suggests, should be reexamined. It

will still be appropriate in some cases, when the state intentionally discriminates, when

there are arbitrary classifications present, but it is not appropriate when the state’s best

interests clash with the minority interests (like job relatedness, fiscal constraints –

                                                       
24 Brennan group opinion in Regents of University of California v. Bakke (1978)
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interests which might not pass the compelling state interest test). Balancing should be

used instead, meaning a less mechanical application of the strict scrutiny test.

Another type of justification is given for the disparate impact view by Owen Fiss

(1971). In his paper he argues that fair employment laws concerning racial discrimination

are not supposed to endorse a colorblind position, because color blindness is both under

and over-inclusive of the problem. It is under-inclusive because there are several

decisions which though not facially referring to race end up disadvantaging racial

minorities. But color blindness is also over-inclusive because there are several uses of

race which do advance the aims of fair employment laws be those based of the equal

treatment or the equal achievement approach. According to Fiss basing decisions on the

race criterion is unfair, it is an arbitrary decision, for two reasons (Fiss 1971, 241). First

because in most circumstances race is not a predictor of productivity, has nothing to do

with the merit principle, which is one of the most fundamental principles of the field of

employment. Second, individuals have no control over their race, their membership in a

racial group is predetermined, and they cannot be held responsible in any way for it. Fiss

finds that several decision with a disparate impact on racial minorities are based on

criteria that have the same attributes that race has: that is they are unrelated to the merit

principle and are immutable, meaning that individuals have no control over them, and

this can derive from past discrimination, as well. Thus such criteria are functional

equivalents of race (Fiss 1971, 299) and on these grounds classifying on their basis unless

justified by business necessity would be discriminatory, to the same extent as classifying

on the basis of race is.  Thus whereas Fiss’s justification includes perpetuation of present

effects of past discrimination (e.g. individuals have no control over the higher education
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criteria because for discriminatory reasons they were not allowed to attend higher

education institutions) it also extends to criteria that are based on some immutable

characteristic and are unrelated to merit, such as for example height and weight

requirements resulting in the disproportionate exclusion of woman (Dothard v.

Rawlinson, 1977).  His justification thus also extends to banning unnecessary

disadvantaging based on criteria that constitute innate differences between the groups so

that equal treatment connected to those criteria will result in inequalities.

Some argue that the cause of the disadvantage is not important in disparate impact

cases (Paetzold & Willborn 1995). Paetzold and Willborn argue for a more modest

justification for the disparate impact model. Their strategy is not to start from a normative

approach and than in light of that criticize the practice, but to try to find a justification for

the disparate impact model as it currently works in US judicial practice. What they find is

that usually there are two causes for the disparate impact of a criterion, one is the

employment practice itself, for which the employer bears responsibility, the other is some

societal reason, for which however the employer cannot be held responsible. The

disparate impact model as applied by courts will use a “blindered causation” approach,

will only take into consideration the employment criterion as a cause and disregard the

more general social cause of the disparate impact. This also explains the more limited

remedies available under the disparate impact approach. The justification they find for

this model is that of “eliminating artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers to

employment” as stated in Griggs. The disparate impact model in the view of the authors

seeks to eliminate barriers that do not advance productivity and act to eliminate blacks

disproportionately. (Paetzold & Willborn 1995, 374)
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Finally Oppenheimer’s (1993) view on justifying disparate impact shall also be

mentioned here. As Zimmer argues, “disparate impact liability creates a new duty to

employers: to identify and eliminate employment practices that unnecessarily operate as

‘built-in-headwinds’ for protected groups that have not yet achieved economic parity

with white males.” (Zimmer et. al. 1997, 417) Oppenheimer grounds his view on this

statutory duty and Lawrence’s view according to which the origin of a major part of

discrimination is unconscious racism. He argues that discrimination is more “closely

analogous to negligent conduct than it is to intentional conduct”(Oppenheimer 1993,

899). He says, “whenever an employer fails to act to prevent discrimination which it

knows or should know, is occurring, which it expects to occur or which it should expect

to occur it should be held negligent. Liability should also be recognized when an

employer breaches the statutorily established standard of care by making employment

decisions which have a discriminatory effect, without first scrutinizing its processes,

searching for less discriminatory alternatives and examining its own motives for evidence

of stereotyping. ”(Oppenheimer 1993, 970) Since victims of unconscious racism and

unintentional discrimination suffer the same harms as victims of intentional

discrimination do, remedy shall be provided for them as well. He writes that the

distinction shall be maintained between intentional and negligent discrimination at the

level of remedies: intentional discrimination is to be subject not only to compensatory but

also to punitive damages. In the mean time determining liability in unconscious

discrimination cases and assessing damages should not be missed. However the focus of

the negligent discrimination approach is not on the sanction imposed on the employer,

but on compensating the wronged (“healing the wounded rather than assessing the
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blame” (Oppenheimer 1993, 972)). In Oppenheimer’s view thus negligent discrimination

cases will be easier to prove, will encourage greater care and carry less stigma for the

employer. And punitive damages shall rather be reserved for intentional discrimination

cases.

Two groups of problems connected to the disparate impact theory of

discrimination are addressed by the above justifications. One group concerns the question

of why decisions, regulations, policies which have nothing to do with race, except that

they have a relatively stronger impact on a racial minority, have to be considered racially

discriminatory, when discrimination is about taking race into account, making race

dependent decisions. The second group of problems concerns the issue of liability, of

responsibility of decision-makers. The question is that even if we accept that such race

neutral actions are discriminatory, i.e. carry the harm caused by other race dependent

decisions, how can we hold decision makers responsible for decisions with which they

did not intend any harm, especially not harm against members of a racial minority group,

decisions the harmful effects of which are not even dependent on them, but rather on the

general social context.

What kind of justifications would be proper in within the circumstances examined

by this work for the two issues described above? First: why should racially neutral

practices that impact disproportionately on the minority groups be considered as

discriminatory actions? Brest’s major justification: looking at the disparate impact of

racially neutral decisions because they can serve as a safeguard for showing

discriminatory intent, that is showing the intentional use of race neutral criteria as proxy

for race, is certainly a very strong argument. Difficulties in proving discriminatory intent
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are obvious in cases where there is no overt racial classification. The close correlation of

some criteria (residence in segregated neighborhoods, poverty, education) with race is not

only a fact that can be discovered after long investigation, it is sometimes part of

common knowledge, available for potential discriminators who are smart enough not to

include explicit racial classification in their decisions, practices or policies. In these cases

disparate impact will imply racial discrimination in the strictest sense of race dependent

decision.

The other group of justifications that I find feasible for the purposes of this work

is deeming discrimination the neutral practices that perpetuate present effects of past

discrimination.  However there are different meanings to such justifications: at one

extreme are those which require strict causal relationship between the act of

discrimination in the past and the present consequences, meaning the disparate impact

caused by the neutral practice. At this extreme one can also see a requirement for a

particular, eventually de jure, discriminatory act in the past, not just general societal

discrimination. At the other extreme there is an interpretation for this justification

according to which there need not be strong causal connection between the past

discrimination and the disparate impact, and there is no need for particularized finding of

past discrimination but only the fact of general past societal discrimination occurring on

different levels of social life. I would argue for the wider interpretation of this

justification. Requiring the strong causal connection and the particularized finding of de

jure discrimination would first of all be inappropriate in most cases where there is no

history of slavery and Jim Crowism, where segregation is less the result of state

enforcement than the result of societal discrimination and state negligence in prohibiting
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such discrimination. But the requirement of strong causal relationship would also be

unnecessary if a strong business necessity25 type of rebuttal is available to the respondent.

The availability of such a rebuttal would filter out those neutral practices which, though

they have a disparate impact and their disparate impact is due to some characteristic of

the minority group which it gained because of some past discrimination, would still be

overbroad, and as such make legitimate decision making difficult.

Thus the justification used for the purposes of this work, in order to accept, along

with the individual disparate treatment and the systemic disparate treatment approach to

discrimination, also the systemic disparate impact approach, would have two

components. First, the disparate impact approach shall be used as a safeguard because in

many cases it is very difficult to prove intent to discriminate against a racial minority.

Sometimes it is difficult because it involves knowing about the state of mind of the

discriminators, other times even if the consequences are intended, there is no bad will

behind them, they are rather motivated by unconscious racism. Thus if discriminatory

intent would be the touchstone for discrimination several cases of race dependent

decisions would remain uncovered by our definition of discrimination. Using disparate

impact as an indicator for discrimination is a safeguard against such under-inclusiveness.

The second rationale for taking disparate impact as an indicator of racial

discrimination is that past discrimination brought racial minorities to a situation in which

the group is generally disadvantaged in terms of employment, education, housing,

poverty, that is in all important fields of social life. Due to these disadvantages and the

fact that members of racial minority groups in general perform worse on these criteria

                                                       
25 It does not have to be a business necessity. In cases other than employment discrimination necessity of
using the practice with disparate impact might be defined by administrative necessity, as well.
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than the members of the majority group, in many instances equal treatment will not mean

treatment as equals (Dworkin 1977, 227). Thus using some racially neutral criteria in the

decision making will, because of the above disadvantages, simply weigh more heavily on

the members of the minority group, and will work as a barrier almost equal to the racial

criteria. This perpetuation of the present effects of past discrimination is unacceptable,

and unless there is a strong justification for using the respective neutral criteria (some

justification connected to the very essence of the field in which the decision making is

done) it has to be deemed race dependent and as such prohibited as a form of racial

discrimination. This justification has, besides its backward looking aspect, also a forward

looking aspect. Avoiding the unnecessary use of measures disparately impacting on

minorities by decision makers will contribute to increasing equality of opportunity. In

this sense it can be perceived as a minimalist form of preferential treatment, or, to put is

more precisely, preferential care.

As for the question: why are decision makers to be held liable for neutral practices

with which they did not intend to cause harm, and for the disparate impact for which not

them but the society in general and the state is responsible I would argue that the

appropriate justification is given by the negligence and the positive duty arguments from

above (Oppenheimer 1993). Employers, administrators, decision–makers should have a

positive duty to take care that the decisions they make do not unnecessarily perpetuate the

present effects of past discrimination even if they are not liable for that past

discrimination.  They should scrutinize carefully their practices so that they recognize

those, which disproportionately impact on the disadvantaged minorities, and if there is

such an impact they should try to look for the least impacting alternative practice
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available (Oppenheimer 1993, 968). Of course this is especially so in the case of state

actors, public officials at local or central level who stand as representatives of the state,

the very state that by its former negligence allowed for the continued discrimination, be

that private or official, against the racial minority, discrimination that led to the

disadvantage in question. Not fulfilling this duty is a form of negligence. In Hungary this

duty is further clearly derivable by the constitutional provision for right to be free from

discrimination and the duty of the state to “implement equal rights for everyone through

measures that create fair opportunities for all.”(Article 70/A of the Hungarian

Constitution)

6. The Harm Caused by Discrimination

There are different normative understandings of the harm behind the anti-

discrimination principle, of why we ought to prohibit the actions falling under the three

approaches to discrimination: individual disparate treatment, systemic disparate treatment

and disparate impact. Depending on what this harm is seen to be the anti-discrimination

principle covers more or less of what was discussed under the three approaches to

discrimination.

The least ambitious approach to the anti-discrimination principle is the process

based approach. Under this view it is argued that when speaking about discrimination we

basically mean defects in the process of decision-making. Discrimination means the

introduction of a contaminating element in the democratic decision-making process. This

contaminating element can be a racial preference, a desire to harm or simply color

consciousness (Koppelman 1996, 13-57).  It can be an explicit malign racial preference in
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which case, based on the above discussion, we have a suspect classification, running

against the principle of equal concern and respect. But the contamination can also occur

due to a hidden racial preference. In this case the racial classification will not be explicit

in its terms. There is a third type of contamination that should be mentioned under

process based theories, as well. The process defect might derive from unconscious

racism, that is it could happen that the process is undemocratic, contrary to the principle

of equal respect and concern even if not consciously intended so by the discriminating

party. These are decisions where race plays a role not consciously but unconsciously. A

good example for such process defect is the McCleskey v. Kemp (1987) case of the US

Supreme Court. In this case the defendant, McCleskey, has shown, using statistical data,

that if his victim had been black, he (McCleskey) would have probably not been

sentenced to death for the same crime.  This proof is useless in effectively showing that

the respective court was discriminating on racial grounds with purpose, however it shows

that there was a general bias in the judicial system as a whole, a structural problem, it

shows that there was a defect in the process.

Thus it can be said that the argument which process based theories make against

discrimination is:

"Legislation (and perhaps other decisions, as well) ought not to be based on malign
preferences, that is preference that explicitly, implicitly, or even unconsciously deny
equal concern and respect for some members of the polity."(Koppelman 1996, 55)

John Hart Ely’s theory (1980) is a good example for the process-based approach to

discrimination. According to him the democratic decision making process may be

contaminated either by a desire to disadvantage the minority in question, or by prejudice
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that distorts reality and thus prevents the real interests behind the issues being seen, in

this way leading to exclusion of minorities.

The other possible approach to discrimination is the result-oriented approach.

There are two types of theories falling under this approach: stigma theories and group

disadvantage theories. Stigma theories consider discrimination unacceptable because of

the harm it inflicts upon certain members of the society or upon certain groups of the

society. In this case the stigmatization of the members of minority groups is a problem

not only as far as it effects the decision making process but also as a result of it. The evil

the anti-discrimination principle, as understood by stigma theories, wants to avoid is the

harm inflicted on people because of their national, ethnic or racial origin, no matter where

it comes from, whether intended or not, conscious or not. In fact this approach includes

all the discrimination cases that were included under process based theories but adds

something more to it.  Besides the cases in which there is a defect in the democratic

decision-making procedure stigma theories also consider discriminatory procedures or

decisions that are entirely innocent in terms of discriminatory purpose yet have a

disproportionate impact on members of minority groups. Here the argument is that the

anti-discrimination principle is to be wide enough to guard against such harms, as well. In

this approach the effect of the decisions counts and not the procedure and the motive

behind it. A good example of stigma theory is Lawrence’s argument (1987) for

considering decisions based on unconscious racism as discriminatory. But Paul Brest’s

(1976) justification for the anti-discrimination principle and his understanding of its

boundaries is also based on stigma theory.
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There are several possible arguments for the stigma theory (Koppelman 1996, 58-

62).  The first one is articulated by Brest: “decisions based on assumptions of intrinsic

worth and selective indifference inflict psychological injury by stigmatizing their victims

as inferior. Moreover, because acts of discrimination tend to occur in pervasive patterns,

their victims suffer especially frustrating, cumulative and debilitating injuries.”(Brest

1976, 8) Another possible argument was made out by Kenneth L. Karst who argues that

“the equal citizenship principle ‘can be reduced to a claim to be free from stigma’.”(Karst

1977) Yet another argument for stigma approach is connected to process theory: “stigma

is the means by which process defect begets process defect”(Koppelman 1998, 60), it

reinforces racism.  Finally the major argument for the stigma theory is that stigma by

itself is an injury because it causes self-hatred, decreased self-esteem, it affects

aspirations and might lead to motivational disabilities in the affected members of the

minority group.

The other result-oriented approach is the approach of group disadvantage theories.

A major representative of this approach is Owen Fiss (1976). He argues that the anti-

discrimination principle is a mediating principle for the equal protection clause that is too

restricted, which proposes a too narrow conception of equality, which is individualistic

and looking only at the fit between means and ends. Fiss suggests instead of the anti-

discrimination principle the group disadvantaging principle. The equal protection clause

according to him was established primarily for the protection of blacks and was used by

the courts in that way. He thinks that there are natural classes, or social groups in the

society, and the equal protection clause cannot be construed without reference to them

even though it is more problematic to work with them than with individuals. Blacks are
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such a social group. Promoting the interests of the group can be justified in two ways: a

backward looking one - the relative social position of the group and the duration of that

position justify compensation and other redistributive measures; and a forward looking

one – the redistributive strategy can be justified by the ethical view against caste, the

necessity of elimination of castes for the preservation of social peace, the maintenance of

the community as a whole, and facilitating the fullest development of the individual

members of the minority group. Also the protection of blacks as a group is justified by

the limited political power of the group (the fact that they are a discrete and insular

minority)(Fiss 1976, 152). The injustice of the political process has to be corrected by the

non-majoritarian institution of the Supreme Court and the constitution. Blacks are to be

protected because they are a specially disadvantaged group and the equal protection

clause is for the protection of all such groups. The court will have to define which are the

groups that have to be protected but protection shall not extend to artificial classes, thus

the principle of group disadvantage will bring more equality to fewer groups. The author

identifies the nature of prohibited action: concern shall be with “those laws and practices

that particularly hurt a disadvantaged group…what is critical however is that the state law

or practice aggravates (or perpetuates?) the subordinate position of a specially

disadvantaged group. This is what the Equal Protection Clause prohibits.”(Fiss 1976,

157)

All three approaches to what the harm behind racial discrimination is, process

based theories, stigma theories and group disadvantage theories, are right in some ways,

but, as Koppelman argues, they also miss part of the picture (Koppelman 1998, 96). The

process-based approach rightly sheds light on the contamination in the democratic
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decision making process, but fails to show where the contamination comes from. The

stigma theory looks at the origins of the contamination but is unable to give a criteria for

deciding which stigma shall be prohibited by the anti-discrimination principle, and which

are innocent. Finally group disadvantage theories show the systemic nature of the results

of discrimination but fail to explain its origins, thus pointing back to stigma and process

theories (Koppelman 1998, 92).  Addressing the problem in light of only one of these

approaches will only give a partial answer to the issue of racial discrimination. The

solution offered by Koppelman was to argue that the anti-discrimination principle in case

of racial discrimination implies more than any of the three approaches above suggest. The

anti-discrimination principle has to be a project, a project of social reconstruction which

addresses all three types of harms against which the above approaches guard (Koppelman

1998, 92).

The anti-discrimination project addresses and tries to remedy a very important

evil of our societies: the evil of racism, which claims that certain classes of people are

intrinsically inferior and unworthy because of their national, ethnic or racial origin. This

idea stands behind every practice that can be considered discriminatory, this idea makes

discriminatory practices stigmatizing. More than that, these stigmatizing discriminatory

practices reproduce the racist idea that stands behind them. The discriminatory practices

add up to what can be called racially tainted distribution (the harm group disadvantage

theories warn against), and the racially tainted distribution, in its turn, determines the

reproduction of prejudices and racism and racist, discriminatory practices.

Thus to sanction each and every individual discriminatory act is to act only on the

surface of the problem, without taking into consideration the complexity of the
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phenomenon, without taking into consideration the determining factors standing behind

discriminatory practices.  Koppelman argues (1998, 95) that the anti-discrimination

project has to proceed on three levels. The first is the level of racial meanings, that of

beliefs and values shared by the members of the society, meanings that motivate racially

discriminatory practices be that in a conscious or an unconscious way. The second level

is the level of racially significant practices, meaning the practices that are constructed by

(and in turn construct) the beliefs and values attacked at the first level. The third level he

calls racially tainted distribution. He means here the distribution of wealth and power that

emerges from the racially significant practices addressed under the second level.  The

racially tainted distribution on the one hand reproduces the racist beliefs mentioned at the

first level, and on the other hand also has a self-reproducing nature, which at the end of

the day reproduces the inequality even in the absence of racist beliefs.

This view points to a very wide understanding of racial discrimination, one

inclusive of all three discussed approaches to discrimination: individual disparate

treatment, systemic disparate treatment and systemic disparate impact. It is clear that

whereas the first will address more the individual practices and complaints of the

individual victims, the other two will address also the structural problem, moreover the

disparate impact will also have a redistributive aspect (even if only an implicit one),

addressing the problem of racially tainted distribution. In order to address the harm

defined above the anti-discrimination project has to have directive as well as prohibitive

implications.

The anti-discrimination project understood this widely is meant to be more than

addressing discrimination at the judicial level. Courts will at best be able to attack the
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problem at the level of racially determined practices, and even at that level only partly,

given the absence of promotional and educative functions to address racially determined

beliefs, and the absence of adequate tools for addressing systemic issues. The anti-

discrimination project will have at its core the anti-discrimination law, which will have to

be complemented by different sectoral policies. The minority ombudsman type

institutions will be indispensable actors in the enforcement of the anti-discrimination

project, in the enforcement of the anti-discrimination law, and in the implementation and

monitoring of the anti-discrimination policies. The institution will not only have an active

role in dealing with instances of racial discrimination, as defined by the three approaches

above (individual disparate treatment, systemic disparate treatment and systemic

disparate impact), but can also have a central role in the shaping and coordination of the

overall anti-discrimination project.

7. The European Terminology

The European terminology for possible approaches to discrimination is somewhat

different from the US conceptual framework. Although the principles behind the

European terminology largely follow the ones described above, given that the Hungarian

Minority Commissioner uses the European concepts, I shall provide a short description of

them here. The pattern setting the legal framework in Europe is the UK model as defined

by the British Race Relations Act 1976. Lately the same terminology was applied in the

anti-discrimination laws of Sweden26 and the Netherlands27, and recently in the EC

Directive implementing the principle of equal treatment between persons irrespective of

                                                       
26 The 1999 Act on Measures against Ethnic Discrimination on the Labour Market and the 1999 Act on the
Ombudsman against Ethnic Discrimination.
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racial or ethnic origin (Council Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000).  In this section I

briefly describe the European terminology and mention a few debated issues that

occurred connected to it.

The British Race Relations Act 1976 defines two types of discrimination: direct

discrimination and indirect discrimination. Section 1(1) of the act defines direct

discrimination as follows:

“A person discriminates against another …if:
(a) on racial grounds he treats that other less favorably than he treats or would treat other

persons…”

The indirect discrimination doctrine is defined in section 1(1) b. of the same act. It

originates in the US disparate impact doctrine as was described above (Townshend-Smith

1998, 260). Based on the British Race Relations Act 1976 (RRA in the following)

indirect discrimination occurs when: all persons are apparently treated equally, but when

a requirement or condition is applied with which a considerably smaller proportion of

one racial group can comply as compared with other racial groups, when a failure to

comply is a detriment and when the requirement or condition cannot be shown to be

justifiable.

Problems concerning the operationalization of the concept of indirect

discrimination occurred in relation to several expressions used in the definition.

Referring to the expression requirement or condition the questions are: what

exactly do we mean by requirement or condition and how is this requirement to operate?

Does it have to operate as an absolute bar for members of minorities or only as a bias

which is not necessarily exclusionary.

                                                                                                                                                                    
27 Equal Treatment Act of  September 1. 1994
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Originally the RRA 1976 used the formula: requirement or condition. The

Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) suggested in its 1985 and 1992 proposals for

change of the RRA 1976 that this formula should be widened to include “any practice,

policy or situation as well as any requirement or condition”. The EC Burden of Proof

Directive used the formula “provision, criterion or practice” (Council Directive 97/80/EC

of 15 December 1997 on the burden of proof in cases of discrimination based on sex ).

The CRE 1998 proposals for change of the RRA 1976 suggested, based on the EC

directive, the use of “an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice”. This

widening was necessary, argued the CRE, because in some cases there is no requirement

or condition (e.g. lower average pay for speech therapists, mainly women, as compared

with pharmacists, mainly men), which could be found indirectly discriminatory. A

widening to include “practice” focuses more on the result (the adverse impact) of the

conduct. Townshend also argued against the narrow construction of the expression

“condition or requirement” (1998, 268-69).

Concerning the operation of such requirements, the question is whether they are

to operate as absolute bars or only as bias in order to be identified as discriminatory. One

possibility is that a requirement or condition only exists where it “amounts to a complete

bar if it cannot be met”28.  This means that: “if several criteria are used, one of which puts

ethnic minority employees or applicants at a serious disadvantage but may be overcome

by an individual who has extraordinary compensating qualities, use of that criterion is

lawful”(CRE 1992a, 28). A more permissive approach can be if a “criterion for a job is

described as ‘desirable’ but not essential, it could still be indirectly discriminatory if, on

                                                       
28 Position taken in UK by Court of Appeal in Perera v Civil Service Commission (1983)
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the facts, inability to comply was decisive”29.  This is especially important in cases when

there are a number of preferred subjective criteria combined so that it is very difficult to

allocate the weighting of the different criteria.  Inclusion of preferred, subjective criteria

in the definition is important since these criteria are those which are most often used for

purposes of hidden direct discrimination. Thus indirect discrimination could work as a

safeguard for cases when it is impossible to prove direct discrimination. Subjective

criteria in the evaluation process will allow for both conscious and unconscious bias.

The second debated issue relates to the expression can comply in considerably

smaller proportion - meaning the problem of the magnitude of the adverse impact falling

on the minority group. The definition of the RRA 1976 requires the applicant to establish

“that the proportion of those in the applicant’s group who can comply with the

requirement is considerably smaller that the proportion not in that group”(Townshend-

Smith 1998, 274). In order to show that a criteria falls with disproportionate burden on

the members of the disadvantaged group statistics are most feasible. In the UK, as in the

US, generally the disproportionate impact necessary to establish indirect discrimination

was the proportion of four fifths. This means that if a criteria is meet by 5/5 of white

males but only by 4/5 of Gypsy or woman that criteria can be complied by a

’considerably smaller proportion’ of the members of disadvantaged group (the group of

the applicant), that is there should be a 20% difference in the impact falling on the

majority and the impact falling on the minority in order for a criteria to be indirectly

discriminatory. To assess this it has to be shown carefully which groups should be

compared, that is what are the appropriate pools for comparison30.  In some cases

                                                       
29 Position represented by UK courts in Falkirk v Wythe (1997)
30 For details see Townshend-Smith (1998) pp. 277-82
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however statistics might not be available or might not be significant. In such cases it

might not be necessary to rely on the statistics or the establishment of a relevant, sizable

pool in order to prove indirect discrimination, it might be sufficient to show only that

there is ‘a risk’ that conditions may operate to the detriment of a particular group.  In

these cases generalized assumptions (taken from the social context) can be used to weight

the risk.

The third point of debate is the expression can comply. Two aspects have to be

addressed: first that “the proportion of woman who can comply is considerably smaller

than the proportion of man who can comply” (meaning the group aspect, i.e. the effect of

the requirement on the group), second that the applicant suffers a detriment because she

cannot comply (meaning the individual aspect, i.e. the effect of the requirement on the

individual). Can comply can have a narrow interpretation, and mean physically able to

comply. On the other hand can have a wider interpretation according to which the person

is able to comply in practice or comply consistently with the customs or cultural traits of

the group to which she belongs. It seems that the latter, wider interpretation, is in

conformity with a consistent interpretation of the concept of indirect discrimination.

Fourth, the expression detriment also raises questions. Ability to comply has to be

seen at the moment of the complaint and not at some other time, or contra-factually. In

many cases of indirect discrimination the idea of detriment makes no sense. A good

example is a job requirement which is indirectly discriminatory for woman but since,

having seen the exclusionary criteria, no woman ever applied for the respective job, there

was no detriment, and as such, it can be argued that the criteria cannot be considered

indirectly discriminatory. Townshend-Smith argues that to look for the individual
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detriment would make the idea of indirect discrimination redundant (1998, 290). Thus the

detriment shall be assessed in the general social and cultural context. Indirectly

discriminatory practices will often have to be challenged in the absence of particular

victims.

Fifth, questions can be raised also in connection to the expression justifiable.  As

seen in the previous parts justifiability is a key concept of the definition of indirect, or

disparate impact, discrimination. “The effectiveness of indirect discrimination law is

greatly affected by the rigor with which the employer is put to the proof of justification.

In this way a balance is drawn between permitting legal challenges to employer practices

which work to the statistical disadvantage of protected groups, while permitting an

employer to justify such requirements if they assist in the selection of the most

meritorious applicants or advance other legitimate employer objectives” (Townshend-

Smith 1998, 264). “Justifiability means that there should be an objective balance between

the discriminatory effect of the requirement or condition and the reasonable needs of the

party applying the requirement or condition. The needs must be objectively justified, and

it is not sufficient simply to assert that the needs exist and that they are considered to be

reasonable.”(CRE 1992b)

The definition of justified can vary from more stringent to more permissive forms.

In UK jurisprudence it varied from ‘necessity, not convenience’ through “necessary

applied reasonably and with common sense’ to ‘good and adequate reason’31. The

European Court developed a three steps test in Bilka32 according to which the employer

must first establish that the objective the measure is designed to achieve is appropriate,

                                                       
31 Steel v Union of Post Office Workers and the Post Office (1977); Singh v Rowntree Mackintosh
Ltd.(1979); Ojutiku v Manpower Services Commission (1982)
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second there is no other way of achieving the same objective with a lower adverse impact

and thirdly that the means chosen will achieve the objective claimed for them

(Townshend-Smith 1998, 294-95). It is clear that unless the term justifiable is defined for

each field to be applied in, there will be a great variety in interpreting it and different

courts will interpret the same cases differently.

The final problem concerns the question of intent in the UK. In the case of direct

discrimination intent to treat somebody less favorably is needed in order to show

discrimination. This does not mean that prejudice or hostility is necessary, but only the

intent to treat less favorably (Townshend-Smith 1998, 259). However direct

discrimination cannot cope with the situation where there are initial differences or

inequalities. In the case of indirect discrimination there can be intent but it is not

necessary. Moreover in the UK direct discrimination is only applicable for what the US

terminology calls individual disparate treatment. It is not applicable to any systemic

issues. This way the UK approach treats separately individual disparate treatment under

the category of direct discrimination, but shifts together all forms of systemic

discrimination – regardless of discriminatory intent – into the category of indirect

discrimination.  This leads to a much less complex definition of discrimination than the

one available in the US jurisprudence. The definition covers all forms of discrimination

that are covered by the US definitions, but its conceptual clarity is much less developed.

This could serve as one explanation for the relative absence of indirect discrimination

cases brought under the RRA 1976 in UK (Townshend-Smith 1998, 260). Also it is

important to mention that the few indirect discrimination cases that have been brought in

UK on grounds of race have to do with cultural or linguistic distinctiveness of minority

                                                                                                                                                                    
32 Bilka-Kaufhaus v Weber von Hartz (1986)
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groups, and not with social differences and social inequalities (Townshend-Smith 1998,

261).  The justification given for the indirect discrimination approach is thus much

narrower than the one available in the US context: it seems that in the UK some

immutable characteristic of the minority group have to constitute the difference between

the minority and the majority group, so that classifications based on that characteristic

can qualify as indirectly discriminatory. This excludes the possibility of considering as

indirectly discriminatory group characteristics that are socially determined (such as

poverty, segregation, low level of education).

The above conceptual framework used in the UK seems to be the source for the

new developments in this field in the European context. The already mentioned 2000 EC

Directive on racial discrimination uses the same terminology. Both the Directive and the

UK conceptual framework are widely referred to by the Hungarian Minority

Commissioner and as such cannot be disregarded. However, given its more complex and

developed nature, the US framework as described in the previous parts of this chapter

will serve as a normative framework for this work.
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Chapter 3.

Ombudsmen and Similar Institutions for the Protection of
Racial, Ethnic or National Minorities

1. Introduction

In this chapter I shall move on to look at the ombudsman institution in general,

and to examine the ideas and principles underlying the Hungarian institution of the

minority commissioner.

When looking at the Hungarian Minority Commissioner the origin of the

institution is not clear. It seems to be a hybrid between the general ombudsman

institution, as it originated in Sweden, and a specialized regulatory agency. This chapter

consists of two parts. This first part provides a description of the ombudsman institution

in general, and describes the main principles on which this institution is grounded. The

second part proceeds to describe and analyze a specialized version of the ombudsman

institution: namely the minority ombudsman. The aim of this chapter is to show how the

special features of the minority ombudsmen and similar institutions (called specialized

bodies by ECRI33) can be appropriate tools for addressing the problem of racial

discrimination, especially if discrimination is perceived as broadly as the previous

chapter defined it. This chapter shows that the powers and means available to such

institutions add something to the way courts can cope with the phenomenon of

discrimination. These institutions through their non-adversarial approach, both in the

sense of having an investigative approach and in the sense of focusing on mediation and

persuasion, their power to conduct formal, ex-officio investigations, to make directive
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recommendations, to make recommendations concerning policies and legislation, and

their promotional powers are able to address the problem of racial discrimination in a

more exhausting, and more comprehensive way than courts can.

The Hungarian Constitution provides for the Parliamentary Commissioner for the

Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities in its Article 32/B.  The new institution is

“responsible for investigating and initiating the investigation of cases involving the

infringement of the rights of national or ethnic minorities which come to his attention and

initiating general or specific measures for their remedy” (Hungarian Constitution, Article

32/B, (2)). This type of institution designed for the protection of national and ethnic

minorities is a novelty, as far as East-Central Europe is concerned. However similar

ombudsman-like institutions with the aim of furthering racial equality and justice

function in other parts of Europe, like the Commission for Racial Equality in the United

Kingdom or the Ombudsman against racial discrimination in Sweden. The argument of

the chapter will aim to show the relevance of the institution especially in the field of anti-

discrimination policy but with repercussions to the field of larger minority protection

policy.

                                                                                                                                                                    
33ECRI (1999) Good Practices: Specialized bodies to combat racism, xenophobia, antisemitism and
intolerance at national level.
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2. The Ombudsman Institution in General

The ombudsman institution originates in Sweden where it has operated since the

beginning of the 19th century34.  It was established with the purpose of investigating

complaints of citizens against public authorities. The ombudsman was meant to be the

representative of citizens against the state and the misuse of its powers. The ombudsman

is an independent person appointed by the legislative power, who has the power to

investigate all public authorities upon individual complaints or upon own initiative and to

make recommendations, however without having wide enforcement powers. His means

of enforcement are persuasion, conciliation and if these do not work: publicity.  The

institution is a watchdog over justice and equity in the ways the state deals with its

citizens.

The second part of the 20th century brought the spread of the institution all over

Europe and the world. The definition of the ombudsman institution today is much looser,

much more inclusive than it was fifty years ago. The adaptation of the original model to

different political and legal systems widened several, until then unquestionable, elements

of the definition. Today the institution of ombudsmen refers to a set of principles with

regard to appointment, scope, and means of the institution.  Along these principles there

are large variations among the ombudsmen of different countries. We shall discuss these

principles and show the possibilities for variation along them.

                                                       
34 For history of ombudsman institution see Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler (1983), Gelhorn (1967), Rowat
(1968), Rowat (1985), Stacey (1978), Wieslander (1994)
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The Aim of the Institution. The aim of the ombudsman institution is, as put by Caiden,

MacDermot and Sandler, the protection of dignity of man, the reduction of distance

between rulers and ruled (Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler 1983).  As they write:

“The existence of an independent ombudsman office denotes a clear indication by the
rulers that they recognize obligations and duties to the ruled, that the ruled should be
treated justly, promptly and courteously, that they should be granted their due according
to the law, and that public business should be conducted honestly and efficaciously.”
(Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler 1983, 4)

The ombudsman is an institution for the achievement of justice and equity. It can criticize

illegal behavior, but a breach of law is not necessary, unreasonable or unjust behavior is

sufficient for grounding the action of the ombudsman.  Even if a decision is procedurally

correct can still be considered unreasonable, unjust, inhumane by the ombudsman if it is

bad in its effects. The ombudsman will consider the quality of the decision (Stacey 1978).

Thus she not only provides for procedural justice but also for substantive justice.  As such

the institution is a remedy for human rights violations, a remedy which works as

complementary to courts and tribunals.  In many cases court procedures tend to be too

slow, too costly, too formal and sometimes unnecessarily adversarial. The ombudsman

institution fares better than courts with respect to these features, as well. Finally the

ombudsman complements the work of the courts not only in the field of individual

complaints but also through its strategic powers, using formal investigations as means to

reveal structural or institutional problems, or injustice about which for some reason no

complaints were raised.
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Independence. One of the main features of the ombudsman institution is its

independence from those investigated. However this principle can be interpreted in

different ways. The classical ombudsman model achieves its independence through its

being appointed by the legislative power. In this interpretation the ombudsman works as

the eyes the parliament keeps on the executive power.

A more extreme case is one, which aims to achieve certain independence also

from the legislative, by appointing the ombudsman for a longer period than the

parliamentary cycle35.  In the 1980s however, despite the strong opposition of some

experts on the institution (Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler 1983, 12), the principle of

independence was widened to include also what we call today executive ombudsmen.

Executive ombudsmen are not appointed by the Parliament, but by some part of the

executive. Executive ombudsmen are usually responsible for the protection of special

categories of rights, or have the task of supervising compliance with an act concerning

some right (e.g. consumer protection, freedom from ethnic discrimination, equality

between sexes).  Thus the specialized ombudsmen are most often appointed by the

relevant ministry or state department.  The emphasis in the work of executive

ombudsmen is on executive practice: on enforcement and implementation of laws, on

specialized know-how for dealing with a special field of human rights. An important part

of the work of executive ombudsmen is policy oriented strategic work, however they also

deal with individual complaints. In their case the importance of the principle of

independence is reduced, independence for executive ombudsman is independence from

                                                       
35 Hungary is such a case. The ombudsman is appointed for six years based on the recommendation of the
President of the Republic. Thus not every Parliament has its own ombudsmen. Act LIX. of 1993 on the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Civil Rights, § 4.
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the organization or institution investigated, not independence from state administration in

general.

The Scope of Investigations. Another principle grounding the ombudsman institution

concerns the scope of its investigations. The classical model of ombudsman was created

to investigate only public authorities.  With the spread of the institution however this has

widened, too.  A possibility for widening is moving from the original scope of

investigation: public authorities, to investigation directed at the public sector in general

that includes bodies or organizations providing different goods and services for the public

such as health care, education, insurance, financial services regardless of whether the

provider is entirely or partially state owned company or even a church, in case it provides

public service36. A more radical option for widening the scope of investigation of

ombudsmen is the private sector ombudsman.  “The public sector has no monopoly over

bad decision-making and bureaupathologies” (Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler 1983, 12)

can be said.  Though fear exists that widening the scope of action on the institution to

include the private sector might result in the dilution of the concept, at the end of the day

if the private sector ombudsman is seen to have “as many as possible of the

characteristics of the classical ombudsman” (Seneviratne 1994, 5-6), and most

importantly it is seen as independent from those who it has to investigate, it can be

considered an ombudsman. It seems that executive ombudsman, as argued, being in most

cases the specialized ones, tend to have wider scope of action. Enforcement of a right, or

an Act regulating one particular right can rarely be effective if requested only from public
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authorities.  However in no case will private life fall within the scope of ombudsman

action. The widening extends only to the publicly performed activity of privately owned

or managed bodies (e.g. employment practices of private companies, data processing of

private banks, service provision by private hospitals).

Powers and Instruments. What makes the ombudsman institution truly specific besides

compliance with the above-described principles of independence and control over public

life is its powers and instruments.  The ombudsman has power to investigate individual

complaints of aggrieved citizens and has strategic powers to conduct investigations on its

own initiative.  Easy access is one of the main features of the institution with respect to

individual complaints. Complaints are investigated free of charge, and in most cases there

is no formal requirement for making the complaint, meaning that the ombudsman will

sometimes help in formulating the complaint itself. In general it takes much shorter time

de facto for the ombudsman to resolve complaints than in case of court procedures. Also

the procedures conducted by the ombudsman are much less adversarial than court

proceedings: first in the sense of focusing on investigation, second in the sense that the

aim of the institution is not to find and punish the wrongdoer, but to make him or her

understand the incorrectness of the respective action, to persuade this person that the

complained action resulted in treating the victim inhumanly, unfairly, and thus

reinstatement is due. Meanwhile persuasion also has the advantage of preventing the

wrongdoer from committing repeatedly the same action. These features make the

institution one which is easily accessible for people who are disadvantaged, who cannot

                                                                                                                                                                    
36 The Danish Ombudsman Act -  says in §9: “The jurisdiction of the Ombudsman shall extend to the
Established Church, except in matters which directly or indirectly involve the tenets or doctrines of the
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afford to start proceedings before courts, who cannot formulate their complaints, or who

just want to avoid for different reasons prolonged and costly adversarial procedures

(Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler 1983, 4).

Ombudsmen can start formal investigations, as mentioned, on their own initiative

and can investigate individual cases but can also be more general in the scope of their

action and look at institutional problems, general failures in the workings of some field of

the public sector. The ombudsman shall have access to all information, files and

documents concerning the investigated case. Upon finding some injustice the means the

ombudsman can use are again characteristic. Its approach is not supposed to be

adversarial. Conciliation, persuasion or mediation are the means which are available to

the ombudsman.  The institution has no effective power to enforce its opinion. However

recommendations can be made, and upon non-compliance publicity can be used.  The

means available for ombudsmen for fighting against violation of rights show that the

institution is to have an educational role even in the case of solving individual

complaints. The aim is not necessarily only to settle the particular issue at stake, but to

make the “respondent” learn from the mistake, to understand the inhumanity, unjustness

or irrationality of the provision or criterion applied, or of the practice used.  The

recommendations of the ombudsman will thus aim on the one hand to the resolution of

grievances, on the other hand to the change of practices.

Many ombudsmen recognize the educative role as one of their important

functions (Hill 1983).  Education comes through individual persuasion but also through

what Baroness B. Serota calls (Serota 1983, 38-39) indirect impact: through annual

reports presented to Parliament or the appointing state department, through codes of

                                                                                                                                                                    
Church.”
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practice, standards of good practice in the different fields that are provided for the

employees of relevant bodies, for offices or for any other concerned party. She argues

that ”the aim of indirect impact should be not just to improve practices in particular areas

but to establish benchmarks to which authorities can relate their practices” (Serota 1983,

39).   The annual reports presented to the appointing body will have the aim on the one

hand, to make public the activity and the findings of the ombudsman, and on the other

hand, to make recommendations concerning legislation, policy and practices based on the

individual complaints received by the ombudsman and the formal investigations

conducted on own initiative.  Thus the institution provides some kind of a feedback on

how existing laws, policies and practices operate, where amendment or new legislation or

policy is needed.  Even though the ombudsman will not always have the power to make

suggestions on the substance of change, it can yet signal its necessity, and show the

nature of the problem.

The discussion of the general ombudsman concept in this part of the paper shows

that the concept is very flexible and applicable to many circumstances.  The aim of this

part was to show the framework within which the specialized ombudsman for the

protection of national and ethnic minorities has to be fitted.

3. Ombudsman-like Institutions for the Protection of National, Ethnic or Racial
Minorities

Having seen the ombudsman institution in general, I shall now proceed to see

what are the principles and ideas underlying the institution of specialized ombudsman or

ombudsman-type institutions for the protection of the rights of national, ethnic or racial
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minorities, and what is their role in regulating racial discrimination. The European

Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) speaks about specialized bodies to

combat racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and intolerance at national level. In their

general policy recommendation No. 2 on the necessity of establishing such specialized

bodies (ECRI 1997) directed at member states of the Council of Europe it is stated that

these institutions may take the form of, among others, national commissions for racial

equality, ombudsmen against ethnic discrimination, Centers/Offices for combating racism

and promoting equal opportunities or even bodies with the wider objective to promote

and enforce human rights in general. The minority ombudsman or the ombudsman

against ethnic discrimination is one form, which fits the ECRI recommendation, a form

chosen besides Hungary also by Sweden and Finland. However the objectives, functions,

means and instruments described in this section are very much in common with other

forms of specialized bodies mentioned by ECRI. The minority ombudsman thus is a type

of specialized body, with many of its characteristics taken from the general ombudsman

institution as described previously.  Throughout this section I will use the minority

ombudsman expression to denote such types of institutions.

  This section will look at the principles behind such institutions, the objectives of

such type of institutions, their functions, their means and instruments and their powers in

light of the instruments, means and powers of general ombudsman, as discussed in the

previous section. It will also investigate the role this institution can have in regulating

racial discrimination, as defined in the first chapter.  The argument is that an institution

having the flexibility and powers characteristic of the ombudsman and the expertise and

specialization of specialized enforcement agencies (MacEwen 1997) plays a very
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important role in the protection of minority rights.  This is especially true regarding the

right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of race, national or ethnic origin and

the right to equal opportunities in employment, education, housing, provision of services

and other fields disregarding race, national or ethnic origin. Given the accepted wide

definition of the anti-discrimination principle the institution of specialized minority or

anti-discrimination ombudsman is indeed a requirement for successful implementation.

There are three fields where the ombudsman institution can complement the work

of the courts: in aiming at substantive justice instead of procedural justice, in solving

complaints in faster, cheaper and less formalized procedure, and in having strategic

powers such as starting investigations even in the absence of complaints. These are of

core importance in the implementation of the anti-discrimination principle. First, the

previous chapter has argued for the necessity of the anti-discrimination principle

addressing the problem of discrimination not only based on a procedural approach but

also based on a result oriented approaches (including both stigma and group disadvantage

theory). Acting along the principles of substantive justice instead of procedural justice is

crucial here. Second: the less formalized and cheaper procedure of the ombudsman type

institution is especially important with respect to the enforcement of the right not to be

discriminated against because of the above average poverty and low education level of

most victims of racial discrimination. And finally the availability of strategic powers and

the possibility of such institutions to start ex officio investigations is especially important

in case of racial discrimination because of the relative absence of complaints in this field,

the unwillingness of victims to complain for different reasons, and also the extensive
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structural components of racial discrimination which can hardly be addressed by the

regular individual complaint procedures available before courts.

This section is going to develop, based on the ECRI recommendation, literature

on special enforcement agencies for the enforcement of anti-discrimination law and the

particular examples of the Swedish Ombudsman against Ethnic Discrimination, and the

Commission for Racial Equality in UK, a theoretical model for the minority ombudsman

institution. This model, consisting of given functions and objectives, a set of available

means and instruments, and principles along which to function, will serve later as an

instrument for measuring and assessing the activity of the Hungarian Minority

Commissioner as this institution functioned in its first 5 years of activity.

The Aim of the Institution. The objective of the minority ombudsman institution is

generally to work towards the promotion of ethnic justice and equality, formula used by

the Swedish Ombudsman against Ethnic Discrimination (Nobel 1988).  Meanwhile the

ECRI recommendation writes: specialized bodies should have the responsibility to “work

towards the elimination of the various forms of discrimination” and “to promote equality

of opportunity and good relations between persons belonging to all different groups in

society”. MacEwen argues that since racism and discrimination are pervasive in the

society and  “include the way we look, behave, talk, react, socialize and mediate,

conciliate and even judge” enforcement agencies should be established by the state.

Through these agencies the state goes above the formal structures to dismantle not only

social processes and personal mind-sets sustaining discrimination but also to address the

disadvantage (both economic and cultural) of a racially determined social underclass
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(MacEwen 1997,p.2), that is to perceive and deal with racial discrimination within the

framework of an anti-discrimination project, as that was defined previously. Thus the aim

of specialized enforcement agencies is, argues MacEwen, to promote substantive equality

of opportunity instead of formal delivery of equality of opportunity.

Referring back to the previous part of this chapter37 the creation of a minority

ombudsman has an even more important symbolic meaning than the existence of a

general ombudsman. Having a minority ombudsman denotes the recognition by the state

of its obligations towards a disadvantaged part of its population: namely citizens

belonging to national, ethnic or racial minorities.  It indicates, as in the case of the

general ombudsman, that rulers “recognize obligations and duties to the ruled [meaning

here those belonging to minorities]” (Caiden, MacDermot, Sandler 1983, 4), but it also

indicates, that this group of citizens has to be treated with special concern, their just and

equitable treatment deserving special consideration.  The special consideration is

especially justifiable since members of national, ethnic or racial minorities are generally

more vulnerable to the abuse, unreasonable or irrational behavior of the rulers, their

difference makes them more vulnerable to violation of their human dignity. Their

relationship with the rulers is in most cases even more unequal that in the case of the

other categories of the ruled. In most cases members of minorities are more dependent on

the state than majority members, the state in their case will not only have to provide its

regular services, but will also have to provide for the protection of the minority from the

eventual abuses of the majority. As the Hungarian Minority Parliamentary Commissioner

formulated38, the minority ombudsman will not only be a mediator in the conflict

                                                       
37 See quotation on pp.77
38 Interview conducted with Jenõ.Kaltenbach in April 1999. Unpublished
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between rulers and this special category of ruled, but will also mediate between the two

groups of ruled: the majority and the minority.  Most cases coming before the minority

ombudsman will show the conflict existing between the majoritarian democratic principle

and the constitutional, liberal-democratic principles39.  The importance of the minority

ombudsman institution has to be regarded within this symbolic context.

Independence. The specialized minority ombudsman can be parliamentary and

governmental (executive) ombudsman, as well. Both the Swedish ombudsman against

Ethnic Discrimination and the Commission for Racial Equality in the UK are bodies

dependent on the executive. The justification for this lies with the importance of their

strategic enforcement powers, the regulatory and policy shaping function they play, and

their promotional powers on the particular field of rights.  Obviously the specialized

ombudsman stands as closely to the general ombudsman model as it stands to what

MacEwen calls specialized enforcement agencies (MacEwen 1997)40. It is ombudsman in

all its powers, means and instruments, and it is specialized enforcement agency in not

being restricted only to the review of state actors and public administration, and in having

jurisdiction only over issue connected to one special field of rights. In case of the

executive model of minority ombudsman the relevant state department recognizes the

role this institution can play not only in handling individual complaints but also in

summarizing issues coming up in complaints or in own initiative investigations, in

making recommendations concerning development of policies and legislation in the field,

and also in the promotional work needed for efficient enforcement of the respective

                                                       
39 For a debate on the issue see Waldron  (1990) and  Dworkin  (1985)
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category of rights.  The advantage of the executive ombudsman is being within the

executive, and thus having the necessary leverage, yet being outside it as well, and as

such dealing with the rights issues in a technocratic, expert way, thus separating them

from the political realm.

In the case of the parliamentary model of ombudsman the emphasis is put on

independence. Being completely independent from the administration will not prevent the

executive to consult the ombudsman in important questions pertaining to policies

concerning minority issues, yet upon dissatisfaction with the work of the ombudsman

(too severe criticism on administration) the executive will have no possibility to influence

or eventually dismiss the ombudsman.  Whereas the executive ombudsman model seems

to be working more or less adequately in older European democracies, and it is always

used for promoting one particular field of rights, the parliamentary model seems to be

more adequate for the young democracies of East and Central Europe.

Independence is an important component of the ECRI recommendation, as well.

The recommendation conceptualizes independence through three elements41. The first

element concerns funding: the specialized bodies “should be provided with sufficient

funds to carry out their functions and responsibilities effectively, and the funding should

be subject annually to approval by the parliament.” The second element important from

the point of view of independence is: ability to function without interference from the

state, and the guarantees necessary for independence in appointing staff, managing

resources, and expressing views publicly. The third element concerns appointment and

dismissal of members or incumbents: guarantees shall be provided for preventing

                                                                                                                                                                    
40 According to MacEwen specialized enforcement agencies belong to the larger category of non-
departmental public bodies. MacEwen (1997) pp.5
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arbitrary dismissal, non-renewal and appropriate guarantees for fair appointment.

However independence as perceived along these three terms can be realized with

carefully designed legislation by executive ombudsmen, or eventually by enforcement

agencies, just as well as it can be by the classical model of independent parliamentary

ombudsmen. MacEwen argues that even if enforcement agencies are acting on behalf of

the central government they are not part of the central government. Incumbents are most

probably selected on the basis of their specialized expertise in the field, experience and

skills shown in their previous work, and this tends to decrease both problems with

accountability and with political bias.

Functions of the Institution. The objective of the minority ombudsman institution is

defined well by the functions of the institution. As mentioned, the objective of the

institution is to work towards the achievement of racial equality and justice. The 1994

Swedish Act against Ethnic Discrimination set three duties for the Ombudsman: to strive

to ensure that ethnic discrimination does not occur in working life or other areas of

society, to assist anyone subjected to ethnic discrimination to safeguard her rights, to

initiate measures against ethnic discrimination and to promote good relationship between

different ethnic groups 42. The CRE has three duties defining its objectives: to work

towards the elimination of discrimination, to promote equality of opportunity, and good

relations between persons of different racial groups and finally, to keep under review the

                                                                                                                                                                    
41 ECRI Recommendation N° 2. 1997. Principle 5, sections 1-4
42 1994 Act Against Ethnic Discrimination, sections 2-4. The new, 1999, Act on the Ombudsman against
Ethnic Discrimination adds to the above the task of the Ombudsman to prevent discrimination  and to
supervise the workings of the 1999 Act on Measures against Discrimination on the Labour Market.
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Race Relations Act and to recommend amendments when necessary (RRA 1976,

s.43(1)).

The functions and responsibilities enumerated in the ECRI recommendation43 can

be grouped in three major clusters: policy making and legislative functions, enforcement

functions and finally promotional and educative functions. The first group, the policy

making and legislative functions include tasks such as the monitoring of the content and

efficiency of the relevant existent legislation and governmental policies and making

recommendations concerning their amendment or modification and also counseling the

legislative and executive branches of government concerning improvement of legislation

and policies in the field, or concerning the making of new laws and policies. The second

group of functions, enforcement functions, is aiming at the enforcement of rights of

individual victims and at the strategic enforcement of rights of relevant minority groups.

The recommendation includes here functions such as providing assistance, legal aid, to

victims, if provided for by the national legislation, support for or eventually bringing

cases before the judiciary, hearing cases and seeking extra judicial settlements through

conciliation, all of these supported by the powers to obtain evidence and all relevant

information and documents from the concerned parties. Finally, promotional powers are

understood by the ECRI document to include providing information and advice to

relevant bodies and institutions, counseling actors of specific relevant areas on standards

of anti-discriminatory practice, promoting and participating in the training of different

key groups of the society for tolerance, anti-racism and anti-discriminatory practices,

promoting awareness in the society to issues of discrimination, including preparation and

                                                       
43 There are 13 functions mentioned altogether. Chapter C: Functions and responsibilities of specialized
bodies. Principle 3
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distribution of information and other materials and finally supporting and cooperating

with organizations that have objectives similar to that of the specialized body.

MacEwen, based on his examination of eight different anti-discrimination law

enforcement agencies, sees four groups of functions such agencies have to undertake. The

first set is promotional functions including issuance of guidance and codes of practice,

education and training, networking and research in the area. The second and the third set

are enforcement powers, which he divides into two groups: first investigation of

individual complaints and second, strategic investigations, pattern and practice cases,

formal or ex officio investigations. The fourth group of functions he writes about is

advising the government on law and practice, assessing the efficiency of existing law and

policies, preview of legislation and policies in the field and commentary connected to

them. (MacEwen 1997, p.19)

It is obvious from the clusters of functions attributed to minority ombudsman

institutions that the aim of these institutions extends beyond simple individual

enforcement of the right not to be discriminated against to a very wide understanding of

enforcement, understanding according to which in order to have a relatively full

enforcement of this right more is needed that enforcement in individual cases of

violation. The functions suggest that promotion of awareness in the society concerning

the problem of racism and its moral unacceptability, of recognition and tolerance towards

national, ethnic or racial differences, is part of the enforcement process, that reeducating

the public and changing prejudices and prejudiced mind-sets is also part. They also

suggest that often discrimination penetrates the structures of the society, and its systemic

form cannot be addressed by enforcement only on the individual level, but only after
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careful assessment with the help of system wide remedies. Finally, the function to assess

and evaluate relevant legislation and policy, to suggest amendments and new policy and

legislation, show that it is not enough to address the issue of racial discrimination on the

different fields where it may occur, but permanent coordination and supervision and

evaluation of efficiency of the overall anti-discrimination policy is needed, and the

special focus and expertise of the minority ombudsman institution allows for doing this

appropriately.

Scope of Action. The scope of action of the minority ombudsman institution extends

beyond public administration to the public life in general, that is to include private

employers, private service providers, as well.  This can be justified by the aim to fight

discrimination and the special vulnerability of members of minorities, the fact that they

will face very similar problems and types of discrimination coming from privately owned

actors of public life. Even though the state is in most cases the largest employer and the

largest service provider and covering only the arbitrary and unjust activity of public

administration will mean covering a large part of violation of rights of members of

minorities, it will still exclude a large part of very similar violations committed by non-

state actors. Once the aim of the ombudsman is the advancement of racial equality, or

fight against racial discrimination, it is very difficult to justify why this implies only

investigation of abuses committed by state actors.  There is also an efficiency argument

in favor of extending the scope of action for minority ombudsman to private actors.

Investigation, proof of and evidence for discrimination cases requires special skills,

special know-how (CRE 1992, 48-49).  However this know-how is similar for all cases of
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discrimination, regardless of whether it has been committed by a local government as

employer or a privately owned company as employer.  Centralizing this expertise in

dealing at a non-judicial level with racial discrimination cases will further more efficient

handling of these problems. The minority ombudsman seems to be one type of the

ombudsman institution for which the extension of the scope of action beyond public

administration is justified by the nature of the specialization: the protection of rights of

national, ethnic or racial minorities and fight against racial discrimination.

Ombudsman-Like Institutions for the Enforcement of Anti-Discrimination Policy.

The question is, how can the ombudsman utilize the powers and means available to the

institution for the special needs of the enforcement of the right not to be discriminated

against on grounds of race, national or ethnic origin?

 In the field of assisting individual complainants the advantages of the means

available to the minority ombudsman institution are the fact that making complaints is

free of charge, that there are no formal requirements, that the ombudsman will assist the

complainant in formulating the complaint if necessary, and, finally that it is in most cases

a fast and non-adversarial procedure.  These procedures will be advantageous for those

who have a lower level of education and perhaps cannot formulate their complaint, who

cannot afford paying the costs of a judicial procedure, who lack the self-confidence to

raise their voice (Lustgarten 1980, 191). All of these factors, poverty, lower level of

education, lower self-confidence, fall in most cases with a disproportionate impact on

members of minorities. Thus access of groups such as the Roma in Hungary to the

ombudsman will be an ease in making their complaints with respect to discrimination.
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The professional methods of investigation, methods of persuasion and conciliation

and the threat of publicity can in many cases provide and alternative to the protracted,

costly, adversarial procedures and to the mostly individualized remedies provided by the

judicial procedure.

Violations in this field are often committed out of ignorance, many times racism

plays a role only unconsciously.  Not many institutions, organizations or bodies want to

see themselves called as racist in the media. This is again a reason why the proceedings

of minority ombudsman type institutions will present a real alternative to the sanction

oriented judicial procedure. Persuasion will also further the education of  “respondents”,

convincing them of the abusive character of their procedure, sometimes showing them

the possible alternative good practices. Indeed it has been shown connected to the work

of the CRE in UK that institutions, employers are more willing “to accept advice and

introduce widespread change when confronted privately with evidence of inequality, than

they were after a more public and accusatory investigation.”(Coussey 1992, p.44)

Conciliation can often bring an easy remedy to the violation of the human dignity of the

victims. Sometimes apologies, recognition of fault is what the victims look for, and the

ombudsman will be able to persuade the “respondent” to provide it.  The emphasis of the

ombudsman’s procedure will be more on compensating and making whole the victim,

defining the problem and preventing its future occurrence than on blaming the

wrongdoer.

This is not to say of course that the ombudsman proceedings shall replace courts.

Complainants may be motivated by different goals when they bring their complaints:

some of them see their cases as part of a political struggle, others want public
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acknowledgment of their ill treatment, and again others want their financial loss be

compensated (Lustgarten 1980, 201).  The ombudsman is not an adequate instrument for

all cases. Especially in cases of individual disparate treatment (where a person

intentionally treats another less favorably on racial grounds) the importance of  “the

threat of sanction, the deterrent effect that shapes behavior by making compliance more

attractive than the financial costs or physical and psychological punishment that follows

upon non-compliance” (Lustgarten 1980, 224) as used by courts and tribunals cannot be

disregarded.  However the elimination of racial discrimination and achievement of equal

opportunities regardless of race, ethnic or national origin is what Lustgarten calls a more

programmatic end, “requiring changing actions of people working in complex

organizations” (Lustgarten 1980, 224), changing the mentality of people. As Koppelman

wrote, it needs an anti-discrimination project, a project of social reconstruction

(Koppelman 1996, 92-99). As the first chapter showed he argues that the anti-

discrimination project has to proceed on three levels. The first is the level of racial

meanings that is of racially biased beliefs and values shared by the members of the

society. The second level is the level of racially significant practices, meaning the

practices that are constructed by the beliefs and values attacked on the first level. The

third level is called by Koppelman racially tainted distribution, that is the distribution of

wealth and power that emerges out of the racially significant practices which are

addressed under the second level. Thus the issue to be addressed becomes much wider

than a procedural approach would suggest. The anti-discrimination project implies

judicial work with adequate negative sanctions having a preventive effect, but it also

implies shaping action in a specific direction, i.e. among others using directive remedies.
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In most cases courts cannot provide such remedies44. The ombudsman institution is

allowed to provide such remedies either directly, in individual cases, or indirectly through

its strategic powers.  The directive remedies provided by the ombudsman are not

enforceable45 and are certainly disregarded in some cases, but in other cases where there

is good intention the expertise of the ombudsman is indeed appreciated and regarded as a

help.   The minority ombudsman will address the anti-discrimination project on all of its

three levels: its powers of promotion and education of the public will attack the problem

of racial discrimination on the level of racial meanings, of beliefs and values shared by

the members of the society. Its enforcement powers and its powers to review policy and

legislation and to recommend policies and legislation will act on the other two levels. The

second level, that of racially significant practices, will especially be addressed by the

wide enforcement powers the institution has, partly by its enforcement powers relating to

individual complaints and partly by its strategic powers. The third level, that of racially

tainted distribution, will mostly be addressed by the powers of the institution to issue

guidance for good practices, codes of good practice, to recommend policies both for

actors of the society such as employers, local authorities, health care institutions,

insurance companies and for the state. The institution may be the best to work out

guidelines for different forms of affirmative action programs or other programs for

improving substantive equality of opportunity.

Cases addressed by the individual disparate treatment approach are the least

interesting ones for minority ombudsman institutions. Once proof of intent is available, or

                                                       
44 A successful exception is the US jurisprudence and especially the activity of the US Supreme Court.
Despite its common law system this was never adopted by British courts. Lustgarten argues that the CRE
can make up  for the failure of courts in providing directive remedies. Lustgarten (1980) p. 236
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intent can be inferred, liability shall be established and remedies made available for the

victim. Individual disparate treatment cases, if brought, shall always go before courts,

which have the appropriate enforcement powers to handle them. The strategic powers and

soft enforcement powers available to minority ombudsman institutions are mostly

inappropriate and unnecessary for handling such cases. The support of the institution

could eventually be useful in providing specialized help in gathering circumstantial

evidence.

The role of minority ombudsmen in dealing with cases falling under the systemic

disparate treatment approach is much more extensive than in the case of individual

disparate treatment. Even though the institution’s powers are not adequate to order

making whole individual victims, its soft powers will certainly be very much appropriate

for achieving injunction of the systemically discriminatory practice. Also the

concentration of expertise in a specialized body like the minority ombudsman will be

needed for applying the sophisticated methods of proof, especially statistical evidence,

required for showing discriminatory patterns and practices.

The disparate impact approach to discrimination is a field where minority

ombudsmen will be able to use extensively their special prerogatives. Disparate impact

discrimination46 occurs, as discussed in the first chapter, when an apparently neutral

classification, requirement or condition is applied, which impacts more heavily on one

racial group as compared with another racial group, when this requirement or condition

cannot be shown to be justifiable irrespective of race. Cases of disparate impact or

                                                                                                                                                                    
45 The CRE in this respect is exceptional, even though the available procedures for enforcement in courts
and tribunals were heavily criticized in all reviews of the CRE on the Race Relations Act 1976 (in 1985,
1992 and 1998).
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indirect discrimination may occur without the intent to discriminate or to cause

disadvantage to the members of a minority group and as such liability is problematic in

such cases. In the absence of liability judicial remedies can at best be injunction to cease

the operation of the indirectly discriminatory practice or requirement, it is difficult, if not

impossible, to argue for damages for the victims (Lustgarten 1980, 233). Given the

difficulties one faces when trying to prove indirect discrimination (Lustgarten 1980, 211-

213), and the lack of incentive (absence of damages) to the victims to bring the case few

indirect discrimination cases can be brought before courts, and even fewer can be

successful.  But the ombudsman institution does “not require adherence to formal rules of

evidence and procedure. [It] may form an opinion favorable to the complainant on the

basis of less weighty evidence than would be needed to establish a prima facie case in

legal proceedings” (Home Office White Paper 1976). Investigation of indirect

discrimination rather falls within the strategic powers of the minority ombudsman.  It can

be achieved by using the ombudsman’s own data-bank for proof, or collect proof in its

investigations or sometimes can order research from experienced researchers or research

institutes. The ombudsman institution seems more feasible for addressing indirect

discrimination at least at the moment when courts are rather inexperienced and

sometimes too conservative to deal with the phenomenon and also when class action suits

are not available for starting such procedures.

There is a considerable variation between different specialized bodies as to what

they are allowed to do when dealing with individual complaints. Some specialized bodies

remain closer to the classical ombudsman model in that they do not have more than

                                                                                                                                                                    
46 Indirect discrimination is used in the European legal context to cover what the US legal terminology calls
systemic disparate impact and also pattern and practice cases falling under the systemic disparate treatment
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power to make recommendation, and their recommendations have no binding force. At

this end of the spectrum the specialized institutions remain completely independent of the

courts, they provide an alternative legal remedy, a soft one, besides the remedies

provided by courts47. Another possibility is when minority ombudsmen have the power to

bring cases before the courts, or at least participate in preparing important discrimination

cases for court proceedings, i.e. providing legal aid for bringing cases, eventually their

opinion on the case is considered as expert opinion, and is taken as evidence into the

proceedings48.

This does not mean however that the specialized body will bring all cases before

the courts. Usually only those cases are considered for support and legal aid in court

procedures, which bring up some matter of principle, their appropriate presentation and

success will result in the development of the legal approach towards racial

discrimination.  Sometimes powers of adjudication are also conferred to the specialized

body, however these decisions can always be appealed before higher courts. Choosing

one model or the other depends on the legal context of the given country and the

preferences of the legislative. What follows, however, necessarily from the objectives and

advantages of this type of institution is its power to provide its expertise not only in

providing alternative, extra-judicial, solutions for cases of racial discrimination but also

in preparing and bringing discrimination cases successfully before courts. This is

important not only from the point of view of the particular discrimination cases at issue,

                                                                                                                                                                    
concept.
47 The Hungarian Minority Commissioner falls under this category, however there are strong arguments
favoring the extension of its powers in this direction. The paper will return to this issue when discussing the
special case of the Hungarian Commissioner. As far as I know no other specialized bodies in this field have
such restricted powers with regards to court proceedings.
48 Most specialized bodies fall under this category: the Swedish ombudsman against ethnic discrimination,
UK Commission for Racial Equality, Equal Treatment Commission in the Netherlands.
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but also from the point of view of development of judicial practice and the education and

increasing of sensitivity of the judiciary on these matters.

Conciliation. The conciliation method also deserves a few sentences here. It is

considered as one of the most important tools available both to the general ombudsmen

and to specialized minority ombudsman in solving human rights related cases, and as

such cases related to the right to be free from discrimination on grounds of race.

Conciliation is defined by MacEwen (1997 p.22) as “an alternative method of dispute

resolution and the philosophy is to allow [settlement of the complaint] in as non-legalistic

way as possible.” Conciliation seems to be at first sight a very good tool for addressing

issues of racial discrimination, because it avoids the adversarial procedures and the

formalism of the courts, avoids publicity and blame and yet reaches settlement, provides

satisfaction for the victim and also has the advantage of making the wrongdoer

understand the wrongness of the challenged action, thus preventing repetition of the act.

However there are three major problems with conciliation, which have to be mentioned

here. This is not to say that conciliation shall be avoided by minority ombudsman

institutions, but only that the problems connected to it shall always be kept in mind.

The first problem concerns the neutrality of the minority ombudsman in

conciliation. This issue goes to the very root of the institution because it leads to the

question: what the institution is, is it an advocate of the rights of the minority, is it an

institution providing legal remedy which stands in the middle between the disadvantaged

minority groups and the majority to mediate between them, or is it just another state

institution which can be conceived as an instrument of the majority to keep its dissatisfied
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minority quiet? Why would the two involved parties take part in a conciliation process

staged by the minority ombudsman? I think the ombudsman is an advocate of the rights

of minorities, even if not in the sense advocacy groups are. The institution is a safeguard

the constitution of democratic countries has introduced for protecting the rights of a

vulnerable group against the abuses of the majority. As such the bias towards minority

rights is built into the definition of the institution, and this bias cannot be negated, instead

it has to be accommodated. However the institution is also neutral in the sense that it acts

according to the constitutional order of the country, and this is why it is trusted by both

members of majority and minority, this gives it credibility for successful conciliation.

The second problem concerns the method of conciliation. The question that can

be raised is, in the case of a violation of the right not to be discriminated against, what is

conciliation going to attempt? Can the conciliation process result in a settlement which

stops short of accepting the fact that discrimination was committed? Would that not

amount to negotiation over the principles behind the right not to be discriminated

against? Is that allowed? I think not. Conciliation cannot concern matters of principle

behind rights. If the minority ombudsman finds that discrimination occurred, that cannot

constitute an issue for bargain. Bargaining can concern however issues of liability and

even more issues of reinstatement. The ombudsman may choose, if that is the condition

for reaching a settlement acceptable for both parties, to refrain from establishing liability,

may bargain over the circumstances of the compensation, or over the forms of reparatory

practices that help in preventing future occurrence of violation.

A third issue to be discussed connected to conciliation concerns the message the

method conveys towards the public. As MacEwen (1997 p.21) rightly points out
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conciliation “treats racism as an individual, personal act and overlooks the institutional

racism which impacts profoundly on the society.” Indeed bringing racial discrimination

cases down to the confidential person to person conciliation process conveys no message

to the society, it lacks the preventive educative role that investigations made public, or

public court procedures may have, rather it attempts to solve the problem locally and

silently. Its advantage is the satisfaction of the individual complainant and the

constructive solution of the local issue. This criticism can best be avoided by sharing the

focus of the institution between conciliation and other methods of enforcement. The

criticisms against the method of conciliation will be addressed by other methods

complementing it, such as formal investigations or other strategic enforcement powers.

Strategic Powers. After having discussed individual enforcement powers I shall turn

now to the strategic powers of the minority ombudsman institution. As Lustgarten rightly

shows, strategic powers of  “a public body with unusual powers” are justified by the

weaknesses of individual remedies as far as racial discrimination is concerned. He argues

that “individual enforcement can at best produce an erratic series of changes in the

behavior of individual employers” (Lustgarten 1980, 241).  On the other hand

“complaints are random in their incidence and significance. Most victims do not

complain. Many do not know that they have suffered discrimination. Others are reluctant

to complain because they do not want to relieve the humiliation, which they have

suffered, or because they have no confidence in the effectiveness of the complaint

procedure and the redress, which it is likely to provide for them. Some complaints are

trivial, others misconceived. Although it is necessary for the law to provide effective
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remedies for the individual victims, it is also essential that the application of the law

should not depend upon the making of individual complaint” (Home Office White Paper

1976). Besides the questionable efficiency of approaching racial discrimination through

individual remedies and the questionable significance and number of complaints there is

also the difficulty to prove discrimination, the necessity in many cases to use statistical

data which is usually only available (if at all) to the discriminator. These three factors

make the strategic powers of the minority ombudsman crucial for an efficient fight

against discrimination.

The strategic powers of the ombudsman will allow the institution to intervene

when and where it deems necessary in the public interest. The ombudsman has the power

to initiate formal investigations into specific institutions, bodies or into some general

aspect of public life (e.g. minority education, discriminatory practices used by

employment agencies). His targets can be chosen, based on the expertise of his staff and

eventually on the signals coming from individual complaints, so that they can have long-

term importance, that “they make general impact on the incidence of discrimination than

even a substantial number of successful individual complaints”(Lustgarten 1980, 242)

will make. Appleybey and Ellis (Applebey & Ellis, 1984) argue that formal investigations

are especially important in the following five situations:

(1) in cases of “victimless discrimination” – situations in which there has

traditionally been discrimination so that members of the victim groups do not

even apply any more for them and thus no particular acts of discrimination

occur;
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(2) cases when too many people are affected by the discrimination and in the

absence of class action it would be very resource- and time consuming to have

all victims start  procedures individually;

(3) “where practices are very complicated and require the ascertainment of facts

which are beyond the capacity and resources of an individual”;

(4)  “where the individual who has been discriminated is in fact a member of a

clearly defined group and the Commission [CRE] feels it essential to

investigate further in the interests of the remaining members of the

group”.(Applebey, Ellis, 1984, 273-275)

The ombudsman also takes part in policy shaping through its strategic powers.

The reports of its formal investigations, just as the annual reports are presented before the

parliament or the government department appointing the ombudsman with the relevant

recommendations and suggestions concerning laws and policies in the field of anti-

discrimination policy and other policies concerning racial, ethnic or national minorities.

 The minority ombudsman can also function as some kind of a data bank

concerning court and tribunal cases of discrimination, successful methods of proof,

available data for evidence (relevant statistical and demographic data for example), data

concerning public interest law firms dealing with such cases, information concerning

legal aid available for those who choose or have to choose litigation. The minority

ombudsman thus will act as a mediator in many individual cases: will provide necessary

information for going to courts, eventually will transfer the complaint to the relevant

body. It will also function as a center for expertise in addressing complaints by members
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of minorities concerning the violation of their rights on grounds of race, national or

ethnic origin.

The minority ombudsman also conducts research into issues of racial

discrimination or orders relevant policy oriented research from specialized research

institutes, researchers or experts working in the field. The institution and its experienced

staff will probably have a quite good perspective in determining what kind of research is

needed for the advancement of the anti-discrimination policy, what research is furthering

best the enforcement of the right not to be discriminated against.

The strategic powers of the ombudsman institution will also have a role in

defining and coordinating the anti-discrimination policy of the respective country, in

finding the appropriate solution for addressing the issue as widely and as

comprehensively as possible. Through summarizing the concerns of individual

complaints and looking at the general trends as shown by individual complaints and

general own initiative investigations the ombudsman will have the most refined image of

the workings of the existent anti-discrimination policy of the country. Given the

relatively recent development of the right not to be discriminated against, and the

ambiguities about it even at the international level, the ombudsman will play an active

part in finding the adequate solution for the implementation of this right at the national

level.  The power the institution has, to refer beyond national law to international

documents, will give the minority ombudsman an even better understanding of the

directions for change in protection against racial discrimination at the national level.
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Promotional Powers. Underlying the entire idea of the ombudsman institution in general

and the minority ombudsman institution in particular is the task of educating the public.

This is behind the way the ombudsman will try to solve individual complaints, but it is

also part of the strategic powers of the institution. The minority ombudsman has a role to

play also in initiating public debates concerning recognition of minorities and tolerance,

can initiate campaigns for teaching the public about the rights of minorities, but educates

also through making public the results of its investigations, by eventually publicizing

good practice and by criticizing abuse.

Codes of practice showing good practice in important fields where discrimination

can occur can be provided by the ombudsman for the relevant actors in the field. Good

practice codes will, on the one hand, help actors to avoid racial discrimination, and on the

other hand, they may just as well provide guidance on how to improve equality of

opportunity for the members of the disadvantaged minority, how to design appropriate

and acceptable affirmative action programs, and how to monitor policies.

Balancing Between the Different Functions of the Institution. The ombudsman

institution for the protection of racial, national or ethnic minorities as presented here is a

rather pro-activist institution. A problem, brought up as a criticism against this model

could be that the extensive strategic powers and promotional powers as described here

will conflict with the individual complaint-solving task of the institution and none of

them will in fact be efficient enough. This is indeed an important point, which has to be

addressed by each incumbent of the institution.  If all individual complaints are

considered and dealt with in details much less capacity will remain for the use of strategic
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and promotional powers. The ombudsman will have the task to equilibrate between the

three groups of functions of the institution in a way the legislative intent standing behind

the institution will best be reflected.  In the case of the CRE the equilibrium is made by

not considering all individual complaints but only those which raise a question of

principle, those of a complexity under which it is unreasonable to expect the complainant

to deal with it unaided, or other cases chosen for any other special consideration

(Lustgarten 1980, 191). This shows that in the case of the CRE, at least partly, individual

complaints are also perceived as aiding the strategic powers. However in order to do this

there has to be available an alternative remedy, courts and tribunals have to be accessible

to the refused individual victims, and they also have to be willing to consider adequately

such cases, and there must exist an adequate law regulating race relations with adequate

sanctions, procedures of proof and evidence on the basis of which courts can make their

decisions. In the absence of these conditions the ombudsman will have to work as a proxy

for the courts meaning that the institution will have an immense individual case load,

leaving much less free capacity for exercising strategic and promotional powers.

Why Do We Need Minority Ombudsman-Type Institutions? Another very important

criticism that has to be addressed here goes against the grounding premises of the

institution. Its argument is: in a well functioning constitutional democratic legal system

regular courts and tribunals and general administrative remedies will be sufficient to cope

with the problem of racial discrimination, there is no need for a soft institution such as

the minority ombudsman is, because it cannot add anything to the way the judiciary and
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the executive are addressing the problem49.  Many of the arguments made in this chapter

have already addressed this criticism, however a comprehensive argument has not been

made until now.

The question is why should a state establish minority ombudsman institutions or

other specialized bodies in order to have efficient and far-reaching enforcement of the

right not to be discriminated against on grounds of national, ethnic or racial origin? Why

not just leave it to the already existing and functioning institutions of the state? One short

and pragmatic answer to this question is that all states with comprehensive progressive

anti-discrimination legislation and policy use the specialized agency or minority

ombudsman model (MacEwen 1997, p.234). It seems that there are no viable alternatives

to this model currently. Even in the legal context provided by countries such as US, UK,

Sweden or the Netherlands, the specialized body for dealing with the enforcement of anti-

discrimination law and policy is deemed necessary.

  Why else do we need enforcement agencies in the case of anti-discrimination

law and policy? As argued in the previous chapter, racial discrimination means more than

the sum of individual discriminatory acts, it is a structural phenomenon which has its

roots and effects in the personal mind-sets of the population, in the racially tainted

distribution and in racially determined acts and decisions. If racial discrimination is

perceived as such the random decisions of courts and tribunals only address a few

superficial manifestations of what racial discrimination is, leaving aside most of the

structural, of the systemic problem. As MacEwen formulates: anti-discrimination law in

                                                       
49 This argument has been formulated among others by some of the experts working in the office of the
Hungarian Minority Commissioner. Behind the argument stood the presumption that the Hungarian legal
system is not a mature one yet, thus the minority ombudsman institution temporarily has a role to play, but
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itself has only marginally ameliorative impact given the persistent and pervasive nature

of racial discrimination, this is why anti-discrimination law has to be accompanied by

other policies and strategies that have a more holistic approach to discrimination (1997,

10). Minority ombudsmen are part of such a holistic approach. The specialized minority

ombudsman due to its extensive powers will promote a structural approach to the issue of

racial discrimination, and will address the problem at all three levels where it occurs.

Class action is considered as a legal instrument for making up for some of these problems

because it makes court procedures cheaper, it provides for moral support of the

complainant through creating a class, and it sheds light on the size and importance of

racial discrimination issues. However, the introduction of class action seems to require

major changes in the legal systems and given its repercussions for other fields of

litigation and the several procedural difficulties that go with it its introduction has been

treated very cautiously50.   Meanwhile the minority ombudsman institution, especially if

provided with the tools to give legal support or assistance in court cases, or to eventually

bring cases before court, takes on some of the major advantages of class action: it makes

up for the financial difficulties some litigants may have in suing, also provides supportive

solidarity and encourages complainants to come forward and remedies somewhat the

inequality of bargaining power between the complainant and the respondent

(Pannick1992). Through its investigations of patterns and practices cases or other cases

of systemic discrimination the minority ombudsman also points to the extent and

importance of the problem of racial discrimination. Pannick argues that “ legal actions by

the CRE or the EOC could achieve much of what the class action is designed to achieve,

                                                                                                                                                                    
as soon as the deficiencies of the legal system will be solved (a matter of years)  the institution will
basically cease to be functional.
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particularly if the CRE and the EOC were empowered to commence litigation without

receiving a complaint from a victim and if the court were to be empowered to grant

damages to a defined class of victims in addition to declaratory and injunctive

relief.”(Pannick 1982, p. 24)

It is also important to mention that, unlike courts or government departments,

specialized agencies have access to individual complaints and have means to make

recommendations regarding legislation and policy towards government departments and

the legislative power. Thus they are in the exceptional position to see the workings of the

relevant existent laws and policies and also to recommend their amendment if necessary,

thus channeling information between the enforcement of legislation and the legislative

power.

Another important advantage of the specialized agency model is its specialization,

the fact that it concentrates on a single-issue area. Dealing permanently with the same

type of problem, that of racial discrimination, will result on the one hand in building up

specialized knowledge of the area, on the other hand in developing special sensibility

towards a very complex problem. Neither of these is available to courts or other bodies

providing administrative remedies because they only meet discrimination cases once in a

while, they do not have the opportunity to develop special sensitivity or know-how

towards an issue which is only one of several others to be dealt with in everyday cases.

This specialization is also economic from the point of view of efficient adjudication: it is

more economic to develop specialization in one agency which than will help with

preparing cases, or (if allowed under national legislation) eventually bringing them before

courts than having a person specializing on such issues at every body adjudicating such

                                                                                                                                                                    
50 For advantages and disadvantages of class action see Pannick (1982) pp.16-25
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cases. Specialized bodies are cheap, informal, accessible, and provide specialized

expertise. This makes them feasible for the adjudication of discrimination cases or for

preparing cases for adjudication before non-specialized courts or other bodies.

Another important advantage of these institutions is that they try to solve cases

not by the adversarial approach of courts or tribunals, but more in a conciliatory manner,

aiming for the persuasion of the parties concerning the wrongness of discrimination and

thus the prevention of reoccurrence, rather than blaming the wrongdoer.

Finally, as mentioned in the examination of the general ombudsman model, the

minority ombudsman promotes a concept of justice and equity, which can be more

extensive than the one codified in the laws. Sometimes the ombudsman might find abuse

of constitutional or human rights also when the act is not prohibited as unlawful by

statutory law. The minority ombudsman has thus the opportunity to give a relatively wide

interpretation to rights, sometime using relevant international practice.

Thus, to summarize, the minority ombudsman institutions complement the

activity of courts and other bodies providing legal remedy first with their unique strategic

enforcement powers, second by providing alternative methods for solving individual

complaints and third by promoting a wider understanding of constitutional rights than it

is provided for by statutory law.  These reasons together justify the establishment of

specialized agencies or minority ombudsman institutions for the better enforcement of the

right not to be discriminated against on grounds of national, ethnic or racial origin.

Finally, it shall never be forgotten in the case of an ombudsman institution that its

work and success depends extensively on the incumbent. Provided with the flexible

powers and prerogatives many parts of the activity of the institution will be defined by
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the person in the ombudsman position (or being the head of an ombudsman-like

commission). The incumbent’s position concerning the role of the institution will define

how proactive or how passive the ombudsman will be in the given cycle. On the other

hand the incumbent’s personality will also be important concerning the prestige,

credibility and ultimately authority of the institution. Given the absence of efficient

powers of enforcement in the case of ombudsman-like institutions the lack of prestige

and authority can prove fatal with respect to the efficiency of the institution.
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Chapter 4.

The Hungarian Legal Context

1. Introduction

In the previous chapters I developed a normative model with two components:

one concerning the definition of racial discrimination and an anti-discrimination policy

capable of addressing it, the other concerning the minority ombudsman institution

thought to be an important actor in the enforcement of such an anti-discrimination policy.

The aim of the previous chapters was to provide the normative element against which the

working of the Hungarian Minority Commissioner institution can be assessed. In order to

be able to examine and evaluate the activity of the institution with regards to its role in

the enforcement of anti-discrimination policy in Hungary, the next step shall be to look at

the givens in the work of the commissioner: on the one hand at the regulation of racial

discrimination in Hungary, and the available anti-discrimination policy of the country, on

the other hand at the legal framework given for the functioning of the parliamentary

commissioner institution and its particular case, the minority commissioner.

Thus, following the examination of the theoretical concept of discrimination and a

theoretical model of the minority ombudsman institution this chapter moves on to the

empirical level. The chapter will proceed in two steps. It will first examine the regulation

of racial discrimination in Hungary in light of constitutional provisions, statutory law and

international documents ratified by Hungary. This part of the chapter will also examine

briefly the Hungarian legal context available for ethnic record keeping, which is

considered to be an important tool for handling racial discrimination. In the second part
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the chapter will proceed to analyze the legal framework that regulates the functioning of

the Hungarian minority commissioner institution.

2. Regulation of Racial Discrimination in Hungary

This part of the chapter will start out from the examination of international

conventions and other human rights legal documents that are valid in Hungary and have

relevance concerning racial discrimination. I will proceed to the constitutional level, and

examine the constitutional provisions concerning discrimination and the relevant

decisions of the Hungarian Constitutional Court. In the next step I will look at the

statutory level, the regulation of racial discrimination in general as included in the

Minority Act, and the regulation of discrimination on the different fields of social life:

employment, education, health care, housing and provision of services. Finally I shall

also consider the legal provisions existent in the Hungarian legal system concerning

monitoring of ethnic data, collection of ethnic statistics and data on discrimination. I will

show the absence of a defined comprehensive anti-discrimination policy in Hungary.

The provisions analyzed throughout this part of the chapter will be seen as elements of an

invisible anti-discrimination policy. The objectives of the legislators as far as the scope of

anti-discrimination policy is concerned in Hungary will have to be evaluated on the basis

of these scattered provisions and measures.

 The International Level. Article 7 (1) of the Hungarian Constitution says “The legal

system of the Republic of Hungary accepts the generally recognized principles of

international law, and shall harmonize the country's domestic law with the obligations
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assumed under international law.”  Thus international law promulgated by Hungary shall

in principle form grounds of reference for finding discrimination, proving and

sanctioning it.

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights51 refers to discrimination

in two of its Articles: Article 2 and Article 26. Article 2 formulates the prohibition of

discrimination as a derivative right: that is all rights in the covenant shall be provided

without discrimination. Article 26 extends the previous formulation. It says: “All persons

are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal

protection of the law. In this respect the law shall prohibit any discrimination and

guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any

ground such as race, color, sex, language religion, political or other opinion, national or

social origin, property, birth or other status.” Article 26 thus formulates a general

prohibition of discrimination, not only one that is in relation to the rights provided for by

the Covenant, and prescribes a positive duty for the states to provide for an equal and

effective protection against discrimination for all persons beyond the general prohibition

of discrimination.

Until lately Article 14. of the European Convention for the Protection of Human

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms52 defined discrimination in relation to the other rights

protected by the Convention (“the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this

Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any grounds such as…”). In June

2000 the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers has adopted Protocol Nr.12 to the

European Convention which provides for a general prohibition of discrimination. This

                                                       
51 Promulgated in Hungary by Law Decree no.8 of 1976
52 Promulgated in Hungary by Act XXXI. of 1993
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Protocol removes the restriction of Article 14 on the right to be free from discrimination

and provides a guarantee that no one shall be discriminated against on any ground by any

public authority53. The Protocol was opened for signature to member states in November

2000. Hungary signed it with the first wave of signatories, on the 4th of November. Once

signed and ratified by a sufficient number of countries, Protocol 12. will allow for a more

far-reaching protection against discrimination pursued by the European Court for Human

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms54.

More extensive protection against discrimination is provided by the International

Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination55.  Article 1(1) of

the Convention defines discrimination as “any distinction, exclusion, restriction or

preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin, which has the

purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an

equal footing of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic,

social, cultural or any other field of public life.” The scope of this definition is broad for

two reasons. On the one hand it is broad because of the inclusive list of actions to which

it refers: distinctions, exclusions, restrictions or preferences. On the other hand it is

especially broad because it does away with the requirement of discriminatory intent by

saying that any action that has the purpose or at least the effect of impairing equality is

discriminatory. The Convention also allows for affirmative action if it is temporary and

does not lead to the maintenance of separate rights for different groups.  Article 2 of the

                                                       
53 For a discussion of Protocol 12 and its possible effect on the ECHR case law see Kovács Krisztina
(2000)
54 Protocol 12 says: (1) The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination
on any ground such as…(2) No one shall be discriminated against by any public authority on any grounds
such as those mentioned in paragraph 1.
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Convention provides both for negative and positive duties of the state parties. It says state

parties shall condemn discrimination and undertake to pursue by all appropriate means

and without delay a policy of eliminating racial discrimination in all its forms and

promoting understanding among all races, in the sense that no state organ shall engage in

racial discrimination, states shall not sponsor, defend or support racial discrimination by

any persons or organizations, states shall take effective measures to review governmental,

national or local policies and to amend rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which

have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists, states

shall prohibit or bring to an end by all appropriate means racial discrimination by any

persons, group or organization and, finally, states shall encourage integrationist,

multiracial organizations and movements. A separate article of the Convention prohibits

forms of segregation and apartheid56. Thus states signatory to the Convention are

expected, beyond refraining from discrimination, to have comprehensive anti-

discrimination policies that prohibit and sanction discrimination and moreover promote

understanding between races. The Convention seems to require from state parties a

comprehensive anti-discrimination project57.

Complaints against violations of the Convention can be brought before the

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination established under the

Convention. No complaints were made against Hungary before CERD until present day.

                                                                                                                                                                    
55 Promulgated in Hungary by Law-decree No.8 of 1969. The declaration under Article 14th of ICERD was
made by Hungary on 13. September 1992. Since than complaints against violation of rights defined in the
Convention can be made before CERD.
56 Article 3
57 See also Article 7 “State parties undertake to adopt immediate and effective measures particularly in the
field of teaching, education, culture and information with a view to combating prejudices which lead to
racial discrimination…” Koppelman (1996)
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Hungary submitted to CERD its eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth periodic report on the 6th

of March 1996 (CERD/C/263/Add.6).

The Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities58 also

formulates in its Article 4 a general prohibition against discrimination on grounds of

membership in national minority groups.  It provides that state parties shall guarantee the

right to equality before the law and equal protection of the law, that is prohibit any

discrimination based on belonging to a national minority. In the second paragraph of the

article the Convention provides for the positive duty of the state parties to “adopt, where

necessary, adequate measures in order to promote in all areas of economic, social,

political and cultural life full and effective equality between persons belonging to a

national minority and those belonging to the majority”. The last sentence of the paragraph

“in this respect they shall take due account of the specific conditions of the persons

belonging to national minorities” provides for the recognition of differences between

groups, a recognition that can form the grounds for recognition of the disparate impact

approach as a prohibited form of discrimination and also for necessity of preferential

treatment for the members of national minority groups. Hungary has submitted to the

Secretary General of the Council of Europe its first country report under the Framework

Convention in January 199959.

The 1960 UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education60, provides a

definition for discrimination in education. Article 1 of the Convention says:

“1. For the purpose of this Convention, the term “discrimination” includes any
distinction, exclusion, limitation or preference which, being based on race, color, sex,

                                                       
58 Promulgated in Hungary by Act XXXIV. of 1999
59 Report of the Republic of Hungary concerning the implementation of the Framework Convention. Gov.
Decree 2023/1999 (II.12.)
60 Promulgated in Hungary by Act XI. of 1964
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language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, economic
condition or birth, has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing equality of
treatment in education and in particular
- Of depriving any person or group of persons of access to education of any type or at any
level;
- Of limiting any person or group of persons to education of an inferior standard;
- Subject to the provisions of Article 2 of this Convention, of establishing or maintaining
separate educational systems or institutions for persons or groups of persons; or
- Of inflicting on any person or group of persons conditions which are incompatible with
the dignity of man.
2. For the purpose of this Convention, the term “education” refers to all types and levels
of education, and includes access to education, and the conditions under which it is
given.”

This Convention, similarly to the International Convention on the Elimination of

all Forms of Racial Discrimination, gives a relatively wide definition of discrimination, a

definition which, though it does not explicitly refer to indirect discrimination, says that

the distinction, exclusion, limitation or preference has to have either the purpose or the

effect of impairing equality of treatment in order to qualify as discrimination. Sub-

paragraph 1(c) of Article 1 is especially important because is refers explicitly to a special

form of discrimination in education also present in the current Hungarian context:

segregated education. Article 2 of the Convention goes on to specify the circumstances

under which separated education is permissible: if access to education is equivalent,

qualifications of teaching staff, school premises and equipment are equivalent, if similar

or equivalent courses are offered, and if going to separate school is optional and in

conformity with the wishes of the pupil’s parents or legal guardians.

Finally a document shall be mentioned which is only indirectly relevant at the

moment for Hungary. The Council of the European Union Directive implementing the

principle of equal treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin61

                                                       
61 Council Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 published in the Official Monitor of the European
Communities on 19.7.2000. L 180/22
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entered into force in the European Union on the 19th of July 2000. Even though Hungary

is not a member of the EU only an associated state, the long-term aim of the Hungarian

State to integrate sets the requirement of legal harmonization. In this sense the new

Directive sets the path that has to be followed by Hungary in the realm of regulating

racial discrimination.

The EC Directive aims to implement the general prohibition of discrimination

contained in Article 13 of the Amsterdam Treaty. The Directive defines the concept of

racial discrimination very broadly. The definition (Article 2.) includes direct

discrimination, indirect discrimination, harassment and instruction to discriminate62.

Article 9 also prohibits victimization63.  Direct discrimination, the directive says,

“shall be taken to occur where one person is treated less favorably than another is, has
been or would be treated in a comparable situation on grounds of racial or ethnic origin”.

Indirect discrimination is defined as when

“an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice would put persons of a racial or
ethnic origin at a particular disadvantage compared with other persons, unless that
provision, criterion or practice is objectively justified by a legitimate aim and the means
of achieving that aim are appropriate and necessary”.

Racial harassment is also considered as one form of discrimination and is defined as

“an unwanted conduct related to racial or ethnic origin [that] takes place with the purpose
or effect of violating the dignity of a person and of creating an intimidating, hostile,
degrading, humiliating or offensive environment”.

The scope of the directive includes: employment and all activity connected to

employment including promotion, selection criteria and recruitment, hierarchy, access to

                                                       
62 “An instruction to discriminate against persons on grounds of racial or ethnic origin shall be deemed to
be discrimination…”
63 “Adverse treatment or adverse consequences as a reaction to a complaint or to proceedings aimed at
enforcing compliance with the principle of equal treatment.”
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vocational training and guidance, retraining, working conditions, dismissals and pay;

membership in professional organizations and trade unions; social protection; social

security and health care; social advantages; education and, finally, access to supply of

goods, services and housing.  Article 5 of the Directive also allows for positive action “to

prevent or compensate for disadvantages linked to racial or ethnic origin”.

The Directive prescribes for the member states the general duty to provide judicial

and administrative procedures and remedies in order to enforce its provisions. In

procedural terms it is important to mention that the Directive itself provides in its Article

8. for the shift of burden of proof to the respondent in discrimination cases, once a

presumption of discrimination can be made from the evidence brought by the plaintiff.

The only exceptions from this rule are criminal procedures and proceedings in which the

court or some competent body is responsible for investigating the facts64.   The other

procedural details concerning the implementation of the directive and the promotion of

equal treatment are left to the member states. The Directive only provides for general

guidelines such as the necessity to disseminate information concerning the directive,

promoting social dialogue for the implementation of the principles of the Directive or

dialogue with non-governmental organizations. A final requirement of the Directive, very

much relevant for the topic of this work, concerns the obligation states undertake to

designate a specialized body or bodies for the promotion of equal treatment on grounds of

race or ethnic origin (Article 13.). The competence that the Directive prescribes for such

bodies are: providing independent assistance to victims in pursuing their complaints,

                                                       
64 Shifting the burden of proof is introduced because of the typically unequal relationships, which
characterize cases of discrimination (employer -employee, local authority - individual citizen). When the
Court or some competent body stands for the investigation of facts and proof of discrimination the unequal
relationship is no longer present thus making the shift of the burden of proof unnecessary.
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conducting independent surveys concerning discrimination, publishing reports and

making recommendations on issues relating to discrimination65.

The relevance of the Directive for Hungary and the importance political actors

have assigned to it is best shown, perhaps, by the case of the project of anti-

discrimination law proposed by the Office of the Minority Commissioner. The Directive,

as mentioned was ratified on the 19th of July, 2000. Beginning of September 2000 the

Minority Commissioner’s Office started the preparations of a project of comprehensive

anti-discrimination law for regulating racial discrimination in Hungary. At the beginning

of November 2000 the project (in a rather premature form66) reached the Ministry of

Justice and the Parliamentary Committee for Human Rights. The project has been

debated in the Committee on the 21st of November and the proposal for having a unified

anti-discrimination law in Hungary gained its almost unanimous support67. The Directive

and the standards set by it were widely referred to during the debate.

In the field of international obligations falling on Hungary the following can be

concluded. Until the beginning of 2000 the most extensive protection against racial

discrimination was provided by the Convention against the Elimination of all Forms of

Discrimination and the UNESCO Convention referring to discrimination in the field of

education. However neither of the two conventions were supported by particularly strong

mechanisms of enforcement or by other strong incentives promoting their thorough

implementation. Thus the international imperatives applicable to Hungary until the

beginning of 2000 were relatively mild. In the absence of willingness on the side of the

                                                       
65 See an analysis of this Article in the Chapter on the legal framework available for the Hungarian
Minority Commissioner
66 For a detailed discussion of the project of law see the last chapter of this work.
67 Only the MP of the far right party has voted against it.
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state these imperatives do not seem to have been strong enough to force Hungary to adopt

progressive anti-discrimination law. Yet recent developments in international standards,

such as the amendment of the ECHR, which has behind it the relatively strong

enforcement mechanism provided by the European Court for Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms, and the EC Directive implementing the principle of equal

treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin, represent stronger

incentives for Hungary to improve its regulation with respect to racial discrimination.

The Constitutional Level. How are the above international standards incorporated in

Hungarian law? Article 70/A of the Hungarian Constitution provides for the prohibition

of discrimination in Hungary. It says:

(1) The Republic of Hungary shall respect the human rights and civil rights of all
persons in the country without discrimination on the basis of race, color, gender,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origins, financial
situation, birth or on any other grounds whatsoever.

(2) The law shall provide for strict punishment of discrimination on the basis of
Paragraph (1).

(3) The Republic of Hungary shall endeavor to implement equal rights for
everyone through measures that create fair opportunities for all.

The Article provides first for a wide prohibition of discrimination on all grounds,

second for sanctioning all forms of prohibited discrimination, and third for the positive

duty of the state to advance equal opportunities for all persons in the country.

The Hungarian Constitutional Court has interpreted the prohibition of

discrimination in connection to the right to human dignity (Gyõrfi 1996, 276) as stated in
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Article 54 of the Constitution68. In one of its early decisions the Court argued

[9/1990(IV.25) AB hat.]:

“The prohibition of discrimination does not mean that all differential treatment,
even differential treatment aiming at greater social equality is prohibited.  Prohibition of
discrimination means that the law shall treat all persons equally, as persons with equal
human dignity, that is the basic right to human dignity shall not be violated. The
determining factors of the distribution of entitlements and advantages shall be defined
with equal concern and respect, and equal consideration for all individual perspectives.”

Thus what the Constitution requires according to the Constitutional Court is not

equal treatment but treatment as equals, by giving equal concern and respect for all

persons, and treating all persons as having equal human dignity (Gyõrfi 1996, 277).

Treatment as equals might require in some cases positive discrimination and according to

the Court this is compatible with the Constitutional conception of discrimination. The

Court stated in 1990:

“if some constitutionally permissible social goal or some constitutional right can only be
achieved by overstepping the narrow concept of equality [equal distribution of goods and
opportunities], then such positive discrimination cannot be considered unconstitutional”.
[9/1990 (IV.25.) AB Hat.]

It is also important to emphasize that according to the Court the prohibition of

discrimination is not an unconditional prohibition.

“It does not imply that persons shall be equal according to criteria which lay outside the
realm of law… The state has the right and duty to take into consideration the differences
between people…. Not all distinctions are banned by Article 70/A, only those that violate
the right to human dignity.” [61/1992(XI.20) AB Hat.]

Further on the Court decided to create a separate right to equality, not only an

accessory obligation related to the other rights protected by the Constitution69. The Court

                                                       
68 Article 54. (1) In the Republic of Hungary everyone has the inherent right to life and to human dignity.
No one shall be arbitrarily denied any of these rights.
69 The accessory character of the right not to be discriminated against has been the defining feature of the
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms before accepting Protocol 12. See:
Gomien, D., Harris, D. and Zwaak, L. (1996)
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stated: “Nobody has the right to receive any forms of ex gratia benefits. However the

principles stated in Article 70/A of the Constitution refer to ex gratia benefits, as

well.”[16/1991 (IV.20) AB hat.] And later the Court generalized the principle by writing:

“…The requirement of equality before the law is present in all regulations…The
prohibition of discrimination present in paragraph (1) of Article 70/A of the Constitution
refers not only to human and basic civil rights but to the entire legal system, as far as the
differential treatment violates the right to human dignity.” [16/1991 (IV.20) AB hat.]

Thus the state might not have the constitutional duty to provide something, but

once it has decided to give some benefit or entitlement it has to provide it without

discriminating on any of the grounds banned under Article 70/A (1).

The Constitutional Court uses two tests (Report 1999, p.13-14) for finding

discrimination: a deferential test and a more demanding test. The deferential – rationality

- test shall be used if the regulation seems to be discrimination but not in relation to some

basic rights, or if the distinction is not referring to a constitutional entitlement, but some

service or good provided ex gratia by the state (cases of affirmative action fall under it).

In this case differential treatment will only qualify as discrimination if there is no rational

justification for it. However differential treatment of a group can only be justified with

arguments that refer exclusively to the group which was given the advantage [21/1990

(X.4) AB hat.]

The more demanding test is the necessity/proportionality test. It refers to

discrimination in relation to some basic constitutional right. “No law can limit the basic

content of basic constitutional rights. The basic content of a right is violated by a

restriction which is not necessary for some other basic right or constitutional end, and

even if necessary the violation of the right is not proportional to that end.” [6/1998

(III.11.) AB hat.]
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Thus the tests the Constitutional Court applies for finding unconstitutional

discrimination depend entirely on the rights, entitlements or benefits in connection to

which discrimination is applied. Contrary to the practice of the United States Supreme

Court, where a classification based on race determines automatically its suspectness, and

the strictness of the test to be applied, under Hungarian constitutional law the grounds on

which the classification is made make no difference in determining whether the

classification is suspect or not.  The strong constitutional test applies in fact only when

discrimination is not a self-standing right, but a right that is interpreted in conjunction

with some other constitutional right.

No distinction is drawn by the Constitutional Court between direct and indirect

discrimination. In decision 349/B/1994 the Court refused to consider as an instance of

indirect discrimination a local governmental order concerning social benefits, which

impacts disproportionately on the Roma population of the village.  The Court argued,

without any analysis of the issue of indirect discrimination, that since no race based

differential treatment is involved the regulation is not even suspect of discrimination.

Therefore indirect discrimination is not recognized as a violation of the constitution70.

This approach is reinforced in a recent Constitutional Court decision, as well

(ABH 45/2000 (XII.8.)). In October 200071 a submission was made to the Constitutional

Court concerning the constitutional requirement in Hungary for a comprehensive anti-

discrimination act. The submission argued that in two very important fields of life, that of

housing and the provision of public services, discrimination on grounds of race, national

or ethnic origin is not properly regulated. The Hungarian legislative is in constitutional

                                                       
70 Annual Report 1999. pp.13
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omission because it has failed to regulate discrimination despite the constitutional

requirement formulated in Article 70/A of the Constitution. The submission argued on

three grounds. First, it presented obvious cases of discrimination in housing and in

provision of public services, which either went unpunished or were dealt with on the

basis of different, safeguard, provisions of the law that were not entirely appropriate for

addressing the problem of racial discrimination. Second, the complainants argued that the

different international obligations undertaken, and promulgated by Hungary require from

the state a more comprehensive approach towards the prohibition of different forms of

racial discrimination, meaning explicit and detailed procedures of proof and evidence and

adequate, efficient and proportional sanctions. Finally, the submission argued on

Constitutional grounds that given the lack of legal guarantees necessary for the exercising

of basic rights (the right to be free from discrimination and the right to human dignity)

and the requirement to harmonize domestic law with international duties undertaken by

Hungary, the Constitutional Court shall examine whether the absence of a comprehensive

anti-discrimination act does not amount to legislative omission. Other submissions

concerning the same issue were also made to the Constitutional Court.

In December 2000 the Court brought its decision, according to which there is no

constitutional requirement for the legislative to address the prohibition of discrimination

in one comprehensive anti-discrimination act. The Court refused to discuss the

constitutional adequacy of the present statutory level regulatory framework available for

discrimination by arguing that the submissions have only raised the issue of regulation of

discrimination in the form of one comprehensive anti-discrimination act, and the

                                                                                                                                                                    
71 Submission made by one of the most important public interest law firms fighting against racial
discrimination in Hungary, NEKI. 1999. pp.68-74  
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unconstitutionality of the absence of such an act72. Meanwhile, inconsistently with this

refusal made at the beginning of the decision (Halmai 2000), in the second part of the

decision the Court briefly examines and superficially the legal framework, and finds that

it provides multilevel protection against discrimination committed both by state and by

private actors, thus showing that the legislative has in fact fulfilled its constitutional

obligation in this realm. Yet the Court ends up saying that its argument is not to be

regarded as one that proves the unavailability of  “further legislative possibilities for the

materialization of the constitutional prohibition of discrimination”.  In the next step the

Court also refuses on procedural grounds (saying that the complainants did not have the

right to make a submission concerning the international obligations of Hungary) the

claim that the absence of a comprehensive anti-discrimination act runs against the

international obligations of Hungary. Thus the Court argues that there is no constitutional

requirement for passing a comprehensive anti-discrimination law, yet in the mean time it

seems to leave open (for a number of not necessarily very good reasons) the possibility

for a reopening, on grounds of new submissions, of the issue of inadequate statutory

codification of the constitutional prohibition of discrimination.

The decision also contains a definition of discrimination, an interpretation of

Article 70/A. of the Constitution, which shall be mentioned here. The Court argues that

“Establishing discrimination necessarily requires some kind of comparison, since
discrimination implies the differential treatment of persons, things or phenomena which
from a certain well defined perspective can be regarded as equal. This differential
treatment has to be visible in the external world. Legally meaningful discrimination can
only be defined with reference to some right or duty: has to materialize in the restriction
of some right or in inferring some obligation which is not inferred in regard to others.
This is how it becomes legally meaningful.”(ABH 45/2000 para.3.2)

                                                       
72 For a detailed examination of this Constitutional Court decision see Halmai 2000
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This definition seems to enforce the Court’s previously mentioned restricted

interpretation of the prohibition of discrimination: it is very clear about the necessity of

disparate treatment for a finding of discrimination, a requirement which implies, though it

does not state it explicitly, that disparate impact in itself is not sufficient for a

constitutional violation. A further restriction of this definition, a restriction which did not

occur earlier in the interpretation of the Court, is that beyond the requirement of

differential treatment, a reference to a right or duty also seems to be required, meaning

that the disparate treatment has to occur in connection to some right or duty. This

contradicts the principle described above, according to which “the prohibition of

discrimination present in paragraph (1) of Article 70/A of the Constitution refers not only

to human and basic civil rights but to the entire legal system.” [16/1991 (IV.20) AB Hat.]

The constitutional definition of discrimination, as provided for by the

constitutional text thus far, remains a rather general definition even after the

interpretation given to Article 70/A by the Constitutional Court. On the one hand it is a

quite inclusive definition, which derives discrimination from the violation of the right to

human dignity. On the other hand the Court fails to elaborate the definition. It only makes

scattered, implicit indications on where the above broad definition should be restricted.

The Court falls short of providing precise guidance for understanding what exactly the

concept of discrimination is to include: it does not explicitly elaborate on the important

questions of whether discriminatory intent is required for a discriminatory act, whether

the morally arbitrary classification is necessary for a discriminatory act, or if

discriminatory impact falling on the group of victims is sufficient, whether perpetuation

of present effects of past discrimination falling on such groups as the Roma, is to be
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considered discrimination, or whether we can speak of groups which, for some reason,

need special protection from discrimination. It leaves all of this to the realm of the

legislature.

The Statutory Level. The legislature’s answer to these provisions however is rather

unsatisfactory. According to the Minority Commissioner’s analysis of the regulation of

discrimination in Hungary73 there are two available models of regulating discrimination:

one in which there is one single act which regulates discrimination in all fields of life and

defines a general anti-discrimination policy. Countries such as US, UK, the Netherlands

or Sweden follow this model. The other model is one in which provisions concerning the

regulation of discrimination are scattered throughout different sectoral acts. Hungary

currently follows this latter approach74. This approach even if followed consistently has a

number of clear disadvantages. The Race Relations Board in its first annual report,

published in 1967 in UK, formulated the role of anti-discrimination legislation as

follows:

“- a law is an unequivocal declaration of public policy;
- a law gives support to those who do not wish to discriminate, but feel compelled to do

so by social pressure;
- a law gives protection and redress to minority groups;
- a law thus provides for a peaceful and orderly adjustment of grievances and the

release of tensions;
- a law reduces prejudice by discouraging the behavior in which prejudice finds

expression.” (Lester 1998, 32)

                                                       
73 Annual Report 1999. pp. 10-11. See also the previous Reports  of the Commissioner
74 There is debate about the necessity of a single anti-discrimination act in Hungary. A relatively
progressive though rather superficial project of anti-discrimination law has been prepared by the Minority
Commissioner’s Office. It shall be discussed in detail when analyzing the concept of racial discrimination
the Office represents.
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The existence of a comprehensive anti-discrimination act has a strong symbolic

meaning. It shows the political will existent in the state to address the issue of

discrimination against racial minorities, and to define, proscribe and sanction all behavior

treating unequally members of racial minority groups on grounds of their racial origin.

The other major reason for having a single anti-discrimination act is that is sets a

framework for the anti-discrimination policy of the state. Such an act does more than just

proscribe and sanction individual acts of discrimination, it defines a coherent approach of

the state to the prohibition of discrimination in all domains of life, it is a comprehensive

approach to discrimination. Such an act provides a single definition for discrimination,

which then will be followed in the field of employment discrimination, discrimination in

housing, education, provision of services, of health care or any other fields not explicitly

mentioned in the act. An anti-discrimination act attacks racial discrimination both at the

level of individual acts of discrimination but also as a social problem which can occur

anywhere in the society, can be built in the social system and surface without the explicit

intent of any of the social actors, meaning that it addresses the structural problem, as

well. A comprehensive anti-discrimination act can be the central element of the anti-

discrimination project meant to address racial discrimination at all of its levels of

occurrence.

Though all of the countries which could serve as models in the proper regulation

of racial discrimination seem to follow the one anti-discrimination act approach, it can be

argued that the other approach could provide proper coverage and sanctions for at least

individual acts of racial discrimination. However the Hungarian case falls short even of

this minimal requirement.
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Act LXXVII. of 1993 on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities (Minority

Act in the following) has its scope restricted only to national and ethnic minorities

defined as minority groups living in Hungary for at least one hundred years and having a

membership of at least one thousand people (Article 1.2 and Article 61.2). The act

defines the minority protection system meant to protect the rights of these groups: defines

the individual rights of the members of these minority groups, the collective rights of

these groups, defines the minority self-government system, and provides the conditions

for the cultural and educational self-government of these minorities. The prohibition of

discrimination is included among the basic provisions of the Act, however it does not go

any deeper into the issue than the constitutional provision does. Paragraph (5) of Article 3

says: “All kinds of discrimination of minorities is prohibited.”  The Act fails to define

discrimination, fails to specify the possible forms in which it could occur, does not

specify any procedural requirements for the proof of discrimination and does not provide

for sanctions. Thus the prohibition contained in this Act is hardly more than a symbolic

statement of the anti-discrimination principle.

The principle of equality of opportunity is also formulated in the Minority Act.

Article 9 in the chapter defining individual rights for the members of minorities says:

“Members of minority groups have the right to political and cultural equality of

opportunity. The state shall take effective measures for the advancement of this right.”

This Article puts the emphasis on political and cultural equality of opportunity thus

restricting in fact the meaning of the constitutional provision for equality of opportunity.

It seems that when framing the Act the legislator had in mind first of all the national

minorities of the country, much less the Roma. Whereas in case of national minorities the
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cultural and political aspects of equality of opportunity are a priority, for the Roma

population its social aspects, meaning equality of opportunity with respect to

employment, housing, social welfare just to mention the most important ones, are

absolutely vital, as well.

The scope of the Minority Act is to establish the framework for the minority

protection system in Hungary (Krizsán 2000), but the Act does not regard anti-

discrimination policy as part of such a system, and as such does not extend to the detailed

regulation of racial discrimination. Provisions concerning the prohibition of

discrimination are to be found in several acts and regulations in Hungary. We shall look

here at the most important ones as far as race relations are concerned.

The sphere of life where racial discrimination is most prevalent is employment

relations. It has been argued that discrimination is best regulated in the field of

employment law in Hungary75. Article 5(1) of the Labor Code formulates the prohibition

of discrimination in employment relations on the basis of sex, age, nationality, race,

origin, religion, political affiliation, affiliation to trade unions or any other grounds which

are not related to the work relationship, or cannot be derived from the nature of the work

required. The Article provides for the shift of the burden of proof to the employer in

showing that there was no discrimination. The provisions of the Article extend to the

non-discriminatory promotion of employees, as well. Similarly Article 75 of

Governmental Order 17/1968 (IV.14) on Minor Offenses also sanctions discrimination

against employees. Until January 1999 protection against discrimination in the Labor

Code only extended to employees, that is discrimination occurring during the hiring

procedure was left unsanctioned. On 1st of January 1999 Article 349 of Act III. /1952 on
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Civil Procedure was amended to extend the definition of labor lawsuit also to the

practices and procedures used by employers before hiring. Thus the special status of labor

lawsuits, i.e. shifting the burden of proof to the employer and the expedite legal

procedure76, apply both for hiring procedure and for procedures during employment

(promotions, compensation, terms and conditions of employment and discharge).

However regulation of employment discrimination and the sanctions do not extend to

discriminatory advertisements of employment. Those can only be addressed under the

Civil Code’s protection for civil rights clause, which I shall discuss in the following.

Sanctions available under the Labor Code are: reinstatement, and compensation both of

damages occurring from loss of wage and any other damages.

The definition of discrimination used by the Labor Code77 extends only to

disparate treatment cases of discrimination, it does not allow for systemic disparate

impact cases. As far as disparate treatment cases are concerned the phrasing of Article 5

could be read to extend to systemic disparate treatment cases, meaning cases when the

employer has an announced formal policy of discrimination or when it has no formal

policy but the pattern of employment decisions reveals a policy of disparate treatment.

However neither the definition of paragraph one nor the procedural second paragraph of

the Article specifies in any way that it shall be read to extend beyond individual cases to

systemic problems, to employment patterns or policies.  Moreover the absence of

precedents for Hungarian courts to accept statistical evidence for inferring discriminatory

                                                                                                                                                                    
75 Annual Report 1995-1996. pp. 83
76 Trial within 15 days
77 Article 5 of the Labor Code has been amended since. The amendments widen the definition of
discrimination to include indirect discrimination, as well. The amendments also widen the scope of the
prohibition of discrimination under the Labor Code  to extend to the pre-employment application
procedures, to promotions, and to equal pay (amendment in force since July 1st 2001).
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intent, and also the absence of available statistical data, leaves Article 5 as a prohibition

of discrimination understood as only individual disparate treatment and nothing more.

Discrimination in the field of public education is regulated by Act LXXIX. of

1993 on Public Education.  Article 4 (7) declares “discrimination on any grounds,

especially on the grounds of color, sex, religion, membership in national or ethnic group,

political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, wealth, age, legal capacity, or

birth status of the child or her parents, or on the grounds of the funder of the educational

institution is prohibited in public education”. However the Act does not contain any

sanctions for the case when somebody violates the prohibition78. The only way to proceed

concerning the violation of this paragraph is included among the general procedural rules

of the Act (§83-84): it shall be treated as all other violations of this Act. This means that

the procedural rules required by the special situation existent in cases of discrimination,

especially shifting the burden of proof, but also expedite legal procedure, do not apply for

cases of discrimination in education. The act does not contain a definition of

discrimination, or any specification on what the concept means. As the Minority

Commissioner’s report on the investigation on minority education points out79 the 1960

UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, provides a definition for

discrimination in education80, which in principle could be used. Unfortunately despite the

several discrimination cases81 that occurred in the field of minority education in past few

years the Convention has hardly been referred to82.

                                                       
78 Report on the General Investigation concerning Minority Education. 1998. pp. 13
79 Ibid., pp.39
80 See section on international conventions signed and ratified by Hungary
81 Tiszavasvári, Hajdúhadháza to mention only the most important ones. See details on these cases in the
chapter analyzing the Minority Commissioner’s reports and investigations.
82 An exception is the Minority Commissioner’s report on the investigation concerning minority education.
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A customary form of discrimination against Roma children in the Hungarian

education system, is the special Roma minority education, which most often results in

segregation. This form of education muddles up elements of minority education (as

properly understood, characterized by cultural distinctiveness and language differences)

and elements of so called catch-up programs for children with developmental problems.

This is done in accordance with the provisions of the law (Minority Act). The

implementation of legal provisions referring to this form of education results in the

automatic separation of Roma children into Roma classes without the informed consent

of their parents under the pretext of minority education. The special education provided

for these classes looses (or perhaps never gains) its cultural distinctiveness and ends up as

state supported83 segregated education. In some instances all Roma children attending a

particular school end up thus having developmental problems whereas, given the

minority education pretext of this form of education, no Hungarian children are included

in these classes. Thus the state not only fails to regulate racial discrimination in the field

of education, but through some of its programs is the active perpetuator of such

discrimination.

Discrimination is also prohibited by the Health Care Law (Act CLIV. of 1997).

Article 6 (4) banns discrimination in the provision of health care on all grounds which are

unrelated to the health condition of the patients, such as social condition, political

opinion, origin, nationality, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, marital status,

disabilities, and education.  The Act specifies separately the prohibition of discrimination

in drawing up the waiting lists for treatments where there is scarcity.  However, the

                                                       
83 The state support is provided not only by the deficiencies of the regulation but also in financial form: the
state provides a normative financial support after each student for the educational institutions which operate
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Health Care Law contains no definition either for what exactly discrimination in health

care is supposed to mean, whether it extends to anything beyond individual disparate

treatment, or whether discriminatory impact is sufficient for proving discrimination.

Similar prohibition of discrimination can also be found in Act XXXI. of 1997 on

the Protection of Children and on Guardianship. Article 3.2. of the Act prohibits all

discrimination on grounds of sex, nationality, ethnicity, consciousness, religious or

political ideas, origin, wealth, absence or limitation of legal capacity or of being under

childcare. Similarly Decree 11. of 1979 on Execution of Sanctions and Measures banns

discrimination of grounds of nationality or ethnicity, religious or political ideas, social

origin, sex or wealth among prisoners. Also Act XLIII. of 1999 on Cemeteries and

Funerals prohibits discrimination in providing fair and proper funeral and respect for the

resting place of the dead on grounds of  religion, nationality, ethnicity, the cause of

decease or any other grounds. Neither of these prohibitions contains a definition of

discrimination or adequate procedural provisions concerning the proof and sanctioning of

cases of discrimination occurring in the respective fields.

There is a total lack of explicit regulation which would prohibit discrimination in

the field of housing despite the fact that the most important discrimination cases against

Roma in the past years have occurred in this realm84. The Hungarian Constitution can be

read to provide for the prohibition of discrimination in housing beyond Article 70/A, also

in Article 54 (the inalienable right to human dignity), in Article 58(1) (right to move

freely and to choose the place of residence) and Article 59(1) (right to good standing of

reputation, right to privacy of the home, right to protection of secrecy in private affairs

                                                                                                                                                                    
minority education programs.
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and personal data). However, as in the case of discriminatory advertisements, the only

way to challenge cases of housing discrimination is on the basis of Article 76 of the Civil

Code, with reference to violation of civil rights85.  

Another realm where racial discrimination occurs frequently is the provision of

public services. Article 25 (2) of Act I. of 1978 on Internal Commerce says: it is

prohibited to unlawfully advantage or disadvantage the customer, or to demand extra

benefits or payments from the customer, or to accept extra payment in return for

preferential treatment from the customer.  It goes on to say in Article 39 that violation of

duties prescribed by this law are to be sanctioned with sanctions provided for by

administrative, civil, financial, labor, criminal or other statutes. Article 8 of governmental

order 4/1997 on Operation of Commercial Premises and Internal Trade provides that if a

business is found to conduct illegal activity in its premises, the public notary can order

the closing of the business until the illegal activity is ceased, but no longer than for 90

days. Finally Article 6 of Act CLV. of 1997 on Consumer Protection provides that the

sanctions contained in the law shall be applied if the business withholds its services

unlawfully. The law provides for injunction as the main sanction and it is also important

to emphasize that it explicitly mentions testing as a possible means for proving unlawful

behavior86.

Discrimination in the field of public services seems to be a relatively well

regulated area. However it is clear that none of the above provisions refer explicitly to

discrimination, regulation of discrimination is subsumed under more general prohibitions.

                                                                                                                                                                    
84 See Székesfehérvár, Zámoly, Sátoraljaújhely, Ózd just to mention the most important ones. For detailed
description see the chapter analyzing the investigations of the Minority Commissioner.
85 “Submission to the Constitutional Court concerning a Comprehensive Anti-discrimination Act” NEKI
1999. pp.69
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The grounds on which discrimination is prohibited, are not mentioned, the general

prohibitions do not give a definition for discrimination. In the absence of explicit

prohibition of discrimination, the creativity of complainants and the good will of certain

authorities is needed in order to successfully challenge discriminatory conduct in the field

of provision of public services. The present regulatory framework allows for the passivity

and bias of authorities, public notaries and consumer inspectors in accepting complaints

and in pursuing them87. As NEKI writes in their submission to the Constitutional Court

(1999, 71) “these provide a framework but they do not contain specific regulations as to

the application and implementation of the laws.” Here as well, as in the case of

discriminatory advertisements and housing discrimination challenge on the basis of the

Civil Code is available for violation of civil rights.

Hungarian criminal law regulates extreme forms of racial harassment. Article

174/B of the Penal Code says: “Insulting, or forcing somebody by means of violence or

threat to do or not to do something, or to endure something because of real or presumed

belonging to some national, ethnic, racial or religious group is a crime and shall be

punished with a maximum of five years imprisonment.” However this prohibition leaves

uncovered such subtle forms of racial harassment which do not involve violence or threat

of violence, which only result in hostile or humiliating environment. These kinds of

harassment cases thus will also fall under the safeguard provision of the Civil Code

concerning civil rights and their protection.

Finally, as already mentioned as a safeguard for all major fields where

discrimination occurs and is not properly regulated, a general civil law prohibition

                                                                                                                                                                    
86 Annual Report 1998.pp. 85-86
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against discrimination is formulated in Article 76 of the Civil Code. It says “Violation of

civil rights can especially mean any discrimination between private persons on the

grounds of sex, race, nationality or religion, and the unlawful violation of freedom of

conscience or personal freedom, and the violation of bodily integrity, health, good

reputation and human dignity.” The general formulation of this prohibition on the one

hand reminds one the absence of a good definition for discrimination again, on the other

hand it also leaves space for any interpretation of discrimination, even a very wide one.

Sanctions for violation of Article 76 are the general sanctions available under civil law:

they may include compensation – both pecuniary and non-pecuniary -, injunction, and

reinstatement. Article 76 of the Civil Code operates currently, due to the absence of

adequate regulation of discrimination, as a safeguard for challenging discriminatory

behavior in cases when the relevant laws and regulations of the field in which the

discrimination has occurred provide no solution for a complaint. 

Despite the unrefined nature of Hungarian anti-discrimination law a number of

important challenges to discrimination cases were initiated before Hungarian courts. I

think most of these constitute major steps forward in the development of anti-

discrimination law and the sensitivity towards the issue of mainly racial discrimination. A

few of them shall be mentioned here. All of the described cases successfully used Article

76 of the Civil Code.

The Góman case concerned discrimination in public services. In 1995 Góman was

refused service in a restaurant in Pécs with the explanation that “no Gypsy is allowed to

eat, drink or enjoy himself in my pub”. The case was taken before the criminal court: the

                                                                                                                                                                    
87 “Submission to the Constitutional Court concerning a Comprehensive Anti-discrimination Act” NEKI
1999. pp.71
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owner was found guilty of defamation88, he had to pay a fine and was given probation. A

civil lawsuit was also initiated under Article 76: as a result of that the court ordered the

owner to refrain from the violation of the civil rights of his customers, entitled the

complainant to publish a public apology in the most widely circulated Hungarian daily at

the expense of the owner, and ordered the defendant to pay damages in the sum of

150000 HUF89. In this clear case of racial discrimination committed in the field of public

services, the relevant provisions of the Criminal Code and the Civil Code were used in

the absence of appropriate anti-discrimination law. The solution to the case can be seen

as a success, meanwhile it is clear that only a very few people would undertake the costs

and psychological burden of this years long procedure for a similar indignity.

The second case that shall be mentioned concerned unlawful discriminatory

employment advertising90. The private employer published an advertisement calling for

male applicants for employment, 25-35 years old. A 51 years old woman, who otherwise

fulfilled all the requirements of the advertisement, brought a civil suit against the

advertising company arguing that the advertisement violated her constitutional right not

to be discriminated against on grounds of age and sex and it also violated her civil rights

stated under Article 76 of the Civil Code. The court decided for the complainant on both

grounds91: issued an injunction for the business and compelled it to pay the fees and costs

of the trial.  The facially discriminatory advertisement was deemed unlawful because it

                                                       
88 The charge of defamation was used in the absence of a better ground that would be available under the
criminal code. It has been argued by a criminal court judge that such use of the concept “defamation” is
inappropriate. Comment at a conference Discrimination and European Integration in December 2000, in
Budapest.
89 For a detailed description of the case see NEKI 1998, pp.108-112
90 Monori Városi Bíróság 3.P.21.321/1997/13.
91 It is debated whether constitutional rights are appropriate grounds for judicial arguments in the field of
civil law and even if they are whether the court has made its constitutional rights based argument properly.
For arguments in the debate see Sonnevend 1998 pp.79-84   
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violated the constitutional right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of sex and

age and the civil rights of the complainant. However the court explicitly refused to see

the advertisement as a violation of the prohibition of discrimination under Article 5 of the

Labor Code.  Here an obvious case of employment discrimination came to be penalized

under the safeguard provision of the Civil Code. The disadvantage of the civil procedure

was clear: instead of the 15 days expedite procedure prescribed by labor law, the

procedure took almost a year under the Civil Code.

The third test case concerned racial segregation in education, it was the famous

Tiszavasvári case also investigated by the Minority Commissioner92. The case challenged

the segregated education and the segregated graduation ceremony of Roma children in a

settlement in Eastern Hungary. Roma children had to attend separate classes in separate

buildings, were banned from using the gym and the shop of the school.   The court ruled,

on the basis of Article 76 again, that the ban of Roma children from the gym and the shop

and the separate graduation ceremony held for the Roma, violated the civil rights of the

Roma children. The court found discrimination and ordered and injunction against the

funder of the school, i.e. the local government, along with payment of 100 000 HUF non-

pecuniary damages to each child.

Finally another clear employment discrimination case, which was argued under

the safeguarding Article 76 of the Civil Code shall also be mentioned. In this case the

Roma applicant for a job was told that the job was no longer open, however within a

couple of minutes another person, a Hungarian, was hired for the position.  The labor

court ruled in the first instance that it had no jurisdiction over the case which should be

                                                       
92 See Chapter 5. for the detailed description of the case and the examination of the Commissioner’s
investigation.
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challenged under the Civil Code93. The justification was that the job would not have been

formalized by a labor contract, but only by a contract of agency (megbízási szerzõdés)

and as such did not qualify as employment relations and did not fall under the jurisdiction

of the labor court. This litigation is still ongoing (the civil suit and the appeal before the

labor court are ongoing).

The above cases can be perceived as victories, but only on the level of the

individual complainants. They cannot really be seen as setting the path for similar future

cases.  First, it is important to mention that all of the above cases were relatively easy

cases because the discriminatory intent was express, the classification was not hidden. In

the case of a less explicit instance of discrimination the absence of shifting the burden of

proof would obviously make the proof of discrimination and discriminatory intent almost

impossible. As far as such complex forms of discrimination as systemic disparate

treatment or systemic disparate impact are concerned, their proof in the absence of clear

regulation including procedural order for proof and evidence and sanctions, and the

absence of ethnic statistics available at all levels, just on the basis of general civil right

clauses would be impossible even if the pro-activism on the side of the judiciary and the

legal representatives of the complainants were available. It is also clear in all of the above

cases that without the courage, the innovation and the patience of both the complainants

and their legal representatives, these instances of discrimination would have remained

unnoticed, as have many other such instances.

                                                       
93 The case is now before the second instance labor court. The issue under examination is whether in such a
case the court has to deal with a labor suit or not. Radics vs. Termikmix Kft. Metropolitan Labor Court
32.M.2617/2000 (Previously 26/M2274/1999).
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Ethnic Record Keeping and Monitoring. When speaking about regulation of racial

discrimination in Hungary and challenging of discriminatory practices before courts or

the Minority Commissioner and addressing the problem of racial discrimination within

the framework of an anti-discrimination project, the issue of monitoring ethnic data shall

also be considered. The importance of comprehensive monitoring has been emphasized

by several experts in the field94.  I shall summarize the most important reasons for ethnic

record keeping and monitoring. According to Jones (1996, 14-15) there are three groups

of reasons that can be formulated. First there are moral reasons, that is “to ensure that the

concept of equality of opportunity is translated into reality and that discrimination on the

grounds of color, race, religion, culture or ethnicity is eliminated”. Second there are

operational reasons according to which formulation of an anti-discrimination or an equal

opportunity policy does not in itself lead to its enactment. Recording ethnic data and

monitoring the efficiency of the policy on the basis of that data will bridge the gap

between the definition of such a policy and its implementation. Finally there are legal

reasons: the prohibition of discrimination can only be enforced if data is available for

measuring and proving discrimination, if numerical targets can be set as remedies, if the

efficiency of the remedies can be assessed. Thus the objectives behind ethnic record

keeping and monitoring are (CRE 1985, 33)) first “to establish whether it is likely that

discrimination is occurring and at what points in a system” and second “to establish that

steps taken to eliminate discrimination and to provide equal opportunity appear to be

effective.” In order to fulfil its objectives ethnic record keeping and monitoring in the

form of accurate census data (i.e. an ethnic question in the census, and data available at

                                                       
94 See Sanders 1998 pp.38-42; debate in New Community in 1980-1983 concerning the introduction of an
ethnic question in the UK census; Jones 1996; CRE 1991a; Connelly 1988
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national level and broken down to local level, as well) is very important but it is not

sufficient. Discrimination and anti-discrimination policies would have to be monitored at

the level of employers (beyond a certain size), schools, service providers, public

authorities and all other bodies and legal persons that might commit acts of

discrimination. The two sets of data (census data and permanently updated institutional

level data) together would provide the possibility for adequate monitoring.

There are several arguments available against the recording of ethnic data. Some

of these arguments have to do with historically motivated fears of members of minorities

connected to the abuse of data, but arguments against monitoring can also be made based

on considerations of personal privacy and the neutrality of the state. Obviously the

recorded ethnic data and data flowing from monitoring of policies has to be protected

against abuse, unconcerned access to it has to be restricted, the data has to be

depersonalized as soon as possible and within reasonable limits.  Arguments about state

neutrality, and the meaningless nature of the neutrality of modern nation states as far as

nationality is concerned have been addressed by Kymlicka (1995), thus I shall not discuss

these here. Finally the strongest arguments are based on privacy and the protection of

personal data. The issue here is a conflict between the right to informational self-

determination (i.e. the protection of personal data and within that of sensitive ethnic data)

and the equally important right to be free from racial discrimination and the right to

equality of opportunity (all of these rights being constitutional rights in Hungary). This

conflict has to be solved in a way that accommodates the proper enforcement of both sets

of rights. The current Hungarian legal framework seems to favor at the moment the right

to informational self-determination at the expense of the right to be free from
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discrimination. Thus I shall consider the legal framework concerning this issue and its

inherent contradictions.

Collection and processing of personal data in Hungary can be done along two

constitutional principles: according to the first principle personal data can only be

processed with well defined and lawful purpose. The personal data has to be necessary

and appropriate for the achievement of the above purpose, the data can only be processed

to the extent and for the period necessary for the fulfillment of this purpose (ABH

15/1991, IV.13.). According to the second principle personal data can only be collected,

processed, transferred or made public if the data subject has given her informed consent

or the law authorizes it.

Act LXIII. of 1992 on the Protection of Personal Data and Freedom of

Information (Data Protection Act in the following) codifies the above constitutional

principles and provisions. The grounding principles that stand behind this law are, on the

one hand, that everybody has the right to dispose over her personal data, on the other

hand that information of public interest shall be accessible to everybody. As such the law

differentiates between personal data and public data. The Act defines personal data as

data that can be connected to a person, and the conclusions that can be drawn from the

data referring to that person.  Such data remains personal until its connection to the data

subject can be reestablished, i.e. until identification of the data subject is possible on its

basis (Article 2.1).

The law defines a special category of personal data: sensitive data. Sensitive data

is all personal data that concerns racial, national or ethnic identity, political opinion or

party membership, religious or other conviction, health, addiction, sexual life or criminal
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record. (Article 2.2.) Sensitive data requires special protection. The Data Protection Act

provides the framework for all other laws as far as protection of personal data is

concerned. This protection of ethnic data (data concerning racial, national or ethnic

identity) is also reflected in the Minority Act. Article 3.2. of the Minority Act says: the

right to national or ethnic identity is a basic human right to which both individuals and

communities are entitled. Later under the heading of individual minority rights Article 7

says: “identification with and expression of belonging to a national, ethnic minority is the

exclusive and inalienable right of the individual. No one can be forced to declare his or

her national or ethnic identity. The right to national or ethnic identity and recognition and

expression of belonging to such a minority group does not exclude the possibility of

double or multiple identity.” Finally Article 13. says: “individuals belonging to a

minority have the right c.) to have protection of their personal data related to their

belonging to a minority group as laid down by a separate Act.”

Article 3 of the Data Protection Act provides the circumstances under which

sensitive ethnic data can be controlled and processed (the conditions for processing

sensitive data are somewhat stricter than in case of other personal data). Sensitive data

can only be processed in two cases:

- if the data subject gives her written consent;

- in case of ethnic data, if international convention justifies it, or law authorizes

it for the purpose of enforcement of a basic constitutional right, or promotion

of national security, crime prevention or crime detection.

Further more all personal data (including sensitive data) can only be controlled (meaning:

collected, registered, stored, processed, used – including transfer and dissemination -,
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deleted, altered) with a defined purpose, for exercising rights or fulfilling obligations

(Article 5.1).

Processed personal data has to fulfill at every stage of processing a set of

conditions:

- it has to be obtained and processed fairly and lawfully,

- it has to be accurate, complete and kept up to date,

- it has to be preserved in a form that is appropriate for allowing the

identification of the data subject only for the time that is necessary for the

purpose of the storing of data.

The Data Protection Act refers to private and state actors equally. Protection of

the right to informational self-determination is a protection that extends to both private

and public sector in Hungary.

Article 8. of the Minority Act provides for the right of all citizens belonging to

national or ethnic minorities to declare their identity at the national census secretly and

anonymously. In accordance with this provision and Article 8(4) of Act XLVI. of 1993

on statistics, sensitive data on race, or belonging to a national or ethnic group, can only

be collected for statistical purposes on a voluntary basis if the data subject has given her

written consent to it, and if the data is not appropriate for personal identification, i.e. it is

anonymous.  Thus the Hungarian census gathers ethnic data, although anonymously and

on a voluntary basis. Census data is available both at the national level and also broken

down to the level of settlements. In Hungary the census takes place every ten years, last

time it was held at the end of January 2001. The previous census was in 1991. The census

is anonymous, it contains no name and address data. Answering the census questions
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referring to sensitive data, contrary to other parts of the census, is voluntary. The

following questions were asked concerning ethnicity from the data subjects in 2001:

“What nationality do you identify with?”, “To the cultural values, traditions of which

nationality you are attached?”, “What is you mother tongue?”, “What language do you

use generally among friends or in family?”. A checklist of 14 nationalities and a blank

space “other” was made available for answering the ethnic questions (the 13 recognized

national and ethnic groups and Hungarian). Multiple identities could be expressed. In the

case of the second two questions, those referring to language, the checklist consisted of

16 categories and an open ended “other” category. The 16 categories were: the languages

spoken by the 13 national and ethnic minorities recognized in Hungary, with 3 languages

mentioned for the Roma (Gypsy language, Beash and Romani), and the Hungarian

language.

Unfortunately the ethnic data gathered by the 1991 census is not accepted and

referred to as accurate by anybody (not even the state95). The reason for this is twofold:

on the one hand at that time there was no possibility for listing multiple identities, on the

other hand the fear of abuse was very much present in 1990 and the relevant part of the

census was not voluntary. It is hoped that the 2001 census will be more accurate and

more widely accepted and usable than the data gathered in the 1991 census.

Provisions concerning sensitive data can be found in the Act for Public Education

(Act LXXIX of 1993. Appendix to Article 40.) and the Act for Higher Education (Act

LXXX of 1993. Appendix of personal and sensitive data controlled by higher education

                                                       
95 Organizations of national and ethnic minorities kept using their estimated data for the size of the groups
they represented. Gyõri Szabó (1998) pp. 50. The Office for National and Ethnic Minorities uses the census
data together with the estimations provided by the Minority organisations in all of its reports. See for
example Report No. J/3670 of the Government of the Republic of Hungary to the National Assembly on the
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institutions). Both laws mention among the data registered and processed by institutions

falling under their jurisdiction the category of data to be obtained and processed with the

permission of the data subject (under the heading of data connected to student status).

The Public Education Act allows for the transfer of all controlled data to the following

bodies: the maintainer of the institution, court, police, attorney’s office, local

government, administrative body, state security. Also the Act provides for the use of

these data for statistical purposes, but only with the condition of anonymizing it. The Act

on Higher Education also allows for the transfer of data for statistical purposes, within

similar circumstances. Other than that it only authorizes the transfer of data concerning

name, place and date of birth and only to the Ministry of Education. It should be

mentioned here that before the promulgation of the Data Protection Act ethnicity

(belonging to the Roma minority) was registered in schools and other educational

institutions. Based on this registration ethnic statistics could be made. With the Data

Protection Act registration of ethnicity became illegal.

Finally, when speaking about the general legal context concerning data protection

and processing and use of sensitive data, the recommendations of the Parliamentary

Commissioner for Data Protection cannot be disregarded. The recommendations of the

Data Protection Commissioner give an indication on issues for which the relevant

legislation does not give answers or where the legislation needs interpretation. One issue

that came before the Data Protection Commissioner96 concerned the requirement to

declare ethnic identity in order to become entitled to certain benefits provided on grounds

of preferential treatment for members of national or ethnic minorities. The Commissioner

                                                                                                                                                                    
situation of national and ethnic minorities living in the Republic of Hungary. 1996. Also Report on the
implementation of the Framework Convention. 1999
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argued that the requirement is lawful in the case of participation in such programs, data-

subjects can be required to declare their identity before the body managing the program,

but not publicly, if they want to be entitled to preferential treatment. However the

managing body is obliged to respect the rules applying for data processing and data

security, has to declare that the obtained data will not be transferred or disclosed, and

finally, has to inform the applicants about the purpose for which their data is collected.

But the program has to be one which aims at the improvement of equality of opportunity

of minorities, it has to be a minority program and cannot be a general one, argued the

Commissioner. Participation in such programs is voluntary thus this means in fact that the

declaration of identity is voluntary, as well.

          Somewhat connected to this issue was the case concerning the taping of

declarations made by Roma to the police97. The practice has shown that declarations of

Roma made before the police were often misunderstood, wrongly interpreted and later

turned against them. As a form of preferential treatment the police decided on an

experimental basis to introduce the possibility of taping the declarations of Roma.  Given

the fact that making declaration of national or ethnic identity compulsory is unlawful, and

the right to declare the identity is the exclusive and unalienable right of the data subject,

the police failed to find a proper legal solution for implementing the project. According

to the Commissioner everybody should have been informed about the availability of the

special opportunity of taping declarations for Roma. Making use of this opportunity

should have been voluntary, and grounded on the voluntary written declaration of identity

of the concerned persons, a declaration made for this purpose. The police chose to drop

                                                                                                                                                                    
96 611/A/1996; 867/K/1997
97 362/A/1996
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the project because of the technical impossibility of taping all declarations (of Roma and

non-Roma) and the practical difficulties of implementing the project as a preferential

treatment program.

Another reoccurring issue in the activity of the Commissioner concerned the

disclosure of real or presumed ethnic identity in police reports. The Commissioner argued

that disclosure of such sensitive data is capable of raising the prejudiced attitude of the

population and as such it is inappropriate. Later on the Commissioner accepted that there

are exceptions to the general prohibition: namely when the disclosure is not unlawful

(written consent of the data subject is obtained) and does not tend to raise prejudices

against the respective ethnic group.

Referring to registries of ethnic data maintained by state bodies the Commissioner

formulated recommendations in two cases. One concerned the compensation of

Holocaust survivors and the possibility of creating registries containing data on ethnicity

or religion based on the list of compensated persons98. The other concerned issuing

certificates on ethnicity by Roma minority self-governments for the purpose of proving

ethnicity before immigration authorities of other countries99. In both instances the

recommendation said: state bodies cannot possess officially information about data

concerning national or ethnic identity, or religion unless they have the written consent of

the data subject. State bodies may not even make the appearance that they possess such

data. In the compensation case the data was in fact available, partly because of the list of

compensated people, partly because of pre-1952 registries containing information on

such data. What the Commissioner’s recommendation banned in fact was its unlawful

                                                       
98 441/A/1997
99 317/K/1998
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processing and disclosure. In the later case, the one connected to certificates of ethnicity,

the recommendation argued that the data is not available and yet the certificate on

ethnicity can make it appear that the state body possesses it. Finally the Commissioner

argued that certificates can only be issued concerning the voluntary declaration made by

the data subject on her identity. Meanwhile the recommendations suggest that non-state

bodies (minority parties, cultural associations, NGOs) may act differently, these may

lawfully issue upon request certificates containing ethnic data.

Several cases in the activity of the Commissioner concerned collection of ethnic

data for the purpose of writing reports on the social situation of Roma communities at

local level with the aim of monitoring the situation, development of equal opportunity

policies and monitoring their efficiency. In 1997100 a local Roma minority self-

government complained about a social report of the local government, which contained

data on the proportion of Roma in different social groups such as pregnant women,

school age children etc., data that seemed to suggest that the local government has

registries concerning the Roma population. The complaint was especially concerned

about certain prejudiced conclusions drawn from the data presented in the report. The

local public notary declared that the local authority had no registries of data concerning

ethnicity, the report was based on estimations made by the different experts in the field.

The Commissioner found the numerical representation of the Roma community in the

report as contrary to the Data Protection Act. Later on, in 1999 the Commissioner

contributed to the development of lawful data collection procedures, in some similar

cases101, where the local or regional authority aimed to develop programs for the better

                                                       
100 308/A/1997
101 743/K/1999, 420/K/1999
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integration of the Roma population in the society, and for this purpose needed to collect

sensitive data.  The Commissioner found lawful the collection of ethnic data for such

purpose, with the condition that it strictly follows certain data protection rules:

publication of results should in no case be appropriate for the identification of the data

subjects; the data subjects should be properly informed about the purpose and utilization

of the collected data; the registration and storing of the data should be such that the data

subjects can only be identified on its basis for the period absolutely necessary in relation

to the purpose for which the data is stored; data processing should be safe and

inaccessible to unwarranted persons; creation of self-standing “Roma registries” shall be

avoided. It shall also be mentioned that the Commissioner at this point also found

acceptable the estimation of the proportion of Roma in certain groups, e.g. the head of

school estimating the proportion of Roma pupils in the school102.

As far as collection of ethnic data within the framework of scientific research is

concerned the Commissioner’s point of view can be reconstructed based on

recommendations made in several cases in which the Commissioner was mostly asked to

review the questionnaires, the research plan, or the consent forms103. According to the

Commissioner collection of such data can only be done on a voluntary basis and after

obtaining the written informed consent of the data subject (if the research refers to more

than one set of sensitive data – i.e. ethnicity and health condition – written consent is

needed for the collection of each set of data). Information to be provided when obtaining

consent shall concern: information on the data controller and data processor, the purpose

of the data collection, the length of processing the data, the voluntary nature of providing

                                                       
102 743/K/1999
103 655 /K/1998, 643/K/1999, 1/K/1999, 107/K/1999
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the data, the rights of data subjects concerning access to data and modification

respectively erasure of data, the way in which the data will be utilized. The obtained data

has to be controlled and processed at all times in accordance with the purpose for which

they were collected, always with respect to data protection rules. Throughout the

processing the data subject’s right to information, to access the data, to request erasure or

modification of data has to be respected.  The data preferably shall not be stored

separately according to ethnicity, but there rather should be a registry containing all data,

including sensitive data. In the case of statistical data collection the obtained data can

only be used in a way that makes identification of data-subjects impossible.

Finally, the second European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI)

report on Hungary (ECRI 2000), which analyzed the situation in Hungary as regards

racism and intolerance and made suggestions and proposals about how to manage the

identified problems, should be mentioned here. Issues relating to ethnic data and ethnic

monitoring are referred to in three parts of the report. The first is connected to the

administration of justice. The report states that there is evidence that there is

discrimination against Roma in the administration of justice (such as pre-trial detention

for longer period and more frequently than in case of non-Roma). Connected to this

worry the report notes the difficulty in evaluating this situation due to the absence of

records of ethnic origin (paragraph 14.). Referring to the monitoring of the situation

ECRI writes:

“While acknowledging the fact that the collection and utilization of data on ethnic origin
is restricted in Hungary for valid reasons, ECRI is concerned that the lack of reliable
information about the situation of the various minority groups living in the country makes
evaluation of the extent of possible discrimination against them or the effect of actions
intended to combat such discrimination difficult. ECRI recommends that the Hungarian
authorities might consider ways of monitoring the situation in this respect, with due
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attention to the need for protection of data and of privacy. For example, carefully
prepared studies which respect the anonymity, dignity and full consent of persons
involved may allow the situation in some areas of life to be evaluated.” (Paragraph 26.)

 Referring to ethnic data the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination (CERD) wrote in its “General Guidelines Regarding the Form and

Contents of Reports to be Submitted by States Parties under Article 9, paragraph 1, of the

Convention”:

 “8. The ethnic characteristics of the country are of particular importance in connection
with the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination. Many States consider that, when conducting a census, they should not
draw attention to factors like race lest this reinforce divisions they wish to overcome. If
progress in eliminating discrimination based on race, color, descent, national and ethnic
origin is to be monitored, some indication is needed of the number of persons who could
be treated less favorably on the basis of these characteristics. States which do not collect
information on these characteristics in their censuses are therefore requested to provide
information on mother tongues … as indicative of ethnic differences, together with any
information about race, color, descent, national and ethnic origins derived from social
surveys.”
 

 The CERD concluding observations and comments on Hungary

(CERD/C/304/Add.4.) stated the following:

 “The absence of demographic data on the minorities in different districts of the country
makes any evaluation of activities intended for their benefit difficult. Equally, the lack of
data on the representation of minorities in the local authorities and the lack of recent data
on the situation of minorities in the fields of education, culture, the media and
employment is regretted” (paragraph 16.).
 
 The Committee made two recommendations relevant for our purposes here. It

recommended that “adequate indicators and other means of monitoring the economic and

social conditions of this group [the Gypsies] should be developed”(paragraph 21) and

“that the State party provide in its next report, statistical data on the minorities in the

different districts, on their representation in the local authorities, as well as recent data on
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their situation in the fields of education, culture, the media and employment”(paragraph

22).

 One of the most fundamental minority rights defined by the Minority Act is the

inalienable and exclusive right of all members of national and ethnic minorities to declare

their national or ethnic identity. This right also includes the right to refuse to make such a

declaration and the right to declare multiple identity. It is clear already from reading the

Minority Act that the right to national or ethnic identity is a right which needs very

careful protection. National or ethnic identity is part of individual self-determination, a

sensitive part of it, which deserves its special protection at least partly because of its

historically well known abuses. Meanwhile the formulation of these rights also alludes to

the absence of objective criteria in the definition of its subject – national or ethnic

identity -, to its entirely subjective, personal character and also to its shifting character

(be that within the lifetime of one individual or throughout more generations). This

subjectivity and changing character also leads to the necessity of enormous care in

handling data concerning national or ethnic identity, especially by state actors.

The same national or ethnic identity forms the core of what the Data Protection

Act defines as sensitive data. The rules defined in the Data Protection Act for the

protection of sensitive data seem to materialize the care and caution argued for by the

Minority Act. The protection of national or ethnic identity, while one of the basic

minority rights, is also of concern for the right to informational self-determination,

control over data concerning national and ethnic identity forms one of the very important

aspects of this right. The inalienable and exclusive right to national or ethnic identity is

thus the major connection between the fields of minority rights and data protection, if
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examined along this right the two fields seem to work together, to complement each other

perfectly.

However if reading the legislative material available in the two fields several

contradictions arise, as well.  The Minority Act provides for a set of special rights for

members of national and ethnic minority groups in Hungary. Minorities have the right to

establish minority self-governments, from the local to the national level, the members of

which are to be elected. The Act also provides for minority education from kindergarten

level up to higher education level (Art.18.3.a., Art.43.). In a case where there are a

minimum of eight children belonging to the same minority whose parents request

minority education, a minority class or group shall be established. In accordance with the

Hungarian Constitution (70/A (3)) the Act also prescribes the possibility of providing

special educational programs for Roma in order to decrease the educational

disadvantages of the group (Art.45.2.). Moreover the state undertakes the additional

expenses occurring from the special conditions of minority education104. Given these

special rights and forms of support that are specific for minorities, and moreover are

strictly connected to membership in national or ethnic minority groups, it seems rather

contradictory to claim the necessity of ignorance of the state with regard to the ethnic or

national identity of its citizens.

Some of these rights and benefits are dependent on the self-identification of

persons belonging to national or ethnic minorities. In order to make use of the advantages

of minority education the parent has to declare the identity of her child, the minority

education has to be requested by the parent. However from the moment of this

declaration the state is aware of the identity of the child, and the per capita normative
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support for minority education can be very well traced, moreover the declarations cannot

be destroyed given their importance in accounting for the extra normative before, for

example, the State Audit Office.

Similar is the situation with other different forms of support where declaration of

minority identity is a precondition for providing the support. If the state is to follow

consistently the premises of its minority protection system, according to which

sometimes special treatment is due to minorities in order to achieve their equality of

opportunity, it has to identify in some way or other the members of its target group.

Otherwise either the idea of special treatment has to be dropped or the risk of over-

inclusiveness of the policy undertaken.

It is exactly this problem that surfaced in the field of the election of minority self-

governments. On the one hand, since the system of self-governments is explicitly created

to ensure the representation of conscious members of national or ethnic minorities, it

would seem straightforward that only individuals consciously self-identifying with one of

the 13 national or ethnic minorities recognized in Hungary could elect and be elected, and

each in the election for the self-government of his/her group of belonging. Yet, given the

priority that the legal system accords to the inalienable and exclusive right to declare

national or ethnic identity, understood also to include the possibility of refusal of making

such a declaration and deriving from this right, the lack of registration of minority

members in Hungary, it is practically impossible to define the passive and active

electorate of the minority elections. As a matter of fact the Hungarian constitution states

that everybody can elect and can be elected in minority self-government elections,

regardless of their ethnic or national belonging (Article 70(1)). This led to the quite

                                                                                                                                                                    
104 See Article 44 and Article 55 on additional normative state support for minority education.
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paradoxical results in the October 1998 elections, when many more votes were cast for

minority candidates than the total number of minority group members (using the highest

estimate available for such number), leading to the absurd situation in which the

representatives of the minorities were not elected by the groups themselves.  The obvious

fear here was that if the exercising of the special minority right of having minority self-

governments elected and established requires declaration of identity this would either

lead to the creation of some kind of state owned registry containing sensitive data or

would render elections invalid because minorities would stay away from elections

because of their fear of being registered, as such.

The contradiction between providing special rights and benefits for members of

national and ethnic minorities and the principle of necessity of state neutrality as far as

ethnic data is concerned is inherent in the Hungarian legal system and ready to erupt at

any time.

Another contradiction that shall be mentioned mainly concerns one of the

minority groups in Hungary: the Roma minority. One of the features which contributes to

the distinctiveness of the members of this minority in Hungary their relative visibility, as

compared to the other recognized, national minorities of Hungary. In case of persons

belonging to the Roma minority declaration and registration of identity is in most cases

not necessary for identification and abuse. The premise of the Hungarian data protection

system is that the sensitive data does not exist until it is written down, or registered in

some way. The question is how racial discrimination cases can be identified, proved and

remedied, how research on the phenomenon of racial discrimination can be conducted

within the framework of the existent data protection systems? If thinking about racial
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discrimination in Hungary, its patterns of occurrence, the ethnic identity of the large

majority of victims, it becomes clear that the above premise of the Hungarian data

protection system is wrong at least as far as racial discrimination is concerned. The abuse

the system tries to avoid is on the one hand abuse that has historically occurred, on the

other hand it is a matter of principle, and concerns the neutrality of the state and the

principle of informational self-determination. Meanwhile the most present abuse against

the largest minority group in Hungary, the Roma, and their inalienable and exclusive

right to declare identity, does not derive from registration of sensitive data, but it may

occur just as well within the framework of the carefully designed data protection system.

The ethnic data, as far as Roma are concerned, is present at the level of personal

interactions, is present in the employment situations, in schools, in provision of services,

in the activity of local authorities (be that housing, distribution of social benefits, child

support, community work or anything else)105. At the local level, especially in small

settlements, everybody “knows” who is Roma and who is not, moreover this knowledge

has nothing to do with informational self-determination, the public knowledge of being a

member of minority does not have to overlap with personal self-identification. In such

circumstances it is rather deceitful, at least as far as this minority group is concerned, to

say that by avoiding the registration of sensitive data we avoid abuse of it. Moreover as

far as litigation or proof of racial discrimination cases is concerned it seems that whereas

the absence of any kind of ethnic statistics at the local level (meaning the practices of the

particular employer, of the local authority, of the school, or of the service provider) does

                                                       
105 I do not want to argue that this is objectively defined data, that ethnic groups are objectively defined
entities (Brubaker 2001). Whereas I accept the subjectivity and the changing nature of ethnicity I believe,
that law and policy making has to operate with the category of ethnicity if it is to address social problems
such as discrimination is.
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not manage to avoid abuse based on ethnicity (since at the local level ethnicity is not a

matter of privacy), it more or less makes impossible to address the problem of

discrimination by those who try to challenge it (public interest law firms, Minority

Commissioner etc.) and who rarely are in possession of such local knowledge, or even if

they are they may not resort to it lawfully.

The right not to be discriminated against on grounds of race, national or ethnic

origin is a basic constitutional right and the necessity of its enforcement makes this

contradiction one of vital importance for the Hungarian legal system, the solution of

which is required not only by the Constitution but also by several international

documents ratified by Hungary, that refer to the right not to be discriminated against.

To summarize: the present Hungarian data protection system does allow for the

collection of ethnic data at the census level, however thus far the census data has not been

sufficiently accurate for using it for anti-discrimination purposes. Meanwhile the system

does not allow for the continuous ethnic record keeping and monitoring of ethnic data,

where ethnic record keeping means “systematic recording of ethnic origin on a

continuing basis” and ethnic monitoring refers to “arrangements for using the information

gained in this way” (Connelly 1988). What the Hungarian legal framework explicitly

prohibits is the routine and continuing nature of collection of ethnic data at the level of

institutions, of potential discriminators or potential equal opportunity policy perpetuators

(private of public), unless the data can strictly be depersonalized. Until now no solution

has been proposed or found for collection and processing of ethnic data appropriate for

the above purposes within the available legal framework. At the moment both assessing

the level of discrimination in the different state bodies, private bodies or institutions and
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the formulation of equal opportunity policies and their monitoring seems to be impossible

within the available legal framework.

The obvious inconsistency between the prohibition of discrimination and an

efficient enforcement of an anti-discrimination policy on the one hand and the strict data

protection provisions as far as sensitive data is concerned, on the other hand, will

inevitably lead to conflict of law and the necessity for some kind of solution. The way out

from the present situation I think could be achieved even within the present legal

framework as it is provided for by the Data Protection Act. The Article 3.2. provision,

which authorizes processing of sensitive data also in cases when it is needed for the

enforcement of a constitutional right, seems to allow for processing of sensitive data for

the purposes of enforcement of the right not to be discriminated against on grounds of

race, national or ethnic origin. The Data Protection Commissioner could develop and

provide good practice codes for different institutions where ethnic monitoring could be

important from the perspective of an efficient anti-discrimination policy (schools,

employers having more than a given number of employees, public bodies especially,

local authorities as far as distribution of benefits or housing is concerned, police,

attorney’s offices, courts). Such good practice codes should contain the methods for

ethnic monitoring which are in accordance with the principles of data protection, data

safety, especially depersonalization of ethnic data as soon as possible.

Also good practice codes should contain advice concerning the lawful methods

for collecting the data: questions to be included in questionnaires, categories from which

the data subjects may choose, and obviously the voluntary nature of data provision.

Voluntary data provision cannot and shall not be modified. However consciousness of the
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concerned minorities shall be raised, especially of Roma, who are the most important

victims of racial discrimination in present day Hungary, concerning the importance of

ethnic monitoring in implementation of an efficient anti-discrimination policy. With an

increased awareness of the importance of ethnic monitoring and with securing adequate

safeguards against the abuse of the collected data the hindering nature of the requirement

of voluntary data provision can be decreased. This is obviously a long procedure in which

the necessary legal modifications and provision of the good practice guidelines requires

the smallest effort: the larger effort will be required for changing the approach of

minorities toward ethnic monitoring and for getting the relevant bodies, state or non-state,

to collect the data, and start any meaningful monitoring of the relevant processes.

Conclusion. Based on the above analysis of the legal framework for regulating racial

discrimination in Hungary this sub-chapter can conclude, somewhat following the

argument in the NEKI submission to the Constitutional Court (ABH 45/2000 (XII.8.), the

following. First the Hungarian Constitutional context is relatively permissive from the

point of view of the right not to be discriminated against on racial grounds. The

relationship established by the Constitutional Court between the right not to be

discriminated against and the right to human dignity allows for an inclusive constitutional

definition of discrimination. Also the provision of paragraph 3 of Article 70/A

concerning promoting equal opportunity makes a possible debate about

unconstitutionality of positive discrimination106 void. Unfortunately the Constitutional

Court’s elaboration on the concept of discrimination is rather ambivalent and inadequate

for using the Constitution as a major instrument against racial discrimination in Hungary.
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Meanwhile Article 7 of the Constitution brings in at constitutional level as valid

domestic law the international obligations undertaken by the state. These international

obligations require of Hungary a comprehensive approach to racial discrimination in all

fields of life where it might occur, most of them going further then just requiring

abstaining from acts of discrimination to requiring positive steps on the side of the state

to prevent and sanction discrimination committed by actors other than the state.

Yet regulation of racial discrimination at the statutory level is rather

unsatisfactory in light of the above requirements. Most fields of law contain general

prohibitions of discrimination, however no detailed definition of discrimination is

available in any of them, not to speak of the absence of a definition generally applicable

to all fields. Most fields lack provisions concerning the special procedural requirements

necessary for the proof and evidence and sanctioning of discrimination. As a

consequence only challenges of facially discriminatory acts make it to the courts and

even those are challenged mostly under legal provisions not explicitly made for

prohibition of discrimination. Also the current data protection system makes very

difficult the collection of meaningful ethnic data which could be used for assessing,

proving or remedying discrimination at a systemic level In the current legal context in

Hungary only individual disparate treatment cases of discrimination can be challenged in

which only the individual complainant can get redress for explicit, intended acts of racial

discrimination.

The inadequacy of the legal framework for addressing the problem of racial

discrimination in Hungary is even more obvious if one looks at the developments of the

European legal framework. Both the new Protocol no.12 to the European Convention for

                                                                                                                                                                    
106 A very much debated issue under the Equal protection Clause of the US constitution.
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Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the new EC Directive for the

Implementation of the Principle of Equal Treatment regardless of Race, National or

Ethnic Origin show that Europe is looking to find a way for providing more just and more

equal societies for its minorities, and it wants to cope with this problem not only at the

surface, but at it roots. In this sense the Hungarian regulatory framework is inadequate

already for addressing the problem properly at least at the surface, i.e. in providing proper

sanctions and remedies for individual complaints of discrimination. In the absence of a

comprehensive anti-discrimination act and a comprehensive anti-discrimination policy

behind it the Hungarian framework is completely inadequate to address the problem of

racial discrimination in its depth.

It is in this legal framework that the Minority Commissioner has to investigate

and examine the complaints against racial discrimination brought to him. The

disadvantage of the framework in the meantime is its advantage, as well. Its disadvantage

is that the Commissioner can hardly get any guidance from the law on how to deal with

cases of discrimination, which acts shall he consider discrimination and which not, his

office has no ethnic data available, and in the meantime they are overwhelmed by cases

of discrimination which in case of better laws would belong before courts. Its advantage

is that in the absence of explicit definitions and procedural rules at the statutory level, the

Commissioner can turn to the general provisions of the constitution and to the

international norms valid in Hungary, and on these grounds to work out his own

definition of discrimination and his own working rules for proof and evidence of

discrimination. This way the Commissioner can be a pioneer in addressing the issue of
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racial discrimination, can provide guidance for the development of the law and for

finding a way to properly implement the constitutional principle of non-discrimination.

3. The Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner for the Rights of National and

Ethnic Minorities. Powers and Prerogatives

Having seen the deficiencies of the Hungarian legal framework available for the

enforcement of the right not to be discriminated against on grounds of national, ethnic or

racial origin, we shall turn now to examine the legal framework that defines and limits

the way the Minority Commissioner can participate in the regulation of racial

discrimination, and the means and powers that are available for the Hungarian institution

for this purpose.

Chapter V., Article 32/B of the Hungarian Constitution provides for the institution

of the Parliamentary Commissioners (Commissioner in the following). It provides,

besides the Commissioner for the protection of civil rights, for the Commissioner for the

protection of national and ethnic minority rights. Paragraph (2) says:

"It is the duty of the Commissioner for the protection of national and ethnic
minority rights to investigate, or to have investigated any abuse of national or ethnic
minority rights that has come to his attention, and to initiate general or particular
measures for redress."

A more detailed regulation for the parliamentary commissioner institution is

provided by Act LIX. of 1993. on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Civil Rights

(Parliamentary Commissioner Act in the following) which refers to all Parliamentary
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Commissioners107.  The Parliamentary Commissioner for the rights of national and ethnic

minorities is also referred to in the Minority Act. The objective of the minority

commissioner institution is to “take measures in issues coming under the ruling of the

present Act [the Minority Act]”108, thus including all problems concerning the minority

self-government system, problems relating to minority education and the enforcement of

both individual and collective rights of minorities recognized by the Act, among them the

right not to be discriminated against on grounds of belonging to a national or ethnic

group.

The Commissioner is an independent institution of the state. It is elected by the

Parliament for six years, meaning that it is independent not only from the executive

power of the state but it has certain independence from the legislative power, too. Its

relative independence from the legislative is sustained by the fact that it has to be elected

for six years (that is not all parliaments will elect new commissioners) by a two-thirds

majority of the members of Parliament. Commissioners were elected for the first time in

1995. The commissioner can only be discharged by the Parliament in very special, well

defined cases (Article15 of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act). The incumbents are

elected by the Parliament and have the duty to report to the Parliament. They report

usually on a yearly basis about their activity, but they also have the possibility to request

the immediate investigation of the Parliament in case of serious abuses which have

impacted on a large group of citizens (Article 26 of the Parliamentary Commissioner

Act). A separate chapter of the Hungarian budget provides for the financial independence

                                                       
107 The Data Protection Commissioner institution is first of all defined by the Data Protection Act. The
Parliamentary Commissioner Act only refers to it concerning the issues in which the Data Protection Act
remains silent.
108 Act LXXVII. of 1993 on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities. Section 20 (3)
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of the Parliamentary Commissioners and their office from the executive (Article 28.). The

staff of the Parliamentary Commissioner’s office is appointed independently by the

Parliamentary Commissioner.

The Hungarian Minority Commissioner acts upon abuses of ethnic and national

minority rights (rights defined in the Minority Act and the Constitution) committed by

the public administration or any public body except courts in the course of their

procedure, by making a decision or by omitting to take a decision or an action. The

Minority Commissioner can only consider complaints under the ruling of the Minority

Act, that is complaints concerning the members of the thirteen “historical” minorities of

Hungary and only in the case if the abuse against them was connected to their being a

member of one of these ethnic and national minority groups. This excludes complaints of

members of immigrant groups, refugees, guest workers or other minorities which are not

part of the recognized ones even if they complain, for example, about being discriminated

against on the grounds of ethnic, national or racial origin - right formulated in the

Minority Act, as well.

The Commissioner can start investigation first of all upon individual complaints.

Complaints can be submitted free of charge basically by anybody if abuse of minority

rights has taken place, or there is a direct danger that such abuse will take place and all

administrative remedies have been exhausted, or there are no available remedies (Article

16 (1) of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act). The Commissioner can refuse to

investigate a complaint if he deems the abuse unimportant (§17(2)), or if the complaint is

groundless, or repeatedly submitted without the inclusion of further evidence. The

Commissioner may refuse investigation in case of anonymous complaints or complaints
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submitted by somebody without entitlement (§19 (2)).  The Commissioner can also start

investigations on his/her own initiative, that is without a complaint, if all the above

conditions are standing. The Commissioner will thus conduct, on the one hand,

investigations of individual cases, but can also conduct investigation in more general

issues, which in his/her opinion are especially sensitive with respect to abuses of minority

rights. Article 18. of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act describes the procedural order

of investigations of the Commissioner. The Commissioner can investigate the bodies

complained about. He/she can request any information and data concerning the issue,

have access to all documents connected to it and can make copies of these documents.

The Commissioner can interview the administrator of the act complained about or any

other employee of the respective body, can ask for written explanation, declaration or

opinion on the issue, or can call the supervisor of the body to conduct an investigation.

The Commissioner can turn to the Constitutional Court to ask for the examination

of the unconstitutionality of legal rules as well as other legal means of state control, for

the examination of conformity of legal rules as well as other legal means of state control

with international treaties, for the adjudication of constitutional complaints submitted

because of alleged violation of minority rights, for the elimination of unconstitutionality

manifesting itself in omission and, finally, for the interpretation of provisions of the

Constitution.

The Commissioner can also ask the prosecutor in charge to initiate the elimination

of illegality. Finally, the Commissioner can propose the amendment of existing

legislation or other legal means of state control or the formulation of new legislation or
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other legal means if he finds that abuse of minority rights is due to inappropriate or

unclear legislation, or eventually to its absence.

Even if the Commissioner has no power to sanction abuses, it can make

recommendations either to the abusing body or to its supervisor, can denounce abuses at

the police or at the Prosecutor's Office, and, finally, can turn to the Parliament or use

publicity is some different way.

An important point concerning the definition of rights to be protected by the

Commissioner shall be emphasized here As the Constitution and the Parliamentary

Commissioner Act define the institution, the Commissioner will act upon abuses of a

special subset of constitutional rights: rights of national and ethnic minorities. In this

sense he will necessarily be doing something more than just implementing laws. The

Commissioner will look for the implementation of rights as those are defined in the

Constitution (Halmai 1997, 85.). This means that he has the opportunity to protect a right

even if that is not properly formulated in positive law. This might not seem surprising in

a judicial system like the one in the United States but it is certainly interesting in

Hungary, where regular judges hardly, if ever, turn to Constitutional provisions or

provisions of international documents ratified by the country when making their

judgements. In this sense the activity of the Commissioner resembles somewhat the

activity of the Constitutional Court (Polt 1996) with the difference that it mainly deals

with individual complaint cases not with normative interpretation. Contrary to the rather

positivist practice of Hungarian regular courts the Commissioner, one could say, can be

categorized as activist. He will often interpret the provisions of the Constitution regarding

rights and call for the amendment of legal norms or other legal means of state control on
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the basis of his interpretation. Of course this is not to say that he may act against the

decisions of the Constitutional Court, but rather, and here again I accept Polt's argument,

supplements the activity of the Constitutional Court.

The Parliamentary Commissioner Act adds to this (Article 16.1) that the

Commissioner shall act upon infringement of constitutional rights or even the danger of

such infringements. This allows us to continue on the previous idea of the quasi-legal

activism of the parliamentary commissioner institution. This formulation again seems to

allude to a scope of action of the institution that is much wider than illegal behavior. The

Commissioner will have the competence not only to look at cases when there is an

obvious trespass of positive law by the public administration, but also at cases when the

decision or the action is in conformity with the law yet it is unreasonable, unfair, and

probably unjust on the side of the public official or public body. In the text of the

Parliamentary Commissioner Act the expression "infringement or direct danger of

infringement" adds even more to this power of the ombudsman, since it suggests that not

even the infringement is needed for starting the investigation and making

recommendations but the direct danger of it is sufficient, as well. This is not to say that

the Commissioner has all the discretion to judge when an action or decision of the public

administration is unjust. He is limited by constitutional principles in his activity. But

these limits are not necessarily very strict. In Hungary the Constitutional Court itself has

been relatively activist in its interpretation of the provisions of the Constitution (Kis

2000). The members of the Constitutional Court followed principles of political morality

when interpreting the constitutional provisions rather than just the text itself. In fact the

generalized formulation and sometimes the ambiguity characteristic for the Constitutional
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text in many places makes necessary such a principled interpretation of the highest

Hungarian Act. Finally in case of interpretation of minority rights due to the formulation

of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act the Commissioner will have the opportunity to

look besides the principles of political morality, as implied by the Constitution, at the

relevant provisions of international documents ratified by Hungary, too.

A debated expression used by the legislative framework in connection with the

Commissioner’s is the expression “abuse of constitutional rights”(visszásság). It is used

in the Constitution and in some Articles of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act, as well,

though it is not used in connection with the Data Protection Commissioner in the Data

Protection Act. The expression has been used by the Minority Commissioner as meaning

something more than infringement of the law. The justification of the Commissioner for

this interpretation (Kerényi 2000) was grounded in the idea that the task the law gives to

the Commissioner by using this expression is to go beyond positive law and look at legal

principles, to denounce not only infringements of law but also procedures and acts which,

though in accordance with positive law, are inhumane, unfair in a wider sense. Halmai

(1997), whereas agreeing that the Commissioners have to go beyond finding unlawful

behavior, argues against this interpretation of the expression abuse. He says: the abuse as

that is understood by the Commissioner does not seem to add anything to violation of

constitutional rights and as such to the requirement according to which the Commissioner

has to regard the principles of the constitution as guidelines for his activity (Halmai

1998). Indeed upon an activist understanding of the constitutional principles it is difficult

to see what would be left uncovered that is otherwise covered by the expression “abuse of

constitutional rights”. If accepting this argument, abuses of constitutional rights will
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basically overlap with infringements of constitutional rights. I will use the two

expressions interchangeably in the following.

It is clear, thus, that even if the Commissioner is much weaker than courts in

enforcing its recommendations regarding constitutional rights it has its strength in

providing a much more complex protection for a set of much more widely defined rights.

What are the means that the Commissioner can use in order to be as effective as possible

with his recommendations? There are two groups of problems addressed by the

Commissioner where efficacy is not a serious problem. One such group is cases when the

investigation results in handing over the case to a public body which has enforcement

powers. For example there are several cases when the Commissioner reports the case to

the police, makes a complaint at the Prosecutor's Office or sends the complainant to a

public interest law firm which will then take the case to a court. In most of these

instances the investigation results in a written opinion of the Commissioner on the case,

which is rather an explanation or interpretation and not a recommendation. Here the role

of the Commissioner is more of a mediator between the complainant and other organs

playing a role in the protection of minority rights. The efficiency of the Commissioner

has less importance in these cases.

The other group of problems addressed by the Commissioner in which it is

difficult to speak of efficiency is when he makes recommendations to the legislative, the

concerned Ministries or other actors concerning changes in legal rules, policies,

abolishing or creating legal rules, policies or other legal instruments of state control, so

that abuses of constitutional rights will cease to exist. In these cases, argues Polt (1996,

56), the legislative and the organs doing the travaux preparatoire have a quite large
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margin of appreciation. Constitutional principles will in most cases allow for more than

just one solution for a constitutional problem, and these bodies can make the choice

between the possible solutions. The Commissioner's recommendations might show a

preference for one solution or another, but this is not to be considered as more than just a

preference. What is to be considered seriously from such a recommendation is the

warning that there is abuse of minority rights.

The efficiency problem thus remains a problem mainly for individual complaints

which are investigated by the Commissioner and the solution of which is taken up

directly by him, and for formal investigations started ex officio by the Commissioner on

wider institutional areas, where recommendations usually aim at more than solving a

particular case, having rather a regulatory function. One of the most common means that

can be used in order to achieve compliance is conciliation and persuasion109. In case of

individual complaints for example the Commissioner in person or employees of the office

can go to the location of the abuse and bring together the abused person or group of

persons, or their representatives with the “respondent”. In such mediating procedures

appeal to reasonableness and rationality are the primary means of the ombudsman, not

coercion (Kaltenbach 1996). Often agreement can be reached on the spot without turning

with recommendations to the supervisory body of the abusive public institution or

official.

Appeal of the Commissioner to the media and publicity is also a possible, even if

not a direct, means of enforcement. Media brings about compliance through the pressure

of the public opinion against the abuse. Even in the case of such delicate issues as racial
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discrimination, where one could think that the public opinion will not necessarily

condemn the racist attitude made public by the media, it seems that publicity can have an

effect. Hungary in this respect seems to be more European than other East Central

European countries. Not many decent public administrators would want to see their

names in the media associated with racism.  This caution might be somewhat lower in

case of private employers or private service providers but still existent.

Finally, the most formal way of achieving compliance with the Commissioner's

recommendations, namely by addressing the recommendations to the supervisory body of

the abusive institution (Article 21. of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act). For example

whereas deliberate abuse is quite usual at the level of local governments and local

councils, the higher level, County Public Administration Offices (Közigazgatási

Hivatalok) which control the legality of the activity of local councils will most often

commit abuse because of ignorance. In such cases the persuasive approach of the

Commissioner’s recommendation will probably be successful.

The Minority Commissioner works within the context of a relatively recent but

sophisticated minority protection system. The Minority Act introduced the system of

minority self-governments based on the principle of cultural autonomy. The electoral

system on the basis of which members of minority self-governments are elected is quite

complicated, with several debated aspects. Hungary has a minority education system with

different types of education for the different minorities depending on size, level of

assimilation and other factors.  However the system and the rights it provides are very

young, they started to function in 1994-95, implying that there are many unclear aspects,

                                                                                                                                                                    
109 Article 21 of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act says that if remedying the situation is possible within
the jurisdiction of the body complained about the Commissioner can initiate the remedy also orally or by
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many experimental parts, which might need amendment based on feedback coming from

different sources of the enforcement side, among them the Minority Commissioner.

On the other hand regulation of racial discrimination in Hungary is relatively

undeveloped.  As examined in the previous part of this chapter the Constitution bans

“discrimination on the basis of race, color, gender, language, religion, political or other

opinion, national or social origins, financial situation, birth or any other grounds

whatsoever” (Article 70/A).  It provides for the strict punishment of discrimination and

for positive measures, as well (“the Republic of Hungary shall endeavor to implement

equal rights for everyone through measures that create fair opportunities for all”).

However nowhere is discrimination defined to mean more than direct, intentional

discrimination, i.e. individual disparate treatment. Moreover, despite the provision of the

Constitution for sanctions, not even direct discrimination is sanctioned properly in all

relevant fields. There is no comprehensive anti-discrimination act in Hungary gathering

all regulation concerning racial discrimination in one Act. Provisions concerning

discrimination are scattered throughout the different acts, in some cases containing better

sanctions and procedures for proof or evidence (Labor Code), in other cases containing

no sanctions at all (Public Education Act). Indirect discrimination, victimization, pressure

or instruction to discriminate are unknown as such in Hungarian law. Within this context

the Minority Commissioner operates with a large number of incoming discrimination

cases at least part of which could be solved by courts if there would be adequate legal

context.

It is clear from the analysis of this part of the chapter that the Hungarian Minority

Commissioner has a relatively flexible legal context to work within.  The institution is a

                                                                                                                                                                    
phone. This shows the availability of informal means to the Commissioner for solving complaints.
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parliamentary ombudsman institution but this is probably an advantage considering the

instability of democracy and the tendency to politicize bureaucracy in Hungary. It has

available all the flexible means usually available to an ombudsman: it can investigate

individual complaints and solve them by the means of investigation it chooses as proper

(Parliamentary Commissioner Act §17(1)). It has access to all files and information

available. However it may refuse the investigation of complaints if deemed unimportant.

It may start investigations in own initiative either in particular cases or general ones with

strategic purposes. It can use conciliation, persuasion, mediation and publicity, but has to

keep the anonymity of the complainant if requested. Complaints can be submitted to the

Commissioner free of charge without any formal requirements.

The major restriction on the activity of the institution derives from perceiving the

Minority Commissioner in terms of the classical ombudsman model. As written above

the aim of the institution is on the one hand set by the Minority Act as acting on abuses of

rights coming under the ruling of that Act, on the other hand restricts this scope by the

Parliamentary Commissioner Act, which only allows the investigation of public

authorities. These two provisions seem to conflict because abuses coming under the

ruling of the Minority Act will certainly be committed not only by public officials. This

restriction introduces the artificial exclusion from the scope of action of the

Commissioner of very important fields for racial discrimination, such as employment

practices or provision of services by privately owned bodies.  Though never formulated

as a suggestion for amendment by the Commissioner, his office has attempted to

overcome this exclusion by using indirect methods to control certain activities of bodies

and organizations falling in the private sector. For example pubs, restaurants, clubs were
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brought under the scope of action of the Commissioner through the control exercised on

public authorities granting authorizations for their functioning, or through consumer

protection offices. Influencing discriminatory practices of private sector employers were

attempted through employment agencies and Labor Councils.  However direct action

could be much more efficient and widening the scope of action of the Commissioner in

this direction would also improve the consistency of the principle behind the institution.

4. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to describe and analyze the legal framework within

which the Minority Commissioner has to deal with the issue of racial discrimination. On

the one hand it showed the relatively unsophisticated nature of the anti-discrimination

regulation in Hungary, the absence of definitions and well-defined procedural rules in the

field, and also the relative absence of progressive judicial practice relating to

discrimination. On the other hand it examined the legal framework for the functioning of

the Minority Commissioner, and it showed that the powers and prerogatives of the

institution are, regarding most important aspects, widely defined, thus allowing a very

wide scope of action for the Commissioner. Meanwhile, however the absence of detailed

description of these powers also entails the discretion of the incumbent in the Minority

Commissioner position in choosing to act or not along certain powers, to put emphasis on

one set of functions instead of another.
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Chapter 5.

Discrimination Cases in the Practice of the Hungarian
Minority Parliamentary Commissioner

In the previous parts of this work I developed a normative framework for racial

discrimination and for the minority ombudsman type institutions against which the

activity of the Hungarian Minority Commissioner in the field of racial discrimination

cases can be assessed. I argued in the chapter concerning discrimination theory for a wide

understanding of racial discrimination and for the necessity of an anti-discrimination

project for addressing the phenomenon of racial discrimination as defined. In the chapter

on the ombudsman institution I went on to argue for the important role minority

ombudsman type institutions can play due to their special powers and prerogatives in

such an anti-discrimination project. Having seen, in the previous chapter, the givens of

the picture, the Hungarian legal context on the one hand concerning racial discrimination

and, on the other hand, defining the Hungarian Minority Commissioner institution, I shall

turn now to examine the institution as it works.

In this chapter I will analyze discrimination cases investigated by the Minority

Commissioner in the field of employment, in the field of education, in the field of private

sector services and in the field of the activity of local authorities. The analysis focuses on

the concept of discrimination used in these cases, the definition of racial discrimination in

the different fields, changes and development of these definitions throughout time,

methods of proof and evidence of discrimination and all other aspects necessary to have a

comprehensive view on the discrimination concept used by the Minority Commissioner.

The analysis is made in the light of the theory of discrimination developed in the second
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chapter, the Commissioner’s concept is measured in each field against this normative

background.

1. Discrimination in the Practice of Local Governments. Housing, Benefits, Social
Support

The major concern of the Minority Commissioner in his first five years of activity

were local government cases, discrimination cases committed by local authorities in the

different fields of administration. Given the high rate of unemployment, poverty, low

level of education and above average number of children of the members of the Roma

minority (Mészáros & Fóti 2000) this group is more dependent on the activity and

“mercy” of the local authorities than the non-Roma population. They depend on the local

government for housing, for welfare programs of employment, for welfare payments and

social aid and for education, just to mention the core fields where the local government

has the opportunity to discriminate. Issues of education will be discussed under the

heading of discrimination in the field of education, welfare programs of employment

under the heading of employment discrimination, the rest shall be dealt with here under

the category of discrimination by local authorities. This field of discrimination is most

heavily represented among the cases dealt with by the Commissioner. It should also be

noted that the largest, most scandalous cases of discrimination in Hungary, widely

covered by the national media in the past few years, also come from this area.

In these cases all possible forms of discrimination occur from soft forms falling

under racially selective indifference such as unreasonable bureaucratic behavior, refusal

or omission of information, to the most outrageous forms of segregation or other attempts

to decrease the number of the Roma population of the concerned settlement.
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A large number of complaints occur because of the deficient communication

between local authorities and the population. This deficiency falls with a disparate burden

upon the Roma population, partly because of the low level of education and thus the

lower understanding of the workings of bureaucracy by the Roma, partly because of

prejudiced behavior of the local government staff leading to excessive forms of

bureaucratic behavior, to refusal of information or explanation, to rudeness and

inhumanity.  Perception of discriminatory practices by Roma complainants in these

instances can mostly be explained by small procedural mistakes, by not necessarily

illegal but rather unreasonable behavior, by maladministration, sometimes only by the

difficult language of official decisions and letters of the authority. The Commissioner’s

task in this field, the classical duty of ombudsman type institutions, is to provide and

mediate information, to explain decisions, to draw attention to the importance and

necessity of more human, empathic behavior of bureaucrats especially in the case of the

multiply disadvantaged Roma population. In some cases the explanation of the

Commissioner concerns the valid, formally correct decision of the authority, which due to

its difficult language is not understood properly by the complainants and thus sometimes

is perceived as discriminatory110.

In other cases the requests of Roma for social supports, welfare payments, better

housing may be perfectly justified, but the scarce resources of the local government do

not allow for the satisfaction of all requests. Here the Commissioner, if he deems so,

sometimes asks local authorities for special consideration, to exercise equity, which

                                                       
110 7500/1996/K - a housing case in which the equity based request for housing of a Roma family living in
inhuman conditions is not considered, because equity based requests can only be submitted once a year.
The procedurally correct explanatory letter is misunderstood and taken as discriminatory.
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though certainly not a solution for the overall social problem, yet it may produce good

results in the particular case111.

An extreme example of miscommunication between local authorities and the

population occurs in a complaint raised in 1995112. An NGO wrote to the Commissioner

saying that in three villages in a county in central Hungary Roma are discriminated

against in the provision of welfare payments, moreover all those who requested financial

support were summoned by the police. Upon the investigation of the Commissioner it

turned out that the local government officials noticed that all requests for welfare

payments are written by the same type machine. They made a complaint to the police

because the suspicion occurred that somebody was benefiting financially from writing the

applications. The police started an investigation in which all those who had their request

written by the same machine were called to the police as witnesses. However the police

failed to inform them properly about the purpose of the summoning so the Roma believed

that they were considered the suspects of the investigation. The Commissioner’s

investigation clarified the problem, explained the situation to the complainants and called

the attention of the officials and the police upon the deficient flow of information. The

investigation has also shown that the requests for social benefit were written by the same

person because the applicants were all illiterate. In this case the local officials seemed to

act in the interest of the Roma, to protect them from fraud, but the way they proceeded,

the absence of proper communication, of adequate understanding of the problems of the

                                                       
111 Examples for successfully solved cases (cases solved upon the equity requests formulated by the
Commissioner):  9058/1996/K - 2516/1997/K equity in financial support from the local government;
6772/1996/K equity for illegal tenants in not being evacuated by the local government; 1902/1995/K equity
in housing
112 2617/1995/K
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Roma population all added up to a situation in which the Roma felt threatened and

discriminated against by the authorities.

In light of a widely understood concept of racial discrimination these problems of

communication can be interpreted as maladministration instances with racial bias. Mostly

these are legally adequate decisions, orders, or procedures in which the requests of the

Roma are turned down consistently with the legal requirements, but there is no

satisfactory explanation for the justification lying behind the refusal. “Satisfactory

explanation” means here more than just the regular explanation provided in the

complicated language of administration, justification given for these decisions has to be

clear, unambiguous, within the understanding capacity of everybody. If it is not, this will

fall with a disparate impact upon the Roma population which is, on the one hand, as a

multiply disadvantaged group, more dependent on such decisions of the local authority,

on the other hand, because of its low level of education on average, more vulnerable to

the problem of not understanding the complicated language and procedures of the

administration.  In these cases the Commissioner makes up for the deficiencies in the

activity of the local authorities. He explains decisions, gives advice on social welfare

payments, on housing issues, on options available for the complainants and in the

meantime educates the officials of the local governments, draws their attention to the

requirements of good administration and reasonable bureaucratic behavior, sometimes

setting only general guidelines, other times providing the local government with strict

formal requirements which if respected will prevent the further occurrence of such

complaints113.

                                                       
113 3895/1996/K describes the formal requirement of decisions, requirements necessary to avoid that the
concerned party perceives it unjust or illegal
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Sometimes, besides the unreasonable behavior of the officials, small procedural

mistakes occur as well, which then generate the perception of racial discrimination. Such

procedural problems can be: the authority fails to answer the request or application for

some benefit within the time limit set by the law or instead of a formal decision, which

can be appealed, only informative letters are sent as answers114.  In all of these cases it is

clear, as I already wrote, that the burden of bad practices falls disproportionately on the

Roma population. However, in none of these cases is there sign of direct discrimination,

meaning classification on the basis of race or differentiated treatment on the basis of race,

or of intentional discrimination (direct or indirect) aiming to cause disadvantage to the

minority population, here the Roma. Even if such intent exists, and it may well exist, it is

quite improbable that it can be proved.

The Commissioner’s approach, to treat these cases as violation of minority rights

(otherwise he would not have the competence to deal with them), to see these practices as

instances of institutional discrimination, i.e. practices which cause disadvantage on a

racially relevant basis despite the absence of explicit racial classifications in them, seems

to be a proper approach. The only problem is that this assumption of the Commissioner

remains implicit in the reports of the investigations. Recognition of the procedural

problems and of the disadvantage is there, but awareness of the fact that the

disproportionate burden borne by the Roma population makes of this disadvantage an

offense of minority rights remains implicit. In his first annual report the Commissioner

argues that in these cases:

                                                       
114 Both these problems occur in 6197/1996/K where the complainant feels that she is discriminated against
in the approach of the local authority to her request for housing support
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“even though no direct violation of minority rights can be shown the deficient
functioning of public administration results in decisions which violate other rights of the
complainants or other laws”115

Another important group of complaints is generated by what I would call the

paternalist attitude of the authorities towards the members of the Roma minority. Even

though there is no bad intention on the side of local authorities in these cases, these

practices make the Roma complainants feel that they are discriminated against. The

practices in question here are based on the prejudiced assumption, assumption contrary to

the human dignity of those concerned, that Roma are not capable of managing their own

and their family’s lives, they need a strong hand to take care of their budget, protect their

children from the irrational behavior of the parents at least as far as finances are

concerned. These type of complaints were generated mainly by entering into force of the

Act for the Protection of Children’s Rights (Act XXXI. of 1997). The Act stipulated

relatively considerable monthly financial support after each child if the per capita income

of the family did not exceed a certain minimal level. This child support can be provided,

according to the Act, also in nature, in the form of educational support or payment for the

board of the child at the school or the kindergarten, or food tickets. However the Act did

not specify the conditions under which a family does not get the support in cash but only

in nature. This regulatory gap in the Act allowed for the introduction of an element of

arbitrariness in the implementation by local governments. In several instances local

governments covered with the child support the meals of the children and other expenses

such as books and other equipment for school (expenses previously covered by

extraordinary social support) thus the concerned families had no say about how they

would like to see the support spent in the interest of their children.

                                                       
115 Annual Report 1995 – 1996 pp.34-35
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In a case from a large city of Northern Hungary the local government has shifted

to the Family Support Center the obligation to make the concerned families (mainly

Roma) account for the entire sum of the child support before receiving the following

month’s payment116. This not only caused the violation of the right to human dignity and

perhaps right to be free from discrimination of these families but on the practical level

also caused serious delay in the payments, because the Family Support Center was not

prepared to supervise the budget of thousands of Roma families. The investigation of the

Commissioner has shown that the local decree regulating the payment of the child

support allowed on a conditional basis for payment in nature, for accounting obligation,

for controlling the appropriate use of the support. However the conditions upon which

such requirements could be imposed on families were rather vague, not very specific. The

decree said “if it appears that the child support will not be utilized in the interest of the

child…” “the utilization of the financial support can be verified. If the person verifying

establishes that the support has not been used in the interest of the child, it will suggest a

change in the form of the support”. The families in question had not been “caught” upon

verification, showed the investigation, the accounting obligation had been imposed on

them arbitrarily, based on their ethnic origin. The report of the Commissioner’s

investigation concluded that besides the several procedural problems that occurred in the

practices of this local authority, the procedures had also caused abuse of the right not to

be discriminated against on the basis of ethnic origin of these families. The only way

discrimination could be established here was grounded on a systemic disparate treatment-

based approach to discrimination. What we know is that the local government had a

neutral decree referring to the payment of child support and that mostly Roma families

                                                       
116 2952/1998/K
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were put under an obligation for accounting for the sums received, that is the neutral

decree was systematically administered with racial bias. The result, i.e. that mostly Roma

families had fallen under this obligation, shows that the neutral requirements set in the

local decree were applied arbitrarily. The recommendations made by the report of the

Commissioner return, however, to the purely procedural grounds without drawing the

attention of the local authority to the discriminatory practice and the possibility of its

reoccurrence if the decree remains unchanged.

In another case117 the child support was given entirely in nature to the

beneficiaries, in the form of food tickets. The tickets could only be used in the store of

the local government.  The mayor argued:  “thus the parents can only buy food. If they

would receive the payments in cash many parents would buy expensive drinks, cigarettes,

and we have to take care of the interests of the children”118.  The prejudiced nature of the

mayor’s declaration is obvious here.  The Commissioner’s report found discrimination

here, and argued that the Child Protection Act did not give the power to the local

governments to adopt paternalist attitudes towards families that are entitled to receive

child support. The report recommended that the local government stops the

discriminatory practice119.

Another interesting complaint coming from a village in Northern Hungary can be

mentioned here, which is less motivated by paternalist “good will” but it is also generated

by the provisions of the Child Protection Act120. In the village there was only one grocery

store, and that was operated by the mayor of the village. The local council had decided

                                                       
117 5022/1998/K
118 Letter of the mayor to the Minority Commissioner
119  Annual Report 1999. pp.141
120 4719/1998/K
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based on the above Act that they would pay the child support entirely in nature: in food

tickets which could be used exclusively in the mayor’s grocery store. Every month the

mayor was selling on credit to the Roma population to the limit set by the child support

that was due to each family. At the beginning of the month the same mayor, instead of

distributing the child support, automatically deducted the credit from the support thus

leaving the Roma families without cash again and dependent on the credit given by the

store. The Roma complained that the shop is very expensive and they would rather like to

spend their money in other, cheaper shops, but they cannot break out from the vicious

circle of the credits. The Commissioner found no discrimination in this case, the report

argued that even if there was discrimination that could not be proven, because no race

based classification was used in the case. However the report recommended that the

practice of payment of the child support in nature is unfair, because it makes the

complainants, primarily Roma, feel dependent and deceived, and as such it should be

stopped. Beyond the general unfairness of the practice, a disparate impact approach to

this case would have probably also shown the racially discriminatory nature of the

practice.

The above case shows that the multiply disadvantaged situation of the Roma

population adds up to an extreme dependence of this group on the local authorities. A

number of other complaints arriving to the Commissioner also show how the Roma can

be at the mercy of the local government just because they depend on it for financial

support, for housing or education of their children.
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A very characteristic case comes from a town in Eastern Hungary121. Here the

local authority was willing to pay temporary social support only for those who worked

for it.  In the practice of the local government people had “to offer to work voluntarily”

for five days in case they wanted 2000 HUF support, respectively for 10 days for 4000

HUF support. The types of works offered to these people were those works which usually

are done within welfare employment programs. All those who were affected had to sign a

declaration in which they declared the voluntary nature of the work, and this declaration

was a precondition for applying for the social support. Of the concerned 90% were of

Roma origin. The investigation of the Commissioner has shown that the law sets no other

requirement for recipients of temporary social support but their bad social situation. The

mayor of the town admitted in public that he believes that social support is deserved only

by those who have done something for the town. The investigation established that the

work could not be voluntary since these people were unemployed, depended on the social

support of the local government, and thus had no other choice but to do the work. Since

the work cannot be considered voluntary a labor contract should have existed, and the

work should have been paid for (and not with the anyway due social support money but

in form of wage). The Commissioner in his recommendation called the mayor to stop the

illegal practice and to pay for the already served “forced labor”. The investigation did not

treat the case as a discrimination case, however here again, as already noticed previously,

there must had been an implicit assumption behind the arguments of the Minority

Commissioner according to which this is a case of violation of minority rights, otherwise

he should have transferred the case to the Commissioner for Citizen’s Rights. The

assumption is rightly determined by the proportion of Roma (90%) among the concerned.

                                                       
121 4552/1996-97/K
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This proportion shows that there is a disparate impact in the case of this seemingly

neutral procedure which falls with a disproportionate burden on the unemployed Roma of

the town, and as such is indirectly discriminatory, whether there is discriminatory intent

or not.

In another example of abuse of dependence the local council brings a decree

according to which in order to receive the unemployment benefit people have to report

every day to the local government. The complainant felt that this practice is

discriminatory since in his view the requirement is applied especially to Roma people.

Upon the Commissioner’s request for information the council immediately amended the

relevant local order, thus terminating the illegal practice which violated, according to the

Commissioner, the right of these people to free movement, and to free choice of

residence. In the absence of data on the ethnicity of the applicants the Commissioner

failed to show whether any racial discrimination has occurred besides the violation of the

other two rights. Since violation of other rights could be established anyway and the local

government withdraw its decree without any further arguments extra efforts to prove

racial discrimination might have seemed useless. The file however contained the 52 local

government decisions concerning unemployment benefit which included the reporting

duty found unconstitutional. Based on these files with relatively few resources the

suspicion of disparate impact racial discrimination could have been checked122. If all the

52 applicants, or at least a considerable proportion of them, were Roma, the claim of

disproportionate impact discrimination could have been proved beyond doubt.

The issue of use of statistics and meaning of statistical data for the proof of

discrimination reoccurs in other cases, as well. One important question has been raised
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already in the above forced labor case123: when does a violation of rights or procedures

qualify also as violation of the right not to be discriminated against on racial grounds?

That is to say, which is the necessary proportion of Roma among those adversely affected

by a decision in order to qualify for the investigation of the Minority Commissioner as a

case of racial discrimination? The above mentioned forced labor case with the 90%

proportion has certainly qualified. In another case, however124, which concerned the

forced eviction of local government tenants who failed to pay the utilities and the rent of

their apartments, only 60% of the concerned were of Roma origin. The Minority

Commissioner decided that this case does not fall under his competence, but concerns an

issue, which is of general importance for the entire population, and transferred the

complaint to the Commissioner for Citizen’s Rights. A similar conclusion could be drawn

from the famous Zámoly case125 in which the investigation of the Minority Commissioner

found (wrongly, as we will show later) no instance of racial discrimination, however

given the 100% proportion of Roma among the victims, conducted the investigation

although he believed that the case had no racial component.

Despite the large number of cases in which the decision about whether the case

can be considered a minority case or not has to be made, seemingly there is no

standardized way of answering this question set by the Commissioner. The

Commissioner argued in an interview (Kerényi 2000) that his office starts investigation in

all cases that at first sight seem to involve violation of some minority right. However they

do not turn down the case or necessarily transfer it to one of the other Commissioners if

                                                                                                                                                                    
122 See methods of investigation used by the Commission for Racial Equality. Eg. CRE 1985
123 4552/1996-97/K
124 4249/1998/K
125 2960/1998/K
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in the end it turns out that in fact it had nothing to do with the minority status of the

complainant.  Such a practice, argues the Commissioner, would be precisely the kind of

bad bureaucratic behavior against which the Parliamentary Commissioner offices were

established. Thus they will try to solve the case, if possible, within their premises even if

it does not necessarily belong there.

It seems that the Commissioner in many cases, after finding some violation of law

or constitutional right other than minority rights, stops without trying to find and

determine the racial element. This approach could be part of the conciliatory strategy of

the Commissioner, it might derive from the belief that local authorities will more easily

recognize and correct general procedural violations, or act upon general constitutional

rights, than recognize a violation of the right not to be discriminated against on grounds

of race. The approach could also derive from the belief that other constitutional rights are

somehow stronger or have priority over the right to be free from discrimination or other

minority rights, and once violation of those is established there is no need to make a

finding of racial discrimination, as well. I think both claims are inadequate to serve as

justification for not finding the abuse of minority rights. The first claim might be true,

local authorities might be more willing to accept constitutional rights other than the rights

of minorities, but this could not be a valid justification for not identifying the violation of

minority rights. The Minority Commissioner’s task is, among others, to raise the

awareness of the population concerning the rights of minorities, concerning the problem

of racial discrimination. Identification of violation of this right in every instance of its

occurrence will be one means for raising awareness.
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The other claim, according to which some rights are more important than others,

that is discrimination, especially in its more complex forms, is some kind of secondary

right, is equally unacceptable. The primary role of the Minority Commissioner is to look

for violations of minority rights, among them the right not to be discriminated on grounds

of race. With respect to every complaint the first and most important task of the

Commissioner will be to investigate the violation of the minority rights, this is the

purpose of the institution. If violation of other rights has occurred as well, the

identification of those is needed as well, but the priority for the Minority Commissioner

will always be minority rights.

Despite the strict data protection regulation in Hungary which makes very

difficult the registration of ethnic data, some cases investigated by the Minority

Commissioner utilize ethnic data for proof of racial discrimination. In the case of one

complaint referring to the discriminatory conduct of the local authority in the distribution

of social benefits126 the Commissioner asked the local authority to provide data on the

share of the Roma population in the overall amount of social benefits distributed. The

local authority answered accordingly: they have provided the necessary data showing that

despite the fact that only 19% of the population belongs to the Roma minority, their share

among the recipients of different social benefits is 50-68%. Similar data is provided by

the local authority in another case127. In both cases the Commissioner grounds his

argument refuting the suspicion of discrimination on the available ethnic statistics. In

none of these cases is it clear how the local authority has collected the data, or whether

the ethnic monitoring follows the rules set by the Data-protection Act, the Commissioner,

                                                       
126 3630/1996/K
127 6240/1996/K
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however, did not call the attention of the authority to the problem, and did not question

the legality of the statistics. Obviously this omission derives from the point of view of the

Commissioner according to which availability of statistical data is crucial for the proof of

discrimination and for the monitoring of discriminatory procedures. Ethnic data and

ethnic monitoring are used legally in many legal systems which have a more developed

approach to racial discrimination than the Hungarian legal system has. As such this

omission is morally acceptable even though it has no legal support.

The largest and increasing group of complaints to be analyzed in this field of

discrimination concerns very severe forms of racial discrimination, which sometimes

qualify as instances of racial segregation. In these cases local authorities either refuse to

accept newly arriving Roma families which try to settle in the settlement, or proceed to

get rid of the Roma population of the settlement, to segregate them or to make them

move to other places. In one case128 the local government, upon finding out that a Roma

woman wanted to buy one of the houses of the village, decided to buy the house before

her. The suspicion that there was a discriminatory intent behind the act of the local

government was shown by the fact that the house was resold by the authority in a very

short time at a disadvantageous price. No proper investigation was conducted by the

Commissioner for proving the intent, thus the complaint was reduced to a procedural

abuse: namely that the local government was not careful enough in handling its budget.

In another case129 a Roma family moved to a village. The local government

refused to register the family as permanent inhabitants of the village. Upon the inquiry of

the Commissioner the mayor, without explicitly recognizing his liability, changed the

                                                       
128 5470/1996/K
129 6263/1996/K
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illegal situation and registered the members of the family. In the Commissioner’s

investigation discrimination is recognized: the mayor had discriminated against the Roma

in hindering them from exercising their constitutional right to free movement and

mobility. In yet another case130 the mayor went as far as to campaign in the village

against an 18 member Roma family, which was about to move into their legally bought

house in the village. As a result of the campaign several inhabitants demonstrated against

the family and pressured them, by violent means, to leave the village. In the local

council’s meeting on the issue the members of the council together with the mayor

expressed their opinion that “the local government of the village is not willing to take the

responsibility for all the problems of Roma in Hungary, the village has no interest in

supporting non-local Roma”131. The family could not bear the pressure and moved away

from the village within only one week. The investigation showed violation of the family’s

right to private property, their right to free movement and free choice of residence, and,

based on the discriminatory intent proved by the minutes of the local council meeting in

question, violation of the family’s right not to be discriminated against on racial grounds.

This was a case of direct intentional discrimination in which there could be no doubt

about the discriminatory intent of the local authority. Besides, this discrimination did not

stand alone but occurred in conjunction with violation of other important constitutional

rights. This made the occurrence of discrimination more unambiguous than it is in many

cases when the violation of the right not to be discriminated against stands alone or can

only be interpreted as being in conjunction with the right to human dignity.

                                                       
130 2323/1998/K
131 From the report of the case sent to the mayor
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In a village of northern Hungary the local government, after the creation of 5

building sites, refused to create any more, reasoning that on the one hand, the local

government is very poor (which was true), and on the other hand that “they want to avoid

the moving in to the village of further Roma families”. The mayor argued in a letter sent

to NEKI132 that one third of the population of the village is already of Roma origin and

“these people cannot and do not want to live in a way which would be acceptable for the

majority. The proportion of Roma-crime is very high, there is a lot of stealing on the

fields, and all these bother to a large extent the Hungarian population”133. In this case the

Roma did not have a right to the building site, so the right not to be discriminated could

not be tied to another basic right, and the racial discriminatory intent did not stand in its

own but it was only one of the reasons which determined the decision. Yet, the

Commissioner took up the case as a discrimination case and argued that the members of

the local council, acting in their official status cannot cause loss of interest especially not

on racial grounds. Unfortunately the Commissioner turned with his recommendation

directly to the prosecutor’s office, which at all its levels over-turned the Commissioner’s

argument with different justifications such as: the Roma did not have a right to the lands,

in fact they were only refused a form of ex gratia social support, that the members of the

council did not act in their official status, or that the racially discriminatory reason was

only one of the reasons behind the decision and not the major one.

Yet another group of complaints is formed by cases in which the local authority

tries to get rid of the Roma families living in the respective settlement. In one case134 a

Roma family was harassed, it is not clear by whom, however the involvement of the

                                                       
132 Major Hungarian public interest law firm
133 Quotation translated from the letter sent by the mayor to the NEKI
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mayor was not beyond doubt. The harassment was preceded by local council meetings in

which the mayor was explicit about his wish to evict the “ethnic people” from the village,

in order that the peace and quiet of the village be restored. Most council members agreed

with this opinion135. In fact this opinion was elevated to the level of policy: a policy to

de-ethnicize the village. The harassed family became scared of the harassers, and the

possibility of further harassment and turned to the mayor to help them move away from

the village. The mayor bought their houses and the land under it upon the decision of the

local council, demolished them, bought another land for the family in the neighboring

village, installed some military vehicles for temporary living and promised to help them

to build their new houses. The promise was obviously not kept, as soon as the village got

rid of its ethnic minority the mayor lost any interest in solving the problems of these

people. The Commissioner’s investigation has shown that racial discrimination was

present in the procedures of the local government, besides the several other procedural

problems and illegalities. It has also argued, based on the minutes of the council meetings

and other information, that the Roma family did not move voluntarily to the other village,

but was the victim of a policy, which in accordance with Article 4 (1) of the Minority

Act136 violates the rights of minorities. This was a case of direct racial discrimination in

which the discriminatory intent could obviously be proved based on the minutes of the

council meetings. The Commissioner’s investigation recognized this and formulated its

recommendations accordingly.

                                                                                                                                                                    
134 6865/1996/K
135 Quotation from the minutes of the local council meeting
136 Act LXXVII of 1993, § 4 (1)  “The Hungarian Republic prohibits any policy which… is to harass a
national or ethnic minority or persons belonging thereto, to aggravate their living conditions or to prevent
them from exercising their rights; aims to any forceful expulsion or resettlement of a national of ethnic
minority.”
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Only two years later in a somewhat similar case, the famous Zámoly case137, the

Commissioner’s report failed to recognize an instance of similarly direct, intentional

discrimination. In this case the Roma went to complain to the mayor because their houses

were damaged by the bad weather. The mayor, in a procedurally incorrect manner,

demolished the houses and moved the families temporarily into the cultural center of the

village. However when the time came to find a definitive housing solution for the Roma

he refused to help, refused to provide building sites (even if the Roma were to pay for it),

and was not willing to participate in raising public funds from the central budget to solve

the housing problems of the Roma. The report of the Minority Commissioner’s

investigation showed in its chapter VI.1. at least five racially discriminatory arguments

used by the mayor in public or in his discussions with the people from the office of the

Commissioner. These arguments were used by the mayor to explain his refusal to help

the Roma families in finding a permanent solution for their housing problem. All of these

reasons were heavily racist ones, each in its own being sufficient to provide the racially

discriminatory intent necessary to show the most direct intentional form of discriminatory

conduct of the local authority and the mayor. However the Commissioner’s investigation

concluded, that racial discrimination could not be proved in this case, the only form of

discrimination that they found was discrimination on grounds of social situation. Instead

of the very important, moreover I would argue most important, factor of this case: the

issue of racial discrimination, the investigation focused on a detailed procedural analysis

of the demolition decisions, on the analysis of liabilities, and established the abuse of

several constitutional rights such as right to property, right to social security, right to

                                                       
137 2960/1998/K
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human dignity, right to free choice of residence, which might have occurred138, but are of

secondary importance in this case compared to the right not to be discriminated against.

In two other cases the “fault” of the victim Roma families was their “anti-social

behavior”, which might had been true (this was not investigated by the Commissioner),

but what followed could certainly not be considered an adequate procedure in which

liability is established and proportionally sanctioned. In the first case,139 located in a

small town in Hungary, four Roma families who recently moved into the town were

blamed for the worsening of public security and increase of street crime. The local

government brought a decree in which it declared the four families unwanted in the town

and proposed to find legal means for their eviction. The Commissioner’s investigation

showed that the local decree in question was in violation of the following constitutional

rights: the right to be considered innocent until the contrary is proved, the right to

freedom of movement and free choice of residence, and the right not to be discriminated

against on racial grounds. The report wrote that the decree discriminated against the

Roma families by presuming that the crimes, which were not yet investigated, were

committed by citizens belonging to the Roma ethnic group and by establishing, thus, a

correlation between ethnic origin and criminality. The violation of the other rights was

analyzed without any regard for the fact that the victims were Roma and that in fact their

rights were violated because they were Roma. The investigation failed to understand

properly the nature of discrimination in this case, the paragraph concerning it seemed to

be unrelated to the other parts of the report, and only hinted at why the Commissioner

thought there was discrimination. On a more thorough analysis it becomes clear that in

                                                       
138 For an analysis of the report of the case see Halmai (1998)
139 6447/1997/K
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this case we witnessed an instance of direct but hidden discrimination, where a seemingly

race neutral criteria was proxy for the race criteria. The Roma were to be evicted because

they were criminals, said the local decree. When saying that they where criminals, and

here the position of the Commissioner is correct, a well known stereotype was utilized,

namely that criminals are a higher percentage among Roma than among non-Roma and

this has to do with ethnic origin. This racist stereotype provided the explanation for the

entire case: given the correlation between being a Roma and being a criminal no adequate

legal procedure was needed to prove culpability. Besides they were to be sanctioned with

eviction, not simply because they were criminals, but because they were Roma.

The other, much more complex, case is the famous Székesfehérvár case140.

Though there are several interesting aspects to the case and to the investigation of the

Commissioner, here I shall only deal with the discrimination problem as it occurred in it.

The story is the following in a simplified way: in one of the richest towns of Hungary for

a few years there were complaints against the inhabitants (mainly Roma) of a house of

relief flats. The local government decided to demolish the house. As a result of this the

inhabitants who lived there legally were transferred step by step to other locations. Only

the illegal tenants were left.  Part of the illegals moved in illegally, another part became

illegal by failing to pay the utilities or the rent of their flat. The local government

proposed different solutions for finding a place for these, by now only Roma, families.

The first possibility was to build a relief house on the outskirts of the town near the dog-

asylum on a land without proper infrastructure, proper public transportation etc. Another

solution was, a temporary one for only 6 months, to move the families to the same land in

military containers. In this later case the permanent solution would have been to have the
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minority self-government build houses for these families from the funds provided by the

local government of the town. This would have meant that the local government

transferred the responsibility of finding a permanent solution to the Roma minority self-

government. Yet another solution was to give each family a certain amount of money for

buying houses, money not sufficient to buy anything in the town, but only in the

neighboring villages. The Commissioner’s investigation did not concern the entire case

but only one decree of the local government in which the local government decided to

move these families to the temporary housing (the containers), provide the money for the

Roma minority self-government for finding a permanent solution and ordered the

demolition of the house141.

The report of the investigation focused on the right to social security and within

that the right to housing, and to a limited extent on the right not to be discriminated

against in relation to the provision of social benefits, in relation to the right to human

dignity and finally also on its own. The report first showed that the demolition of the

house was not properly justified by building security and other construction concerns. It

argued that the local government discriminated against the Roma because there was no

other instance in the practice of the authority when a house was demolished for reasons

other than provided for by construction authorities. Besides, it argued that the right not to

be discriminated against was violated also by the proposal of the local government for

temporary housing solutions. It concluded that the demolition and the security and crimes

problem was solved in a discriminatory way. Similarly the report found discriminatory

the offered temporary housing solution: the containers. Here the right not to be

                                                                                                                                                                    
140 9084/1997/K
141 Local government decree 357/1997. (X.16.)
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discriminated against was interpreted in conjunction with the right to human dignity.

Also discrimination was observed in the local government’s decision to pass over the

responsibility for solving the permanent housing problem of the Roma families to the

Roma minority self-government. The report emphasized the cultural, educational role that

minority self-governments are supposed to have, and the unlawful character of

transferring other administrative tasks to them.

Thus the report of the investigation observed correctly the presence of racial

discrimination throughout the case. Unfortunately many of the very important ideas were

only mentioned, and not elaborated, which required the reader to do a lot of guesswork in

order to understand the arguments. A more comprehensive description of the, again, most

important element of the case, that of racial discrimination, would have greatly improved

the level of the report. The fact that the discrimination claim remained undeveloped made

the report’s focus shift to the secondary and easily debatable considerations concerning

the right to social security. Unfortunately the same day the Commissioner made a

declaration in a press conference, together with the Commissioner for Citizen’s Rights,

which contradicted the position taken in the report of the investigation. The press release

said:

“The problems of the former inhabitants of the building in question cannot be related to
their race, the issue shall be dealt with within the framework of the rule of law, as a
primarily social problem. Any other representation of the case is racist, irresponsible,
racially inflammatory…Interpreting social problems as ethnic conflicts endanger their
appropriate treatment and the basic values of the rule of law…”142

This standpoint of the Minority Commissioner is reflected, though not in such an

excessive manner, in many other cases, as well, in the way in which he approaches the

                                                       
142 Quotation translated from the press release of 19th December, 1997.
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problems. Be it for the reason that he does not want to arouse racial conflict, or because

of the difficulty he has in coping with racial problems and the issue of racial

discrimination and the limited experience available from the Hungarian context, in many

investigations and reports a strictly procedural approach replaces or overshadows the

analysis in the light of a progressive concept of racial discrimination. What I mean here is

that in many cases of more or less clear racial discrimination there is a tendency in the

reports to find smaller or larger irregularities in the democratic procedure, to try to find

illegality which then can be brought to courts, before the prosecutor’s office, or to the

Public Administration offices, instead of explaining and warning about the racial

discrimination problem. The Zámoly case is an excellent example for this, in which,

probably due to the enormous work and analysis conducted concerning procedural

problems, the report failed to understand the core of the problem, the issue of racial

discrimination143.

This is not to say that such procedural problems are not important. Sometimes

there are cases in which the racist intent is so vague, that it cannot be sustained or proved

even by the means of the ombudsman institution available to the Commissioner144. In

such cases finding procedural mistakes in the workings of the local authority is better

than nothing. In other cases procedural mistakes, omissions, vague formulations of local

orders which are due to pure ignorance or some other racially unbiased reason, open up

the way to arbitrariness and thus to abuse of rights of members of the minority. There is a

good chance that in such cases the burden of the mistake, the arbitrariness, will fall upon

                                                       
143 2960/1998/K see description of the case on pp.200-201; another example is a case (Annual Report 1998
p.78) where unfortunately  procedural problems were not found and in their absence the obvious case of
discrimination was left without comment by the Commissioner
144 4836/1996/K
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the minority with a disproportionate impact145. In these cases again, approach from the

perspective of minority rights is in many instances impossible, so the procedural

approach is very important. In other instances however, if the disproportionate impact is

large enough, if there is no objective justification for the neutral practice causing the

impact, or eventually the racist intent is available from the context of the case, the

suspicion of racial discrimination arises. The task of the Minority Commissioner is first

of all to defend the rights of minorities, to have a better understanding of these rights, to

show a higher empathy towards situations that to the lay person might not look like racist

cases, yet are because of the social context, because of cultural context, because of higher

sensibility of members of minorities. The Minority Commissioner does not have to play

the role of prosecutor, of court or of police, but to see the problems in their larger context

from the perspective of minority rights and their violations. What the Commissioner

should look for is not necessarily illegality, but unreasonable, inhuman behavior.

Understanding and observing this requires more than just checking conformity with the

laws, it means empathy towards the problems and sensitivities of members of minority

groups, and also understanding of stereotypes of the majority, and the ways in which they

operate, or are being put into practice.

The concept of indirect discrimination comes up connected to local authority

cases more often than in other cases.  The treatment of indirect discrimination connected

to local authority cases is rather inconsistent. The inconsistencies are most obvious if

looking at the relevant parts of the annual reports. I shall discuss these in the next chapter

when speaking about the general concept of discrimination used by the Commissioner.

                                                       
145 6197/1996/K, 6028/1997/K, 3630/1996/K
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Here I will only look at the way the concept of indirect discrimination is used in practice,

in the investigation of cases, throughout the years.

Two cases that occurred in this field of discrimination show the difficulties the

Commissioner and his staff had in approaching the issue of indirect discrimination. In the

first one the Commissioner had to deal with a case of clear indirect discrimination146. In

this case the local government of a town refused to make the pavements of the Roma

districts of the town. These were the only districts where there was still no proper

pavement. The reason for the refusal was the local practice according to which

inhabitants of streets, which were being repaired, had to contribute financially to the

reparations. Given the precarious financial situation of Roma in the district in question

they could not offer to contribute, and thus the pavement was not made. The case was

considered one of direct discrimination and was treated as such in the annual report147.

Given the neutral practice according to which all who contribute can have pavement, no

direct discrimination can be observed here, I think. However, given the financial situation

of the Roma and the common knowledge that probably existed at the local government

according to which they will be the only ones not able to contribute, the neutral practice

had disparate impact on the Roma, impact behind which is quite possible to find

discriminatory intent, as well.

In another case 148 of clear indirect discrimination the Commissioner does not

recognize the factor of discrimination and writes his recommendations and initiatives

based purely on the procedural problems found in the case. In this case in a district of

Budapest illegal tenants were evicted without any court decision, which according to the

                                                       
146 4551/1996/K
147 Annual Report 1995 – 1996. pp.32
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law149 would be necessary for eviction. Upon the investigation the mayor declared that

indeed all illegal tenants were evicted in the same way, and that in the respective districts

all the illegal tenants were Roma. The illegal but racially neutral practice used here again

works to the disadvantage of Roma, its burden falls with a disproportionate impact on the

Roma, and thus besides not being in conformity with the law on evictions it also

discriminates indirectly against Roma, and as such runs against the constitutional right

not to be discriminated against. The two cases show well, on the one hand, the

inconsistencies in dealing with indirect discrimination cases, on the other hand also that

usually once a procedural problem is found, the Commissioner stops looking for the

discrimination factor and its aggravating effect in the case.

Improvement in the definition and identification of indirect discrimination occurs

in a case investigated and closed in 2000150. In a town in North Eastern Hungary the local

government brought a decree, which sanctioned as a contravention the collection and

sifting of rubbish. The amount of the fee went up to 10 000 HUF, which could be

transformed upon non-payment into up to 50 days imprisonment. The Commissioner

found in his report of the investigation that sanctioning the collection of recyclable

rubbish is unconstitutional because it is indirectly discriminatory and as such it violates

Article 70/A of the Constitution. The report distinguished between sifting of rubbish and,

connected to that, dumping and acting against public hygiene and, on the other hand,

collecting and taking away from garbage bins the recyclable rubbish. The report argued

that whereas the former can indeed be seen as a contravention, the second is a means of

survival, often a unique a source of income for those who practice it, and as such it

                                                                                                                                                                    
148 8609/1997/K
149 Act LIII. of 1994 on execution. (végrehajtásról)  Articles 172-184
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cannot be seen as a conduct, which needs to be sanctioned. The rubbish is nobody’s

property, therefore taking it away cannot be seen as a contravention, which has to be

sanctioned. Furthermore the sanction that is applied (10 000 HUF) obviously cannot be

covered by these people, thus the pecuniary sanction is transformed into imprisonment in

almost all cases, a sanction which is certainly disproportionate to the aim. Beyond all

this, according to the head of the local minority self-government, all those against whom

the sanction was administered up to the moment of the investigation were Roma. In the

absence of reliable statistics concerning the race of the victims, the Commissioner

accepted as valid the data provided by the minority self-government. Based on that data

the Commissioner argued that the provision concerning the collection of rubbish was

indirectly discriminatory since it had a disparate impact falling on the Roma population

of the region, and no objective justification exists for the provision. The report clearly

interprets the anti-discrimination provision of the Hungarian Constitution (Article 70/A)

to extend beyond direct, disparate treatment discrimination also to indirect disparate

impact discrimination.  The case shows for the first time in the practice of the Minority

Commissioner an excellent application of the concept of disparate impact (or indirect)

discrimination. It uses the definition applied in the European context: looks for the

neutral practice, for the disparate impact that has on the minority and for the availability

of objective justification provided by the local government for the practice. The disparate

impact in this case falls on the Roma minority not because of its cultural distinctiveness

but because of its socially disadvantaged status. The report obviously reflects the

developments taking place during the period of investigation in both the European legal

                                                                                                                                                                    
150 5887/1999/K
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context (meaning the preparation of the EC directive on equal treatment) and the

Hungarian legal context (preparation of the amendment of the Labor Code).

The examined use of the concept shows that at the beginning the Commissioner

did not have a proper understanding of what indirect discrimination means in the activity

of local authorities, he applied the concept on a random basis until recently. The above

examined case151 brings a favorable shift in the work of the Commissioner in this field of

activity.

2. Discrimination in the Field of Education

  The approach of the Minority Commissioner’s office towards discrimination in

the field of education has undergone visible development.  Whereas at the beginning of

his mandate, in 1995 and 1996, the Commissioner had mainly dealt with cases

concerning national minorities and was mainly looking at structural problems occurring

in the education of national minorities152, since 1997 this approach was widened to

include cases of racial discrimination and segregation against Roma. Also the concept of

discrimination has widened from the most simple forms to more complex forms of

discrimination in education. Given the topic of this work my analysis here will mainly

concern the second group of investigations and will only look at the first group as far as

that can be connected to the problem of discrimination on grounds of racial, national or

ethnic origin.

                                                       
151 5887/1999/K
152 In the Hungarian minority protection system Roma are considered an ethnic minority, all the other
groups (the 12 other officially recognized minorities) are national minorities. The minority education
curricula used for national minorities is characterized by language and cultural elements.
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 The key elements of the Commissioner’s work in this field are three major cases

of discrimination-segregation against Roma (Tiszavasvári in 1997, Hajduhadháza in 1998

and Bogács in 2000) and two ex-officio investigations, one concerning education of

minorities (both national and ethnic) in general, including structural elements, legislation,

policy and practice, and the other concerning education of Roma children in schools with

special curricula with regard to the unduly large number of Roma assigned to such

schools. I shall proceed by analyzing these five cases which basically bring up all the

important issues that occurred in the work of the Commissioner’s office concerning

discrimination in education. Where relevant I shall illustrate these issues with other cases,

as well.

 The Tiszavasvári case153 was the first major segregation case that struck the

Hungarian public opinion in July 1997. The case was connected to a primary school in

this small town of Hungary attended by both Hungarian and Roma children. The

complaint issued by leaders of Roma civil rights organizations concerned on the one hand

the separate graduation ceremony organized for Roma pupils, on the other hand the fact

that Roma pupils were not allowed to use the gym and the shop of the school, both

justified by the “infection of Roma children with various contagious diseases154”. The

two facts complained about justified the overall investigation of segregationist practices

in this school. The investigation revealed the facts of the case. It turned out that the

school had three buildings. The main, new building, which also included the gym and the

school shop, was mainly attended by Hungarian children but had some integrated classes,

as well. The other two, older, buildings were exclusively attended by Roma children, the

                                                       
153 6449/1997/K
154 Typical poverty diseases (pediculosis, eczema, itch) caused by lack of minimal hygiene
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first four grades in one of the buildings, the last four in the other building. The Roma

children who were separated belonged exclusively to a group of Vlach Roma living in a

poor Roma neighborhood155 at the outskirts of the town. The founding document of the

school has set as the major purpose of the school the differentiated education of multiply

disadvantaged children. However, interestingly, all, or almost all multiply disadvantaged

children came from the above mentioned neighborhood meaning that they all belonged to

a certain ethnic group. In this way although the differentiated educational program used

in accordance with the founding document was a general catch-up program (not the

Roma special curriculum), it was overwhelmingly used for the separate education of

Roma children. Besides the separation of these Roma children in different school

buildings (seemingly in accordance with an educational program) a practice had

developed which banned these children from using the gym and the school shop. The

justification behind this practice was the health condition of the children and the danger

of spreading diseases. There was no formal decision brought by the school either on the

exclusion from the gym or on the exclusion from the shop. In April 1997 the school

board brought a decision according to which due to the danger of infection the graduation

ceremony of these Roma children was to be held separately.  Until 1995 there was a so

called “health officer” functioning employed by the school. Her task was to take care of

the hygiene of children coming from the poor Roma neighborhood. Since 1995 the

“health officer” position ceased to exist - the victim of a financial rationalization at the

school.

                                                       
155 “Cigány telep” - very poor neighborhood, inhabited by Roma exclusively, with poor infrastructure or no
infrastructure at all: lack of water, canalization, heating.
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 The starting point of the position of the Minority Commissioner was the

following: it is not a priori unlawful to organize separate education, in separated classes

or even buildings, for Roma children. It is in accordance with Art. 70/A (3) of the

Hungarian Constitution  (“the Republic of Hungary shall endeavor to implement equal

rights for everyone through measures that create fair opportunities for all”), argued the

report, that the equality of opportunity of members of disadvantaged groups shall be

furthered by positive measures in the field of public education.  Thus special conditions

can be created for the education of members of the Roma group. The constitutional

requirement that these measures have to fulfill is that the Roma children have to be

provided the same educational conditions as their non-Roma counterparts. Separated

education can be legal “if it respects the procedural and financial prescriptions of the

Education Act and throughout the separated education these children will be provided the

same educational conditions as their non-Roma fellows”156. A constitutional investigation

is to decide in every case whether this constitutional requirement is respected, concludes

the argument.

 In my view the Commissioner’s argument can be questioned for a number of

reasons. First it is very problematic to have as a starting point in a segregation-like case

the idea that separation based on ethnic origin is not a-priori problematic. This is a case

where segregation (according to the Commissioner’s report157) has a history of 40 years

already, a fact that justifies extreme suspicion. The appropriate starting point here would

rather be: discrimination, separation, segregation (however we call it) based on ethnic

origin is suspect and in most cases is unacceptable. This is what Art 70/A (1) and (2) of

                                                       
156 Report on the Tiszvasvári case  pp.6
157 Ibid. pp.3
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the Constitution refers to, and we shall scrutinize all potential discrimination cases in the

light of this.  However we know that the prohibition of discrimination in itself might be

inefficient in dealing with the impact of past discrimination. The result of continuous past

discrimination often means (and this is the case with the Roma) that the members of the

group are multiply disadvantaged: in the field of education, in the field of employment, in

the field of social and economic situation. For members of such groups the negative

prohibition of discrimination is not sufficient for the achievement of equal opportunity.

Art. 70/A (3) means to say that in the case of such people besides the negative prohibition

of discrimination positive measures are to be taken for improving equality of opportunity.

Thus indeed special educational facilities can exceptionally be organized for members of

such a disadvantaged group, as the Roma are here, but only if they promote equality of

opportunity. If there is any doubt about the constitutionality of the aim (here it has to be

the promotion of equal opportunity of the Roma) or the efficiency and proportionality of

the chosen means towards the promotion of the aim we are back to the prohibition of

discrimination. Thus I think it is a matter of principle not to start off from the point of

view that separate education could be acceptable in certain instances.

 The second problem with the Commissioner’s argument concerns the

constitutional requirement, which, according to the Commissioner, has to be fulfilled by

the special treatment educational program provided for the Roma. The argument of the

investigation says that similar educational conditions have to serve as a background for

the differential education. The argument most probably refers to equal financial support,

similarly equipped buildings, equally well educated staff, equal student - teacher ratios,

and equal facilities (such as computers, labs, gym).  What is this requirement standing
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for? In principle it seems to be a requirement that will be able to tell us, which separated

or segregated Roma class of pupils or Roma school is acceptable and which is not. In the

classical US segregation case (Brown v. Board of Education 1954) which was to ban race

based segregation in the US it was rightly argued that segregation of black children from

white children is inherently bad because it carries the badge of servitude. No matter

whether the black school and the white school are perfectly equal as far as their facilities

are concerned, separation in itself is discriminatory.  It is so because of the psychological

effects separation has on minority children, because of the inherent advantage of diversity

in education, because of the perpetuation of stereotypes, just to mention the most

important reasons. If we accept this, and I think that we should, than the test argued for

by the Commissioner is not adequate to measure whether separation is to be considered

discriminatory segregation or special treatment aiming at improving equality of

opportunity.  Moreover, given the Hungarian legal context of minority education158,

special minority education is to be more than equal: for purposes of equal opportunity,

especially in the case of Roma, facilities are to be more developed, teachers more

educated and prepared for special education, and more extracurricular activities are to be

provided. Thus showing that the educational conditions are equal in the special Roma

schools with those in non-minority schools would at most prove that the respective

minority education program is not acceptable constitutionally, because it gives no extras

to the multiply disadvantaged children, it does nothing for equalizing their opportunities

other than keep them separated. Applying the standard of the Commissioner here would

thus not be sufficient for proving that there is no discrimination.

                                                       
158 I mean here for example the per capita supplementary subsidy  provided beyond the subsidy due to non-
minority children for local governments after every child participating in minority education
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 At the level of the particular case the Commissioner’s investigation is somewhat

more thorough than the theoretical standard set previously would require. First, when

looking for the discriminatory element in the separation of pupils into Roma and non-

Roma classes the applied test has two parts. First the Commissioner investigates whether

there is any special pedagogical program behind the separation and second he

investigates whether the educational conditions are similar in the case of both types of

classes.  As already mentioned the reason for separation in this case is a general

“catching-up” program. The Commissioner deems this program acceptable as a

justification for separation and as such he does not consider the separation

discriminatory. However, as he writes, it is important to notice that only Roma children

are participating in this catching-up program.  As for the second element of the test, the

equal educational conditions, the report writes that even though the central building (used

for the integrated classes) is more recently built and thus more modern than the other two

buildings, this is not sufficient for finding the separation discriminatory159. The

Commissioner also recognizes that the gym and the school shop are in the central

building, thus even if Roma pupils were not banned from using them, none of those

would be easily accessible for them.

 It becomes clear from the analysis of the test applied by the Commissioner, that,

besides the problems described in the previous paragraph concerning the equal

educational conditions clause, the test is inadequate for the present purposes.  In this case

we have a clear example of indirect discrimination: a pedagogical test is applied (let us

suppose) equally to all pupils registering for this school. The result of the test is that

almost all children coming from the Vlach Roma neighborhood fail: they are considered

                                                       
159 Report on the Tiszvasvári case  pp.10
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in need of a catching-up education program. No other children fail the test. The testing

procedure either intentionally or unintentionally has a disproportionate impact on this

group of Roma. Does this mean that they are all mentally disabled? Probably not. It

might be that the test is neutral but it is administered in a racially biased manner (in this

case we have a pattern and practice case of discrimination) or the test has an inbuilt bias

which leads to the systematic failure of Roma children. There could be several reasons

why they fail: their native language is not Hungarian and the test is administered in

Hungarian; the test includes questions concerning goods, which for social reasons they

have never encountered before; they did not attend kindergarten, just to mention the most

obvious ones. Here the Commissioner, though he recognizes the disproportionate results

of the pedagogical tests, does not consider this an instance of discrimination. One can

very well imagine that the pedagogical test is not applied equally: for instance only

children from the Roma neighborhood are tested, or else, not only objective relevant

criteria are taken into consideration, but arbitrary ones, such as race, as well. Several

pieces of indirect evidence, especially declarations and explanations of the staff of the

school, also indicate that separation of the Roma children was not a matter of negligence

in this case but rather an intended effect of prejudiced thinking. The disproportionate

impact serves as the indicator of discriminatory patterns or practices working against

Roma children and allows, and I think requires, searching for and finding systemic

disparate treatment discrimination. In this case however the Commissioner’s definition of

discrimination is limited to direct discrimination, to disparate treatment based on an

explicit race element. The problem is not only that he does not use disproportionate

impact as proof of discrimination, but that he refuses to use it even as an indicator for
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potential discrimination. Thus he fails to recognize the evident instance of racial

discrimination.

 The Commissioner concludes the part of analysis of whether the separation of

Roma children is discriminatory by writing: ”the major deficiency here is that the Roma

children are educated according to a general catching-up program and not in accordance

with Art.45 (2) of the Minority Act.”160 That is to say, the problem here is not that

children are segregated on racial grounds but that the school fails to provide adequate

justification for the separation. This argument flows from the mistaken starting point of

the investigation according to which separated education of Roma is not a-priori illegal.

Thus the Commissioner ends up by providing the school with a better justification for

maintaining the segregation. To say that until now there was segregation, from now on

we call it special Roma catching-up program maintains an unacceptable continuity. Since

parents have seemingly (as far as can be seen from the file) not requested separate

education, moreover they did not even consent to the separation of their children

according to their ethnicity, separation cannot be maintained whatever program justifies

it. This should have been made clear in the report. The analysis of the Commissioner in

this case seems too permissive with segregation.

 Concerning the ban on using the gym and the shop and the separate graduation

ceremony the Commissioner argues: the main problem is that the classification based on

race instead of health condition was over inclusive. By excluding all children attending

the Roma classes from the use of the gym, several uninfected children were excluded, as

well. This questions the truth of the health justification. It rather seems that health

                                                       
160 Report on the Tiszvasvári case  pp.11. Art 45(2) states: Special educational conditions can be created for
decreasing the disadvantages that the Roma minority has on the field of education.
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condition was used as a proxy for exclusion on racial basis. Similarly in the case of the

graduation ceremony: in earlier years, despite the existence of infection, graduation was

organized in an integrated manner. The exclusionary decision brought in 1997 affected

Roma children disregarding whether they were infected or not. However, argues the

Commissioner’s report: the discriminatory intent behind the decision to hold the Roma

graduation ceremony cannot be proved161. Yet, he argues, the unprepared manner in

which the Roma ceremony was conducted and the fact that the promised “tradition-

creating” aim of the ceremony was not fulfilled (no Roma cultural elements were

introduced in the ceremony) lead to discrimination. The argument concludes: the

violation is caused by the extremely bad social and public health conditions prevailing in

the Roma neighborhood, thus it cannot be handled without handling the causes behind it.

Until there will be no changes in the condition of the neighborhood, this can serve as

cause or reference for discriminative conduct in the field of education.

The major problem with the argument of the Commissioner is a reoccurring

problem, something that we have seen earlier connected to local authority practices: he

fails to recognize as racial discrimination cases in which race is not explicitly mentioned.

In this particular case even though the explicit basis for the classification is health

condition, in practice race is used for classifying who shall go to one ceremony and who

to the other. Moreover even if the health condition based classification would not be over

inclusive it would still be obvious that it is used as a proxy for racial classification. The

proof for this can be found in the argument of the Commissioner: namely in the previous

years the ceremony was integrated despite infection. If infection were the only motive,

ceremonies held in previous years should have been segregated, as well. Second: even if

                                                       
161 Report on the Tiszvasvári case  pp.11
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Roma cultural elements had been introduced in the ceremony and a “tradition of Roma

graduation ceremony” had been created, in the absence of the consent or explicit request

of parents and children this would still have been a segregated ceremony because it is not

up to the school board to decide who is Roma and who is not, and among the Roma who

wants to protect the cultural tradition and who wants rather to forget about it. Moreover a

standard element of the stereotype concerning Roma is the bad hygiene of the members

of this group, thus this particular practice can easily be seen to derive from this

stereotype. Finally to say that social conditions are the problem behind discrimination in

the field of education is to disregard the fact that the Roma neighborhood is itself a

segregated neighborhood where the hygienic conditions are as they are most probably

because of the discriminatory practice of the local government in allocating resources for

the development of infrastructure. Of course the investigation of this problem was not the

issue at stake here, but saying that social conditions are the cause may question liability

for the very serious discrimination case here.

 One explanation for the relatively moderate interpretation of the Commissioner’s

office on discrimination in the Tiszavasvári case can be found in other documents of the

file (not the report). In a memo used for internal purposes the official responsible for

education issues writes162 that from the initiative of the Commissioner it shall be clear

that the Office wants to promote cooperation between the different institutions. It shall be

clear, he writes, that “we think no one is guilty of racism, but that they have chosen

wrong methods for the solution of their problems. The cause of discrimination here is not

racism, that is intentionality, but the lack of methods and information. Together we will

                                                       
162 Aáry-Tamás Lajos “Kezdeményezés tervezet a tiszavasvári ügyben” (proposal for report in the
Tiszavasvári case) pp.4
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be able to handle the abuse.” The chosen strategy is some form of mediation, not

mediation between authorities and the Roma community in question, but mediation

between the Commissioner and the authorities. The Roma remain a third party for which

problems will be solved by others. Finally there is one more interesting point: the letter

sent by the Commissioner to the local mayor, a letter containing the initiatives of the

Commissioner in this case, adopts a much stricter position than the report itself. Even

though it contains no legal or theoretical explanation it states clearly, contrary to the

report, that the separated education of Roma children, the separated graduation ceremony

and the ban on using the gym led to the segregation of Roma children and thus to a

violation of Art.70/A of the Constitution (non-discrimination clause). In a short analysis

the letter shows that all the problems presented by the school board as motivating the

separation of children could have been solved with racially neutral and more efficient

means thus the segregation was unjustified and as such unconstitutional.

 The Hajduhadháza case163 occurred more than one year later, following the

general ex officio investigation conducted in the field of education. The progress in the

approach of the Commissioner’s office towards minority education and segregation of

Roma children is visible. The case resembles very much the previous, Tiszavasvári case.

It takes place in a small town and its schools in which education is conducted in several

buildings. One of the schools in question has three buildings: integrated classes (33% of

Roma children attend such classes) are educated in the modern central building whereas

the two other, older, buildings are used for the lower and the upper grades of special

Roma catching-up classes respectively. In the other school there is a fourth building for

the education of classes of slightly mentally disabled children.
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 The approach of the Commissioner is very clear-cut.  He argues in the report that

the separation of Roma children into Roma classes and even Roma buildings can only be

lawful if three requirements are fulfilled. First: there has to be a special pedagogical

program behind the separation, program that aims to reduce the educational

disadvantages of Roma children (special Roma catching-up programs) and as such is in

accordance with Article 45. of the Minority Act, with the provisions of the National

Framework Curriculum and the Directive for the Education in Schools of National and

Ethnic Minorities164. Second: the educational conditions of Roma and non-Roma classes

and buildings have to be equal (buildings, staff, facilities). Third: since special Roma

catching-up programs are to be considered minority education, the written request and the

consent of the parents is needed. The Commissioner proceeds to analyze the three

requirements in the case of both schools. In the first step he accepts the special Roma

catching-up curricula as being in conformity with the relevant laws and regulations. He

goes on to look at educational conditions. In the case of the Dr. Földi János primary

school (the one with three buildings) he concludes that even though the central building is

in very good condition and the other two buildings have “more modest educational

facilities” the different facilities of the three buildings cannot be regarded as sufficient for

grounding the claim of discrimination. Meanwhile based on research of a Roma civil

rights organization the Commissioner notes that teachers in the main building have on

average half as many teaching duties than teachers in the Roma building (the former

teach 25.5 hours/week the latter 44.6 hours/week) which means not only that teachers

working with Roma children are much more tired and probably much less efficient but

                                                                                                                                                                    
163  3964/1998/K made public at a press conference in March 19, 1999
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also that they have much less extra time to consider the special concerns and problems of

Roma children. In the other, the Bocskai primary school the conditions are similar, but

differences are even more obvious. The Commissioner mentions for example that the

Roma classes have no access to computers unlike their fellows attending integrated

classes.  Even though inequalities are obvious and measurable at the objective level in the

case of both schools the Commissioner does not find these sufficient for grounding the

claim of discrimination on them. Finally, the Commissioner looks at the consent of

parents and finds that parents have presumably consented orally but they have not given

their written consent. The report concludes thus that the special Roma catching-up

educational programs fail to satisfy the third condition (and only the third one) in the case

of both schools and thus are unlawful. In both schools there is segregated teaching, writes

the Commissioner.

 The test used here is much better articulated than the one used in the case of

Tiszavasvári. However there are still a number of ambiguities: some in the way the test is

formulated and some in the application of the test to the particular case. As we already

discussed in the case of Tiszavasvári it is rather meaningless to measure whether

educational conditions are equal in the Roma and the non-Roma buildings. Equal

facilities would not be sufficient to exclude the case of segregation, in the meantime

equal facilities are not sufficient for special Roma catching-up programs which need

more than just equal facilities, since these require extra educational conditions. Nothing

proves more this later claim than the fact that in 1998 (the year under review) the local

government of Hajduhadháza had received more than 12 million HUF as supplementary

                                                                                                                                                                    
164 32/1997 (XI.5.) Ministry of Culture and Education Decree on the provision of directives for
kindergarten and school education for national and ethnic minorities.
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minority educational subsidy from the central budget, a subsidy which according to the

Public Education Act cannot be used for anything else but minority education. Another

problem with the test concerns the larger issue of whether special Roma catching-up

programs are in conformity with the constitutional requirement concerning the

prohibition of discrimination. I discussed this in the part of the paper taking up the

general discussion of the Hungarian legal context, and argued that these programs are

state instruments for discrimination and segregation against the Roma.

 The problem with the application of the test to the particular case relates to

weighting when the educational conditions available in the Roma and the non-Roma

buildings are unequal. Even if the premise that educational conditions have simply to be

equal between Roma and non-Roma schools were acceptable, there are still problems

with the way the Commissioner measures this equality. Seemingly the weighting

procedure of the Commissioner is a minimal one in which proof such as no computers for

Roma, or much less teachers with a much heavier teaching burden for the Roma children,

is still not sufficient to ground discrimination. What is the use of the test than?

 The problem of Roma catching-up programs occurs in several other cases, as

well. One interesting case concerns children separated on the basis of whether they

attended kindergarten or not165. This seemingly race neutral classification functions

however, as an instrument for separation which burdens Roma children

disproportionately. It is frequent in the case of Roma families to refuse to send their

children to kindergarten. However the notary public has the duty to enforce the law and

to coerce these families to send their children to attend kindergarten at least in the last

compulsory year from the age of five. The Commissioner suggests in his letter to the
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notary that making Roma families understand the importance of kindergarten, and

making the kindergarten more attractive for them is more appropriate than separating and

organizing catching-up programs for the children who missed pre-school education - i.e.

the Roma. The argument does not state explicitly the fact of indirect discrimination,

however the way the letter approaches the problem shows that the case was treated as

such. Provided that the race-neutral classification serves a very important purpose (proper

education of children) and as such cannot be invalidated, the Commissioner proposes

positive measures, which should aim at decreasing the burden that falls on the Roma

minority, measures which aim to promote equal opportunity of Roma children.

 In two other cases the complaint concerning separation of Roma children in

schools was unjustified166. It turned out in both cases that the separation was in

accordance with the legal requirements set for special Roma catching-up programs. In

fact in none of these cases were separate classes established for the Roma children in

question. In one of the cases children were participating in extra curricular activities in

catching-up groups based on individual need and also in some activities for the

promotion of identity and cultural tradition167. In the other case the program was

functioning on a purely voluntary basis as compensatory education besides the general

curriculum.

 The last case of segregation that shall be examined here is the Bogács case168.

This investigation brought major changes in the approach of the Commissioner to racial

discrimination in the field of education, change and improvement that paralleled the

                                                                                                                                                                    
165 5173/1998/K
166 9038/1997/K and 3921/1998/K
167  3921/1998/K
168 3008/2000/K
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improvement going on almost simultaneously in the field of discrimination committed by

local authorities169.  The investigation was started ex officio by the Commissioner based

on a television report concerning the segregation practiced in the primary school of this

settlement. The report showed that all Roma children, except one, were educated in

separate catch-up classes, they were separated in the school canteen, were using separate

toilets, had different, lower quality tableware. The staff of the Commissioner office

investigated the facts of the case on the spot, and found everything (except the tableware

which was seemingly replaced in the period between the report and the investigation) in

accordance with the report. The investigation found that special catch up classes were

organized in parallel with normal classes for children with learning, integration and

behavior problems. However despite the seemingly neutral selection procedures

somehow all children having such difficulties were members of the Roma minority, and

only one Roma pupil of the school made it to one of the normal classes. Given the

overlap between these catch up classes and the group of minority students, these classes

were also considered by the school as classes providing minority education in accordance

with the Minority Act. Thus the school received extra normative support from the central

budget for these classes not only as special catch up curricula but also as special minority

education. Meanwhile the report had shown that the school disregarded all formal

requirements necessary for starting minority education programs: it missed the collection

of the informed written consent (or eventually request) of the parents for organizing

minority education, had no special curricula needed for an educational program to qualify

as minority education, and finally it did not have the declaration of the National Roma

Minority Self-government which is needed if a minority educational program is to be

                                                       
169 5887/1999/K
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started. The report has also shown that the facilities provided for these classes are of a

much lower quality than those available for the “normal” classes. Segregation with regard

to the toilets and the canteen was not formalized, yet present in the perception of the

Roma children. They knew which toilet they were not supposed to use, and which tables

they were not supposed to sit at.

 The report of the investigation correctly argues against the shifting together of

educational programs being designed for addressing the problems of children with

learning, integration or behavior difficulties and of minority educational programs. Thus

it treats the two issues separately. Concerning the minority education program: it shows

the procedural problems and inadequacies of the given minority education program,

regards it unlawful and recommends that the school starts from scratch the organization

of such a program if the parents of the concerned children give their informed consent.

Regarding the catch up program the Commissioner argues that it is indirectly

discriminatory because the selection procedure results in an outrageous disparate impact

falling on the Roma minority. The report argues that such an impact (all Roma children

of the settlement except one have learning, integration and behavior difficulties) cannot

reasonably be sustained as justified. The report also shows that the pedagogical program

standing behind these special classes has elements serving as evidence for the racial

prejudice that led to the overlap between the students of these classes and the Roma

students of the school. The program argues at one point: “in case of the Roma children

reaching the school age does not mean that they are prepared for school”. The

Commissioner finds this type of argument stereotypical, one that looks at these children

not as individuals but only as members of an ethnic group. Such an argument results in
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the organization of education not on grounds of individual needs but on grounds of

prejudices and results in racially discriminatory practices.

 The report recommends that the files of all children taking part in the catch-up

education programs be reviewed in light of the report and of its anti-discrimination

considerations. The definition of indirect discrimination is appropriate in this case,

beyond considering the neutral practice and the disparate impact which is so outrageous

that no justification would be acceptable for it, it also brings in the issue of intentionality.

It says that a finding of indirect discrimination can be made even in the absence of racist

intent or in the absence of available proof for such intent, on the basis of the disparate

impact falling on the group. Even if the report does not go on to examine the question of

intent for this particular case, all the facts of the case and the way the report analyzed

these implies that the Commissioner was aware of the racist intent.

 Let me turn now to the comprehensive investigations conducted in this field.

First in 1997 the Office of the Commissioner conducted an ex officio investigation in the

field of minority education in general. The conclusions of the examination covered

several aspects of discrimination in the field of education. I shall not discuss the entire

report only the parts that are relevant for our analysis of how the Commissioner interprets

the concept of discrimination based on national, ethnic or racial origin.

 The report of the investigation first examined the legal context of public education

from the point of view of racial discrimination. The report made several comments and

suggestions for change. The first and most important such suggestion concerned the

sanctioning and procedures for proof and evidence of discrimination in the field of

education. The Commissioner argued that according to the regulation in force
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discrimination on the basis of color, sex, religion, national or ethnic origin … among

others is illegal (Education Act 4. (7)) in the field of education, however the Act contains

no appropriate sanctions for instances of discrimination. According to the Commissioner

in cases of discrimination it would also be appropriate to shift the burden of proof onto

the discriminating party. He suggested amendment of the Act in light of these two

procedural recommendations.

 The report draws attention to another instance of discrimination reflected in the

legislation concerning education. In its Article 128 the Public Education Act prescribed

that teachers teaching in regular educational programs shall sign up for extension training

in five years from ratification of the Act at the latest, if their level of professional

education is not appropriate. Similarly teachers teaching in minority education programs

shall sign up for extension training, however they were only given 3.5 years to sign up for

training, meaning that teachers involved in minority education were discriminated

against. The Commissioner considered this a violation of the constitutional prohibition of

discrimination and recommended the amendment of the Act.

 The report also argued that it is discriminatory against members of national and

ethnic minorities that the decree of the Ministry of Culture and Education Directive for

the Education of National and Ethnic Minorities in Schools and Kindergartens 170 has

been brought with a delay of more than a year. This delay caused confusion in institutions

involved in the education of national and ethnic minorities, left much shorter time for

minority teachers to prepare for the new system than teachers involved in regular

                                                       
170 32/1997 (XI.5.) Ministry of Culture and Education Decree on the provision of directives for
kindergarten and school education for national and ethnic minorities
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education had. Thus the delay resulted in discrimination. The Commissioner found the

Ministry liable for this discrimination.

 A separate part of the report addressed the problems connected to the education of

Roma children. The paragraph of the Minority Act on the basis of which special Roma

catching-up programs are organized writes: “Special educational conditions can be

provided for decreasing the educational disadvantages of the Roma minority”171. The

Commissioner found this formulation problematic because it speaks about the

disadvantages of the Roma minority not the disadvantage of individual pupils, thus

inferring that the group as such is disadvantaged in educational terms172.  The report

suggested that the principle of equal opportunities shall stand at the basis of the special

Roma curriculum instead of the idea of decreasing disadvantages. Indeed the criticized

paragraph contains a racial classification which can be seen as subsuming the

backwardness of the group in question by this general formulation, it infers inferiority of

the group.

 The question is, went on the Commissioner’s argument, whether the separation of

Roma in education is falling under the category of minority education, whether it is

following the same aims, i.e. protection and transmission of cultural identity, of minority

language and culture, as the other minority education programs do. Whereas separation is

completely justified in the case of national minority programs promoting the above

cultural aims the question is very different in the case of Roma programs. In the absence

of unified Roma culture and language, due to the low prestige of Roma culture, Roma

educational programs rarely contain cultural elements. However, concludes the argument,

                                                       
171 Minority Act 45.§ (2)
172 Report on the general investigation concerning minority education 1998. pp.22
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this is not a reason to separate Roma children even without an educational program. Such

separation, unless based on an educational program which is in accordance with the legal

prescriptions and based on the written consent of the parents is unlawful because it

discriminates against the Roma children.

 The report here is very categorical on the discriminatory feature of inadequate

race-based separation. The test presented is lacking the ambiguous element of equal

educational conditions used in the cases of Tiszavasvári and Hajduhadháza. However it

says very little about how an acceptable special Roma curriculum should look, which

means that there is no standard against which the first criterion of the test can be

measured. The only suggestion given is that parents of Roma children together with

schools, local Roma self-governments, local governments and specialists, such as social

workers or social-pedagogists, have to work out a solution at the local level. The

responsibility for circulating information, for creating the professional framework, for

training of teachers involved in the work lies with the Ministry of Education and Culture

concludes the report. This part of the report correctly sheds light on the hybrid character

of special Roma catching-up programs: it shows that on the one hand these are equal

opportunity programs with no cultural elements in most cases (whatever is the reason

behind this absence), on the other hand they are considered minority education programs

since consent of parents is needed (if they were simple catching-up programs pedagogical

programs would be decisive and the consent of parents most probably would not be

needed). This argument has been used and further developed by the Commissioner in the

above examined Bogács case. However this report fails to draw conclusions from the

analysis of the ambiguous character of these programs, it fails to formulate precisely in
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which conditions such programs could be acceptable. Furthermore it fails to draw

attention to the necessity of distinguishing between programs required for the different

groups of Roma  - some of them speaking Hungarian, others having other native

languages. Differentiation between the different groups would make sense exactly

because the issue of catching up sometimes is a simple language learning problem,

whereas at other times this is not the case.

 Chapter VI. of the report defines the concept of discrimination that is used

throughout the report. Its starting premises are the first two Articles of the 1960

UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education173. Concerning intentionality

in discrimination the report refuses the view that only intentional discrimination, i.e.

discrimination based on racist prejudices is discrimination. Since intent might be

important from the point of view of therapies, writes the report174, but are insignificant

from the point of view of impacts, racially discriminatory practices shall be taken to

include the practices which had a racially significant disparate impact but behind which

there was no malign intent. The report differentiates between three types of

discrimination: direct discrimination (practices deriving from discrimination), indirect

discrimination (all practices which disadvantage minority pupils as pupils belonging to a

minority), and finally according to the third definition discrimination includes direct and

indirect discrimination and policies and practices which fail to create equal opportunities

for minority pupils. The Commissioner opts in the field of education for the third

definition, the widest interpretation.  However he thinks that this option blurs the

distinction between discrimination and disadvantage. This is why he sets a restraint to

                                                       
173 Convention ratified in Hungary by Act XI. of 1964
174 Report on the general investigation concerning minority education 1998. pp.40
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this definition, namely that the disadvantages which are common for the minority and the

non-minority population, those that cannot be handled by legal or education-policy

means, respectively those that derive from choices made by the concerned are not to be

considered discrimination cases. It is not exactly clear what the elements of this restraint

mean, and since this definition is never applied in practice we never find out about their

exact meaning.

 The report looks separately at structural forms of discrimination in the field of

education. It raises briefly a list of problems: the incompatibility of minority educational

programs with the regular curriculum; the absence of adequate models of minority

educational institutions which would be able to provide equal opportunity in the

advancement of minority pupils within the public education system (e.g. absence of well-

defined Roma catching-up programs); the disproportionate number of Roma children

assigned in special curriculum schools (for mentally disabled children); the absence of

adequate pedagogical counseling and information services in the field of minority

education; finally the absence of an overarching education policy which would address

efficiently the problem of discrimination of minority pupils in the Hungarian public

education system.

 The report further mentions as discriminatory practices against Roma in public

education the phenomenon of segregation, the problem of differentiated grading and

teaching within integrated classes, the absence of extracurricular activities (foreign

language, sports, computer) for Roma. However these practices are not analyzed in detail

and no concrete cases illustrate them. Thus it rather seems like an enumeration of
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possible discriminatory practices. Each of these phenomena would deserve a separate

investigation illustrated by concrete cases and analyzed in legal and constitutional terms.

 Thus it can be concluded that the general investigation on education uses an anti-

discrimination project (Koppelman 1996) type of approach to discrimination which

proposes to include not only procedural discrimination but also disproportionate impact

cases and inequality of opportunity problems. The report recommends several important

changes to the legal framework of public education and within that minority education. It

also lists several possible methods available for discriminating against minority students,

but unfortunately most of these are left unexamined. Obviously one investigation on the

minority education system of Hungary, even if attempting to be as comprehensive as

possible, could not have addressed all the discrimination issues that occur in this field.

This report can rather be seen as a preliminary work which helps in assessing the

narrower investigations to be conducted in the future.

 The second formal investigation175, foreshadowed in the general investigation on

minority education, concerned the disproportionate number of Roma children

inmatriculated in special curriculum schools (for mentally disabled children). The

premise of this investigation was that the proportion of Roma children in special

curriculum schools is six-seven times larger than their proportion in the relevant age

groups. The starting point of the report was that unless the contrary is proved the

proportion of mentally disabled children cannot be higher among Roma than it is among

other groups176. The Commissioner emphasized that this investigation is especially

important since these type of schools function as dead-ends in the life of children

                                                       
175 Report on the general investigation concerning the education of Roma children in special curricula
schools 1999
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attending them, they virtually close down all opportunities for further education or

employment. The disproportionate number of Roma in such education perpetuates and

might even increase the already existent disadvantages of the Roma minority group. The

reasons thought to be behind this disproportionality were, on the one hand, the systemic

discrimination against Roma, and, on the other hand, the failure of schools with normal

curricula in integrating Roma children. This investigation only addressed the first issue,

that of systemic discrimination.

In the first step the Commissioner examined the legal framework and the practice

as a result of which children are selected for special curricula schools. The report

analyzed the selection procedure: children are sent before expert committees based on the

recommendation of their teachers, and these committees decide about their fate based on

pedagogical tests. The examination found that elements of racial bias can intervene both

at the level of the teachers and at the level of the expert committees. At the level of the

teachers the report found several explicit racial elements in the forms completed by

teachers, which made clear that in those cases prejudice against Roma children played a

role in their being proposed for special education. In several other cases the forms

showed ignorance, misunderstanding of the questions, and often negligence in filling in

the form. In several cases the child was sent before the committee before even filling in

the form. At the level of the expert committees the racial bias could most easily come in

with the pedagogical tests used for selecting the children who are unfit for normal

education. The report argued that it is unavoidable that the first years of childhood has

enormous impact on the development of children, social and cultural factors equally
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influence this development and tests might sometimes have difficulties in distinguishing

disability from different socialization.

Based on the results of the investigation and also on conclusions of other research

in the field, the Commissioner concluded that the selection procedure allows for both

elements of explicit racial discrimination and for racially biased negligence, or racially

selective indifference as Brest called it (1976). The procedure, as practice has shown, is

both over- and under-inclusive. Some children with mental disabilities are saved from the

dead-end of the special curricula, whereas several children without any mental problems

are included in the special education system. The report concludes that the procedure is

insufficiently regulated and as such allows for racial bias, which than occurs in a

systemic manner. The bias intervening at the systemic level results in the

disproportionate number of Roma children in special curricula schools. Besides the

malign intent racial bias the Commissioner also discovered a paternalist explanation often

used for justifying the situation. It is often argued that the slower and less exigent

teaching method of special curricula schools is often better for the self-esteem of children

with poor socioeconomic background than the highly competitive normal schools. This

argument, wrote the report, wants to protect children by discriminating and segregating

them, and as such is unacceptable.

As remedies the Commissioner recommended first the revision of the legal

framework with special concern to the regulations referring to the procedure of selection

at all its levels, in order to exclude the possibility of racial bias from the system. Second,

where appropriate, it recommended the more thorough respect of existent laws and other
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regulations and an adequate system of control of the implementation of relevant laws and

regulations.

This formal investigation again seemed to utilize a very wide definition of racial

discrimination even if in this case the report itself contained no explicit definition of what

it means when it writes about discrimination. It is clear from the examination of the

practices and the conclusions of the investigations that discrimination was taken to mean

here both direct and indirect discrimination. The example for direct discrimination is the

explicit reference to racial elements in the recommendations of the teachers towards the

expert committees. On the other hand the issue of culturally biased pedagogical tests is

definitely an issue of indirect discrimination, of a neutral practice having disparate impact

on the members of the Roma minority. Also it is important to mention that the conclusion

of the report speaks not of individual instances of racial discrimination but of racial

discrimination present at the systemic level, thus responsibility for introducing the

necessary changes is placed at the Ministry of Culture and Education, not at the level of

expert committees or eventually individual teachers.

 To summarize: improvement can be seen in the approach of the Commissioner to

discrimination in the field of education. The improvement first occurred in general formal

investigations where the burden of producing results (in the sense of enforcing the

recommendations) has been less visible. In the first years, however, when the

Commissioner came to the particular cases his approach to discrimination became much

more cautious. It seems that the extensive approach to discrimination was worked out for

the first time in the report of the general investigation on minority education. However

the Hajdúhadháza case came after that general investigation and even though its approach
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is much more refined than the approach of the Tiszavasvári case it is still a retreat as

compared to the approach of the general investigation. One possibility is that the

Commissioner failed to operationalize at this time the concept of discrimination

recognized at the theoretical level.

 The justification the Commissioner gave for this discrepancy177 is different

however. He argued that whereas in the case of the general investigation statements were

made at a theoretical level, in the particular cases conclusions have legal consequences,

liability of the actors is to be established, and perhaps legal proceedings have to be

initiated and thus prudence is more than necessary.  Referring to another case the

Commissioner argued that if the Office were to claim without thorough justification that

there is racial discrimination, legal proceedings would be initiated, the judiciary would

refute the discrimination case and this would not be beneficial for the institution178.

 This argument seems to derive from a mistaken understanding of the institution. It

perceives the Parliamentary Commissioner institution as just a preliminary stage for legal

proceedings: an institution whose opinion has to be confirmed by courts. In my opinion

the possibility for the institution to start investigation upon abuse of constitutional

rights179 and not only upon illegality, and its instruments, which are more flexible than

those used by courts (e.g. persuasion, mediation), allow the Commissioner to have a

wider understanding of discrimination not only in theory but also in practice.  If the

Commissioner establishes the liability of some authority for discriminatory conduct, it

does not necessarily mean that sanctions have to be applied: the authority can be

persuaded that the practice is abusive, incorrect, not reasonable and as such it should be

                                                       
177 Interview with the Minority Parliamentary Commissioner 21. April 1999, Budapest
178 Ibid.
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modified. This would be a procedure which is perfectly feasible with the prerogatives of

the Parliamentary Commissioner. It can of course well be that persuasion fails, publicity

also fails and indeed this is the flaw of the institution. Sometimes it may fail.

 In light of the above the major change in the approach of the Commissioner to

discrimination in the field of education came thus with the Bogács case in which the

widely interpreted but mainly theoretical concept of discrimination came to be applied to

an individual case of discrimination, in practice, as well. It seems that, as in the field of

discrimination in the practices of local authorities, in the field of education the changes in

the international legal context that took place in 2000 also made their effects visible.

 

 3. Employment Discrimination

The issue of employment discrimination brings up the question of how we define

the scope of action of the Minority Commissioner? A major part of employment

discrimination cases (given the share of the private sector among employers) occurs in

the private sector. Act LIX. of 1993 on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Citizen

Rights restricts the activity of the Parliamentary Commissioners to abuses of

constitutional rights committed by public authorities. On the other hand the Minority Act

refers to the Minority Commissioner as dealing with abuses of rights falling under the

Minority Act, without mentioning the restriction to the public authorities. The issue of

employment discrimination raises the question of whether discrimination committed in

the field of employment by private sector employers can be dealt with by the Minority

Commissioner in any way, directly or indirectly, and the question of whether the

                                                                                                                                                                    
179 The concept of abuse has been discussed in the chapter concerning the Hungarian legal framework
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employment practices of public authorities and other state bodies fall under the

jurisdiction of the Commissioner or not.

These questions can be answered by looking at the investigations conducted by

the Commissioner concerning employment discrimination.  In his first four years of

activity the Commissioner conducted one formal investigation referring to this problem

and investigated several cases, initiated mostly upon individual complaints. These

investigations show that the Commissioner tends to give a relatively flexible answer to

the above questions. First, in the introductory part of the formal investigation concerning

discrimination in employment180 the scope of the investigation is set in the light of the

restrictive competence definition of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act. The formal

investigation proposes to examine the activity of labor authorities, the availability of

sanctions and means for remedy and to see whether those are appropriate to address

individual cases of employment discrimination eventually committed also by private

sector employers. Here, as in the case of other private sector actors (to be examined in

more details later on), the Commissioner widens the scope of action of the institution by

exercising indirect influence over the private sector, as well. Thus the Commissioner

interprets the competence of his own institution more in light of the provisions of the

Minority Act, with procedural restrictions deriving from the Parliamentary Commissioner

Act, which can be overcome through indirect control. The same point is shown also by

the case of discriminatory advertisements181. In his letter to the Minister of Justice

concerning discriminatory advertisements the Commissioner wrote: “I have competence

to investigate advertisements which discriminate against job applicants coming from one

                                                       
180 Report on the general investigation concerning discrimination in employment 1998
181 4249/1998/K
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of the ethnic or national minority groups”. However in another letter connected to the

same issue, written to the head of the Labor Authority182 the Commissioner points out

that he has no competence to make recommendations to private sector employers. This

means that he interprets his competence in this field to include indirect action also in the

private sector but not direct action. His influence on private sector employers derives

from control over authorities in charge of addressing, investigating and sanctioning

claims of employment discrimination, and from recommendations of changes in the legal

framework, amendment of existing legal instruments and introduction of new ones,

addressed to law making bodies (to the parliament and to the ministries on charge).

However, despite this theoretical refusal to directly address the complaints

concerning discriminatory employment practices of private sector employers, in practice

sometimes private sector employers are also approached directly. For example, in a case

of an employment discrimination complaint addressed to the Commissioner in 1998183

the Commissioner’s office went as far as investigating the decision of a private sector

employer. The complaint was raised against the company’s decision not to employ an

applicant of Roma origin because of lack of working experience. The job applicant

interpreted the decision as being based on discriminatory intent. The Commissioner

applied in his investigation the test of rationality for the decision: looked at whether the

job requirements were rational from the perspective of the business (whether it was

rational to require working experience in the field), and second whether there was no

error in the procedure that could have lead to the decision in question. Since the answers

given by the investigation were negative to both questions the Commissioner found the

                                                       
182 Munkaügyi felügyelõség
183 1671/1998/K
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charge of discrimination unsupported. However he proceeded to help the complainant,

and act as agent in solving his problem either by finding him another job or a possibility

for further professional training.

In the discriminatory advertisement case, already referred to above184, even

though no recommendations were made, the investigation clearly concerned the publisher

of the advertisement, the Expressz newspaper which belonged to the private sector. These

cases seem to show that even though in theory the Commissioner thinks that

investigations on private sector actors are not within his competence, in practice

investigation, requesting explanations, information or even files or non-adversarial

procedures such as mediation, informal persuasion can clearly extend to the actors of the

private sector, as well.

Regarding the other question phrased at the beginning of this section, that is do

employment practices of public authorities and other state bodies fall under the

jurisdiction of the Commissioner or not, only a partial answer can be found in the reports

of the Commissioner’s cases (mainly due to the absence of such complaints), however

declarations of the employment discrimination expert of the Commissioner’s office seem

to settle the problem. The only case in which the Commissioner had the opportunity to

express his view regarding this question is the investigation of a complaint concerning

the employment practices of the Public Foundation for Roma in Hungary185. In this case

the complainant (a job applicant of Roma origin) complained about being refused in a job

contest without even being called for the interview. The Commissioner has chosen to

                                                       
184 4297/1998/K. The advertisement published in the major advertisement newspaper of Hungary
(Expressz) was looking for “white skin, anti-alcoholic mason”.
185 7182/1997/K
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investigate the case, meaning that he accepted that the Public Foundation falls under his

competence not only as a decision-making authority but also as an employer.

In a similar case the Parliamentary Commissioner for Citizen’s Rights has taken,

however, a position contrary to this186. That case concerned the discriminatory (on the

grounds of age and sex) employment practices of the Ministries and the Revenue Office.

The Commissioner for Citizen’s rights refused to investigate the case based on the

argument that the Parliamentary Commissioner Act only allows the Commissioners to

investigate abuses caused by decisions of authorities or other administrative bodies.

Provided that employment practices, the argument goes, belong to the employment

activity of the authority, and as such are not “public authority like decisions”187, these do

not fall under the competence of the Commissioner. Based on the case described above

and also on the opinion of the employment discrimination expert of the Commissioner,

the Minority Commissioner defines the competence of the Parliamentary Commissioners

(the Minority Commissioner in particular) to include all the activities and decisions of

public authorities and administrative bodies, including their employment practices.

Despite the flexible interpretation of competence in employment discrimination

cases a relatively small number of employment discrimination complaints have arrived at

the Commissioner’s office in the first years of its activity. The reason for this, as the

Commissioner rightly emphasizes in the report of the formal investigation concerning

employment discrimination, is the high latency of the employment discrimination

phenomenon. Absence of such cases before the Commissioner, before the labor courts, or

before the Labor Authority is due to several factors, such as not recognizing the harm,

                                                       
186 3223/1998
187 Hatósági jellegû ügyek
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avoidance of adversarial situations, fear of reprisal from the employer and others. This

latency is one of the major reasons, which justifies the establishment of specialized

bodies (such as the minority commissioner institution) for addressing the problem of

employment discrimination along regular and labor courts (Lustgarten 1980). This

justification seems to be (though not explicitly stated) behind the approach of the

Minority Commissioner’s formal investigation. The investigation proposes to address the

issue from two perspectives. On the one hand it has the aim of decreasing the latency of

the phenomenon, which can be realized by providing for a better legal and executive

framework appropriate for addressing employment discrimination cases if necessary

without the individual complaint of the victim. On the other hand it has the aim of

improving the legal framework which provides procedures for sanctioning, proof and

evidence of employment discrimination, thus providing better means of enforcement for

those who are willing to pursue their complaint.

The first aim of the formal investigation is very important and shows a good

understanding of the phenomenon of employment discrimination. However it is less

appropriate in understanding the task of the Minority Commissioner (or other similar

specialized bodies) in fulfilling this aim. The investigation recognizes the twofold tasks

necessary for achieving a more thorough coverage of employment discrimination. These

are: first giving competence to a public body or bodies to initiate ex officio investigations

in cases where the danger of employment discrimination occurs or there is a high

probability that employment and promotion practices are discriminatory, even though no

individual complaint of any of the victims is available. The second is making information

available: first to potential victims regarding possible ways of making complaints,
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possible remedies for the violation of their right not to be discriminated against; second to

courts, judges, advocates and unemployment agencies on how to deal with the

discrimination cases that come before them; third to employers concerning discriminatory

practices and conduct, on how discrimination can be avoided, and on what schemes can

best promote the equal opportunities of members of minorities. Both of these tasks are

addressed in the formal investigation of the Commissioner, however the Commissioner

seems to be willing to undertake an active role in neither of them. On the one hand he

recommends that the competence of Labor Authorities shall be widened to include the

competence of starting investigations not only upon the complaints of victims but also

upon the indication of the Labor Centers or other public bodies or NGOs. On the other

hand he recommends to the Minister for Social and Family Affairs that an information

booklet containing available remedies for victims of employment discrimination be

released, and that information concerning employment discrimination cases be collected,

centralized.

Both of these recommendations are very important and attack the deficiency of

addressing the issue of employment discrimination at its core. Yet, despite the centralized

expertise on racial discrimination available at the Minority Commissioner’s Office, and

the flexible interpretation of competence in these cases, the Commissioner is seemingly

unwilling to take part in actively pursuing any of these tasks, but rather chooses to

forward them to the relevant Ministries or other bodies.

  Another important idea occurring in the report is the necessity of alternative

sanctions for employers who use discriminatory employment practices. As the US

example shows, alternative sanctions, such as the requirement of absence of
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discriminatory practices in the case of application for state subventions or contracts, can

have beneficial effect. The state, in Hungary too, is the largest contractor which, as such,

can have enormous leverage on the employment practices of a large number of firms and

companies. The idea of alternative sanctions is well presented in the main body of the

report, however when it comes to recommendations, its general validity is reduced from a

policy requirement to a minor procedural recommendation concerning the amendment of

Decree 6/1996 of the Labor Ministry188.

With respect to the concept of discrimination this formal investigation stays

within the framework set by the laws. Even though discrimination in the field of

employment is, relatively speaking, best regulated in the present in Hungary, this

concerns mostly the procedural part of sanctioning and proof and evidence of

employment discrimination. As far as the concept of discrimination that stands behind the

procedures is concerned, the concept of employment discrimination is just as

undeveloped as is the concept of discrimination in any other field189. Employment

discrimination in Hungary is interpreted to mean not more than direct discrimination,

individual disparate treatment possibly containing the explicit racial classification,

without specifically including discriminatory advertisements, instruction or pressure to

discriminate, or victimization. Moreover until recently190 discrimination in the

recruitment procedure (before becoming an employee) did not qualify as labor

discrimination, and could be challenged only indirectly through the general civil rights

clause of the Civil Code. Indirect discrimination is not recognized either by the legal

                                                       
188  Financial support for increasing employment shall be withdrawn for a year from firms and companies
that have been sanctioned for discrimination.
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context, or in any way by the Commissioner in the employment cases investigated by

him.

An example of this could be a case investigated in 1998191. The Roma minority

self-government of a town in Northern Hungary complained about the employment

practices in the welfare employment program of the municipality. According to the

argument of the complaint it is racially discriminatory that even though one fourth of all

the employees in the welfare program are Roma, there is not a single Roma among the

eight heads of group of the program. The Labor Authority argued that high-school degree

was a requirement for becoming a head of group in this program, and since none of the

Roma workers had such a degree, they simply did not qualify for the position. The

Commissioner accepted this explanation and took it over as an explanation given for the

complainants, for showing why no discrimination has occurred. This complaint has been

formulated with a concept of indirect discrimination in mind. The complainant

organization viewed the disproportionate impact falling on the Roma (i.e. a

disproportionately low number - zero - of Roma heads of group compared to the

proportion of Roma workers) as an indicator of racial discrimination. In fact what

happened was that a neutral criteria was applied (requirement of high school degree),

which had the effect of excluding all Roma applicants from the position in question.

According to the definition of indirect discrimination a case of indirect discrimination

occurs if the criteria cannot be shown to be justifiable in terms of the position and the

work. “Justifiability means that there should be an objective balance between the

                                                                                                                                                                    
189 I speak about the Hungarian regulation of racial discrimination as it was standing in March 2001. An
amendment to the labor code was passed since. This however was only a proposal at the time of the
Commissioner’s conducting this formal investigation. See footnote number 80.
190 Amendment introduced with § 32 of Act LXXII. of 1997 in force since 1st of January 1998
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discriminatory effect of the requirement or condition and the reasonable needs of the

party applying the requirement or condition. The needs must be objectively justified, and

it is not sufficient simply to assert that the needs exist and that they are considered to be

reasonable.” (CRE 1992b) Whether this criteria, the high school degree requirement, can

be justified or not should have been investigated. However the Commissioner not only

failed to investigate this, but failed to recognize the discriminatory potential of this

situation and the fact that disproportionate impact can be an indicator for discrimination.

Concerning the problem of preferential treatment in the field of employment the

position of the Commissioner is moderate. The formal investigation falls short of making

any kind of recommendation concerning preferential treatment for members of minority

groups, especially the multiply disadvantaged Roma group, despite the explicit

constitutional provisions concerning it192. The issue of preferential treatment occurs in

three employment cases raised by individual complaints. One of the cases193, which

concerns a German minority school, brings up the problem of distinction between malign

discrimination and benign discrimination. An ethnically not German German language

teacher complains about the discriminatory conduct of the school in only allowing her the

possibility to teach beginners in German language, but not allowing her to teach the

German minority classes, which are only taught by ethnically German teachers. The

teacher perceives this as employment discrimination on the basis of her Hungarian ethnic

origin. The question in this case, as the Commissioner rightly observes, is whether it is

justified to set as a requirement for teachers of minority classes their knowledge of the

                                                                                                                                                                    
191 4068/1998/K
192 Paragraph 3 of Article 70/A. The problem of preferential treatment reoccurs in the case of other
individual complaints, but only to the extent of quoting the position of the Constitutional Court (AB
9/1990, IV./25.) on the issue
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minority culture and tradition or if requiring knowledge of German language is enough.

The question is thus whether giving priority to teachers who are members of the minority

group is discriminatory or is a justified preferential treatment in this case.

The Commissioner’s report on the investigation of the case argues that in an

employment case priority can only be given on ethnic grounds if there is a law or

regulation permitting this. In the case of minority schools however, Act LXXIX. of 1993

on Public Education only permits preferential treatment in the case of directors of

minority schools, but does not refer to regular employees and teachers of such schools.

This means that in the case of applicants with similar qualifications the minority

applicant cannot be given priority when applying for minority programs. However, the

argument goes, in most cases there is a major difference regarding qualifications between

teachers belonging to the minority group and teachers who learnt the language at schools

or in university, namely the difference in their capacity of understanding and knowing the

minority culture and tradition. Thus the report says, that even though preferential

treatment just on ethnic basis is not justifiable in this case, a requirement of knowledge of

the minority culture and tradition will anyway be justifiable and will in fact act as a factor

which prioritizes teachers belonging to the minority group. In this case the

Commissioner’s approach to positive discrimination is rather limited. In fact he refuses

the justification on grounds of preferential treatment and rather approaches the problem

from the point of view of negative discrimination and a scrutiny on the basis of which

criteria, that possibly give preference to members of minorities are justifiable here.

The position of the Commissioner concerning preferential treatment is again

moderate in the case mentioned above connected to the employment practices of the

                                                                                                                                                                    
193 10219/1997/K
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Public Foundation for Roma in Hungary194. In this case the Roma applicant for the job

lost in a competition against a non-Roma applicant. The Commissioner argued that even

though morally it would have been entirely acceptable to apply a preferential treatment

policy in this case, legally this was not binding and the Public Foundation had every right

not to propose such a policy for filling in the vacant job. In both cases the Commissioner

seems to follow strictly the rather minimalist legal context with respect to preferential

treatment in the field of employment. Following the Constitution, he allows for the

possibility of preferential treatment but he does not use his authority to promote a better

understanding of the necessity and possibility of such programs. For example in one

instance when the Municipality of Budapest asked for advice concerning the application

of preferential treatment programs for promoting the equal opportunities of Roma in the

field of employment195, the Commissioner did nothing more than quote the Constitutional

Court’s relevant 1990 decision, without providing further aid or guidance in possibilities

for the formulation of such programs. Despite the permissive constitutional context the

understanding and application of preferential treatment programs still seems to be a very

distant issue in Hungary even in the practice of the Minority Commissioner.

4. Discrimination in the Private Sector

The Hungarian Ombudsman can act upon abuses of constitutional rights

committed by the public administration or any public body except courts in the course of

their procedure, by making a decision or by omitting to take a decision or an action - says

Article 16 of act LIX. of 1993 on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Citizen’s Rights.

                                                       
194 7182/1997/K
195 2875/1998/K
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In light of this paragraph the Commissioner has no possibility to act directly on violations

of minority rights committed in the private sphere. In principle only authorities and other

public bodies fall under his competence. However the private sphere is controlled in

indirect ways by state action. The state is to authorize private business, is to enforce

contracts and so on. In such an indirect way the control of the Parliamentary

Commissioner can also extend to violations of human rights committed in some fields of

the private sphere. One of the major arenas of racial discrimination is private business.

Private businesses can discriminate against members of disadvantaged ethnic groups

through their employment and advancement policies and through their choice of

customers. Discrimination in the employment practices of private businesses was

discussed previously. This section shall be concerned with the choice of customers.

Several complaints came before the Minority Commissioner concerning the

discriminatory practices used by certain public places (such as discos, pubs, and

restaurants) in choosing their customers.  The burden of these cases falls mainly on

members of the Roma group, who in most cases can be identified on the basis of

appearance. The scenario is more or less the same: security at the entrance of the disco,

bar or restaurant refuses entrance to members of the Roma ethnic group without any

justification, by giving some false justification or, even worse, justifying it with their

ethnic origin. Another possible scenario is when Roma are allowed to enter but they are

not served.  At first sight it seems that the violations of the right not to be discriminated

on grounds of race, national or ethnic origin in private settings do not fall under the

competence of the Commissioner.
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However every private business needs the authorization of the public notary, the

public notary has within its competence to ban continuation of commercial activity if the

commercial activity is breaking the laws (government decree 4/1997 (I.22), § 8). The

Minority Commissioner though powerless as far as the private business is concerned, has

authority over public notaries, has the possibility to warn the notary of the illegal

behavior, has the competence to issue a recommendation for stopping the illegal

behavior, or can initiate an investigation of the case by the notary. In case of refusal of

action by the public notary the Commissioner can turn to the supervisory body of the

notary, to the County Public Administration Office responsible for the control of legality

of public notaries.

The Minority Commissioner received a relatively large number of complaints

referring to discrimination in the private sector during the first years of his activity. In

these cases he used a relatively wide interpretation of the competence of the institution,

thus allowing for the indirect control of at least some fields of the private sector.

However even at the level of indirect action the Commissioner often had to

encounter refusal on the side of the authorities. In one of the cases for example196 when

the local Roma self-government members complained about the discriminatory practices

of some of the discos in the town, the local council brought a decree saying “The local

government runs no disco and has no competence which would allow for banning the

practices complained of.” The decree was meant to say that since the ownership of the

discos complained about is private the local government has no say in the way they

operate. The above provision of the local council decree was invalidated upon the

recommendation of the Commissioner who informed the mayor concerning the means a
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local government has for controlling the legality of private business falling under its

jurisdiction. In another case197 the mayor declared in the media “If Roma are not allowed

to enter somewhere there must be a good reason for that. And even if this is true the local

government would anyway lack competence in interfering with private businesses.” In

both of these cases some kind of myth of the independence of private business comes to

support racist practices. In both cases the argument seems to be grounded on the idea that

if a business is private than it has to be exempted from state control concerning legality,

so long as they do it privately they can do whatever they wish.

In another case198 a member of a local Roma self-government complained about

an exclusive vintage party in the village where exclusiveness was perceived by the Roma

population as directed against them.  Though this is the only such case among the

complaints received by the Commissioner’s office, claiming exclusiveness is not an

unusual procedure for the exclusion of members of such disadvantaged groups as the

Roma (NEKI 1999, 71).  Even though claiming exclusiveness makes proof of

discrimination very difficult imposing certain procedural requirements on what are the

requirements for holding an exclusive party - such as a priori posting of the event,

necessity of issuing invitations etc. - might make the case of discriminators more

difficult.  In this particular case unfortunately, despite the fact that the explanation

provided by the local government for exclusivity  (containing such elements as the Roma

were drunk and they always behave like hooligans) seemed quite unconvincing, the

Commissioner accepted it as valid and stopped the investigation.

                                                                                                                                                                    
196 4556/1996/K
197 1941/1997/K
198 8070/1996/K
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Another case was somewhat similar: a pub claimed to be operating as a

formalized club hosting an association with fixed membership after 2 p.m. every day199,

i.e. it was only open to the wider public before that hour. On the basis of this justification

one day a Roma family arriving on the spot shortly after 2 p.m. was denied access to this

pub. In this case the complaint was forwarded by the office of the Commissioner to the

Consumer Protection Authority. Throughout their investigation they looked at the

founding document of the association, at the notice posted on the door of the pub

declaring that it hosted the association and finally checked on the ethnic origin of the

membership of the association. They closed the investigation by a decision (endorsed by

the Commissioner, as well) saying that since the association was legal, the club-like

functioning of the pub was posted publicly and the association had Roma members, as

well, there was no evidence that the complaining family was discriminated against on the

basis of their ethnic origin. Even though in a legal sense this seems to be a correct

justification, one is left with such moral questions as: can a public place such as a pub

become a club in such a large part of its activity or does it still remain a public place in

this case. Such intermingling of the two functions - public pub with club - seems to lead

inevitably to confusion on the side of those who are not allowed to use it. In the mean

time, just as in the previous case, it is not very difficult to see how this ambiguity in

function gives the opportunity for being a public place when an acceptable person enters

the door and becoming a club all of a sudden when a member of a non-desired group

wants to get in. However freedom of association is to be considered when making further

steps in regulating such cases. It seems that in this particular case both the Consumer

                                                       
199 4915/1998/K
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Protection Authority and the Commissioner have opted for a widely understood freedom

of association.

The other very important issue to be discussed besides the scope of private action

and the possibility of indirect state action when dealing with discrimination in private

settings concerns classifications used and the proof of racial bias in such cases. Whereas

regarding the issue of extending state action to cover certain fields of private action the

Minority Commissioner had a very consistent point of view throughout the years, on this

second issue the point of view of the Commissioner has been less consistent.  Complaints

received by the office can be divided into three different categories as far as

classifications and proof is concerned. A part of the complaints referred to cases when an

explicit racial classification was the reason why Roma where not allowed to enter the

respective public places.  In these cases there was no difficulty in proving direct racial

discrimination: the owner or the security have explicitly stated that Roma are not allowed

to enter. This was stated when the Roma wanted to enter the place and often reaffirmed

later in the media200. These are obvious cases, which, however, rarely occur in

democratic communities. The explicit racial classification used here proves not only the

racism of the offenders but also their ignorance concerning the illegality and the

unconstitutionality of race based exclusion.

In another, second group of cases there is explicit classification allowing some

people to enter the public place but excluding others, however this classification is not

racial. Such classification can be membership in the association201, possession of

                                                       
200 3254/1995/K ; 1941/1997/K ; 3824/1997/K
201 4915/1998/K
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invitation for the exclusive party202, or less formal criteria such as appropriate dress,

being neat, soberness, or decent behavior.  Even though these are racially neutral

classifications their application might have disproportionate effect on members of

disadvantaged groups, i.e. “such that the proportion of persons of the same racial group

who can comply with it is considerably smaller than the proportion of persons not of that

racial group who can comply with it”203, and in this case, unless there is an appropriate

race neutral justification for the neutral criteria, we speak about indirect racial

discrimination, respectively systemic disparate treatment or systemic disparate impact

depending on the proof available concerning the racist intention. Though proof of indirect

discrimination is much more difficult than that of direct discrimination it is not

impossible. More sophisticated means of proof are to be used in these cases such as

statistical data, or more soft means such as placing the classification in the social context,

looking at the existent generalized assumptions behind it.  While courts in Hungary

would probably be quite reluctant to use such means of proof, the Office of the

Parliamentary Commissioner could use these. Unfortunately the Minority Commissioner

did not use in any of the relevant cases under discussion here an appropriately elaborated

concept of indirect discrimination. In two of the cases (the club-like pub and the

exclusive party case) the reason why such a discussion did not occur might be the

arguments coming from the principle of freedom of association. In other cases

investigation was refused by referring to lack of proof and evidence.  This shows the

reluctance of the Office to get involved in detailed investigations and to use more

sophisticated means for proving indirect discrimination.

                                                       
202 8070/1996/K
203 UK Race Relations Act 1976, Section 1(1)(b) - definition of indirect discrimination
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Indirect discrimination is mentioned only once throughout these cases, in a case

where I would argue the complaint concerns rather direct, but hidden, discrimination204.

This is the third group of cases to be discussed here.  In these cases the offenders are

more cautious, than in the case of explicit direct discrimination, here racial classifications

are not made explicit. But this does not mean that the classification on the basis of which

customers are selected is not race, it only means that the classification remains hidden,

together with the ground for discrimination.  Thus I would not define these cases as

instances of indirect discrimination. In case of indirect discrimination there has to be a

“provision, criterion or practice”205 which is equally applied to everybody disregarding

race, but which disadvantages only members of one particular racial group. In the case

when security guards at the entrance of the disco do not allow entrance for Roma

teenagers, and give no justification for it, there is no evidence of any race neutral

criterion applied equally to everybody, which disadvantages the Roma.  In order to define

it as indirect discrimination they would have to justify the exclusion of Roma by saying

for example: “people who are not dressed decently, or who do not behave decently are

not allowed to come in”. Indirect discrimination is not the case either when there is a race

neutral criterion to be applied (set for example by the management of the restaurant) but

it is arbitrarily applied (introducing racial bias) by the security at the entrance. In this case

again we have unequal treatment rather than equal treatment with disparate impact. Thus

in the case mentioned206 a mother complains because her teenaged son was not allowed to

enter a disco (this happened several time already) and he has been given no justification

                                                       
204 8288/1997/K
205 Council Directive 97/80/EC of 15 December 1997 on the burden of proof in cases of discrimination
based on sex
206 OBH 8288/1997/K
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for the exclusion. The argument in the letter of the Commissioner refusing to start

investigation goes like this: “ Throughout our work we meet several times this indirect

form of discrimination, when with different, at the first sight legally acceptable - but in

reality racially motivated - justifications somebody is discriminated against…It is very

difficult to prove these cases though sometimes not impossible. It can be proved

primarily with witnesses who are willing to take part in the procedure…” In the first part

of the argument it seems that a correct definition of indirect discrimination is used for an

inadequate case, however when it gets to proof by means of witnesses it switches back to

direct discrimination, for it is very difficult to see how a witness would be able to prove

that a criterion disadvantages only members of a certain racial group.

This third group, that of hidden direct discrimination cases, is probably the most

common in the Hungarian context.  If members of the victimized group were more self-

confident they could probably force with “why” questions those who exclude them to

commit either direct or indirect discrimination, both more easily operationalised than this

kind of hidden direct discrimination when there is no justification, neither racist nor race

neutral for the exclusion. However in late 1998 the first such case was solved

successfully. The office of the Minority Commissioner transferred the case (Roma

persons where not allowed to enter a disco) to the Consumer Protection Authority which

in cooperation with the local Roma self-government organized the test shopping of an

experimental team of four Roma persons. The fact that none of them was allowed to enter

was perceived as proving the case of discrimination207.

                                                       
207 Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg Megyei Közigazgatási Hivatal, Fogyasztóvédelmi Felügyelõsége (Consumer
Protection Authority of Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county) decision 1293/1999   
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Unfortunately the role of the Minority Commissioner in solving this case was

reduced to transferring it to the appropriate authority. In general indirect discrimination

cases in the private sector remained untouched by the Commissioner’s investigations

until now.  Yet it is in this field that the flexible investigation powers and the soft means

that are available to the Minority Commissioner, such as persuasion or mediation could

find their place. In order to do that the Office would first have to adopt an appropriate

working conception of discrimination, including all forms of it, and extend it for general

usage to all fields where discrimination might occur. Seemingly the field of

discrimination in education and in the activity of local authorities started to set the correct

pattern for such a definition. Hopefully other fields, such as discriminatory conduct of

private sector providers, would follow.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter I examined the Minority Commissioner’s interpretation of the

concept of racial discrimination as it occurred throughout the investigations conducted

and reports published in the first years of activity of the Office. The examination focused

on four major fields: activity of local authorities, education, employment and private

sector. Unfortunately, given the special context in which the Minority Commissioner

works two important fields where racial discrimination occurs very frequently could not

be investigated: that of police activity and activity of the judiciary. The reason for the

latter is that the Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner Act does not give jurisdiction to

the Parliamentary Commissioners, and as such to the Minority Commissioner, to

investigate the activity of the judiciary. This restriction is grounded on the principle of
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the separation of powers and the independence of the judiciary. As far as investigation of

police activity is concerned this seemed not to be restricted a priori by the Parliamentary

Commissioner Act. Indeed at the beginning of its activity the Minority Commissioner

tried to investigate complaints against the police. However a debate between the General

Attorney and the Commissioner concerning the unconstitutionality of investigations into

files of the attorney’s office made impossible the thorough investigation of discrimination

cases committed by police in Hungary208.

The examination of this chapter shows that the interpretation of racial

discrimination used by the Minority Commissioner varies considerably along different

factors: investigations conducted in different fields where discrimination occurs seems to

give different interpretations. Variety is also justified by the time component: it is clear

from the above that the Commissioner’s understanding of the phenomenon of racial

discrimination has undergone important progress. Sometimes this progress is not linear,

less complex interpretations often follow more complex ones, but in general it can be said

that the interpretation used in cases investigated in 2000 is much more complex and more

consistent in most aspects with the normative framework developed at the beginning of

this thesis than the interpretations used at the beginning of the work of the Commissioner.

Let me turn now to the last chapter of this work in which I shall assess the activity of the

Minority Commissioner against the normative framework developed at the beginning of

this work.

                                                       
208 For a detailed description of the debate and the issues occurring in it see Annual Report 1995-1996.
pp.11-22
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Chapter 6.

Practice Against Theory

1. Introduction

After having seen the detailed but separate analysis of all the elements of this

work, I shall turn now to look at the overall picture. But before that I shall summarize

briefly what has been said so far.

The first substantive chapter provided a framework of analysis for the Minority

Commissioner’s approach to racial discrimination. It was meant to be a normative theory,

which could be seen as guidelines for assessing, and furthermore broadening, the

approach of the Commissioner’s Office to racial discrimination.   The theoretical analysis

was mainly based on US constitutional and statutory law concerning racial discrimination

and secondary and theoretical analysis of that practice. The aim, however, was not to give

a description of the US approach to racial discrimination, but rather to attempt to

synthesize the theoretical principles lying behind the practices or suggested by

commentators in a way that they provide a discrimination theory feasible for application

by the Hungarian Minority Commissioner. My aim in this chapter was to provide

normative principles along which the Commissioner’s practice can be assessed and which

in the long run could provide guidelines for a better understanding of the concept of

racial discrimination for the Commissioner.  In the meantime this chapter was also meant

to provide a better understanding of the cases of discrimination that the Commissioner’s

Office encountered in the first years of the institution.  The aim of this section was on the

one hand to set the normative framework for a Hungarian anti-discrimination policy, on
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the other hand to provide the theoretical frame for looking at what the Minority

Parliamentary Commissioner does and ought to do as one of the actors of this policy.

This first chapter proceeded from the most simple and trivial forms of racial

discrimination towards the more complex forms supported by theories, which are often

debated. First I examined possible forms of classifications which result in discrimination.

I showed that beyond the explicit race based and racially motivated classifications there

are classifications, which cause discrimination in more subtle forms. The race

dependency and the race based disadvantage these classifications cause can often be

hidden, proxies may be used instead of race, the racism of the decision makers might be

unconscious, and the disadvantage unintended. I argued that in order to cover all these

forms of race dependent decisions the concept of discrimination has to go beyond the

trivial forms of individual disparate treatment to include also systemic forms of

discrimination and disparate impact forms of discrimination. The three examined

approaches together could cover all the race dependent decisions. Thus I argued for a

wide understanding of discrimination meant to include, beyond individual disparate

treatment, also some forms of disparate impact where the classification is not clearly race

based and the offense is not necessarily derivable from the discriminatory intent of the

state or any other discriminating party.  In order to address this widely defined concept of

racial discrimination the chapter argued for the necessity of an anti-discrimination policy,

which goes well beyond addressing only the individual cases of discrimination, to

addressing the systemic aspects of racial discrimination, and the social roots of the

phenomenon of discrimination. An appropriate anti-discrimination policy thus has to

attack the problem at the three different levels where it occurs: the level of personal
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mindsets and prejudices, the level of racially tainted practices, and finally the structural

level: the level of racially tainted distribution.  The anti-discrimination policy for which I

argued is supposed to be more than just an anti-discrimination law, it is meant to be a

project of social reconstruction (Koppelman 1996), with different sectoral policies

complementing the law and a specialized enforcement and monitoring agency

complementing the enforcement of the law by the courts. 

The second chapter went on to examine minority ombudsman type institutions

and to look at the role these type of institutions may play in implementation and

enforcement of the anti-discrimination policy as defined in the first chapter. The aim of

this chapter was to show how the special features of the minority ombudsmen and similar

institutions can be very important actors in the enforcement of the above defined broad

anti-discrimination policy. This chapter showed that the powers and means available to

such institutions add something to the way courts can cope with the phenomenon of

discrimination. These institutions are important from the point of view of the

enforcement of the anti-discrimination policy first because they act according to a

concept of substantive justice, not only procedural justice, second, because they can solve

complaints in faster, cheaper, less formalized ways, because they use a non-adversarial

approach focusing on mediation and persuasion, and third because of the strategic

enforcement powers they have, such as the power to conduct formal, ex-officio

investigations, to make directive recommendations, to make recommendations

concerning policies and legislation, to promote good practices and also to work on

changing the attitudes of the population. Thus minority ombudsman type institutions can

address the problem of racial discrimination in a more comprehensive way than courts
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can. Minority ombudsman institutions are not only actors in the implementation of the

policy in individual cases, but they also have a role in examining the success of

implementation, they can analyze the failures and inefficiencies of the policy and can

give recommendations concerning improvement of both the policy and its

implementation. Finally, minority ombudsman institutions have the opportunity to take

into consideration the constitution and international documents for defining the grounds

of their action, thus having the possibility to give a wider interpretation to the concept of

discrimination than courts can.

The first two chapters were meant to construct a theoretical model against which

the activity of the Hungarian Minority Commissioner can be measured.  The model had

two elements: one concerned the anti-discrimination principle and a policy implementing

that, the other concerned the minority ombudsman institution as a major actor of the

previously defined anti-discrimination policy.

After having set the normative framework against which the activity of the

Hungarian Minority Commissioner is to be assessed I looked at the particular Hungarian

framework within which the Minority Commissioner institution is to function. The third

chapter analyzed the Hungarian legal framework defining the Minority Commissioner

institution and the anti-discrimination policy of the country. This analysis has shown on

the one hand the insufficiency of legal instruments in Hungary in assessing the

complaints of victims of racial discrimination by courts, the insufficiency of available

means of proof and evidence and sanctions in most fields of racial discrimination, and

also the minimal, unarticulated concept of racial discrimination available in the

Hungarian legal context. Viewed in light of the anti-discrimination policy defined and
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endorsed in the first chapter of this work, this chapter concluded that Hungary lacks a

comprehensive anti-discrimination policy in the sense of a project of social

reconstruction, moreover the Hungarian law concerning racial discrimination not only

fails in addressing the problem at the level of racially prejudiced mindsets and racially

tainted distribution but it is also deficient at the level of racially tainted practices. In order

to have a feasible interpretation of racial discrimination, the Commissioner will thus have

to resort to international documents and international practice concerning this right, and

will have to promote an interpretation of this constitutional right which is often more

inclusive and more comprehensive than the interpretation of the Hungarian Constitutional

Court.

Meanwhile the examination of the legal framework that defines the minority

commissioner institution in Hungary showed that despite some ambiguities inherent in

the definition of the institution, the Hungarian Minority Commissioner has most of the

powers and means described in the theoretical model analyzed earlier, meaning that he

has the possibility to be a major actor in the implementation of a Hungarian anti-

discrimination policy. More importantly, in the absence of such a policy the

Commissioner has the tools for being an alternative remedy to address discrimination

cases, complementary to the activity of the courts. Given the unrefined concept of

discrimination in Hungarian law it seems that the widely defined competences of the

Hungarian Minority Commissioner could also be used for widening the existing concept

of discrimination and for acting according to a wider concept than the one provided for

by statutory law and used by courts. Having seen the theoretical model of the institution

and the Hungarian legal context in which it works in practice, it seems that the task of the
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Hungarian Minority Commissioner with respect to racial discrimination is not only to

complement the activity of the courts, but in many instances also to substitute the activity

of the courts, especially in cases of more complex forms of discrimination for which

courts have no instruments to cope. This can be perceived as a temporary replacement of

the activity of courts, determined most of all by the absence of a comprehensive anti-

discrimination policy and adequate anti-discrimination legislation in Hungary.

Finally, in the previous chapter I analyzed the product of the first years of activity

of the Hungarian Minority Commissioner. The analysis focused on the concept of

discrimination used in the cases investigated by the Commissioner, the definition of

racial discrimination in the different fields, progress of these definitions throughout time,

methods of proof and evidence of discrimination and all other aspects necessary to have a

comprehensive view of the concept of discrimination used by the Minority

Commissioner. The chapter showed the recurring difficulties the office had in

interpreting discrimination in the field of the activity of local authorities and the recent

improvement in this field. It showed the progress achieved by the office in understanding

problems of racial discrimination and segregation in public education, it also showed the

differences and the inconsistencies between the concepts of discrimination used in the

different fields of investigation, finally it described the strategies chosen by the

Commissioner in trying to achieve satisfactory efficiency for the institution in solving

individual complaints.

Thus far I have defined a normative framework with two elements: one

concerning the anti-discrimination policy the other concerning the minority ombudsman

type institutions. The two together have provided a model. This model is based on the
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understanding that racial discrimination must be addressed not simply at the level of

individual cases but that it requires an anti-discrimination project. Minority ombudsman

institutions, having the functions and means defined, are a necessary element of such an

anti-discrimination project. This can be explained by the special tools and functions of

such institutions. Minority ombudsman type institutions complement the activity of

courts in the enforcement of the anti-discrimination project. They complement the

activity of the courts at the individual level, by having more flexible means of

investigation and soft, non-adversarial means of enforcement. They can give a more

comprehensive interpretation to discrimination than the courts can, they can address the

systemic aspects of discrimination, and, due to the philosophy of the institution, they also

do something about the roots of racial discrimination, namely racism.  Enforcement of an

anti-discrimination policy can be more comprehensive if the activity of the courts is

complemented by minority ombudsman institutions.

I have presented and examined the case of one particular minority Ombudsman

institution: the Hungarian Minority Commissioner institution. I examined the givens of

the institution: the legal framework which defines the institution and the legal framework

regulating racial discrimination in Hungary, and within which the Commissioner

interprets racial discrimination, and uses it in practice in his investigations.

This last chapter will bring together these two components of the work: to assess

the role played by the particular institution in the Hungarian anti-discrimination policy

against the normative framework. The question I shall answer is what the concept of

racial discrimination and the perception of anti-discrimination policy of the

Commissioner is in light of the normative background and how the Commissioner
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interprets the means and functions that are available to him in order to enforce and

promote his concept of racial discrimination and the anti-discrimination policy he thinks

appropriate. The aim of this work is not to measure the efficiency of this particular

institution along all the functions that the normative model has described. The short

history of this institution in general and its Hungarian version in particular would make

such a measurement rather problematic. A further difficulty would be the constant

development of the institution throughout its first years, the shifting approach of the

Commissioner both as far as racial discrimination and as far as the minority ombudsman

institution is concerned.  Finally, a proper understanding of the phenomenon of racial

discrimination and its enormous latency at all its levels of manifestation also makes an

efficiency question rather meaningless.

The aim of the present chapter is thus to give a critical evaluation of the activity

of the Hungarian Minority Commissioner in light of the previous chapters: to assess its

interpretation of discrimination and its interpretation and use of the means and tools of

the minority ombudsman institution against the normative framework set in the first two

chapters. Using the conclusions developed in the previous chapter the evaluation will

now focus on the overall concept of discrimination, as opposed to the field-by-field

concept, developed by the Commissioner’s office. It will also look at the way the

Commissioner interprets the means and powers available to his institution and the way he

makes use of these means in order to address the problem of racial discrimination.

Throughout the analysis the office’s perception of the minority commissioner institution

is investigated and assessed against the model presented in the second chapter and the

legal framework described in the third chapter.
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This final chapter will, on the one hand, examine the activity of the Hungarian

Commissioner in light of the above set normative framework and the Hungarian legal

framework, and, on the other hand, provide guidance for the future development and a

more extensive use of the institution with the purpose of addressing the problem of racial

discrimination in Hungary. The chapter will proceed in three steps. First it will analyze

the concept of discrimination utilized by the Commissioner, second it will describe and

examine the Commissioner’s interpretation and use of the minority ombudsman

institution for the implementation of the anti-discrimination policy as understood by the

Commissioner, and third it will draw the conclusions from the first two steps in a way

that could provide guidance for the Commissioner in his future activity.

2. The Concept of Discrimination

As seen in the chapter analyzing the cases investigated by the Commissioner and

the formal investigations of the office, the Commissioner’s concept of discrimination can

be described by looking at this concept as it occurs in the different fields of activity of the

Commissioner. The analysis of this part shall also look beyond the interpretation

occurring in the different fields at the general conceptual chapters of each annual report

of the Commissioner, at interviews given by the Commissioner and last but not least at

the project on anti-discrimination law recently elaborated by the Commissioner’s office

and submitted to the Committee on Human Rights and Minorities of the Hungarian

Parliament and the Hungarian Ministry of Justice209.

From examining the current regulation of racial discrimination in Hungary, seen

in chapter four, three major conclusions could be drawn: according to the first one the
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Hungarian Constitutional text allows a wide interpretation of the concept of racial

discrimination, and requires its sanctioning by the state, but does not set any requirement

for the state to have a comprehensive anti-discrimination policy that has at its core a

comprehensive anti-discrimination law. Second, the international documents ratified by

Hungary not only allow for a wide interpretation of the concept of racial discrimination

but also require the Hungarian state to do more about racial discrimination than it does at

the moment, among others to promote multicultural existence, and tolerance, to sanction

all forms of discrimination and to prevent the occurrence of discrimination by means of

comprehensive policies. Third: the statutory framework fails in defining a progressive

concept of discrimination, it allows only for the interpretation of discrimination as

individual disparate treatment and in most cases it leaves even that minimally interpreted

concept without an adequate system of sanctions and procedures for proof and evidence.

Within this legal context the Minority Commissioner and his office represents a

very progressive interpretation of discrimination. From the very first year of his activity

the Commissioner promoted a concept of discrimination that was wider than the one used

in Hungarian statutory law. The terminology used by the Commissioner is the European

one: he uses the concepts of direct and indirect discrimination used in several European

countries and lately also by the EC Directive Implementing the Principle of Equal

Treatment between Persons irrespective of Racial or Ethnic Origin210, rather than the US

terminology of individual disparate treatment, systemic disparate treatment and disparate

impact. From the first, 1995-96, annual report onwards the Commissioner takes as

granted that when we speak about discrimination we mean not only direct discrimination,

                                                                                                                                                                    
209 In October 2000
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i.e. individual disparate treatment, but also indirect cases of discrimination211.   This

usage of the concept is maintained throughout the years, every year there are cases that

bring up and try to interpret the concept of indirect discrimination. The report of 1999 is

the first one, which, with reference to the EC directive, recommends introducing this

concept into the Hungarian legislation. Meanwhile a recurring idea of the

recommendations referring to the improvement of the Hungarian laws and regulations

concerns the necessity for improvement in the regulation of discrimination. Every

report212 contains recommendations concerning possible ways of improving regulation of

discrimination in employment, recommendations concerning the shift of the burden of

proof in discrimination cases, concerning use of expedite procedures in such cases and

other aspects of anti-discrimination legislation. It is also important to mention here that

all the formal investigations of the Office (in the field of public education for minorities,

in the field of education of Roma in special curricula schools, in the field of employment)

look at the systemic issues behind discrimination, showing that when speaking about

discrimination the Commissioner also means to include systemic discrimination beyond

individual cases of discrimination.  It is clear thus that the Commissioner’s understanding

of discrimination is much wider than the statutory law of Hungary would require and

much more detailed than the Hungarian constitutional law provides for.

From the very start of its activity the Commissioner’s office used as a working

definition for its discrimination cases a concept of discrimination borrowed partly from

international documents and partly from countries where anti-discrimination policy is

                                                                                                                                                                    
210 Whereas the clear advantage of this usage is the simplification of the concept an important disadvantage
is that it makes applicability more complicated. See chapter on the theory of discrimination.
211 Annual Report 1995-96. pp.34 and 79
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more progressive and developed than it is in Hungary. As such the Commissioner’s

institution is one of the major catalysts in the development of anti-discrimination law and

anti-discrimination policy in Hungary.

This difference between statutory interpretation of discrimination and the

Commissioner’s interpretation is allowed by the definition in the Parliamentary

Commissioner Act of the competence of the Commissioner. This provides, as I already

discussed earlier, that the Commissioner do more than just implement laws. The

Commissioner is to work towards the implementation of rights as these are defined in the

Constitution. In this sense the Commissioner has the opportunity to protect a right even if

that is not properly formulated in positive law. He often has to interpret the provisions of

the Constitution regarding rights and call for the amendment of legal norms or other legal

means of state control on the basis of his interpretation, moreover he may, as in the case

of racial discrimination, act upon and solve cases based on this interpretation. The

Commissioner will have the competence not only to look at cases when there is an

obvious trespass of positive law by the public administration, but also at cases when the

decision or the action is in conformity with the law yet it is unreasonable, unfair, and

probably unjust. Moreover the expression "abuse or direct danger of abuse" in the text of

the Parliamentary Commissioner Act suggests, that not even abuse is needed for starting

the investigation and making recommendations but the direct danger of it is sufficient, as

well. Thus the Commissioner has the opportunity to resort, in solving discrimination

cases, not only to Constitutional provisions but also to principles formulated in

international documents and international law.

                                                                                                                                                                    
212 Annual Report. 1995-96 pp. 79-86. Annual Report 1997.pp.93-94. Annual Report 1998. pp. 94-107,
pp.132-134. Annual Report 1999. pp. 8-19.
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Based on this freedom that the law allows him, the Commissioner brings into

practice an interpretation of racial discrimination that is grounded on external sources. On

the one hand he uses this definition for the interpretation and solution of individual cases

that come before him, on the other hand for promotion of change in the legislation

concerning discrimination.

A good example for promotion of change, beyond the reoccurring

recommendations concerning the necessity of change contained in each annual report, is

the comprehensive anti-discrimination bill proposed by the Commissioner’s office. In the

fall of 2000 the office of the Commissioner worked out a proposal for a project on anti-

discrimination law. In a way this can be seen as a reaction to the attitude and activity of

the Ministry of Justice in this matter. The point of view of the Ministry of Justice213

concerning this issue was (and still is) that there is no need for a comprehensive anti-

discrimination act in Hungary. Comprehensive anti-discrimination acts are only

characteristic for Anglo-Saxon countries, argues the Ministry. The solution that is best

fitted to the Hungarian legal system is that of anti-discrimination provisions scattered

throughout all the relevant sectoral laws regulating the important fields where

discrimination might occur such as employment, education, health care. This is the

European approach, argues the Ministry, and this is the approach that should be followed

by Hungary. Furthermore, if looked upon from this angle, the Hungarian legal system is

more or less adequate for coping with the problem of racial discrimination. It is only a

few minor changes that have to be introduced. The Ministry of Justice thus proposes to

                                                       
213 Point of view presented at several meetings and conferences concerning possibilities for development of
anti-discrimination legislation in Hungary. Among others July 2000 Conference on EU integration and
anti-discrimination law organized by the Minority Commissioner’s Office.
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itself to introduce these minor changes. In light of this the superficial amendment of the

Civil Code214 has been proposed by the Ministry in the summer of 2000.

The Commissioner’s anti-discrimination bill came, in a way, as an answer to this

proposal of the Ministry, as a symbolic act showing that there exists a different way to

approach the problem of discrimination. The Commissioner’s message is that it is better

to adopt a single comprehensive anti-discrimination act which regulates discrimination in

all fields of life, provides a generally valid definition of discrimination, unified

procedures of proof and evidence, and defines an independent body for the enforcement

of the anti-discrimination policy, as all of these are required by the recently adopted EC

directive215. The Commissioner’s anti-discrimination bill has been worked out in light of

these general principles. It contains a general part with a definition based on progressive

international documents and practices developed in other countries where anti-

discrimination legislation is more developed, it refers to direct and indirect

discrimination, to racial harassment, to segregation and affirmative action.  It introduces

the shifting of the burden of proof for some cases of discrimination. Finally, it somewhat

redraws the prerogatives of the Minority Commissioner institution and makes clear that it

is the independent specialized enforcement body required for the enforcement of the anti-

discrimination law by the EC Directive and recommended by the ECRI

recommendation216.

Thus on the level of general principles the Commissioner’s concept of

discrimination is the most progressive concept represented by a state organ currently in

                                                       
214 The amendment concerns the Articles referring to the violation of personal rights. It adds further
grounds based on which unlawful discrimination can occur.
215 EC Directive Implementing the Principle of Equal Treatment between Persons Irrespective of Racial or
Ethnic Origin
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Hungary. The Commissioner utilizes this concept by properly making use of the

prerogatives given to his institution by the law. Until now however this analysis has only

looked at this concept from the wider Hungarian legal perspective, without looking into

the details of it, without looking at the wording of the definitions, the coherence and

consistency of the definition when applied in practice to the investigated cases, its

changes and eventual progress in time as compared to the normative framework defined

in the first chapter.

I shall turn now to the more detailed analysis of the Commissioner’s concept of

discrimination. I shall look at the utilization of the different layers in the definition of

discrimination: at the way individual disparate treatment, systemic disparate treatment

and systemic disparate impact concepts of discrimination are used.

How did the first chapter define these concepts of discrimination? As a reminder I

shall briefly summarize the definitions. First, disparate treatment was defined as a case

when the decision-maker simply treats some people less favorably than others because of

their race, color or ethnicity.  Proof of discriminatory motive was considered critical for

this type of discrimination, although, it was argued that in some situations it could be

inferred from the mere fact of difference in treatment. Disparate treatment can occur in

the form of a formal facially discriminatory policy, in the form of a pattern or practice of

discrimination or on an ad hoc, informal individualized basis. Whereas systemic

disparate treatment is concerned with formal facially discriminatory policies and patterns

and practices of discrimination, individual disparate treatment is to address the latter type

of cases.  Thus in the individual disparate treatment cases the reason behind the action

has to be individualized, and its application shown discriminatory in the sense that the

                                                                                                                                                                    
216 For analysis of these documents see previous chapters
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same treatment has not been applied to others in similar condition, meaning that one

person is treated less favorably than others and the reason for it is the race of that person.

The intent can sometimes be explicit, but rarely is. If the discriminatory intent is not

explicit, indirect, circumstantial evidence can be used for proving it.

The systemic disparate treatment approach was defined to address structural

issues that were not addressed by individual disparate treatment theory. This theory is

available for challenging decisions, rules, and policies that have an effect which is wider

than just one individual. It has two forms: the first concerns cases when we have a formal

policy which explicitly classifies on the basis of race. This occurs relatively rarely.  What

the prohibition of discrimination means here, I argued, is that such policies are not

allowed to treat individuals based on stereotypical assumptions about the groups they

belong to, as members of groups only, individualized treatment is due to every individual.

The second form is when discrimination occurs in the form of what is called

discriminatory patterns and practices. I argued that patterns and practices of

discrimination occur when the decision maker regularly and purposefully, in a system-

wide manner, treats minority members less favorably than members of the majority.

More than the mere occurrence of isolated, accidental or sporadic discriminatory acts has

to be proved here, what has to be shown is that discrimination was the decision-maker’s

standard operating procedure, the regular rather than the unusual practice. Pattern and

practice cases use disparate impact for proof, but they use it to infer the discriminatory

intent.

Finally systemic disparate impact was defined to occur in cases when practices or

policies weigh more heavily on one group than another regardless of the intent of the
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decision maker and cannot be objectively justified in relation to the purpose of the

practice or policy. In disparate impact cases one has to look at the results of actions, not

the intent behind them. What defines discrimination is the impact the action has upon a

disadvantaged, minority group, the race-based classification is not required here as an

indicator of discrimination.

Let me turn now to the examination of how these concepts are used by the

Minority Commissioner. Individual disparate treatment, the only theory of

discrimination covered by Hungarian law is most often used in practice by the

Commissioner. The way it is defined by the Commissioner conforms to the statutory

definition and also to the normative definition given in the theoretical chapter. However,

one of the most important problems with this type of discrimination is, as specified in the

first chapter, the difficulty with proving it, with bringing the evidence for the

discriminatory intent, with bringing control cases. Meanwhile given the gravity of this

form of discrimination, as it has been argued earlier, it is a form of discrimination that

belongs rather before courts or other bodies with strong enforcement powers than before

the Minority Commissioner. The gaps in the Hungarian regulation of discrimination

explain partly why the Commissioner still has to consider such cases. In this sense the

Commissioner often acts as a substitute for the courts as far as individual disparate

treatment cases are concerned, moreover he sometimes sets precedents to courts in

recognizing discrimination and proving it. Another component of the explanation for why

such cases are addressed by the Commissioner is the high latency of discrimination cases,

the desirability of keeping the harm secret, and the ignorance of the victims over how to

address the problem, issues which are common for all forms of discrimination, and which
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can be addressed by the specific means of the Commissioner. However it is often the case

that such complaints are forwarded to bodies with stronger enforcement power than the

Commissioner has, indicating that the Commissioner sees its institution only as a second

best solution for addressing them.

Going on to the second form of discrimination: at the level of finding systemic

disparate treatment discrimination the Commissioner faces a number of difficulties.

Policies and practices that explicitly classify on the basis of race are relatively rare in

Hungary and as such also rare or rather absent from the set of cases investigated by the

Commissioner. This means that what we speak about as systemic disparate treatment is

pattern and practice cases of discrimination, cases where the classification is not

explicitly discriminatory but the disparate impact and the circumstances of the case show

that a set of intentionally racist patterns and practices were applied and thus

discrimination occurred.

Ethnic statistics are essential for proving disparate impact. One difficulty the

Commissioner faces derives from the unavailability of ethnic statistics in Hungary217. In

the absence of such data the Commissioner is either restrained to finding discrimination

only in case of practices that openly classify on grounds of race or is forced to use

statistics which are based on approximations or on unlawful collection of data. As

mentioned in the previous chapter despite the strict data-protection regulation in Hungary

which makes registration of ethnic data almost impossible, several cases of the Minority

Commissioner utilize ethnic data for proof of systemic racial discrimination. In some

cases the investigated body has the ethnic statistics (probably based on unlawfully

                                                       
217 Due to the very strict data protection regulation monitoring ethnic data is not lawful in Hungary. For
more details see chapter 4.
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collected data) and provides those for the investigation of the Commissioner. In one case

the Commissioner received the files of the data subjects, files containing the ethnic data

and calculated statistics based on those files. In none of these cases is it clear how the

local authority collected the data, or whether the ethnic monitoring followed the rules set

by the Data-protection Act, the Commissioner however does not call the attention of the

authority to the problem, and does not question the lawfulness of the statistics. Obviously

this omission derives from the point of view of the Commissioner according to which

availability of statistical data is crucial for the proof of discrimination and for the

monitoring of discriminatory procedures.

As already examined in the previous chapter, questions can also be raised

connected to the interpretation of these ethnic statistics concerning the proper method to

interpret the available statistics. The question is whether in a case of distribution of social

benefits it is sufficient for proving the absence of discrimination that the same proportion

of social benefits than the Roma as their proportion is within the overall population, or

some other measure has to be applied. Given that the Roma population is multiply

disadvantaged, and a much larger proportion of the Roma is dependent on social benefits

as of the non-Roma, I think that statistics have to be used differently. The overall sample

against which the share of social benefits has to be measured should not be the entire

population of the settlement, but rather only those who qualify for social benefits in

general, the pool of potential applicants for benefits, the population which has precarious

financial situation, above average number of children, bad housing condition etc. The

proportion of Roma in this group will certainly be much larger that their proportion in the

overall population. The share of social benefits will have to follow this proportion in
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order to be non-discriminatory in racial terms. As such the application of the concept of

systemic disparate treatment depends a lot on the use of statistics as well, on the correct

choice of the pool of comparison. Inadequate choice of the applied statistics leads to the

mistaken understanding of systemic forms of discrimination.

Another reason for difficulties interpreting systemic disparate treatment cases of

discrimination derives from the conceptual framework used by the Commissioner: the

European direct-indirect discrimination classification instead of the more detailed and

complex US distinction between disparate impact, individual disparate treatment and

systemic disparate treatment approaches to discrimination218.  The distinction between

hidden systemic disparate treatment discrimination (i.e. pattern and practice cases) and

systemic disparate impact cases becomes blurred, the same forms of discrimination

sometimes are defined as direct and at other times as indirect discrimination219.

However despite these difficulties it is clear that the Commissioner considers as

one of the main tasks of the institution to conduct formal investigations into larger

spheres of public life (such as employment, minority education, special schools), the aim

of which is obviously the investigation of systemic forms of discrimination. The

difficulties in handling these form of discrimination do not derive from problems with

defining the concept but rather from procedural difficulties connected to proof and

evidence.

As far as the interpretation and use of the third form of discrimination: systemic

disparate impact discrimination is concerned the case-by-case examination of the concept

used by the Commissioner as seen throughout the previous chapter shows the limited and

                                                       
218 For a more detailed discussion of these problems see chapter 2.
219 See analysis in the previous chapter.
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inconsistent understanding of this form of racial discrimination. This often leads to

investigations in which evident cases of discrimination are not recognized as such, leads

to cases where discrimination is recognized, but for reason of poor knowledge of

procedures of evidence or testing, it is neglected as something which cannot be proven, or

leads to the same type of discrimination sometimes being recognized as such and other

times not.

The analysis shows a duality in the definition of discrimination as used by the

Commissioner: on the one hand there is the relatively progressive definition used for

theoretical purposes, on the other hand there is the inconsistent, often incorrect definition

used for practical purposes.  A good example of this duality can be found in the field of

education. In the formal investigation conducted into the field of minority education the

approach of the Commissioner is the most extensive approach as compared to the other

fields. It uses an anti-discrimination project (Koppelman.1998) type of approach which

proposes to include not only procedural discrimination but also disproportionate impact

cases and inequality of opportunity problems. Referring to intentionality in

discrimination: the report refuses the view that only intentional discrimination, i.e.

discrimination based on racist prejudices is discrimination. Since intents might be

important from the point of view of therapies, writes the report220, but are insignificant

from the point of view of impacts, among practices which are discriminatory for pupils

belonging to minorities there will be cases behind which there was no malign intent. The

report distinguishes three types of discrimination: direct discrimination (practices

deriving from discrimination – disparate treatment in our terminology), indirect

discrimination (all practices which disadvantage minority pupils as pupils belonging to a
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minority – systemic disparate treatment), and finally according to the third definition

discrimination includes direct and indirect discrimination and policies and practices

which fail to create equal opportunities for minority pupils (disparate impact). The

Commissioner opts in the field of education for the third definition, the widest

interpretation. He chooses the project of social reconstruction approach according to

which in order to have an adequate anti-discrimination policy it is not enough to solve the

individual cases of discrimination but the systemic problems and the problem of racially

tainted distribution has to be addressed, too.

Meanwhile, the report of the investigation on the Tiszavasvári case221 fails to

design a test that would appropriately show that the obvious pattern of racial segregation

is indeed discriminatory222. The two reports stand in sharp contradiction with each other:

whereas the theoretical approach would deem discrimination even unintended patterns of

racially tainted distribution, the other one is uncertain even about the clearly intentionally

racist segregationist policy.

In the same field of public education however, when looking at the investigations

conducted by the Commissioner, progress in the approach of the Commissioner is visible.

As seen in the previous chapter’s section concerning education issues, year by year the

interpretation of discrimination in education used by the Office becomes more

comprehensive. Tests develop, the second formal investigation on special schools uses a

developed concept of discrimination not only on the theoretical level but also for

practical purposes. Finally the most interesting investigation of 2000223 on a segregating

                                                                                                                                                                    
220 Report of General Investigation on Minority Education. 1998. pp.40
221 Investigation conducted in the same year
222 See chapter 4.
223 3008/2000/K
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school is closed with a report the concept of discrimination of which corresponds to the

theoretically defined concept used in 1997. It defines as indirect discrimination acts

behind which the racist motivation is either not present or cannot be shown. The evidence

for discrimination is the disproportionate impact of the selection pattern of the school,

impact falling with disproportionate burden on the Roma pupils of the school224.

Inconsistencies in the approach of the Commissioner to the concept of

discrimination can also be noticed in the analysis of cases concerning the activity of local

authorities. Whereas in the first annual report the concept of indirect discrimination

occurs as a specificity of the activity of local authorities, its application to the cases of

discrimination occurring in this field is rather problematic. As analyzed in the previous

chapter the Commissioner operates with several definitions of the concept, none of which

resembles what the literature defines as indirect discrimination. The first such definition

was formulated in the first annual report of the Commissioner225. It said in the first

paragraph of the chapter titled “Indirect discrimination - Maladministration”:

“[In such cases] no violation of minority rights can be proved directly, but the deficient
procedures of the public administration result in decisions which violate other
constitutional rights of the complainants or some regulation.”

This definition implies first of all that whatever is called indirect discrimination it is not

considered a violation of minority rights. It also means that indirect discrimination is not

a violation of right in itself, but it requires the violation of some other constitutional right

or some regulation in order to count as an abuse for the Commissioner.  Another

definition is formulated in a case in 1997226. It says:

                                                       
224 For more details see chapter 4.
225 Annual Report 1995-1996 pp.34-35
226 5017/1997/K
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“We have to do with indirect discrimination when a law or regulation sets criteria which
cannot be fulfilled by national or ethnic minorities due to their culture, tradition or
customs, and thus places a large proportion of its members in disadvantaged position”.

The next sentence of the report makes clear that the formulation “due to their culture,

tradition, customs” is used in order to exclude disadvantage flowing from the social status

of the group. The question here is that if a minority group is characterized predominantly

by a social status including unemployment, low level of education, and a large number of

children, does it make sense to restrict the disadvantage causing factor to cultural

elements? The otherwise good definition thus introduces an element unknown in the

literature concerning discrimination, which restricts the indirect discrimination concept

unnecessarily. A third definition of indirect discrimination is formulated in the 1998

annual report227. It says:

“In these cases [of indirect discrimination] the authority brings an unfavorable decision
against a customer seemingly not based on her race, but based on reasons, legal
prohibitions, legal arguments etc, which make the decision legal, but when behind the
justification of the decision discriminatory intent can be presumed. It is very difficult to
prove indirect discrimination, because it often needs control cases, that is cases in which
the customer does not belong to the minority and in conditions similar to the minority
customer’s a contrary, i.e. favorable, decision is brought for her.”

This definition mistakes indirect discrimination basically for what the literature calls

hidden direct discrimination or pattern or practice case of systemic disparate treatment. If

the decision is based on race (as the definition seemingly implies), than we have to do

with direct discrimination. This is further enforced by the way the report wants to prove

it, that is by means of control cases. If there is different treatment, meaning that you can

use a control case, there is direct discrimination, there is disparate treatment, whether the

intent can be proven or not. Indirect discrimination occurs when the treatment is similar,

and race neutral (the control case will show exactly the same result) but that same result,
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the impact of the decision is disadvantageous for the majority of the members of the

minority group for whatever reason, be that cultural, or any other feature which is

predominantly characteristic for the group.

Presumably due to the absence of a consistent workable definition of indirect

discrimination the Commissioner and his office does not find indirect discrimination in

any case until the beginning of 2000228 when finally a local governmental decree, which

banns collection of garbage is deemed indirectly discriminatory to the Roma229. Before

this case in instances of discrimination committed by the local authorities there was a

tendency to find other abuses instead of violation of the right not to be discriminated

against. One possibility was to look for and find smaller or larger irregularities or abuses

of legal or administrative procedures, which than could be challenged. The other more

problematic way out used by the Commissioner for solving the obviously discriminatory

cases in absence of available means and know-how for finding discrimination, was to

conceive of these cases as instances of social problems, or instances of violation of the

constitutional right to social wellbeing230. This approach is chosen in several cases among

which the most important ones are the Székesfehérvár case and the Zámoly case231. A

good illustration of the standpoint of the Commissioner in these cases is the already

quoted declaration made in connection to the Székesfehérvár case:

“The problems of the former inhabitants of the building in question cannot be related to
their race, the issue shall be dealt with within the framework of the rule of law, as a
primarily social problem. Any other representation of the case is racist, irresponsible,
racially inflammatory…Interpreting social problems as ethnic conflicts endanger their
appropriate treatment and the basic values of the rule of law…”232

                                                                                                                                                                    
227 Annual Report 1998.  pp.56
228 5887/1999/K
229 For a detailed description see chapter 4.
230 Constitution 70/E
231 For details see description and analysis in chapter 4.
232 Quotation from the press release of 19th December, 1997.
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The major problem with this point of view is that it wishes to perceive problems in a

colorblind manner in a society which is anything but colorblind. The Commissioner

might want to see poor Roma as primarily poor people, but seeing them in that way will

not change the majority population’s approach to them as primarily Roma. And if the

local authority perceives these people as primarily Roma and treats them in accordance

with that perception, the remedy the Commissioner has to give is at least to draw

attention to what is called racial discrimination.

The fact however that many such cases where the violation is deemed one of

social rights, or at most (as in the Zámoly case) discrimination on social grounds, are still

dealt with by the Minority Commissioner is quite interesting. In accordance with its

prerogatives, the institution can only proceed in cases in which violation or abuse of

minority rights has occurred. At the beginning of his activity the Commissioner stated

that he may only proceed on an abuse if that has been committed against a member of a

minority because of her membership in the minority group, violation of any rights of a

member of a minority in itself is not cause of action for the Minority Commissioner233.

Consistent with this statement action in cases which do not raise any ethnic issue, but

only social questions becomes questionable. It seems that at least intuitively in the above

cases the Commissioner presumes that there is discrimination and this is why the Office

proceeds to investigate them. However since racial discrimination is not found, the

presumption cannot be proved, or it is discarded with the argument that racial concerns

                                                       
233 3275/1995/K
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were absent. Finding procedural problems or defining the social problem becomes thus a

proxy for the finding of racial discrimination234.

The progress perceived in the Commissioner’s perception of discrimination

apparent since the beginning of 2000235 and the inconsistencies in the definitions are also

reflected in the above mentioned anti-discrimination bill prepared by the Office in the fall

2000.  The innovations and novelties described in earlier paragraphs if examined more

closely show several inconsistencies and mistakes. The most important problem

concerning us here is the fact that the definition of indirect discrimination is incorrect in

the proposal. The proposal aims to take over the definition of the EC directive, but leaves

out an important and fundamental part of it. The Directive says:

“Indirect discrimination shall be taken to occur where an apparently neutral provision,
criterion or practice would put persons of a racial or ethnic origin at a particular
disadvantage compared with other persons, unless that provision, criterion or practice is
objectively justified by a legitimate aim and the means of achieving that aim are
appropriate and necessary.”(Article 2.2.b.)

According to this definition not all disproportionately impacting neutral practices are

discriminatory, only the ones which cannot be justified objectively. Unless providing for

this exception the definition would imply the establishment of a society in which all

goods and services are distributed proportionally between the different ethnic groups of

the society regardless of such fundamental values as merit. Obviously the exception

makes the definition sustainable, and application of indirect discrimination available only

in justified cases. The definition of the Commissioner’s proposal leaves out exactly this

exception thus making it unacceptable for any reasonably liberal person.

                                                       
234 This argument is also made by the Commissioner in an interview. Kerényi (2000)  pp. 35
235 See 3008/2000/K, 5887/1999/K (investigation conducted and report written in 2000). Also the 1999
annual report proposes the definitions of the EC directive (Council Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000)
as a possible model to be followed by Hungary.
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Also, even though the proposal introduces the shift of the burden of proof, it

restricts it only to cases where the discrimination has been committed by public

authorities. The idea behind shifting the burden of proof in discrimination cases is that

parties in discrimination instances are inherently unequal, with unequal access to

information and to data that could be used in proving the violation (the easiest examples

being the relationship between employer and employee, between applicant for benefit and

local authority, between student and school). The principle of shifting the burden of proof

serves to compensate for this inequality. Restricting it to public authorities excludes some

of the most important offenders from this requirement.

Both of these mistakes make clear that the proposal for the comprehensive anti-

discrimination law was written without having a well-grounded understanding of the

basic principles on which efficient regulation of racial discrimination can be based. Even

though the Commissioner is the most progressive state actor as far as perception of racial

discrimination is concerned, being the major catalyst of progress in the field of regulation

of racial discrimination and enforcement of the constitutional right not to be

discriminated against, he and his Office do not have a consistent understanding of what

more complex forms of racial discrimination mean, the Office applies its concept on a

somewhat random basis.

More progressive definitions are usually more characteristic for theoretical

writings (such as normative chapters of the annual reports, normative chapters of formal

investigations). However there are important exceptions to this pattern such as the anti-

discrimination bill. The concept as it is applied to the cases varies considerably

throughout the different fields but also in time. Seemingly the preparation and coming
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into force of the EC directive (which though not directly applicable to Hungary will

certainly be part of the requirements to be fulfilled upon accession) clarified to some

extent some of the inconsistencies and lead to the use of a very progressive concept of

discrimination in some cases. This however did not have an appropriate effect on the

Commissioner’s proposal for anti-discrimination law.

A justification mentioned by the Commissioner for exercising some kind of self-

restraint with respect to the application of a more progressive concept of discrimination

was his concern for the efficiency of the institution236. According to the Commissioner

one of the factors weighted when deciding about the recommendation to be made in a

particular case is, especially if the facts of the case do not clearly justify the claim that

discrimination has occurred, that the conclusions should not “endanger the confidence of

the public in the Minority Commissioner institution”(Kerényi 2000, 35). This means, the

Commissioner goes on, that “if I am [the Commissioner] too radical, my conclusions are

too farfetched, that might result in the endangering of the objectivity, neutrality, unbiased

nature of the institution. And at this point after all it does not matter whether the

judgment of the public opinion corresponds to scientific criteria or not. This is not of

concern for the public either. However what is very important for me in this delicate

position is not to loose the confidence of the reasonable majority, of the reasonable

public.  Because the efficiency of this institution depends entirely on the confidence of

the public opinion.” (Kerényi 2000. p.35-36) Thus even if the Commissioner and his

Office sees of an instance as of a case of racial discrimination, if maintaining the

confidence of the public – obviously formed by the members of the majority population -

                                                       
236 Argument developed in my interview with the Minority Parliamentary Commissioner 21. April 1999,
Budapest. Also see Kerényi (2000 )
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so requires, it may happen that the Commissioner will stop short of finding

discrimination. This shows that the concept of discrimination represented by the Minority

Commissioner will depend not only on the theoretical interpretation of what racial

discrimination means but also on the perception of the Minority Ombudsman institution

and its means and prerogatives.

At this point I shall turn to see how the definition of discrimination examined

until now is widened or narrowed by the Commissioner’s interpretation of the Minority

Commissioner institution.

3. The Minority Ombudsman Institution

Independence from the Executive. As we have seen in the fourth chapter the Hungarian

Minority Commissioner institution is a parliamentary ombudsman institution meaning

that it is independent from the executive but also from the judiciary. It is nominated by

and it has to report to the Hungarian Parliament.  Its independence from the executive is

clear along all three factors defined by the ECRI recommendation: it is independent in

budget terms, it is independent because it has the ability to function without the

interference of the state, i.e. has independence in appointing staff, managing resources

and expressing opinions, and finally it is independent in that the legal framework

provides guarantees against arbitrary dismissal of the incumbent and for the fair

appointment of the incumbent.

However this independence does not prevent the institution from fulfilling many

of the activities fulfilled by executive ombudsman. The institution is an important actor in
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the definition of anti-discrimination policy in Hungary. It takes an active part in

reviewing existent anti-discrimination measures and policies, but it also participates in

the development and changes in the legal framework. The Commissioner gives in his

annual reports and recommendations for required changes and amendments for the

necessary new legislation concerning discrimination. All formal investigations of the

Commissioner were concluded by several recommendations directed to the different

concerned ministries and included suggestions concerning improvement of the legal

framework. Also, an important part of the recommendations concerning the improvement

of the legal framework are made in connection to investigations of individual complaints.

Finally, the Commissioner also takes part actively in the law- and policy-making

procedures. His opinion is asked with reference to every new law, amendment of law or

policy that concerns his institution, or any of the issues that the institution is meant to

address, among others anti-discrimination policy and legislation. Moreover, the fact that

the Commissioner has recently proposed a project of anti-discrimination law to the

Ministry of Justice and the Commission on Human Rights and Minorities of the

Parliament, shows that the Commissioner is having an even wider interpretation of the

institution’s independence versus its involvement in executive duties: not only that he

perceives as part of his task the recommendation of legal changes but he is also willing to

undertake part of the legislative work.

Scope of Action. The third chapter has shown that the classical ombudsman model

allows only for investigations into the activity of public administration. However it has

also shown that in case of specialized ombudsman and specialized enforcement agencies
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this restriction on the scope of action is often inconsistent with the defined aims of the

institution. Unfortunately the Hungarian legal context defines the Hungarian Minority

Commissioner in light of the classical ombudsman model. Nevertheless the

Commissioner’s interpretation of the institution’s scope of action shows that the

Commissioner recognizes this inconsistency and tries to avoid it by indirect action. The

examination of private sector discrimination cases in the previous chapter proves that the

Commissioner tries to widen his scope of action in order to also have powers over private

actors by giving a large interpretation to what state action means. He grounds his

approach on the fact that private sphere is controlled in indirect ways by state action. The

state is to authorize private business, is to enforce contracts, and is to exercise legal

supervision over many activities, most of them in fact of private actors acting in the

public sphere. In such indirect ways the control of the Commissioner can also extend to

violations of human rights committed in some fields of the private sphere.

One of the major arenas of racial discrimination is private business. Private

businesses can discriminate against members of disadvantaged ethnic groups through

their employment and advancement policies and through their choice of customers. Such

indirect action occurs both in the field of provision of services by private actors237 and in

the field of employment by private actors238. The proposal for a comprehensive anti-

discrimination law made by the Commissioner attempts to do away entirely with this

problem. The scope of action of the Commissioner as defined in the proposal makes no

restrictions referring to private actors.

                                                       
237 For examination of cases in this field see the relevant section of the previous chapter.
238 See especially the formal investigation on discrimination in employment. One of the long term projects
of the Commissioner is to contact large multinational private employers and convince them of the necessity
for introducing anti-discrimination or eventually affirmative action policies for their employees, and thus to
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Functions of the Institution. The chapter concerning the minority ombudsman

institution defined three main groups of functions and responsibilities along which such

institutions act: policy making and legislative functions, enforcement functions meaning

enforcement in individual cases and strategic enforcement and finally promotional and

educative functions. According to these three groups of functions, as written in the

second chapter, the minority ombudsman institution can address the problem of racial

discrimination at all three levels where it occurs. Its powers of promotion and education

of the public will attack the problem of racial discrimination on the level of racial

meanings, of prejudiced beliefs and values shared by the members of the society. Its

enforcement powers and its powers to review policy and legislation and to recommend

policies and legislation will act on the other two levels. The second level, that of racially

significant practices, will especially be addressed by the wide enforcement powers the

institution has, partly by its enforcement powers relating to individual complaints and

partly by its strategic powers. The third level, that of racially tainted distribution, will

mostly be addressed by the powers of the institution to issue guidance for good practices,

codes of good practice, to recommend policies both for actors of the society such as

employers, local authorities, health care institutions, insurance companies and for the

state. The institution may be the best, given its special expertise and sensibilities, to work

out guidelines for different forms of affirmative action programs or other programs for

improving substantive equality of opportunity.

                                                                                                                                                                    
act as some sort of models for smaller local employers. See Report on discrimination in employment.1998
pp. 133 and also the 1997 interview
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Let me look at these three groups of functions and prerogatives one by one. I have

discussed above already the legislative and policy making functions connected to the

question of independence of the institution. It is clear from the above that the

Commissioner uses extensively his legislative and policy making functions. He

overviews the relevant legislation and policies in a systematic way at least once a year

(for the annual report). The overview is concluded with recommendations concerning

amendment of existent legislation and proposal for new laws and policies. Meanwhile he

recommends changes to legislation and policies both on the national level and on the

local level in all formal investigations and in most reports of investigation of individual

cases.  In case of individual complaints this amounts sometimes only to recommendations

concerning the amendment of local decrees, but often is addressed to Ministries and

concerns amendment of national level legislation, especially if the case shows a

reoccurring systemic or institutional problem of discrimination. Finally, based on a

proposal of the Commissioner made to all relevant Ministries and organs of the

executive239 the Commissioner reviews and evaluates all the projects of law and projects

of amendment of existent legislation that are connected to his field of activity. He

grounded his claim for taking on this duty on the availability of relevant expertise in the

institution and the possibility for mediating between minorities as subjects of these laws

and the executive as the law making body.

As such the Commissioner is one of the first and most persistent proponents for

change in the regulation of racial discrimination in Hungary. His criticism against the

existent legal framework dates back to the very first annual report (Report of 1995-96,

79-85), even though at that time the Commissioner rather favored the improvement

                                                       
239 Annual Report 1997. pp. 86
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throughout the different laws instead of improvement through the creation of a

comprehensive anti-discrimination act240. In the first annual report already, the

Commissioner set accurately the standards for improvement of the anti-discrimination

legislation: he argued that in order to have a proper regulation of discrimination, the legal

system has to have a generally available definition of the concept of discrimination,

including direct and indirect discrimination, has to provide for adequate procedural order

for proof and evidence of discrimination and has to provide for proper sanctions for acts

of discrimination. In light of these the Commissioner finds inadequate the solution

available for discrimination cases provided by the Civil Code241.  Similar chapters

concerning recommendations for improvement of anti-discrimination law can be found in

the 1998 report (132-134), and the1999 report (8-17).  The last and perhaps most

important stage in this process is the proposal for a comprehensive anti-discrimination

law worked out by the Commissioner’s office in September 2000 and discussed in the

previous part of this chapter.

The second group of functions available to the Commissioner is that of anti-

discrimination law enforcement functions. As far as enforcement in individual cases is

concerned the complaint procedure can be started by the victim or by any NGO or other

organization. Several times the investigation of the Office has been started based on news

made public in the media. The complaint procedure is very much informal: it can be

written by the complainant or based on her complaint written by an employee of the

office, or it can be a telephone call. The Commissioner can do the investigation from the

Office, based on the documents sent by the body complained against, or may choose to

                                                       
240 The idea of a comprehensive anti-discrimination act first came up in the Annual Report 1997. pp.94
241 As seen in chapter 3 still the major tool for addressing discrimination cases.
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go on the spot and make interviews, speak with witnesses or participants in the

complained procedure. The procedure of the Commissioner is free of charge. These

features of the institution give the Commissioner the opportunity to address individual

cases of discrimination, which might remain hidden in the absence of the institution.

A major advantage of the institution is conducting investigation on the site, using

the expertise and the special sensitivities developed through solving a relatively large

number of discrimination cases, for understanding the cases and for collecting the

relevant information. Travelling to the site is also important with respect to decreasing

the bureaucratic nature of the institution. Besides, given the proportionately low level of

education of the Roma population, members of which are most often the victims of racial

discrimination, addressing discrimination cases in the office through written documents

and declarations will unavoidably give advantage to the authority being assessed.

Travelling to the site of the discrimination case has been a very important advantage of

the institution, an advantage visible in all cases where personal contact with the

participants of the practice complained about occurred. Absence of investigation on the

site has resulted in several cases of probable discrimination left uninvestigated or closed

solely on the basis of the written declaration of the authority against which the complaint

was raised242. Several cases analyzed in this research seemed to have required more

involvement by the Commissioner. An obvious reason for the relative absence of such

personal involvement could be the absence of staff and funds for travelling more often to

the site of the complaint.

Another defining feature of the institution, as far as enforcement powers are

concerned, are the means that are available for it to solve cases of discrimination: such as
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mediation, conciliation, persuasion, use of publicity. Several complaints that arrive to the

Commissioner turn out to contain no abuse of rights, no racial discrimination, the reason

for the complain is lack of information, absence of proper communication between

authorities and the complainants, often perceived as discrimination by the

complainants243. In other instances the complaint may be well founded but the

Commissioner has no prerogatives for addressing it. In such cases the Commissioner

either mediates between the parties for improving the flow of information, or informs the

complainant of other opportunities or remedies available to her and, if needed, sends the

complaint accompanied by a supporting letter to the relevant body (second instance in

court cases, public interest law firm if court proceedings are justified, attorney’s office

etc.).

 The Commissioner recognizes conciliation as a method specific to minority

ombudsman type institutions and makes attempts at using it. There are however two

important problems with the use of conciliation in his practice. First, the Commissioner’s

understanding of conciliation is mistaken: conciliation is understood as some kind of

informal, “psychical function” (sic!)244 which is voluntarily undertaken by the

Commissioner in cases when there is no violation of rights of any kind, but only

unfairness and high tension between the minority population and the authorities.  The

Commissioner perceives this method as a tool for decreasing the existent tensions and for

avoiding the “representation of social problems as ethnic problems”. Based on this

definition and the description of three cases that follows it in order to illustrate the

                                                                                                                                                                    
242 1320/1995/K, 1360/1995/K, 5314/1998/K just to mention a few.
243 For example see 2617/1995/K
244 Annual Report 1998. pp.153
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conciliation type activity of the Commissioner245 conciliation seems to be a means for

finding a solution for cases where the Office has difficulty in recognizing some more

sophisticated form of discrimination, or for typical cases of maladministration.

The second problem with the use of conciliation, that occurs only indirectly in the

practice of the Commissioner, is one of the main questions that was raised earlier in

connection to the method of conciliation in general. As seen at the end of the previous

section, if needed the Commissioner is willing to adopt a narrow concept of

discrimination in order to avoid loosing confidence of the majority population. Somewhat

similarly the analysis of the Tiszavasvári case in the previous chapter shows that, if

needed for the purpose of achieving more efficiency as far as the acceptance of

recommendations is concerned, the Commissioner is inclined to adopt a more restrained

concept of discrimination. Both instances though not relating directly to conciliation

seem to project the possibility of a point of view of the Commissioner according to which

bargaining over substantive rights issues – such as when an act can be considered

discrimination – is permissible. As I argued previously, I find this unacceptable even if it

might bring about some of the advantages of the conciliation method. The Commission

for Racial Equality in the UK overcomes this problem by separating their opinion on a

particular case from the solution to the particular case. Even if the conciliation results in a

resolution which is less than what the CRE would have considered just, their principled

position is always maintained, violation of a right is never bargained about. This is

something to be followed from the practice of the CRE. Resolution of concrete cases

might be and should be the subject of bargain in the practice of the Commissioner,

however definition of rights cannot be.

                                                       
245 Annual Report 1998. pp.154-157
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However, despite the arguments concerning conciliation no real case of

conciliation has occurred during the Commissioner’s first five years of activity. The

know how for conciliation over human rights issues is not presently available at the

Commissioner’s Office, despite the at least theoretical desire of the Commissioner to use

this tool.

 Another possible non-adversarial tool available to the Commissioner for solving

cases of discrimination is persuasion. Persuasion means that the Commissioner uses the

prestige of his institution and his person to convince by means of arguments and

explanation the offender of the harm of the activity complained about. The advantage of

the method of persuasion is the educating and preventive role that it can play. An

interesting use of persuasion occurred in a segregation case246 analyzed in the previous

chapter.  In that case in order to have better chances in persuading the offender about the

abusive character of its acts the Commissioner has chosen to refrain from establishing

liability. In the absence of sanctions, establishing liability is anyway a symbolic act in the

activity of the Commissioner. The Commissioner’s report did find discrimination, mainly

indirect, in this case. It seems that on a closer analysis, given the outrageous

segregationist results of the practice, the discriminatory intent and liability of the school

board could have been established. However the strategy chosen by the Commissioner

was to stop short of claiming the racist intent present behind the acts in order to manage

to persuade the school of the necessity for change, and the interest of both Roma and

non-Roma pupils of the school in ending segregation. In this case the compromise did not

reach a substantive issue, concerned only liability, not the definition and finding of

discrimination.
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In the field of strategic powers the Commissioner again has all the prerogatives

described in the chapter concerning minority ombudsman institutions. As already

mentioned, several investigations of individual cases are started by the Commissioner ex

officio, the complaint of the victim is not necessary for starting an investigation. A

number of general formal investigations aiming to further the strategic purposes of the

institution have been conducted.  Such investigations were conducted, among others, in

the field of minority education, one concerning the disproportionate number of Roma

children in special curricula schools, one concerning the minority self-government

system and the election of its members, one concerning discrimination in housing and

one concerning discrimination in employment.  The investigations of the Commissioner

seem to be a relatively good substitute for class action, which is not available in the

Hungarian legal system. In all general investigations but also in most investigations

concerning individual complaints the recommendations and the offered remedies were

referring to all members of the relevant minority group. The most utilized remedy is the

injunction type, which is obviously a remedy for every member of the group who has

been discriminated against in the case. Both the formal investigations and the overall

analysis of conducted investigations published in the annual reports show that the

Commissioner puts a strong emphasis on the systemic aspects of racial discrimination in

Hungary despite the ignorance of the Hungarian legal framework of these aspects

(absence of appropriate definition of discrimination, the absence of ethnic statistics,

unavailability of class action).

Finally, I shall turn to the third group of functions exercised by the Minority

Commissioner: promotional and educative functions. Promotional powers are understood

                                                                                                                                                                    
246 3008/2000/K
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by the ECRI recommendation247 to include provision of information and advice to

relevant bodies and institutions, counseling actors of specific relevant areas on standards

of anti-discriminatory practice, promoting and participating in the training of different

key groups of the society for tolerance, anti-racism and anti-discriminatory practices,

promoting awareness in the society of issues of discrimination, including preparation and

distribution of information and other materials and, finally, supporting and cooperating

with organizations that have objectives similar to that of the specialized body.

MacEwen’s definition adds to this list issuance of guidance and codes of good practice,

and promotion of research in the area.

Until now one code of practice was released by the Commissioner’s Office: for

aiding cooperation between minority self-governments and local governments, none

however regarding good practice as part of an anti-discrimination policy.  The already

mentioned project concerning meetings with multinational employers could be another

opportunity for working out a good practice code in the field of employment. However

the formal investigation of discrimination in employment248 seems to view this task as

part of the duties to be undertaken by the Labor Offices249: one of the recommendations

addressed to the Labor Offices concerns the creation of booklets containing guidance on

forms of employment discrimination and available remedies, to be distributed to potential

victims of discrimination.

As I argued earlier the Hungarian Constitutional framework is permissive towards

affirmative action. However very few affirmative action or preferential treatment

                                                       
247 ECRI Recommendation N° 2 on specialized bodies to combat racism, xenophobia, antisemitism and
intolerance at national level. Chapter C: Functions and responsibilities of specialized bodies. Principle 3
248 Report on Discrimination in Employment 1998
249 Munkaügyi Központok
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programs and policies are in place thus far. The reason for this is partly the absence of

expertise for developing such programs. The position of the Commissioner, as I showed

in the previous chapter with respect to discrimination in the field of employment, is rather

passive in connection to this issue. He tends to refer to the constitutional provision and to

the relevant Constitutional Court decision250, but does not try to elaborate on the available

legal material in order to provide guidance for those who might want to use affirmative

action but need support in bringing the constitutional principles down to the practical

level.

The Commissioner’s Office has supported research connected to racial

discrimination in three instances: research has been conducted concerning discrimination

in minority education in 1997251, concerning the minority self-government system and its

functioning also in 1997252 and currently a survey is being conducted concerning

discrimination in higher education.

One of the major deficiencies of the institution concerns the field of public

relations. The relation of the Office with the media is random. The opinion of the

Commissioner is asked in connection to every major event connected to racial

discrimination (both positive developments and violation cases). However no regular

contact with the media has been developed, no strategy for approaching the media has

been worked out.  Whereas there is recognition on the side of the Commissioner that this

is an important factor in the work of the institution, very few things have been done in

                                                       
250 9/1990 (IV.25.) AB Hat.
251 The Commissioner’s formal investigation on minority education was grounded on this research. Report
on General Investigation in the Field of Minority Education 1998.
252 Annual Report 1997. pp.7-9
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practice. Here I mean both attempting to increase the publicity of the institution and the

promotion of public educative campaigns against racism and promotion of tolerance.

Meanwhile the educative role of the institution is exercised indirectly through the

recommendations made to the different authorities, through the use of persuasion as a

tool of enforcement, and through the annual reports published and presented before the

Parliament.

Thus the Commissioner’s promotional and educative functions seem to be the

group of functions on which the institution puts the least emphasis as compared to the

other two groups of functions.  A possible explanation for this could be the limited

funding of the institution and the unavailability of expertise in such matters within the

staff of the Commissioner. Another explanation could derive from a problem analyzed in

the chapter concerning the minority ombudsman institution. As I wrote there the

Commissioner, given the limited funding such institutions generally have and the limited

size of the staff they work with, will have the task to equilibrate between the three

functions of the institution in a way that the interpretation the incumbent has of the tasks

of the institution are best reflected. If enforcement powers and legislative powers are

considered the priority much less capacity will remain for the use of promotional and

educational powers. Given the inadequacy of the anti-discrimination law in Hungary, it

seems obvious that the Commissioner considers it a priority to work as a substitute for

the courts through its enforcement powers on the one hand, on the other hand to try to

achieve the improvement of the legislative framework through its legislative powers. The

promotional and educative powers of the institution seem to be in this sense the victim of

this particular case of minority ombudsman type institutions and the legal context it has
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to work in. Hopefully there will be improvement in the Hungarian anti-discrimination

legislation and extension of jurisprudence concerning discrimination cases and then the

Minority Commissioner will have more capacity left for using its promotional and

educative powers, as well.

Having assessed the activity of the Commissioner as far as the three groups of

functions along which such institutions act are concerned, it can be concluded that most

of the capacity of the Commissioner and his Office is concentrated on the first two

groups of functions: legislative and policy making functions and enforcement functions,

whereas promotional and educative functions are mainly exercised indirectly without an

explicit strategy of work.  The interpretation of the Minority Ombudsman institution of

the Commissioner seems to be rather activist both concerning legislative and enforcement

functions. Especially in the field of legislative functions the Commissioner not only acts

along the prerogatives prescribed by the law but also attempts to widen those as far as

possible. Enforcement powers are also interpreted widely, problems in this field however

occur due to the inconsistencies in the interpretation of the concept of discrimination as

analyzed in the previous section. An important problem, which burdens the enforcement

field is the Commissioner’s prioritizing the efficiency of the institution over a consistent

activist interpretation of racial discrimination. The root of this idea is the Commissioner’s

point of view (Kerényi 2000, 35-36) according to which the institution has to be

unbiased, and neutral in its relation to both minority members and majority members.

According to him the institution in no case can be perceived as a civil rights actor, as a

defender of minority rights but it should be perceived rather as a neutral judge in issues

concerning minority rights. This understanding would indeed be appropriate if the
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Minority Commissioner were a classical ombudsman. However since this institution is a

specialized ombudsman institution for the protection and enforcement of the rights of

national and ethnic minorities, the goal of the institution is to promote and enforce the

rights of some inherently weak (both in a political and in a social sense) groups against

the state and the majority. Perceiving this position as a neutral position blurs the very idea

standing behind this institution.

The above examination of the activity of the Minority Commissioner proved that

the Commissioner seems to be rather activist in defining the scope of action of the

institution, and is willing to participate extensively in supervising the feasibility and the

workings of the legal framework in the field of racial discrimination and other fields

related to national and ethnic minorities. The institution recognizes the importance of

getting involved in shaping public opinion, in educating the public by means of contact

with the media, in participation in the media, publication of educational booklets and in

good practice codes, but it fails to put this recognition into practice.

Guidelines for the Development and Change of the Institution. In coming to the end

of this chapter I would like to provide guidelines and a few recommendations for the

future change and improvement of the workings of the institution according to the

conclusions drawn from the above analysis.

a. Changes in the legal framework

- Improvement of the Hungarian anti-discrimination legislation through a

comprehensive anti-discrimination act containing a generally valid definition for

racial discrimination, appropriate procedural provisions concerning proof and
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evidence, adequate sanctions for all forms of discrimination and formal

designation of the Minority Commissioner institution as a specialized

enforcement body;

- Redefining the scope of action of the Minority Commissioner institution with

respect to two aspects: extending the scope of action of the institution beyond

public authorities also to the private sector at least as far as their publicly

performed activities are concerned; extending the scope of action of the institution

beyond discrimination committed against members of officially recognized

national and ethnic minorities also to members of other racial and ethnic groups;

- Examining the possibilities for extending the powers of the Minority

Commissioner with respect to using the expertise of the institution in court

proceedings;

Changes in the working of the institution

- Development of a common working definition of racial discrimination generally

used by the staff of the institution throughout all fields where discrimination may

occur;

- Deliberation in working groups over more complex cases of discrimination in

order to avoid inconsistencies in definitions and methods of proof, evidence and

means of enforcement used in cases of discrimination occurring in the different

fields;

- Investigation of complaints of racial discrimination by means of going on the spot

of  the events to the extent that funds and human capacity allow in order to avoid

pro-authority solutions and ignorance concerning the point of view of the victims;
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- Extending the use of  the method of persuasion instead of always trying to remedy

the situations by turning to the supervisory bodies of the “respondents”;

- Examining the possibility of use by the Commissioner of the method of

conciliation, with special regard to the methodology of conciliation appropriate

for human rights cases;

- Development of an institution wide strategy for raising awareness of the public

opinion and the potential victims concerning the Minority Commissioner

institution with special regard to increasing presence in the media, both written

and electronic;

- Using public campaigns and other PR tools for promotion of tolerance, of

diversity, against racism and  racial discrimination;

- Writing and publication of good practice guides on the one hand concerning the

prevention of racial discrimination in the different fields where discrimination

occurs most often, on the other hand giving guidance in the formulation of

constitutionally acceptable equal opportunity and affirmative action policies;

- If expertise is not available within the Office on a certain issue external experts

and councilors shall be used, research institutes having the relevant expertise can

be sub-contracted for research.

3. Conclusions

The right to be free from discrimination on grounds of race, national or ethnic

origin is a right that goes through a process of development and refinement in the

European context. The complexity and pervasiveness of the phenomenon of racism and

xenophobia that stands behind discrimination and the increasing variety of acts that this
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right is extended to cover seem to justify a diversification in the enforcement strategies

used in for this right. Whereas the deterrent force of court enforced sanctions remains

unquestionable, the necessity of complementary enforcement mechanisms raises, as well.

This dissertation has shown that racial discrimination is a disease of our societies in the

case of which individualized enforcement strategies remain only a first and rather small

step in addressing the problem. I argued for the necessity of a comprehensive approach to

this harm, for the necessity of comprehensive multi-sectoral policies, which address the

issue of racial discrimination not only at the individualized level but also at the level of

the social values and prejudices which stand at its roots and at the level of social

structures, as well. Minority Ombudsman institutions are meant to serve as such a

complementary enforcement mechanism, able to address the problem of racial

discrimination in a sufficiently comprehensive way.

The particular case of the Hungarian Minority Commissioner is especially

illustrative for the purposes of the above argument because, beyond its role as a

complementary enforcement mechanism, it is also a major catalyst in the Hungarian

process of development of the right to be free from discrimination. Not only that it acts

along an increasingly complex concept of discrimination, but it also acts as a facilitator in

the recognition of the complexity of the phenomenon of racial discrimination and the

necessity of more comprehensive enforcement strategies for it.

This final chapter has shown, based on the analysis of the previous chapters, that

the Hungarian Minority Commissioner has most of the prerogatives necessary for

specialized bodies dealing with racial discrimination. There could be improvements made

in better defining the powers of the Minority Commissioner, even an increase of
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prerogatives could be argued for, but even within the current framework the

Commissioner can take up most of the tasks defined in the chapter on the minority

ombudsman model. The Commissioner acts along all three groups of functions

characteristic for minority ombudsman type institutions: legislative, policy making

powers, enforcement powers and promotional and educative powers. He uses all these

means to a larger or lesser degree for the enforcement and promotion of a progressive

concept of the right not to be discriminated against on national, ethnic or racial grounds.

The Commissioner is especially activist and acting as a catalyst for change along his

legislative and policy making functions and to a lesser degree but still considerably along

the enforcement powers of the institution. The deficiencies of the institution derive partly

from a failure to act coherently upon a relatively good understanding of the minority

ombudsman institution, partly from a deficient and, at some points, inconsistent

understanding of the phenomenon of racial discrimination. The observed deficiencies of

the institution can probably be eliminated throughout the learning process in which this

very young institution is in.

Meanwhile the conclusions of this analysis of the workings of the Hungarian

Minority Commissioner institution can serve as lessons not only for countries which plan

to establish such institutions but also for the already existent and working minority

ombudsman type institutions.
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